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ABSTRACT 

I t  is well established in the literature that focus and prosodic prominence are related. How- 

ever. the nature of this relationship is still under debate. The standard assumption (Setkirk. 

1984. 1995: Rochemont. 1986. 1998. among many others) is that this relationship, also 

known 3s focus project~on, is syntactically constrained. However, this assumption has not 

gone unchallenged (Schwarzschild, 1999: Chapman. 1998: Kadmon, 2000). In this thesis 

I present Serbo-Croatian data that bear on the focus-prominence relation. By integrating a 

detalled intonational study with syntactic and semantic analyses, the picture that emerges 

of the focus system in Serbo-Croatlan 1s one in which prosodic cues and word order pro- 

vide separate but related cues for indicatini focus. I show that these two types of focus 

mnrk~ng (prosodic vs. positional). although complementary in many ways. can be unified 

by the same set of constraints on focus projection. This set of constraints is a modified 

\.ersion of the SelkirWRochemont style Focus Projection Algorithm. The constraints in- 

clude sensitivity to argument structure. semantic type of focus exponent, and word order. 

This result then argues in favor of a syntactically constrained relationship between focus 

marking and focus. In particular. using the notion of syntactic constituency seems to be 

the most parsimonious way to account for constraints governing word order. If this con- 

clusion IS accepted i t  also has consequences for the syntactic representation of scrambling. 



One of the main claims of the thesis IS that focus projection In a Ian_~ua_re rhat h3s a pojl- 

tional focus is sensitive to argument structure. This is surprising given that most research 

on other languages with a positional focus (Kiss. 1995: Zubizarrsra. 1998: Kid\va. 2000) 

imply absence of this constraint. 



To the fond memory of the family that raised me not knowing WHAT to expect: 

my mother Jelena 1941-1965 

my grandmother Ljubica 1910-1979 

my grandfather Dimitrije 191C-1993 

my uncle Sava 1941-1996 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

1.1 The Big Picture 

This work is a study of focus projection in Serbo-Croatian. Serbo-Croatian is a South- 

Slavic language spoken in the former Yugoslavia. now consisting of three separate coun- 

tries: Croatia. Yugoslavia (Serbia and Montenegro), and Bosnia and Herzegovina. My 

study is based on data exclusively from the Serbian part of these three territories. However, 

I believe that many points. especially the syntax. carry over to the varieties spoken in other 

regions as well. 

Focus projection is a pheno~nrnon rxtenstvely discussed for languages such as English. 

German. and Dutch, where focus is signalled by prosodic means, i.e., the nuclear pitch 

accent.'. Focus is assumed to be marked by the feature [v in the syntax. The element 

carrying a pitch accent realizes the [fl feature in the syntax and is also known as the 

focus exponent (von Stechow and Uhmann, 1986). The relationship between the focus 

exponent and the focus (or the focus domain) is not one-to-one. This is m e  in the sense 

that the focus domain often corresponds to a larger syntactic constituent than the word 

'The nuclear pitch accent is a tyw of prosodic prominence. more specifically, a pitch pemrbation associ- 
ated with the syllable in a sentence that bean nuclear stress. 



containing the syllable with the nuclear accent. This non-isomorphic mapping between 

the focus exponent and the focus domain is what we refer to as "focus projecrion". The 

focus marked by the accent "projects" onto a morphosyntactic constituent of potentially 

variable size. One empirical consequence of focus projection is focus ambiguity. That is. a 

single utterance is many ways ambiguous as to which focus domain is signalled. since the 

utterance is compatible with a number of possibilities. 

The fundamental question that many researchers on focus have been addressing for the 
I 

past several decades is whether the relationship between focus and prosodic prominence 

is a part of grammar. For some the answer to this question is no (Bolinpr. 1972. 1986: 

Chapman. 1998). For others the answer is indisputably affirmative. However, among rho= 

who assume that the focus-prominence relation is pan of grammar. the question about 

the relationship between focus and prosodic prominence is transformed into a question 

about which part of grammar is responsible for constraining this relationship. For some 

researchen this relationship is constrained by syntax. The synractic constcaints on focus 

projection for English, German, and Dutch are formulated in the form of a Focus Projec- 

tion Algorithm (see Selkirk. 1984; Gussenhoven. 1983: Rochemonr. 1986, von Stechow 

and Uhmann. 1986. and references therein). For others. this relationship is regulated by 

pragmatics (Schwanschild, 1999, Kadmon. 2000). 

It is also often claimed that in some languages (Catalan (Vallduvi. 1992). Hindi (Kid- 

wai, 2000). Hungarian. some Bantu languages (Hyman and Watters. 1984). etc.) the pri- 

mary means of signalling focus is not prosodic but rather syntactic. i t . .  word order. These 

are languages for which word order is claimed to be constrained pragmatically rather than 

syntactically. The freedom of word order in Slavic languages, such as Czech. Russian. 



Serbo-Croatian. Bul_earian etc. is claimed to be of the same type. One of the implicit as- 

sumptions in these claims is that in these languages the primary means for signalling focus 

is not prosodic but syntactic (positional). 

Given that there seem to be at least two types of focus marking among languages. 

prosodic and syntactic. and given that the study of focus projection has been done only on 

languages that mark focus by pitch accent, the research question that this thesis addresses 

directly is the following: Does Focus Projection depend on the type of focus marking? 

This question is appropriate both for the comparison of languages that mark focus prosod- 

ically versus those that mark focus positionally, and for the comparison of those languages 

that mark focus prosodically but which use different types of prosodic cues to mark focus. 

In this thesis I investigate the relationship between prosodic prominence and word order 

in Serbo-Croatian and show that Serbo-Croatian has  two means of signalling focus: (i) by 

position (syntactic, i.e. word order) and (ii) by prosodic distinction. (prosodic prominence) 

which is different from English. These two 'means of signalling focus are related, but in 

some respects complementary. I further show that both of these strategies of marking focus 

are governed by the same set of rules. More specifically, the rules are mediated through 

syntax. This result then argues that focus projection is not necessarily dependent on the 

type of focus marking. 



1.2 The Basic Issues 

In this section I briefly illustrate the basic issues this dissertation is concerned with. There 

are three sets of issues: focus marking; focus identification. and h e  relationship between 

these two, which we call focus projection. 

12.1 Focus Marking and Focus Identification 

I will first illustrate these concepts in English. Prosodic prominence is marked by capital- 

ization. Consider the following example. 

(1) Helen is buying RASPBERRIES. 

The example in ( I )  is a sentence of English where the nuclear acccnt is on the first syllable 

of ruspberrics, marked by small caps. The nuclear pitch accent is a focus marker. What 

is the focus of this utterance and how can we tell'? This utterance is ambiguous 3s to what 

the focus is. The focus can be raspberries. or is buying raspberries, or Hrlen is briyL~~ 

raspberries. The identification of the intended focus (i.e. focus domain) of this utterance 

can only be done in a context. Out of context, i t  is impossible to say with more precision 

than just to list the three possibilities jun mentioned. 

How do we know that only these three possibilities are viable and nothing else? That 

is. why can't we say that the focus is Helor ... raspberries? We know t h s  only these 

three alternatives are justified because an utterance of ( 1 )  with a single nuclear acccnt on 

raspbem'es can only function in a discourse in which it is an answer to one of [hex three 

questions: 



( 2 )  a. What is Helen buying'? 

b. What is Helen doing? 

c. What's happening? 

In other words, focus of a sentence is that portion of a sentence that is the answer to a 

wh-question. We know that Helrt~ ... ruspberries can't be the focus because (1) cannot fe- 

licitously be used to answer the question Who bought what?. This is the working definition 

of focus that I will adopt for the purpose of the investigation of focus in this thesis. Thus, 

wh-questions are the best probe for focus. We can identify the focus of a sentence if we 

know which wh-question it is being used to answer. Some times, questions are explicit and 

focus identification is transparent. However, a lot of times questions are not explicit. and 

pan of understanding the discourse we are engaged in involves calculating a possible rele- 

vant question that an utterance may be an answer to. given the context in which it occurs. 

This is not a conscious process, it is pan of knowing the language and its communicative 

value in different contexts. 

1.2.2 Focus Projection 

We have seen that an utterance of (1) is compatible with three different types of questions. 

That is, it can be used in three different contexts, in each of which the focus domain is 

different. We will use subscript "F' to mark the focus domain. Thus, the three possible 

foci of ( I )  can be represented as in (3). (4) and ( 5 ) .  

( 3 )  a. 'what is Helen buying? 

b. Helen is buying F [ R ~ S ~ B E ~ R ~ E S ] .  

5 



(4) a. What is Helen doing? 

b. Helen is  buying RASPBERRIES]. 

(5) a What is happening? 

b. FIHelen is buying RASPBERRIES] 

In (3). the focus corresponds to the direct object NP, raspberries. In (4) .  the focus cor- 

responds to the syntactic VP, k buying ruspberries: and in ( 5 ) .  the focus corresponds to 

the whole sentence. Helen is buying raspberries. When the focus domain encompasses the 

whole sentence we call this type of focus domain "broad focus". When the focus domain 

encompasses only the word that contains the prominent syllable we call this "nmow fo- 

cus". These terms are relational and their origin and use will be discussed in Chapter 2. The 

key issue here is that the same accent placement is compatible with more than one locus 

domain. We say that the focus exponent is able to "project" focus to other constituents that 

contain it. As we will see in Chapter 2. the ability of the focus exponent to project focus in 

different ways is directly related to the syntactic and semantic relationship between it and 

the other constituents within the focus domain. 

133 The Basic Issues of Focus Projection in Serbo-Croatian 

The Serbo-Croatian equivalent of (1) is (6). Under neutral intonation this sentence is am- 

biguous with respect to focus in the same way the English example is. This would suggest 

that Serbo-Croatian focus projection may work the same way English does. 



(6)  Jelena kupuje maline. 

Jelena.NOM buying raspberries.~cC. 

'Jelena is buying raspbenies. 

However. Serbo-Croatian raises additional issues, given that Serbo-Croatian is a rela- 

tively free constituent-order language. The propositional content of (6) could be expressed 

by a sentence with any of the logically possible constituent orders among the subject, the 

verb, and the object. That is. any of the members of the set W: ( SVO. SOV, VOS. VSO. 

OVS. OSV ) should do. However, with respect to focus domain. not all of these logically 

possible alternatives of word order are ambiguous with respect to focus and consequently 

they do not have the same focus signalling potential. 

Before we look at other possibilities that are available to express the meaning of the 

utterance in (6). we will make two distinctions about the prosody of a Serbo-Croatian 

utterance. First. a Serbo-Croatian sentence can be uttered with neutral prosody. Neutral 

prosody means that the sentential stress is rightmost. or on the last phonological word in 

the intonational phrase. Second, a Serbo-Croatian sentence can be uttered with marked (or 

emotive) prosody, which means that sentential stress is not on the last phonological word 

in the intonational phrase. 

Now, consider the following possibilities. If a sentence were to be uttered with neutral 

prosody I will not mark the sententiai stress. If it were to be uttered with marked prosody. 

I will indicate the sentential stress by capitalization of the word that bears it. 

(7) SVO patterns 

a.  Jelma kupuje maline. 



b. JELENA kupuje maline. 

c. Jelena KUPUJE rnaline. 

(8) VOS patterns 

a Kupuje maline Jelena. 

b. KUPUJE rnaline Jelena. 

C. Kupuje MALINE Jelena. 

(9) VSO patterns 

a Kupuje Jelena rnaline. 

b. KUPUJE Jelena rnaline. 

C. Kupuje JELENA maline. 

( 10) OVS patterns 

a Maline kupuje Jelena. 

b. MALINE kupuje Jelena. 

c. Maline KUPUJE Jelena 

( 1 1) OSV patterns 

a. Maline Jelena kupuje. 

b. MALINE Jelena kupuje. 

c. Maline JELENA kupuje. 



Not all of these orderings are felicitous in the same contexts. Some of them overlap in 

their contextual appropriateness and some don't. Among the research questions that this 

thesis addresses are the following: (i) How do we explain the interaction between con- 

stituent order, prosodic prominence, and felicity in a given context? (ii) What are the focus 

projection potentials of these different word orden and how do they relate to their syntactic 

svucture and their prosodic structure? As a background to answering these questions I will 

provide an analysis of Serbo-Croatian prosodic structure (chapter 3) and Serbo-Croatian 

syntactic structure (chapter 4). 1 will directly tackle the above questions in chapter 5. 

1.3' Organization of the Thesis 

This thesis is organized into four main pans. Chapter 2. introduces the basic issues of 

focus. focus marking. and focus identification. It motivates the distinction between focus 

marking and focus, and discusses the relationship between the two and the ways in which 

i t  has been accounted for in the previous literature. 

Chapter 3, presents the basic overview of Serbo-Croatian intonation and provides an 

analysis and a finite-state grammar of the intonational system. 1 argue for two levels of 

prosodic phrasing: the phonological word and the intonational phrase. The phonological 

word is the domain of the lexical pitch accent and the word boundary tone, whereas the 

intonational phrase is the domain of the phrase accent. I show that there are two basic into- 

national patterns, traditionally referred to as "neutral" and "emotive". The main difference 



between the two panems is in the placement of the phrase accent. The neutral intona- 

tion pattern allows only the phrase accent placement on the right-most phonological word. 

whereas the emotive intonation pattern is characterized by early phrase accent placement. 

Chapter 4 introduces the basics of Serbo-Croatian syntax. I show that despite the free 

word order which may lead one to assume a non-configurational structure, according to the 

stand& constituency tests Serbo-Croatian can be shown to be configurational. The vda-  

tion in constituent ordering is treated as a movement operation out of the basic, underlying. 

structure. I show that. based on the various tests, most positions occupied by the moved 

constituents have both A and A' (argument vs. non-argument) propenies. Only the VP 

adjoined position consistently shows A properties. This result is then applied in chapter 5 

to support the proposal for base generating different ordering of internal arguments within 

the VP. 

Chapter 5 provides an analysis of the interaction of intonation and word order in sig- 

naling focus. I argue that the focus projection algorithm relevant for Serbo-Croatian is 

sensitive to three constraints: (i) argument structure . (ii) semantic type of the word which 

is the focus exponent, and (iii) word order. 1 incorporate the first two consuaincs into the 

SelkirkJRochemont style focus projection algorithm and I use the third constraint on focus 

projection as an argument for deriving certain word orders by means of VP-movement. 

rather than as an instance of multiple scrambling. To my knowledge, the fact that focus 

projection in a language with a positional focus is sensitive to argument structure has not 

been documented before. Thus, this presents the main result of this thesis. 

Chapter 6 summarizes the findings in these four major parts and comments on the need 

for further research. 



CEIAPTER 2 

FOCUS - THEORETICAL BACKGROUND 

2.1 Introduction 

The term 'focus' is often used to denote one of three different concepts: (i) a phono- 

logically prominent constituent (Pienehumben and Beckman. 1988; Jackendoff, 1972; 

Gussenhoven. 1984; Selkirk, 1984. 1995: Rochemont. 1986. 1998; Vallduvi. 1992; Vall- 

duvi and Engdahl. 1996b: Rooth. 1995: Roberts. 1996; Schwarzschild, 1999; Jun, 1996); 

( i i )  a semantic interpretation of the prominent constituent as the most informative pan 

of 3 sentence in a context. i.e. the focus of a sentence (Jackendoff, 1972; Culicover and 

Rochemont, 1983: Gussenhoven. 1984; Selkirk. 1984. 1995: Rochemont, 1986. 1998; Vall- 

duvi. 1992: Vallduvi and Engdahl. 1996b; Rooth, 1995; Roberts. 1996; Schwarzschild, 

1999, among many others); and (iii) a non-linguistic notion of semanticJpragmatic salience 

or discourse prominence used in computational linguistics and artificial intelligence, such 

as the work in Centering theory, e.g. the focus stack of Grosz and Sidner (1986). 

The concept of focus referred to in (iii) is diametrically opposed to the linguistic notions 

of focus in ( i i )  and (i). In many respects i t  is closer to the notion of topic rather than focus. 

However, even though I am assuming that a comprehensive theory of pragmatics includes 

ideas central to the Centering theory. I will not adopt Centering theory usage in this respect, 



and I will only be concerned with the term focus used as a linguistic notion mentioned in 

(i) and (ii). 

Because the linguistic term 'focus' is also used in two different ways. in this thesis I 

will keep them separate. I reserve the term 'focus' only for the sense (ii), that is, by the term 

focus I will only refer to a semantic constituent, i.e.. the denotation of the syntactic con- 

stituent corresponding to the prominent constituent. For the phonological notion of focus. 

1 will only use the terms 'prosodic prominence' (or sometimes just 'prominence'). For the 

element carrying the phonological prominence. I will use the term "focus exponent". For 

the syntactic constituent whose denotation is the focus I will use the term 'focus domain'. 

Utterances gain their pragmatic effectiveness in part through their semantic focus. Fo- 

cus directs the interpretation of an utterance to a relevant set of alternatives by directing 

attention of the interlocutor to the instructive pan of the utterance. Thus. focus is a pan of 

a range of strategies language users have at their disposal for guiding the interlocutor ro the 

right set of assumptions desired to be shared. Among other strategies that are pan of this 

group are pronominalization.pdrop. use of epithets and titles, for signalling coreference: 

and ellipsis of different kinds. for signalling semantic identity (see Gundel et al.. 1993: 

Kameyatna, 1999; Ladd. 1996; Merchant. 1999: Williams. 1997. and references therein). 

It is well established in the works already cited that focus and prosodic prominence we 

related. Yet, the nature of this relationship is still under debate. 'The standard assumption 

(Selkirk. 1984. 1995; Rochemont, 1986. 1998. among many others) is that this relation- 

ship is syntactically constrained. However, this assumption has not gone unchallenged 

(Schwarzschild, 1999; Chapman. 1998; Kadmon. 2000. among others). In this thesis I 

will present data from a scrambling language and show that using the notion of syntactic 



constituency seems to be the most parsimonious way to account for the prominencefocus 

relationship. If this conclusion is accepted it also has consequences for thesyntax of saam- 

bling. 

This chapter is organized as follows. In section 2, 1 present different types of phono- 

logical means for signalling prominence that are relevant for focus; in section 3, I present 

my assumptions about the focus-prominence relation; in section 4, I introduce constraints 

on the focus-prominence relation; in section 5, 1 discuss how the focus of a sentence is 

identified; and in section 6 1 consider the influence of context on prominence placement 

(i.e., deaccenting). The main conclusion is that prominence and context together guide the 

focus identification, and neither alone is sufficient to identify focus. 

2.2 Types of Prosodic Prominence 

Focus can be signalled by different means: phonological, morphological, or syntactic. Each 

of these rneans has to do with prominence at that level: phonology, morphology, or syntax, 

respecrively. In many languages focus.has been tied to phonological marking. However, 

rhcre arc languages which seem to employ only other means of signalling focus. Mor- 

phological marking of focus is claimed for Navajo (Vallduvi and Engdahl (1996b) citing 

Schaubrr ( 1978)). and a number of Bantu languages (Watters, 1979; Odden. 1984; Hyman 

and Watters. 1984). Syntactic marking of focus is claimed for Catalan (Vallduvf. 1992; 

Vallduvi and Engdahl, 1996ab). but also English (Rochemont, 1986; Rochemont and Culi- 

cover. 1990: Rochemont. 1998). Spanish (Zubizarreta, 1998). Hungarian (Horvath, 1986) 



(although see Robens (1998) for a different analysis). Hindi (Kidwai. 2000). etc. How- 

ever, as we know from English, which seems to use both phonological and syntactic means 

(e.g. cleft and pseudo-cleft consmction) of signalling focus. it is not clear that morpho- 

logical and syntactic signalling of focus are entirely independent of phonological marking 

of focus. It is possible that a more thorough investigation of intonation patterns of these 

languages which are claimed to employ exclusively morphological or syntactic marking 

of focus will show that phonological marking is also present. In any case. I will not have 

anything to say about alleged cases of morphological marking of prominence. 

For languages for which it is claimed to mark focus phonologicdy. the phonological 

marking is not necessarily of the same type. That is, there are different prosodic means for 

marking focus. It is important to emphasize this difference in prosodic marking of focus 

because the research on focus projection has been extensively done only on languages that 

mark focus by pitch accent. In chapter 3, 1 will show that Serbo-Croatian does not use 

pitch accent as a phonological marker of focus and will thus establish that a study of focus 

projection in Serbo-Croatian is a good candidate for determining whether focus projection 

is dependent on the type of a focus marker. In this section I introduce three [yps  ol  

phonological marking of focus: pitch accent placement. phonological phrasing. and pitch 

range expansion. 

22.1 Focus Marking by Pitch-amnt 

In English. German, Dutch. and some other Germanic languages that have postlexical pitch 

accents, a phonological correlate of focus is the placement of the nuclear pitch accent (Hail- 

iday, 1967; Bolinger, 1978; Ladd, 1980; Pierrehumben. 1980; Selkirk. 1984: Gussenhoven. 



1983. inter alia). In the focus literature the focus-signalling property of pitch accent is most 

often taken to be a property of morphosyntactic words. Words that bear the nuclear pitch 

accent can be interpreted as focused. However, pitch accents are also able to signal promi- 

nence of constituents smaller and larger than words. Pitch accent marking of constituents 

larger than words is known as 'focus projection', and is discussed in section 2.3. 

The use of pitch accent to mark units smaller than words, such as bound morphemes, as 

prominent can be found in corrective uses such as in (12). The presence of a pitch accent 

is indicated by capitalization. 

(12) Bolinger (1986) 

This whiskey wasn't Exported from Ireland. it was DEponed. 

The use of nuclear pitch accent to mark word-units as prominent can be illustrated by the 

following examples: 

( 13) a. Mary bought a NEW monitor. 

b. MARY bought a new monitor. 

The presence of the pitch accent on the words marked by capitalization can be seen in 

pitch tracks in figures 2.1 and 2.2. The portion of the pitch track corresponding to the pitch 

perturbations, i.e.. the rise in the fundamental frequency (Fo), aligns with what we hear as 

the pitch accent. In figure 2.1, we see the rise in Fo at the beginning of the utterance around 

the first syllable of MOT. and in figure 2.2. the FO rise occurs around the word new. 

In each of the examples in (13). in certain contexts the pitch accent can be interpreted as 

signalins focus of the word bearing the accent. These cases are referred to as narrow focus. 



Rgwe  2.1: An Fo track of the sentence MARY bought a t ~ o v  mo~lirot. 

Figure 2.2: An Fa track of the sentence Mur). bo~rght a NEW mottirur 

The focus is narrow because it is confined to the word containing the accent. Examples of 

this type are used as evidence that there is a bidirectional relationship between focus and 

accent. The main idea of this view is that focus and accenl coincide on the same word. Thc 

most prominent proponent of this idea was Bolin_eer. However, in section 2.3 we will see 

that this idea is untenable. 



2.22 Focus Marking via Prosodic Phrasing 

A number of languages are known to manipulate prosodic phrasing as a means of signalling 

focus. Among them are Japanese (Pierrehumbert and Beckman, 1988), ChicheGa (Kan- 

erva. 1989). Bengali (Hayes and Mi. 1991 ). Korean (Jun. 1996). Shanghai Chinese (Jin. 

1986; Selkirk and Shen, 1990). These are all languages in which some prosodic constituent 

below the intonational phrase, identified reliably enough by tone andlor segmental distinc- 

tions, is used to signal focus. These languages show that phrasing can also be manipulated 

for the purpose of signalling focus. 

Depending on the language, the non-default phrasing inserts an unexpected boundary 

before or after the focused word and deletes subsequent boundaries. The following is 

a simplified classification of narrow focus effects on phrasiig: (a) deletion of 

prosodic boundaries after the focus (also known as dephrasing: Korean, Japanese), (b) 

addition of a prosodic boundary at the left edge of focus (Korean. Japanese). (c) addition 

of a prosodic boundary at the right edge of focus (ChicheGa, Bengali). This classification 

of focus effects is paradigmatic. Lt is amved at by comparing two types of utterances: those 

with broad (also known as "neutral") focus and those with narrow focus on a particular 

word. Simplifying a little bit, broad focus is focus that corresponds to the entire sentence, 

whereas narrow focus corresponds only to the word that bears the prominence. We will 

define these terms more precisely in the next section. Thus we speak of a deletion or an 

addition of a prosodic boundary for the purpose of signalling narrow focus in comparison 

to a broad (neutral) focus utterance of the same text. 



Here are some examples of how focus affects prosodic phrasine in Korean. The  curly 

brackets indicate phonological phrases relevant for focus marking (i.c.. accentual phnses 

of Jun (1996)), square brackets indicate the sentential syntactic boundaries (i.e.. IP bound- 

aries), and the " %  sign marks the intonational phrase boundaries. 

(14) Korean from Jun (1996) 

a. kjaurc tjcbchan oiga masit'anintc, tlarjmal kibntc 

winter.LOC tO.grOW.REL c~cumber.NOM delicious-but really so-Q 

'Is it true that a cucumber grown in winter is delicious?' 

b. broad (neutral) focus 

[(kjaurc d3cbchan) (oiga) (masit'anintc)],p% [(tjaqmal kilan tc)],p 9 

c. adjunct within relative focused 

[(kjauredjcbchan oigamasit1anintc)llp% [(tJaqmal kilantc) I lp 'k 

d. verb within relative focused 

([kjaurc) (tjebehan oiga rnasi t 'anintc)]~~ 5% [( t la~~mal kila-n tc)Jlp 9 

e. the head noun focused 

[(kjaurc d3cbchan) (oiga masit'anintcjl~p 9 [(tJaqmal kila-n tc)J lp 9 

f.main predicate is focused 

[(Waurc dacbchan) (oiga) (rnasit'aninte)J/p 4c [(tlaqmal kilan tc]],p Sb 

The prosodic prominence in (14) is indicated by bold face. This sentence is syn~actically 

complex. It is a conjunction of two separate sentences. where the second conjunct is 3 



question and the first conjunct is a declarative sentence serving as a background for the 

question. We are interested in the focus marking expressed in the declarative sentence 

within the first conjunct. 

When this sentence is in neutral (i.e.. broad) focus. it has three phonological phrases. 

However, when the focus is on the first word, there is only one phonological phrase. Each 

focused word starts a new phonological phrase and deletes all subsequent prosodic bound- 

aries up to the end of the intonational phrase. The phonological phrasing shown in (14) is 

reflected in the pitch contour of an utterance. The pitch tracks of representative productions 

of these sentences are provided in Figures 2.3-2.7. 

Since the question in the second conjunct is a yes-no question pertaining to the propo- 

sition expressed in the first conjunct, the focus within the first conjunct serves as the focus 

of the question. Thus, when the focus is on the adjunct. kjaure 'winter', within the relative 

clause in the subject of the first conjunct, the question that is being asked is whether cu- 

cumbers grown in winter as opposed to 0th; seasons are delicious. The interpretation of 

other narrowly focused questions works similarly. 

The Korean examples illustrate how prominence related to focus affects phonological 

phrasing: in Korean a focused constituent must begin a phonological phrase. 

2.2.3 Focus Marking via Pitch Range Expansion 

In many languages, especially in those that are based on lexical tone, some varieties of 

Chinese for example, pitch accents are nor even part of their grammatical ontology. in 

these languages. prosodic prominence is instead conveyed by manipulation of the local 

pitch range. 



Figure 2.3: Neutral focus: 'Is it true that a cucumber grown in winter is delicious.' The 
prosodic phrasing is indicated by curly brackets in the top pan of the panel. 
Vertical lines mark the ends of the words. In neutral focus. the utterance com-  
sponding to the first conjunct consists of three accentual phraxs. 

Figure 2.4: Focus in on the adjunct within the relative clause. 'Is it true that a cucvrnkr 
grown in WINTER is delicious.' The prosodic phrasing is indicated by curly 
brackets in the top pan of the panel. Vertical lines mark the ends of the words 
and capitalization marks the focused word. When the focus is on the first word. 
there are two intonational phnses. As shown by the prosodic phrasingst the 
top of the panel and as the pitch track indicates. focus on the first word deletes 
subsequent prosodic srmcture, as compared to the prosodic phrasing of the 
same sentence under neutral focus in figure 2.3. 



Figure 2.5: Focus is on the predicate within the relative clause. 'Is it true that a cucumber 
CROWN in winter is delicious.' The prosodic phrasing is indicated by curly 
brackets in the top pan of the panel. Vertical lines mark the ends of the words 
and capitalization marks the focused word. Focus on the second word in the 
sentence inserts a prosodic boundary in the place where then was none in neu- 
tral focus condition, figure 2.3. As in the previous panel, figure 2.4, focus also 
deletes the prosodic structure that follows focus in the same sentence. 

However. pitch range expansion as a means of signalling narrow focus is not restricted 

only to tone languages. Rather. pitch range expansion is a fairly universal means of sig- 

nalling focus. In fact, in addition to accent marking. English and other pitch accent lan- 

pages. Swedish, Japanese, etc., employ local pitch range expansion for signaling narrow 

focus. We can see the effects of pitch range expansion in languages that mark focus by 

prosodic phrasing as well, such as Korean. For example in the figures 2.3 - 2.7, the ex- 

panded pitch range can be seen for phrases that contain the focused word. We will see in 

Chapter 3 that Serbo-Croatian also uses this type of tonal prominence for marking narrow 

focus. We now turn to the relationship between prominence and focus in English. 



Figure 2.6: Focus is on the subject of the relative clause. 'Is i t  true that a CUCUMBER grown 
in winter is delicious.' The prosodic phrasing is indicated by curly brackets in 
the top part of the panel. Vertical lines mark the ends of the words and capi- 
talization marks the focused word. Focus is on the third word in this uttemce. 
and in comparison to the neutral focus condition. figure 2.3, focus does not in- 
sen any new prosodic s~ucture in this position. However. focusing this word 
causes deletion of the subsequent prosodic structure in the sentence. This can 
be seen by comparing this utterance with the neutral focus. figure 2.3, in which 
this word is phrased separately. 

23 Prominence-Focus Mapping 

In this section I present the standard evidence that the prominence-focus mapping is no1 

one-to-one. This indeterminacy is known as 'focus projection', or sometimes 'focus m- 

biguity'. I discuss the notion of focus projection in English and algorithms that have been 

proposed to account for it. I follow the established practice of representing the prosodically 

prominent morpho-syntactic unit by capitalization and the understood semantic focus by a 

subscript feature m. 
Consider the example in (15) and its Fo contour in Figure 2.8. 

(15) Mary bought a new MONITOR. 



Figure .7: Focus is on the main predicate. 'Is it true that a cucumber grown in winter is 
DELICIOUS.' The prosodic phrasing is indicated by curly brackets in the top 
part of the panel. Vertical lines mark the ends of the words and capitalization 
marks the focused word. This utterance does not differ from neutral focus 
condition in terms of prosodic phrasing. Both have the same prosodic smcture; 
however, the pitch range of the phrases preceding the focus is subordinated to 
the pitch range of the focused phrase. 

Figure 2.8: An FO track of an utterance of Mary bought a new MONITOR. 

(15) is an utterance that has nuclear accent on monitor. The nuclear (L+H*) accent is 

visible in ihe Fo representation in Figure 2.8 as a rise in the Fo at the end of the first syllable 

in mu~liror. 



An utterance such as (15) is ambiguous with respect to focus. We can utter (15) in 3 

number of different contexts. such as the ones in (16). 

(16) a. Did Mary buy a new printer? 

b. What did Mary buy? 

c. What did Mary do? 

d. What happened? 

When (15) is used as an answer to the question in (16a). we say that the focus is narrow. 

because the focus corresponds to the denotation of the noun rno~~iror, as 3 contra[ to the 

denotation of the nounprinter in the question. The answer is basically providing 3 negative 

answer to the yes-no question and being cooperative by providins additional information 

as to why the answer is a negative one. When ( I  5) is used as an answer to the question in 

(16b). we say that the focus of (15) is broader, since it also includes the denotation of the 

adjective new as well. It consists of the denotation of the direct object noun phrase (NP) 

a new monitor, and it corresponds to the wh-word in the wh-question ir functions m an 

answer to. When (15) is used as an answer to the question in (16~). we identify focus with 

the denotation of the phrase bought a news rnoniror, that is, the denotation of the whole verb 

phrase (VP). The focus in this case is even broader than when the urrerance functions 3s rhs 

answer to (16b). Again, the focus corresponds to the wh-phrase in the wh-question it is rn 

answer to. Finally, when (15) is an answer to a (I&), we say that the focus is broad. since 

it corresponds to the denotation the whole sentence. The answer again correlates with the 

wh-phrase in the whquestion: what in this case refers to a proposition. 



As the preceding discussion illustrates, the terms "narrow" and "broad" are relative 

terns. These terns were first introduced in Ladd (1980). They refer to the site of the focus 

domain signalled by nuclear accent relative to a domain. The reference domain is most 

often a sentence. Thus, when the accent signals a focus domain which is smaller than a 

sentence we talk about narrow focus, whereas when the focus domain IS the sentence, we 

talk about broad focus. We can apply the relational notion with respect to domains smaller 

than a sentence. For example. the accent on nto~ritor signals broad focus with respect to 

the NP u rtrw mu~lilor, because the N P  includes other material besides the word monitor. 

If the focus is on ~~torliror, as in tlut a new PRINTER. bur a flew MONITOR, then we have 

a narrow focus with respect to the NP, and so on. 

Nuclear accents in certain positions in a sentence can only signal narrow focus. For 

example if nuclear accent is placed on new in (17). the focus can only be narrow. 

(17) Mary bought a NEW monitor. 

Figure 2.9: An FI, track of an utterance of Mary bought a NEW monitor: 



What is the significance of utterances such as (15) for the focus-prominence relation'' 

They show us that the relationship between focus and prominence is not one-to-one. This 

is because the same type of prominence. i.e. nuclear accent on monitor. can signal four 

different focus domains. i.e.. N. NP, VP, and S. In other words, in thiscase, the prominence 

is not sufficient to tell us what the focus domain is. It is ambiguous with respect to focus: 

it gives rise to focus ambiguity. 

We represent the size of the focus domain in the syntactic suucture (Jackendoff. 1972: 

Selkirk, 1984, inter aha) by a feature [R on a constituent that can serve as a possible focus 

domain. Thus, (15) has four possible focus stmcture representations, shown in (18). 

(18) a. [Mary [bought [a new F[MONITOR]]]] 

b. [Mary [bought [MONITOR]]]] 

C. [Mary p[b~ught [a new [MONITOR]]]] 

d. p[Mary[bought [l new [MONITOR]]]] 

Very often these four possibilities a n  depicted in a collapsed representation. 3s in (19). 

which is a shorthand version of the four representations in (18). The represenra[ion in (19) 

is a standard representation of the phenomenon we call focus projection. 

If the prominence-focus relation were a one-to-one relation, then the only focus do- 

main we could account for by this relation in (15) would have been the narrow focus on 

the noun monitor. This is because the noun rnotlitur bears the nuclear accent. This kind 



of relation between prominence and focus is the one in which what is accented is the fo- 

cus. Ladd (1996) calls the kinds of theories of the prominence-focus relation that assume 

the one-to-one mapping view Radical Theories of Focus-to-Accent relationship, or 'high- 

lighting' based theories. Representative of this view are the theories presented in Bolinger 

(1972. 19821, Schwarzschild (1997). Chapman (1998). among others. These theories ar- 

gue that the only relationship between prosodic prominence and focus has to do with the 

informational status ("given" vs. "new") of the word that bears the prosodic prominence 

(pitch accent in the case of English). Since for Botinger the focus-prominence relation is 

one-to-one mapping. focus always amounts to the word that bears the accent.' This means 

that Bolinger does not acknowledge the notion of focus projection or broad focus. He ar- 

gues that speakers choose to place an accent on the word that they wish to highlight for the 

current communicative purpose of the utterance. Accent, according to Bolinger, is related 

to the speaker's intention and in fact is unpredictable by the grammar. Chapman also ar- 

gues that accent placement is a non-linguisti'c issue. It is not guided by the grammar but 

rather by the pragmatic notions such as "givenhew" information. Constituents denoting 

new information are prosodically prominent, whereas those denoting given information are 

not. 

However. we have just seen that the prominence-focus relation cannot be one-to-one 

because we have to account for the fact that prominence placement does not always create 

a single possible focus domain. Rather, we often find more than one possible focus domain. 

'However. even in this casi the focus-prominence relation is not one-to-one befause the prominence is a 
property bf the relevant syllable. whereas the focus is the property of the denotation of rhc word. In other 
words. the only m c  onc-to-one correspondence is present in examples such as (12) whem focus is on the 
syllable which 1s also a morpheme. 
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The concept of focus projection goes back. at least. to Chomsky (1971 I.? The main 

research question for scholars of the focus projection phenomenon is the following: Given 

that the prosodic prominence is on the constituent X. which constituent Y is focused? (Or 

alternatively, given that the constituent Y is focused. which constituent X bears the prosodic 

prominence?) Theories of focus projection try to answer this ques~ion.~ 

In the next section, I discuss how we can account for the four different focus do- 

mains possibilities of an utterance such as (15) in a panicular syntactic theory of focus 

projection. that of Selkirk (1995) and Rochemont (1998). In a fuller treatment of rhc 

phenomenon other theories of focus projection. such as that of Culicover and Rochernont 

(1983), Gussenhoven (1984, 1999) should be discussed as well. I will not consider thex 

otller theories of focus projection here. Culicover and Rochemont ( 1983) is a stress-based 

theory of focus and since I will be assuming tonally based theory of prominence. compui- 

son with Selkirk and Rochemont's theories is more straightfonvnrd. Gussenhoven casts his 

theory of focus projection. the Sentence Accent Assignment Rules (SAAR). in terms of w- 

mantic constituents rather than syntactic. However. despite the reference to predicates md 

arguments in his rules, Gussenhovenseems to assume their syntactic correlates instead. For 

example, his rules explicitly involve elements for which the relation of adjacency holds. 

Invoking the concept of adjacency within a rule on focus projection clexly assumes that 

the rule is operating on surface syntactic strings rather than on semantic expressions such 

'Howver, according to Jacobs (19911, the term 'Yocus projection" Brst appcyed in Hohlc I 1982) in Ger- 
man. 

'In rhis thesis. I do not provide an ovaview of diffmnr theories of focus projection. For a canprchensive 
and excellent review of different theories of focus proj~ t~on  I refer the interested rcader to chqtcr 3 of 
Winkler (1997). 



as arguments and predicates. At the same time, since Gussenhoven assumes that his rules 

are referring to semantic constituents he does not provide explicit assumptions of syntactic 

structures the rules refer to. Since the study of Serbo-Croatian focus must include syntactic 

assumptions, given the freedom of word order, this theory would be more difficult to use 

as a comparative tool. 

23.1 Selkirk (1995) and Rochemont (1998) 

1 chose to consider these two theories as a single theory because the authors have built on 

each other's work over the past two decades. The theory of focus projection developed 

in Selkirk (1984) was subsequently adapted by Rochemont (1986). This is a syntactic 

theory of focus projection because it assumes that focus corresponds to the denotation of 

a syntactic constituent and that the feature [Fl is licensed in the syntax through an algo- 

rithm sensitive to the syntactic encoding of predicate-argument structure. This theory of 

focus projection consists of the following hypotheses. (20). (21). and (22), which I. dub the 

Syntactic Focus Projection Algorithm (SFPA). 

(20) Basic Focus Rule (Selkirk. 1995, p.555) 

An accented word is F-marked. 

(21) Focus Projection (Selkirk, 1995, p.555) 

a. F-marking of the head of a phrase licenses the F-marking of the phrase. 

b. F-marking of an internal argument of a head licenses the F-marking of the head. 



c. F-marking of the antecedent of a trace left by NP- or \vA-movement licenses the 

F-marking of the trace. 

d. If a head is F, then an adjunct to the head may be F. (Rochemont. 1995, p.341) 

F-marking is indicated by associating the feature specification F with the F-marked 

constituent. In this theory, the syntactic feature F has a dual role. In addition lo marking 

focus, it also puts constraints on the interpretation of the F-marked constituenu. This is 

regulated in the following way: 

(22) from Selkirk (1995) 

a. The focus of the sentence (FOC) is defined as an F-marked constituent not dom- 

inated by any other F-marked constituent. (p. 555) 

b. F-marked constituents which are not a Focus are interpreted as new in [he dis- 

course. (p.556) 

c. A constituent without F-marking is interpreted as given. (p.556) 

The basic focus rule. (20). states the one-to-one focus-prominence relation. I[ ac- 

knowledges that a basic morpho-syntactic unit (i.e.. a word, an Xn where n = 0) bearing 

prominence can be the focus. However, the recursive clause of the fwus projection also- 

rithm. (21). allows constituents larger than the one bearing prominence to also be focused. 

These constituents must contain the prosodically prominent constituent. and the prosodi- 

cally prominent constituent must be in a certain syntactic relation to the constituents that 

contain it. The nlevant syntactic relations that license this relationship of focus projec- 

tion are syntactic correlates of argument suucture: internal arguments (complements) of a 
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head. By implication, external arguments and adjuncts are not capable of licensing focus 

projecnon. 

Predictions made by this algorithm can easily be verified. Internal arguments. such as a 

direct object. are predicted to be able to project their prominence up to the sentence level, 

whereas external arguments. such as subjects, will not be able to project their prominence 

to [he sentence level. We will now go over our example in (15) and see how this algorithm 

makes the correct prediction about the four types of focus domains we have identified as 

compatible with the accent placement. 

The nuclear accent in (15) is on moniror. The basic focus rule licenses the F-feature 

on the noun mot~itor. Consequently we predict that this utterance can have narrow focus 

on the noun. This noun is the head of its phrase. the NP a new monitor. By the recursive 

clause (2121). the NP may also be F-marked. This confirms the intuition that the focus 

domain can also be the direct object noun phrase. This noun phrase is an internal argument 

of the predicate buy. By the recursive clause'(2l b). the predicate buy can be F-marked and 

by (21a). the VP can be F-marked. This then predicts that the VP can be focused, as we 

have already noted. Since the VP is the internal argument of the inflectional head, I, of the 

sentence. I can be F-marked. Given that I is F-marked, the IP, i.e.. the sentence, can be as 

well, by (21a). We can represent this syntactic licensing of F-markers in a syntactic tree, 

as in (231. Thus, the algorithm predicts the whole sentence can be focused. as indeed we 

have seen above. Therefore, we have shown that this algorithm successfully accounts for 



the data of focus ambiguity in (15). Note that the recursive rules must be optional, b e c a u ~  

otherwise we would always end up with broad focus.' 

(23) IP[q 

new monitor 

'There is one c a x  in which the mwiw rule (2la) cvlnol be opuo~uk hat  Is lhc c a x  when lhc vcfb in- 
heria the F-marking due m che F-marking of an internal llrpummr based on prosodii prominence. marked 
ar "T. If Ihe munive  rule would "stop" after F-marking the verb. we wwld end up with double focus. 
shown in (i). ratha Lm V P - h a d  focus. This is k a u w  the two F-mders  are not dominated by sn? 
other F-markus and hence must be m t e d  as FOC (i.e.. focus). 

(i) VP 
\ 

The possibility of double focus with only one pitch xcenr is not arcstcd. The focus projecljon algorilhms. 
nevmheley. do no1 rule if our. However. this reprr~nration 1.5 ruled our by the following r q u i m e n u  
made by Selkirk (1984. p.267). 

(ii) a. for every pitch accent in the unuance there a ar least one focused constituent. 
b. For evcry focusadconsliNcnt [FOC - S.G.] &ere IS at least one pitch accent. 

So. the recursive rules an in principle optional. but in ordcr ro rule out rhc repmcntation in ti). Mi- 
tional principles governing prominence-focus relation nced to be assumed. Principles such as lhox in (u). 
which say that evcry focus must conrain a pitch accent wem lo be adquate 



Notice that only some of the F-markers in (23) correspond to legitimate focus possi- 

bilities. For example. the F-marker on the verb does not correspond to a grammatically 

possible focus (when the nuclear stress falls on monitor). We have never identified the verb 

as a possible focus of an utterance like (15). For Selkirk. the only F-marker that represents 

focus is an F-marker that is not dominated by any other F-marker, i.e. it is not embedded. 

The only F-markers that can have this function in (23) are the ones on N, NP, VP, and IP. 

The F-markers that cannot be interpreted as foci are the ones on V and ADJP. The role of 

the embedded F-markers. according to Selkirk, is to keep track of the informational status 

of constituents; that is. whether they are "given" or "new" in the ~ o n t e x t . ~  Constituents 

that are F-marked but are not foci. that is, the embedded F-marked constituents, are to be 

interpreted as "new". 

In (15). the only major constituent that does not have an F-marker is the subject NP. 

That means that the subject of this unerance must be interpreted as "given". Selkirk argues 

that this is a correct prediction, and that if ttie subject is to be interpreted as "new". it must 

bear a pitch accent. Thus, for a sentence (15) to have a subject NP whose denotation is 

to be interpreted as new, in addition to the nuclear pitch accent on the noun monitor, the 

subject also must bear a pitch accent. This prediction agrees with native speaker intuitions. 

An utterance with a pitch accent on the subject is represented in Figure 2.10, containing 

an Fo contour of this utterance. The presence of a pitch accent on Mary is also represented 

by capitalization. In the pitch track, the pitch accent on the subject changes the pitch range 

"elkirk does not define fhe concepts "given" and "new". For now, we can assume that we have an inw- . . 
iuve understanding of these terms and wc can fhink of them as corresponding to "mentioned" and "not- 
mendoncd in the context. respectively. In sbcrion 2.5 we will dcfim these terms within the fameworkof 
lnformat~on Structure of Roberts (1996). 



of the initial Fo. When there was no pitch accent on the subject, as in Figure 2.5. the 

pitch range was around 200Ht. whereas here it is 250 Hz. Since both of the utterances 

were produced by the same speaker, responding to a different question. this difference is 

relevant. Fo on the tint syllable of Mary is higher in Figure 2.10 than in Figure 2.8 and it 

reflects the presence versus the absence of a pitch accent on the subject NP. 

Figure 2.10: An Fo track of an utterance of MARY bought a trrw MONITOR. 

2.4 Constraints on Focus Projection in English 

The SFPA encodes several conswainu on focus projection. First. i t  distinguishes ugu- 

menu from adjuncts. Adjuncts cannot project focus. whereas argumena can. Second. it 

also distinguishes two types of arguments: internal vs. external arguments. Only internal 

arguments can project focus. 



2.4.1 Arguments vs. Adjuncts 

The bastc claim of the SFPA is that focus projection is syntactically constrained. One 

of the distinctions that syntactic processes are known to be sensitive to is the distinction 

between arguments and adjuncts? Focus projection is also sensitive to this distinction. For 

example, prominence on an adjunct does not allow focus to project beyond the adjunct 

phrase Consider the difference in the following examples. - 

(24) a. What's new? 

b. John is living in a TENT 

(25) a. What's going on? 

b. #John is smoking in a TENT. 

If the nuclear accent is on the argument as in (24) the sentence can function as an answer 

to a broad-focus eliciting question, whereas if the nuclear accent is on the adjunct as in (25). 

[he sentence docs not have the same communicative function. This distinction is apparently 

very robust and is encoded in the SFPA. Winkler (1997) argues that this distinction in focus 

projectability correctly distinguishes two types of secondary predicates: resultatives from 

depictives. Resultatives being arguments allow focus projection when accented, whereas 

depictives being adjuncts do not. This is shown in (26) and (27) (examples from Winkler 

t 1997)). 

"'The disl~nction between arguments and adjuncls IS nor always clear cut. In many cases the standard t u u  
fail 10 distinguish between the two. For example the obligatoriness/optionality distinction is rm always 
telling. Many directional "adjuncts" behave as arguments. even though they are optional. I willnotbe able 
to go Into the inuicacies of fhis problem in the syntax and semantics of adjuncts bur see Przepidrkowski 
(1999) and Dowty tin press) for an overview. 



(26) Resultative Secondary Predicates 

a. What happened to the door? 

b. We kicked it OPEN. 

(27) Depictive Secondary Predicates 

a. What did John do with the meat? 

b. #He ate it RAW 

2.42 Internal vs. External Arguments 

2.43.1 Transitive Subjects 

Because rule (21b) in the SFPA mentions internal arguments. md transitive subjccrs are 

external arguments. they do not license funher F-marking. For example. h e  nuclear accent 

within the subject NP cannot project focus beyond the subject NP. Thar is. an utterance 

with the nuclear accent on the subject cannor serve as an answer to a question such 

"What happened?", shown in (28). The pitch track in Figure 2.1 1 illusuatrs the nuclear 

accent placement on the subject: the peak occurs very early, on the 6rst syllable of M a n  

and the rest of the utterance has no prominence associated with ir .  This lack of prominence 

on the string following the subject results in no pitch obtrusions and so the portion of the 

Fo corresponding to.the text following the subject is flar. 

(28) a. What happened? 

b. #MARY bought a new monitor. 



Figure 2.1 1 : An FO track of an utterance MARY bought a new monitor. 

2.4.2.2 Intransitive Subjects 

Examples such as (28). MARY bought a new monitor, involving a transitive predicate, show 

that nuclear accent on the subject cannot project focus onto the whole sentence. However, 

there are predicates whose subjects can bear nuclear accent in order to mark the whole 

sentence as focus. The notion of internal argument plays a crucial role in distinguishing 

among different types of focus projection abilities of nuclear accent within the class of 

intransitive predicates. A class of intransitive predicates known as unaccusatives projects 

an argument structure in which the subject starts of as an internal argument of the predicate. 

Since the internaUextemal distinction is mentioned by the SFPA, the prediction is that only 

unaccusative subjects will be able to bear a nuclear accent that signals sentence broad 

focus. That this is correct has been noted as early as 1976 by Schrnerling, who observed 

the following two naturally occurring examples. 

(29) Schrnerling (1976) 

a. J O H N S O N  died. 



b. Truman DIED. 

Schmerling offers the following context of the two utterances: 

"Sentences (92) [(29a)] and (91) [(29b)] represent reports of the death of two 

former presidents as I heard them and as. 1 assume. large numbers of Arner- 

icans heard them. The different stress contours seem to be correlated with 

differences in the contexts in which these two repons were utterred. Johnson's 

death came out of the blue; it was not news we were waiting for. In other 

words. (92) is the type of simple news sentence discussed in the first section of 

this chapter. When Truman died. on the other hand, his condition had been thc 

subject of daily news reports for some time. Thus a speaker uttering (91) could 

assume that the audience was aware of the possibility that this repon would in 

fact be given." (Schmerling. 1976. p.90) 

The two types of utterances are illustrated by Fo tracks in Figures 2.12 and 2.13 

Figure 2.12: An FO contour of an utter- Figure 2.13: An Fo contour of an uttcr- 
ance JOHNSON died. ance Johnson DIED. 
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The accent on the subject allows a broad focus reading in contexts in which there is no prior 

mentlon of Johnson, whereas in the same context the accent on the predicate does not. A 

number of intransitive predicates behave this way with respect to focus. Postulating an 

unaccusative argument structure in the context of the proposed focus projection algorithm 

nicely solves the problem of accented subjects. By assuming an unaccusative argument 

structure we claim that the subject of the intransitive predicate is an internal argument at 

D-structure. This allows the prominence on the argument to be able to project focus onto 

the verb via its trace by (Zlc), which funher licenses.the F-marking of the VP. This smcture 

is represented in (30). 

(30) IPp 

NPp 1; 

Scholars who do not subscribe to either the focus projection algorithm, or the unac- 

cusativity hypothesis of English predicates treat the accented subjects in broad focus utter- 

ances in [ems of argument-predicate integration (Gussenhoven. 1983; Lambrecht. 1994; 

Lambrecht and Michaelis. 1998). 

However. not 311 intransitive predicates allow nuclear accent on the subject to project 

focus onto the whole sentence. as shown in (3 I). Unergative intransitive predicates consti- 

tute sucli a class. 



(3 1 ) a. What happened? 

b. #TOM laughed/sneezed/ran/smiled. 

C. Tom LAUGHED/SNEEZED/RAN/SMIL~D. 

For this class of predicates, the syntactic structure projects the subject as the external s- 

gument of the verb. According to the SFPA. the nuclear accent on the external argument 

Licenses its own F-marking by the basic focus ~ l e  and no recursive clause of the SFPA is 

applicable. Hence. the focus is cot~ectly predicted to be only narrow. 

2.433 Stage-level vs. Individual-level Predicates 

Another categorization of subjects that is claimed. (Selkirk. 1995). to have consequences 

for the SFPA is the semantic division of predicates into stage-level and individual-level 

predicates (see Carlson. 1977). We will see that this claim is untenable given the definitions 

in the SFPA and the current assumptions about syntactic position of subjects. 

The distinction between stage-level and individual-level is a distinction between pred- 

icates such as be available. which is a temporzry property. and predicates such 3s he irt- 

telligenr. which is a permanent property of an individual. One of the tests for stage-level 

predication is the ability to appear in the existential rlurc-consuuction. 

(32) a There are firemen available. 

b. *There are firemen intelligent. 

Consider the difference in acceptability in (33). Only the accented subject of the s t ap-  

level predicate, uvuiluble, is able to project focus onto the whole sentence. The accented 



subject of the individual-level predicate cotlvetfieat can only signal the narrow focus on the 

subject NP. For the sentence with an individual-level predicate to function as the sentence 

focus unerance. both the subject and the predicate must be accented. 

(33) Context: Our conference is coming up and i t  looks like I have to put up a lot of 

people with the students because very few faculty volunteered. Do you have any 

suggestions? 

a. HOTEL rooms are available (again). 

b. #HOTEL rooms are convenient. 

C. HOTEL rooms are CONVENIENT. 

This se~~iantic distinction has been accounted for in syntactic terns by Diesing (1992) 

building on work of Kratzer (199.5, circulated since 1989). According to KratzerIDiesing 

analysis the two types of predicates differ with respect to each other in terms of the syntactic 

structure they project. shown in (34). Stage-level predicates project a raising structure, 

whereas individual-level predicates project a control structure. What this means is that 

the subject of the stage-level predicate is generated in the specifier position of the VP and 

subsequently raised to the specifier position of the IP. The oven subject of the individual- 

level predicate is generated in the specifier position of the IP, while the null argument PRO 

is generated in the specifier of the VP. The oven subject controls the PRO subject in the VP. 

This syntactic encoding of the two types of predicates, Selkirk (1995) argues, is supposed 

to accounr for the contrast shown in and (33) and (35) of broad focus possibilities with 

nuclear accent placement on the subject. 



(34) Stage-Level Predicates 

a. [ IP  NPi ... [ V P  t, [ v ,  ... Ill 

Individual-Level Predicates 

b. [ ~ p  NPi ... [ v p  PRO< [vl ... 111 

(35) Selkirk (1995. p.561) 

a. F[FIREMEN are available] 

b. # F F ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  are intelligent.] 

The predicate available is a stage-level predicate. and the subject is cl3imed to originate in 

the VP, leaving a trace upon raising to the specifier position of the IP (for Case-theoretic 

reasons). By the rule in (21c) its trace within the VP can be F-marked. which can then 

license further transfer of F-marking within the VP. leading to the sentence focus. 

However, the reasoning breaks down here. Selkirk (1995, p.561) suggests that the VP 

internal trace of the subject licenses the F-marking of the VP. which in rum licenses the 

F-marking of the whole sentence through a series of steps allowed by the recursive clause 

of the SFPA. The reasoning here is not valid because the subject is the external argument. 

i.e., it is in the specifier position of the VP. and not an internal argument of the head, i.e.. a 

sister of V. Hence the steps in the recursive clause do not apply. The SFPA predicts that the 

same accentuation in sentences with individual-level predicate. as in (35b). is incompatible 

with broad focus interpretation because the subject of the individual-level predicate is never 

part of the VP. However, as I have just shown, the reasoning does not explain the claim of 

the focus-prominence pattern in (33a) and (35a). For a subject to license focus projection. 
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accordins 111 the SFPA. i t  must be an internal argument of the predicate. The hypothesis 

that i t  originates within VP is not sufficient under current syntactic assumptions. since all 

subjects (excluding unaccusativw) are assumed to originate in the specifier position of the 

VP. The problem of stage vs. individual-level distinction thus remains unresolved. 

2.4.2.4 Objects 

The SFPA makes reference to internal arguments. S o  far we have seen two types of in- 

ternal arguments: direct objects of monotransitive predicates and subjects of intransitive 

unaccusative predicates. We have seen that the placement of the nuclear accent on these 

intemal arguments licenses sentence-broad focus interpretation. Ln ditransitive predicates. 

nuclear accent on the indirect object is the default prominence placement when the indirect 

object comes last in the VP. For example, the accent occurs on the noun of the prepositional 

phrase in the oblique dative construction. or a locative phrase in the obligatorily transitive 

verbs of "putting". 

( 36 )  a. What happened? 

b. Mary gave a new monitor to LARRY. (default prominence on 10) 

c. Mary put a new monitor on the TABLE. (default prominence on 10) 

Thus. the prominence on an internal argument of the predicate always allows focus 

projection, as predicted by h e  SFPA.' 

'Selkirk q u e s  that both internal arguments of diuansitive predicates can license focus projection. In 
xctton 2.6. 1 will show that this analysis is dependent on the assumptions pertaining to focus interpretation 
and how focus domains are del~nealed. 
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Summarizing, in this section we have examined some propenies and constraints of 

prominence-focus relation. We have seen that focus projection is sensitive to the distioc- 

tion between arguments and adjuncts on the one hand. and internal argumenu vs. external 

arguments on the other. Under the current syntactic assumptions about subjects. the SFPA 

is not able to account for the different behavior of stage-level versus individual-level pred- 

icates (unless subjects of stage-level predicates are treated as internal arguments on a par 

with unaccusatives). In Chapter 5. we will see that Serbo-Croatian dws not ~nalrc a distinc- 

tion between these two semantic classes of predicates with respect to focus projection md 

so it won't be necessary to encode this distinction into the algorithm. In the next section 

we address the question of focus identification in context. 

2.5 Identification of Focus Through Context 

In the previous section, we have seen that the focus-prominence relation is not always one- 

to-one, and consequently that prosody is not sufficient to unnmbiguously identify the focus 

of a sentence. However, we have also seen reason to hope that we can identify the iocus 

of an utterance by matching the prosodic cues with a possible context in the form of a ~ I I -  

question. That is, we have used one of the standard tests for focus: pairing an utterance 

with a wh-question that it can answer. According to the literature. this is one of the oldest 

tests for focushood. dating back to Paul (188811970). Thus. the focus of an ssenion is 

that portion of the assertion that corresponds to the question word in a wlr-quesrion. At the 

very least this shows that focus, more clearly than any other linguistic phenomenon. relies 

on discourse for its identification. Consequently, any adequate. let alone complete. theory 



and understanding of focus depends on understanding discourse and the way information 

IS exchanged in discourse. I will, therefore. situate my assumptions about focus in a theory 

of Information Svucture (Robens. 1996) that models exchange of information in discourse 

and provides an explicit connection between wh-questions and declarative statements. 

23.1 Roberts (1996): Information Structure 

The basic idea of this approach is that focus indirectly affects interpretation by conskin- 

ins the context in which a particular utterance may felicitously occur. How does focus 

consuain context of an utterance? It  does so by requiring that the focus presuppositions 

be satisfied in the common ground (a technical notion, to be explained shortly). If the 

presuppositions are satisfied (or accommodated; and all other independent factors that de- 

termine felicity, such as uniqueness presuppositions. etc.. are also satisfied), the utterance 

is felicitous, otherwise not. 

The function of focus is to allow a hearei to retrieve what the speaker takes to be the 

context of the utterance by infemng some of the propositions assumed to be in the common 

ground. By relating an utterance with its appropriate contexts, focus performs a pragmatic 

function. In some cases. then, focus does not directly affect the truth conditions of an 

utterance. However. in cases where context retrieval is necessary for the computation of 

truth-conditions, such as in finding the right domain restriction for quantificational opera- 

tors such as wdy, focus directly contributesto uuth conditions, as reported in Rooth (1992). 

This approach thus intesrates a functional approach to focus with the formal pragmatic 

approach proposed in Rooth (1992). This integration is achieved through a formal model 

of the information structure of a discourse. In this model presuppositions relate focus (a 



linguistic entity) and information in the context (a non-linguistic entity). In this conception 

of information structure, information smcture is not a level of linguistic abstraction thar 

correlates linguistic objects with their pragmatic functions, as in the system developed in 

Vallduvi(1992). Rather, information structure is a non-linguistic object: it is the structuring 

and relation among propositions in disc0urse.V 

Roberts' (1996) concept of information structure assumes that language is a special 

kind of game. an idea originally proposed by Wittgenstein (1953). This idea was subse- 

quently developed by Hintikka (1973) in game-theoreric semantics and furthered by Carl- 

son (1983). and also Lewis (1979). Participants in a discourse are engaged in a langu3gc 

game. As with any human activity. agents engaged in a discourse are assumed to have 

plans. goals, and intentions (Grosz md Sidner. 1986). Discourse enables people to enrich 

the information they have in common (Stalnaker. 1979). This theory assumes Ianguqe is 

used in order to share information and arrive at recognition of common beliefs. Discourx 

is a structured set of utterances with a goal to exchange information. 

The context of an utterance, in this theory, is modeled in terms of Stalnaker's notion of 

common ground. The common ground is a set of propositions held by the interlocuton to 

be true (or at least behaving as if it is so). and the context set is the intersection of these 

propositions. Technically. since propositions are sets of worlds, a proposition is true in a 

world if and only if that world is a member of that proposition, and so the context set is the 

set containing all worlds in which all propositions in the common ground are true. In line 

with Stalnaker's idea of interlocutors uying to reduce the context set to a singleton set, the 

ultimate goal of any discourse is to find out the way things are. ?hus. the ultimate goal of 

any conversation is to answer the so-called big question: "What is the way things are?" 



The discourse as a game is modeled in terms of moves. There are two kinds of moves: 

set-up moves, and pay-off moves. The moves are semantic objects: questions instantiate 

set-up moves, and assertions instantiate pay-off moves. Assertions are modeled as propo- 

sitions, and questions are modeled as sets of propositions (Hamblin. 1973). 

In playing the discourse game participants make moves obligating one another to sub- 

sequent moves. Questionlanswer interaction is at die core of the game. One panicipant sets 

up the immediate goal, whereas the other may be obliged to reach that goal. Most often the 

cgoals are answering a question. Reaching the goal may be direct, or participants may plan 

strategies of getting as close to the goal as possible. Planning strategies involves planning 

a panicular sequence of moves. 

Strategies in a discourse game rely on semantic relations between questions. For exarn- 

ple, instead of completely answering the (big) question, (the overall "discourse purpose" 

in Grnsz and Sidner's terms) we can partially answer the (big) question (subordinate "dis- 

course segment purpose"). By doing so. we may have answered a different but related 

ques~ion. Questions may be related to one another by entailment. For example, the ques- 

tion "What did you do today?" entails the question "What did you do this morning?". This 

is because. by answering the first question completely, one has also answered the second 

question. In this case the first question is a super-question and the second question is a 

sub-question. In choosing a strategy in a discourse game we may choose to answer a sub- 

question of the explicit question and thus give a partial answer to the super-question. This 

srrategy seems ro be very common, since we often either do not posses enough information 

10 give complete answers or choose not to. Table 2.1 briefly summarizes the basic design 

of the discourse game. 



Discourse Game 

Goals 

The ultimate Goal: "What is the way things are?" 

Immediate Sub-Goals: "What is X like?" 

"What is Y like?", etc 

Moves 

Set-up questions 

Pay-off assenions 

Strategies 

Set-up ask a sub-question 

Pay-off give a partial answer 

Table 2.1: An overview of the discourse game, which consists of goals, moves. and suate- 
gies. 

The information structure of a discourse (ISD) is a tuple: lSD=(M. Q. A. '<'. Acc. CG. 

QUD), where M is a set of moves. Q a set of questions. A a set of ssenions. and Acc n set 

of accepted moves. Q, A. and Acc are subsets of the set of moves. M. A precedence rela- 

tion, '<' holds over the set of moves, neating a toral ordering on the set of moves. CG is a 

function whose domain is the set of moves. M. and whose range is a set of propositions. It 

gives the common ground just prior to an utterance. CG,. QUD (Question Under Discus- 

sion stack) is a function which yields the immediate question under discussion by picking 



from the set of moves the most recently accepted question to which the common ground 

does nor entail an answer. Since moves are semantic objects, they can be either explicit, 

syntactically realized as either interrogatives or declaratives, or implicit, inferred on the 

basis of explicit moves.' For example an utterance such as (37) is an explicit assertion. 

(37) Today is a nice day. 

However, we can conceive of (37) as an answer to an implicit question, such as the one 

represented by an explicit interrogative, as in (38). 

(38) What's today like? 

There are two functions in this conception of the information structure: the CG (com- 

mon groundVand the QUD (question under discussion). The common ground is a function 

from the set of moves to sets of propositions. For any move, this function gives a set of 

propositions in the discourse prior to the move, i.e. the common ground at that time. A 

proposition expressing the existence of a move in the set of moves is also an element of 

the common ground. The QUD is a function from the set of moves to ordered subsets of 

accepted questions. This function allows us to be able to know what the current accepted 

question is. or technically, the question under discussion (QUD). Table 2.2 presents this 

information structure model 

A discourse consists of sequences of moves assumed to be governed by rational behav- 

ior, such as Gricean maxims. The pragmatic function of focus, in this system. crucially 

'We will keep Ihe distinction between a semantic object and a synWtic object by rcfming to semantic 
objects as questions and sxn ions .  and to syntactic objecu as intemogativesanddeclaratives, rcsptctively. 



I Information Structure I 
ISD = (M,Q,A.Acc. <, QUD. CC) 

M = the set of Moves 
Q s M = the set of questions 
A C M = the set of assertions 
Ace s M = the set of accepted moves 
< = the precedence relation 

QUD = thequotion-under-discussion smck 
QUD = afunction from M to ordered subset of WAcc,  such that for all mEM 

(a) for all q E Q n Acc, q E QUD(m) iff 
i . q < m  
ii. CG(m) fails to entail an answer to q and q has not 
been determined to be practically unanswerable 

(b) QUD is totally ordered by < 
(c) V q. q' E QUD(m), if q < q'. chen che compietc 
answer to q' contextually entails a partial answer to q. 

CG = Common Ground 
CG = a function from M to sets of propositions yieldins for each mEM thc CG of D 
just prior to the utterance of m. We require that 

(a) V mr E M, CG(mk) 3 ui,k (CG(mi)) 
(b)V m t  E M. CG(mk) 3 (m,: m,,k A m, F Acc \ Q ) 
(c)V tnt, mi E M. i<k. 

(i) the proposition that m, E M is in CG(mk) 
(ii) if rq E Q. the proposition that m, E Q IS in 
CGtmt) 
(iii) if rq 6 A, the proposition that m, F A is in 
CG(mk) 
(iv) if mi E Acc, the proposition that m, E Acc 1s in 
CG(mk) 
(v)Vp. p E CG(m,). the proposition that p € Cam, )  
is in CG(mk) 
(vi) whatever the value of QUD(m,). the pmposition 
that that is the value of QUDlm,) is in CG(mt) 

Table 2.2: Information Structure of a Discourse (Robens, 1996. p.99) 



depends on the semantics of moves (questions and assertions). Every move is associated 

with two types of meanings: profferedmeaning and presupposed meaning. 

The proffered meaning of a wh-question is defined as a set of propositions. the Q- 

alternative set, obtained by instantiating the variable corresponding to the wh-word with all 

the appropriate elements in the domain. The pragmatics of questions is such that it asks the 

hearer to choose those propositions from the Q-alternative set which are w e .  

The proffered meaning of an assenion is a proposition expressed. A part of the p r b u p  

posed meaning of an assenion pertains to its focal alternative set. The focal alternative set 

of an utterance is derived by replacing the focused constituent wiih a variable and creat- 

in2 a set of propositions by instantiating the variable with appropriate elements from the 

domain. 

The focus of an utterance. in this theory. is marked by a syntactic feature IF] on the syn- 

tactic constituent corresponding to the focus. Prosodic prominence and focus are assumed 

to be related via the SFPA. By signalling focuk, prominence signals pan of the presupposed 

meaning of an utterance; i.e.. the meaning of prosodic prominence is presuppositional. This 

presupposition pertains to felicity. In order to be felicitous, an utterance must be congruent 

to the current question under discussion. 

An utterance is congruent to a question if and only if the Q-alternative set (Q-alt) of the 

QUD and the focal alternative set (F-alt) of the utterance are equivalent. For example, let's 

assume the domain of individuals shown (39): 

(39) D= { M a r y ,  Susan, Jotm, Leslie) 

The proffered meaning of a question in (40a) is a set of propositions. its Q-alternative set, 

represented in (10b). 

5 1 



(40) a Who loves John? 

b. Q-alt = ( Mary  loves John, Susan loves John. Lcslic loves John, Joh~r loves 

John ) 

The presupposed meaning of an utterance such as (41a) is its Focal-alternative set. rep 

resented in (41b). which we get by replacing the focused constituent with 3 variable and 

instantiating the variable by individuals from the Domain in the model. 

(41) a SusanF loves John 

b. F-alt = ( Mary loves John. Susa~i loves John. Leslie loves John. bhrr  loves 

John ) 

Because F-alt r Q-alt, we say that the utterance in (4La) is congruent to the question in 

(40a). 

Since this theory hypothesizes that the meaning of prosodic prominence is the presup 

position that the utterance is congruent to a question under discussion. then we can infer 

the focus of an utterance by computing the F-alternative set. The F-alternative set in turn 

allows us to arrive at the Q-alternative set. i.e.. the question. We have seen that promi- 

nence does not give us focus automatically, since the focus-prominence relation is not 3 

one-to-one mapping. However. using the SFPA we can mirive a[ 3 finite set of possible 

foci, for which computation can proceed. The immediate context of utterance then, allows 

us to choose the relevant focus domain. Gricean Relevance is a necwary ingredient of 

determining the intended choice of focus in a context. 

If we assume that the context of an utterance is partially defined in terms of the current 

QUD, it is possible then, to give a definition to the notions such as "given" and "new" 
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information, discussed earlier in relation to the SFPA. "Given" information can be defined 

as present in the QUD. whereas "new" information is absent in the QUD9 

That the pragmatic function of focus should be defined in terms of "new" information 

is a hundred-year old idea. It seems that everyone who has worked on focus agrees that 

the function of focus is pragmatic, in the sense of relating contexts of utterance and inter- 

pretation. However. focus has remained an elusive topic for reasons that have to do with 

being able to adequately describe contexts and the way focus constrains them. What has 

been missing is a way to keep track of information and relate it according to linguistically 

relevant properties, such as familiarity, salience, moves, etc. The definition of information 

structure in Roberts' theory provides us with an explicit way to relate an utterance with a 

context in terms of the QUD. Combining this with semantic tools, such as alternative sets. 

presuppositions, and the pragmatic concept of common ground, enables us to explain the 

observed relation between questions and answers. 

23.2 Accommodation and a Strategy of Inquiry 

A crucial notion in this theory of information structure is its conception of information as 

semantic objects. This has a consequence that information may be invoked in many differ- 

ent ways and not just linguistically. Immediate non-linguistic context. such as situational, 

social, and other types of context influence the smcturing and addition of information into 

the common ground. One of the relevant assumptions is that speakers are cooperative and 

'There may be other notions of "piven"and "new" that an relevant for semantic and pragmatic descriptions 
of linguistic entities. such as h e  notion of familiarity used in the lhmry of definite NPs by Heim (1980). 
stc The definitions here do not prempt these other possibilities. 
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thus are willing to accommodate information that has not been linguistically added to the 

common ground. 

Accommodation plays a big role in discoune. By assuming the prcsuppositional mean- 

ing of prosodic prominence. this theory claims that each utterance is congruent to the ques- 

tion under discussion. Because questions are semantic objects. it is not necessary that the 

question under discussion be explicit. Questions may also be implicit: when they ye. they 

are usually accommodated into the common ground. assuming the resulting context would 

observe the logical constraints Robens imposes on sequences of questions in 3 QUD stack. 

Explicit questions demand an answer from a cooperative interlocutor. However. the in- 

terlocutor may not always have a complete answer to the question. Depending on the goals 

and intentions of the participants in a discoune. the interlocutor may choose a particulm 

strategy of inquiry as a way of answering the question. This suacgy may involve providing 

an answer, which, even though it dwn ' t  answer the question completely. it still provides 

some relevant information towards answering the explicit question. When this happens. the 

interlocutor has chosen to answer a different question than the explicit question. In such 

a case, the question being answered is implicit but is nevertheless a felicitous pan of the 

information suucture. The success of this hypothesis as a predictive theory will depend on 

the extent to which the implicit question can be retrieved by computing the focus with the 

help of prosodic prominence, the SFPA, the explicit question. and the maxim of Relevance. 

To see how all of this works in practice, imagine the following scenario: 

(42) MARKET SCENARIO 

Scene: at the farmer's market 

Actors: Mary. John, Helen. Rose 



Happened previously: Rose bought some fresh raspberries, Helen bought 

some yellow-Finn potatoes, John bought some apples. l ime to go home. 

(43) Mar).: Why are we waiting? 

(44) John: Now. HELEN is buying raspberries. 

L+H* L-L% 

The utterance in (44) is possible given that we know that Rose just bought some rasp- 

berries. If we assume that the indicated prosody of (44) signals only narrow focus on the 

subject NP, as all theories of focus projection do (Selkirk 1984, 1995, Rochemont 1986. 

1997. Gussenhoven 1983, 1999. inter alia). then the directly congruent question to (44) 

is "Who bought raspbemes?However, we know that was not the explicit question. The 

explicit question, (43). calls for an answer whose set of alternatives are of the propositional 

type. Hence, among the possible answers could have been the following set: A:( Rose 

is  rulki~lg ru a friend The bus clues~l f leave for atlorher I5 minutes; H e k n  went to the 

burhrootn: etc.] Instead, with the given domain of individuals, we have the following set of 

alternatives B:( Heletl is huyi~lg ruspberries ; John is buyitrg ruspberries ; Rose is buying 

ruspberries : M a v  is hrr~itrg wspberries ). How do we come to understand that (44) is 

competing with the alternatives from the set A and not with the alternatives from the set B, 

as its prosodic structure would lead us to assume? We know this because as interlocutors 

we have accommodated the following implicit intermediate steps: 

( 3 5 )  2. Why are we waiting'? - explicit question 

b. What is happening'? - irnplici t quest ion 



c. Who is doing what? - implicit question 
d. Who is buying what? - implicit question 
e. Who is buying raspberries? - implici t question 

The set of questions in (45) is a strategy of inquiry pursued by the interlocutors in the 

market scenario. Accommodating this implicit set of questions as an intermediary between 

the answer and the explicit question. the answer can be taken to be a relevant (possibly 

partial) answer to the explicit question. In addition to answering the explicit question. 

the answer also confirms the shared common ground by signalling the presupposition tha  

someone else bought raspberries. The implicit questions in (45) are related to one another 

by a partial-answer entailment. 

I am assuming that the explicit question. rhe wh?-question always elicits scntmce-broad 

focus. That is. an answer to a why-question in (43). can also be an answer to a "What h a p  

pened?' type question since "why?" means "what happened chat caused ... ?" A strategy in 

answering the "What happened?" type question, then. can be a strategy involving wswer- 

ing a more specific question such LS "Who did what?" 'Ihe question "Who did what? can 

be partially answered by answering the question "Who bought what?" The question "Who 

bought what?' can be partially answered by (completely) answering "Who bought r a sp  

bemes?" and so on. This relationship among questions and consequently the relationship 

among answers to these questions are a part of our knowledge of communicative strategies 

and inference based reasoning in discourse. Focus cnpitalizcs on this knowledge by using 

shortcuts. 



Thus, in order for the exchange between Mary and John, shown in (43) and (44), to 

be felicitous, some set of intermediak implicit questions such as the one proposed in (45) 

had to be accommodated as a plausible strategy for answering the explicit question. The 

answer. i.e. the pay-off move, has invoked an implicit QUD. which was the speaker's way 

of addressing the explicit question. The relationship between the explicit question and the 

implicit QUD is a chain of subquestion relations. Mary must assume that John is being 

cooperative and hence that his answer is relevant. The entailment relationship between 

implicit questions and the explicit question, on thsone hand, establishes the connection 

between the answer and explicit question on the other. 

Notice that John could have also answered Mary's question by uttering (46). 

(46) John: NOW. HELEN is buying RASPBERRIES. 

L + H *  L-L% L + H *  L-L% 

On the basis of the prosodic rendition, the utterance in (46) is ambiguous with respect to 

focus: it can be an answer ro either Who is h i n g  w h t ?  or Who is buying what?. On the 

assumption that why-questions elicit broad focus. i.e. the question "What is happening?". 

in both cases, the relationship to the explicit question is not direct. Rather it is a sub- 

question of the main question. However, the connection between one of these questions 

and the main question in this case is more direct (closer) than in the case of (44). 

2.5.3 Immediate Context and Focus Domain 

By 'focus domain' 1 mean the size of the syntactic constituent in a sentence corresponding 

ro the iocus. whether i t  is sentmce-broad focus, VP-focus, and so on. How do we decide on 



the focus domain of an unerance? We have seen that the prominence-focus mapping does 

not determine the focus domain, but only constrains i t .  Prominence-focus mapping only 

reduces the number of possible focus domains. We have said that the focus domains are 

further constrained by the context of the utterance. The relationship between the context of 

utterance and the focus domain usually works in the following way: the richer the rclevanr 

context, the narrower the focus. and vice vena. 

Our test for focus of an assenion is finding a congruent question. on the bmis of 

prosody. In other words, on the basis of prominence and the SFPA. we can deduce a 

set of possible implicit questions a declarative sentence can serve as an answer to. It is on 

the basis of the context of utterance, i.e. the common ground at that moment in discourse. 

that we can further reduce this set to a single QUD and thus disambiguate the focus. 

Sentence-focus is an utterance in which the entire sentence consritutcs the focus do- 

main. Sentences with this type of focus are said to be able to occur in so-called out-of- 

the-blue contexts. Moreover. utterances in this type of context nre also often referred to as 

utterances "out of context". The collocation "out of context" must not be understood liter- 

ally, because every utterance has a context. The context in this c w  may be impoverished. 

in the sense of having a very small set of shared assumprions among interlocurors. or it  

may come without a relevant connection to whatever has occurred prior to it.'' 

The set of shared assumptions among interlocutors, the common p u n d  (more pre- 

cisely the context set), is never empty. It always contains at least the propositions about 

''In Serbo-Croatian. the phrase that is used to convey this type of context is ir neveuurog 'from unconnccud' 
and it connotes an utterana withour any obviously relevant conmnion to prior context. This locution 
seems a fairly good characterization of this type of context. 



time, and the locarion of interlocutors. the acknowledgment of the interlocutors that the 

other exists, and so on. There may be many other propositions in the common ground 

that are shared. However. the crucial criterion in deciding the richness of the context is 

the number of shared propositions that are relevant to the utterance. I will assume the 

following definition of relevance. 

(47) Relevance 

A proposition P in the common ground is relevant to an utterance U iff P entails 

a pan of the information conveyed by U. 

This definition covers utterances that are either questions or assertions. To see how this 

works consider the following scenario. Let's suppose I haven't seen you all day and I come 

to your office at the end of the day and say "What happened today?" The propositionsin the 

common ground include the time of the day, the weather conditions, my appearance, your 

appearance and so on. None of these propositions in the common ground seem relevant for 

my utterance. 1 am asking you to describe the events of the day that are not connected to 

anything in the immediate context. Now imagine the same scenario but in which you are 

crying when 1 walk in. I ask the same question. This time, the common ground also con- 

rains the proposition that you are crying. My question now can reasonably be interpreted 

as "What happened today? Why are you crying?" That is, the proposition in the common 

ground [hat you are crying is now relevant to my question. It narrows down the domain of 

inrrresr for my question. I am no longer interested in all the things that you might know 

hap~ened'today. bur only in the one that may have caused your distress. Thus, part of the 

~nformation that my question is asking about is entailed by rhe proposition present in the 



common ground at the time of utterance: the fact that you are crying. It is in this sense 

that my question "What happened?' can be considered out-of-the-blue in the first case. but 

connected to the immediate situation in the second case. 

Thus out-of-the-blue sentences are.those whose context does not provide enough rel- 

evant information for connecting them to whatever has preceded them. It may seem that 

beginnings of discourses will qualify as out-of-the-blue context. This may be true of inter- 

locutors who have met for the first time. However, notice that for interlocutors who have 

known each other for some time. a discourse may begin where it left off at some prior time. 

This shows that the beginnings of discourses are not necessarily staning anew or without 

prior context to be linked to. 

Questions that are often used to elicit and invoke sentence broad focus are questions 

such as "What happened?", "What's new?". "Have you heard'!", but also ct~h~qutstions. 

etc. Answers to these questions very often may also assume a great deal. For example. 

they may assume a relevant domain of individuals known to both speakers. This allows the 

use of proper names in utterances without any inuoduction. Even when an individual or 

entity that is invoked by a proper name IS not famitiar to the hearer. the hearer is usually 

willing to accommodate the persons's or entities's existence and familiarity of the name's 

referent. Because of this. in an utterance of a sentence-broad focus. subjects often denote 

familiar information. However, the familiarity of the denotation of the subject NP docs not 

necessarily pertain to "newness" of information relevant for focus. It seems that focus rele- 

vant newness must also include salience (see Culicover and Rochemont. 1983: Rochemont. 

1986). 



An utterance is said to have VP-focus if it can function as an answer to a question such 

as "What did X do?". We will use this probe for VP focus extensively in Chapter 5, which 

deals with focus projection in Serbo-Croatian. 

2.5.3.1 Focus Interpretation 

Notice that the rules of focus projection encoded in the SFPA provide focus domains that 

correspond only to syntactic constituents. That is, there is no focus domain such that 

i t  consists of a syntactic string which is not a syntactic constituent. For example, in a 

transitive sentence, the string corresponding to the subject and the verb can never be a focus 

domain. This is because the subject and the verb do not form a syntactic constituent by 

themselves. The smallest syntactic constituent that includes the subject and the verb is the 

sentence. but the sentence also includes the object as well. Thus, one of the commitments 

of this theory of focus projection is the assumption that focus always corresponds to a 

syntactic constituent. 

This assumption is challenged by many researchers (see for example Vallduvi. 1992; 

Vallduvi and Engdahl, 1996b; Larnbrecht. 1994; Zubizarreta, 1998). For example. consider 

the following example slightly adapted from Vallduvi and Engdahl(1996b. p.470). 

(38) a. Context: You shouldn't have brought chocolates to the 'white House. 

b. r.[The president HATES] chocolate. 

According to Vallduvi and Engdahl, the focus domain in (48b) consists of the subject 

and the verb. as shown by the subscript "F'. Since this suing is not a syntactic constituent 

under anyone's syntactic analysis of the sentence, we have to conclude that under their 



analysis focus need not always be conveyed by a syntactic constituent." Bui we have 

said that in a theory that adopts the SFPA. the focus always comesponds to a syntactic 

constituent. So. how does the SFPA account for a sentence such as (48b)? Under the SFPA 

analysis. the focus domain in (48b) can only be either the whole sentence. the verb phnx.  

or just the verb, but never the verb and the subject as in the analysis presented by Vallduvi 

and Engdahl. The crucial distinction between these two types of analyses lies in the use of 

F-markers (or F-feature). 

In Vallduvt and Engdahl's system the F-feature is only used for the purpose of marking 

the focus. FOC in Selkirk's notation. In a theory employing the SFPA. there m two types 

of F-markers: embedded and non-embedded. The non-embedded F-marken correspond 

to foci (FOC), whereas the embedded F-markers keep track of the informational status 

of a constituent's denotation. Only constituents denoting new information are F-muked. 

constituents denoting given information are not F-marked. If we want to translate Vallduvf 

and Engdahl's claim about the focus structure of (48b) inlo an analysis using the SFPA. 

we would have to claim that the whole sentence is in focus because this is the only focus 

structure that includes both the subject and the verb into the focus domain. This focus 

suucture is represented in (49). 

(49)  me president ,P[~[HATES] chocolate.]] 

"In his analysis of Catalan. Vallduvl assumes that non-locud constiruenu mow out of the cae elnu%. 
and hence in Catalan. the focus is always ~ r a i a r e d  with a syntxtic mnnituent. the minimal IP. This 
analysis is plausible for Catalan. given its syntax. Howewr. we could MI assume che ume mechanism 
to be operative in English and hena in English. the focushackground parti& would have IO be done 
along nonsonsticuenr lines, as implied in (48b). 



In (491, the SFPA analysis assumes that the NP chocolate is also pan of the focused 

constituent in distinction to the anaIy4s of Vallduvi and Engdahl. The reason this can be 

done under the SFPA is because the NP chocolate can be left without an F-marking even 

if it is within a FOC. The lack of F-marking entails that it must be interpreted as given in 

the context. In the above context, this is possible by virtue of chocolate being mentioned 

in the previous utterance. The reason the NP chocolare must be included into the focus 

domain under the SFPA is that there is no other way to include ;he subject into the focus 

domain, when the verb carries the main prosodic prominence within the sentence. The 

focus domains are only defined for syntactic constituents under the SFPA. 

However. this utterance is also compatible with two more focus structures, shown in 

(50). Given the context of this utterance and under the theory of information structure 

assumed here. this utterance. I would argue, has the focus structure indicated in (50b). 

That is. the verb constitutes the sole focus domain. The denotation of the direct object 

NP is given by the prior utterance and the denotation of the subject NP is also entailed 

by the same assertion. It is invoked by the mention of the NP "White House". Thus, the 

utterance we are discussing is actually congruent to the question "How does president feel 

about chocolate'?" We will see in Chapter 5 that the same utterance in Serbo-Croatian is 

compatible with word orders and prosody that invoke verbfocus only. 

(50) a. The president &[HATES] chocolate.] 

b. The president F[HATES] chocolate. 

What ire the consequences of the commitment to syntactic constituency of focus? The 

main consequence pertains to interpretation: How is focus interpreted and where? 



Even though Selkirk does not discuss the issue of focus interpretation, it seems that the 

standard assumption regarding focus interpretation of the theories that adopt the SFPA is 

that focus is interpreted in or via the semantics. Since syntactic structure is the input to the 

level of Logical Form (LF), the F-marking on a syniactic constituent is to be interpreted ar 

that level. There have been two major proposals regarding the interpretation of F-marking 

at LF: (i) the movement or scope theory (Chomsky. 1976: Culicover and Rochemont. 1983: 

Rooth, 1995) and (ii) the in-situ theory (Rooth. 1985: Kratzer. 1991: Rooth. 1992). 

The scope theory of focus assumes that the focused constituent moves at LF to the 

focus position at the front of the sentence leaving a variable in its place. Chomsky (1976) 

points out that focus movement at LF has the same property with respect to binding as 

does quantifier raising. That is, there is a similarity between a focused NP and a quantified 

NP with respect to pronoun binding. Neither can bind a pronoun. This is illustrated in 

(51). The sentences are marked with '*' because the interpretation in which the pronoun 

is coreferential with John in (51a) and the interpretation in which the pronoun in (5lb) is 

dependent on which soldier we pick are unavailable. That is, neither of these sentences can 

have the same meaning as the ones below them.'? 

(51) a. T h e  woman he+ loves betrayed JOHN, 

# The woman John; loves betrayed him, 

b. *The woman hei loves betrayed every soldier,. 

# Every soldier was betrayed by the woman hei loves 

"For (51a) to have the intapmtation intended by the coindexinp. the scent must be on t k  vnb. i.c.. D r  
woman he loves BETRAYED Jolrn. 



The assumption that focused constituents are fronted at LF provides a unified account 

for the lack of coreference between the pronoun and a focused expression or a quantifier. 

Moreover. it also unifies focused expressions and whcxpreuions, which are thought of as 

being inherently focused. However. two types of objections to this account are found in 

the literature. First pertains to the island constraints. If focused constituents move at LF, 

then this movement ought to obey island constraints. However, it is well known that focus 

does not obey island constraints (see Rooth. 1985. 1995: Kratzer. 1991). That focus is 

insensitive to islands is often illustrated by the phenomenon called association with focus. 

Since Jackendoff (1972) it is widely accepted that certain adverbs such as even and only 

associate with focus. This relationship between only/even and the focus is captured by the 

assumption that at LF the two must be sisters. That is, at LF, the focused phrase moves 

from i ts S-structure position and adjoins to the focus-sensitive adverb. This is illustrated in 

(52). 

( 5 2 )  a. John only loves SUSAN. S-structure 

b. John only Susani loves 4. LF 

In addition to examples such as (52).  where the movement of the focused phrase at LF 

is legitimate. we also find examples in which only associates with the focused phrase within 

an island, such 3s a relative clause. The movement of the focused phrase out of the relative 

clause violates the Complex NP Constraint. The LF structure in which the requirement 

that the focused phrase be a sister to the focus-sensitive adverb should consequently be 

~llegitimare. This is shown in (53). This reasoning relies on the fact that other types of 

A' movements from the same position, such as wh-movement and quantifier raising, are 



unacceptable. For example, wh-movement out of the relative claux is ungrammatical. 

as (54) shows; and quantifier raising out of the same position is also ruled out. as the 

impossibility of readings in which the quantifier within the relative clause takes scope 

outside of the relative clause attests. This is shown in (55).13 

(53) a John only tolerates [the man [(whom) SUSAN married],,l.d].vp s -s t r . 

b. John only Susani tolerates [the man [(whom) t, maf~ied],.~,~],~~ LF 

(54) - *Who< does John (only) tolerate the man whom t, married? 

(55) a. Some professor liked the paper that every student read 

b. the paper > every student 

c. 'every student > the paper 

Given that neither oven. (54). nor coven movement. (55~).  can occur from within this 

kind of island, the hypothesis that focused phrases are moved at LF to a scope position has 

little support. 

The second problem is pointed out by Zubizarreta (1998) and it has to do with the issue 

of whether focus is a syntactic constituent. If we assume that focus may not be conveyed 

by a syntactic constituent then the assumption that focus is interpreted at LF via Focus- 

Movement is untenable because only constituents may be moved. This objection is only 
\ 

"lhe scvpe relations between the two quantified NPs is expressed by che ">" rclawn. The NP on the left 
has wider scope from the NP on the right. 



relevant to accounts that assume that focus can correspond to a non-constituent, such as the 

one ad\ocared by Vallduvi (1992) 

The ~n-sltu theor) of focus (Rooth. 1985) assumes that focused constituents do not 

move at LF, rather rhe F-mark~ng generates a second dirnens~on of meaning, the focus 

meanlng. This meaning IS arrived at by replacing the focused constituent with a variable 

of the appropriate type and creating a srr of meanings by instantiating the variable with the 

conrrxtually appropriate meanings of  the same type. This set is called the "alternative set". 

Thus rhs F-marking enriches the lnterpretatlon by generating in addition to the ordinary 

meanin5 an alternat~ve set for constlruents thar are focused. This theory avolds the problem 

of island constraints. Hov.cver. the problem of constituency raised for the ex-situ theory is 

also a problem for the ~n-sltu theory I f  3 non-constituent is the focus of sentence, say the 

suhlec~ ~rnd the ~ e r b  as In iiSb1. then the ~n-situ theory of focus lnterpretatlon will generate 

two separate focus meanings. one for the sub~ecr and one for the verb. This means that the 

focus would have ro be treated as multiplz foci instead But, if the ~nterpretation arrived 

at I S  the one for mult~ple foci then the urrerance 1s expected ro be congruent to a different 

quesrlon. such as the one In (56a). contrary to fact. Moreover, the subject would have to be 

F-marked, which i t  cannot. since it bears no prominence. 

( 5 6 )  a Who feels whnr about chocolate' 

b. *The pres~dent HATES chocolate. 

Thus. the assumption thar the subject and the verb can be [he focus IS untenable in a 

theory that ~nrerprets focus at LF The only solution ~n rhls theory is to assume that focus 

must be s synracric const~tuen~ 



O n e  possibility for resolving t h ~ s  conflict ber\\een focus Interpretation and rhe s!nrac- 

tic constituency status o f  the correspondtng focus domaln ts to assume rhar focus I S  nor 

interprered at the level of LF, o r  some  orher equivalent level of semantic lnierpreution 

Rather, one  may assume char there is an independenr level of focus tnterpretatlon, working 

in parallel with the semantic interpretation. An independent level of focus ~nrerprcrar~on IS 

precisely what  the proponents of the c l a~rn  rhat focus need not be conveyed b! 3 synracric 

constituent propose. Vallduvi (1992) proposes an independenr level of Iniorrnation Sirui. 

lure (IS), and Zubizarreta (199s) m cnndcpendent It\?\ of  rhc h s s c n ~ o n  S~;uciure (.AS1 The 

IS  is derived directly from rhr S-srrucrurs 1:s prrrnitrLss arc hnk.  i w u s .  2nd 1311 The 

AS,  on the other  hand. is derived from LF b) some interprettre mechm~s:ns Zetrher ~i 

these proposed levels of focus interpretation take synractic consutuenrs LS rhet: prini\ri\es 

In IS the elements  that constitute focus  re s!.nt3~11i. strings. g1vt.n that rhc tnpui ru IS 14 

S-structure. In AS, focus is defined as an :lssenlon. 3 s e r i ~ m u c  ohjeci d e n ~ e d  iroin LF 

irrespective o f  syntactic constiruency 

However, there are  problems wlth both o i  rhsse \ i f u s  In iihich focus in :c rp re i~ i~on  

is independent of LF. Vallduvi's Informacton Strucrure is a level o i  Iingu~srtc represznr3- 

tion directly derived from S-structure. T h e  srructurt: of IS reprcsenrs onl! 3 neir pmirion 

o n  syntactic units, o n e  char is independent of synractlc constituency " The  informar~onal  

component  provides instrucrions for the inform3tlon srructure primttrvcs with rcspecr ro J 

knowledge store. T h e  instruction for focus is to add ~nformarion The p rob l t r i~  1s t h ~ r  IS 

"AS mentioned earlier. in Catalan. acccrding to Valldu,i. iwus docs turn oui lo concspond lo a r)nwrlc 
constituent. Ihe core IP. But thls seems colnc~dcntal and largely duc to Ihc synlax ol Catalan Thc rheor) 
of Information Suucturc, that Vallduvi pmposcs docs no1 rcqutrc th31 iwus bC 3 s)nlx!x C I I ~ I I I V C I I I  2nd 
11 would bc very hard to argue lhar 11 IS In Enghsh and psslbl) othcr languaecs 



IS a partltlon that st111 contans syntactic strings. rather than meanings. How can syntactic 

strlngs add ~nformarlon'? That 1s. they need to be interpreted first. But, in Vallduvi's system 

~nformar~on packag~ng Instructions, such as  focus. are carried out on syntactic elements. 

rather than meanings. If ~nformation packaging instruction were to be carried 0u.1 on mean- 

lngs then a the level of IS would also have to include the interpretive level. Since Vallduvi 

assumes that truth-conditional meaning is carried out via LF, this interpretive level would 

then be redundant. I constder this a serious problem for [his theory, despite its intuitive 

appeal and simpl~c~ty. 

The level of Asscn~on Structure does not have the problem noted for the level of IS. 

because AS is derived from LF. and thus operates directly with information, i.e., meanings. 

The problem with the AS theory are the interpretive mechanisms used for deriving the 

.lssertlon structure In tlus theory. I t  is assu~ned that a sentence is partitioned into focus 

r~nd presupposit~on (or background assertion). Focus is the non-presupposed part of the 

sentence The presupposed part of a sentence corresponds to a wh-question. So far, this 

1s silnilar to the assumptions that I have made as hell. The difference comes about in 

d c . r ~ \ ~ n e  the rnean~n_e of the presupposed part of the sentence. Zubizarreta assumes that 

[he presupposed meaning of a wh-question is an existentially quantified statement (i.e.. a 

background assertion in the AS). Assuming that the questions and answers share the same 

presupposition. she claims that the presupposed part of the sentence is an existentially 

quantified statement. (58a). Focus then is a value supplied for the defin~te variable whose 

restriction 1s the presupposition. (58b). 

! i71 :i Who houghr 2 co111putsr ' 



b. M A R Y  bought a new computer  

a. Someorte houghr ( I  new conrpfrrer ?res.:??os i : i sr. 

b. The person who boughr a new cumplirrr i s  .Man asser-, 10.: 

There are  two  problems with this ana lys~s  O n e  IS thr. uearlnent of the presupposed 

p a n  o f  the sentence and the other IS the treatment of iocus Thc assumpnon that questions 

presuppose existentially quantified statements seems to be too strong As Jackendoff ( 1972. 

p.246) points our negative answers would be ~ n f e l i c ~ t o u s  with wtt-questions if questions 

presupposed existentially quantified statements, such LS (380). because the answer would 

contradict the presupposition. (For  example.  if the answcr to (573) IS !Vohui/!. the answer 

would be infelicitous since it conuadicts  the presupposttion of  [he quesrlon ! Yet. ne_earl\e 

answers are  not infelicitous with rvh-questions I '  Another argument thar p roscd~c  focus rn 

English does  not give rise to existential presupposition comes from the iact that [here IS a 

sharp difference between sentences w t h  prosodlc lncus and clefts (Kadrnon. 2000) Cleft 

sentences d o  trigger an existential presupposiuon Moreo\.er. clefts do  not 3110\v nerat l \c  

N P s  in [he clefted o a n ,  as shown in (59).1° 

''In Zubizarrcta's account ncgalivc answcr arc ucalcd 3s conrnsrl\c I m .  uhtch acconltnp lo k r  ..makc 
statcmenl about rhc Lruth or correctness of thc asscnlon ~ntrcduccd b! 11s conlcsl stalcmcnl'' \Vhclhcr 
negative answers should be uca~cd as an Instance of conuasrlrc fwus I S  3n lssuc [hat would rcqulrc morc 
cxtensivc rexarch than I can go into hcrc. My assurnpuon 1s i h ~  nc:xz\c mrucrs do no[ ncccssml) 
involve conuast and thus thls trcalmcnr sccms unsausfac~on 

''For addrtlonal arguments agatnsr the assumprlon that prosod~c f o i u r  inggcrr 3n custcnr~d pruuppsluon 
sec Kadmon (2030) 



1591 a M-\RY bought a new computer 

b I 1  I S  M ~ R Y  who bough1 3 neu ~.olllputcr 

c -"It IS ' \OBODY \rho bought a nsu. computer 

Assuming the definue descr~pt~on (see (58b)) as the value of focus is also too strong. 

because 11 encatls the uniqueness of the focus value, which IS empirically inadequate for 

Engllsh focus (and for Scrbo-Croauan as well). For example, an utterance of (59a) does not 

imply exhaustiveness of the focus. This utterance is quite compatible with a continuation 

such as (60). 

(60) J o H . ~  bought a new computer too 

That means that (he focus value in (59a) 1s not necessarily unique, as Zubizarreta's mean- 

Ing. (58b). in the AS implies. There are languages for which this meaning of focus would 

be empirically adequate. For example. Hungarian is claimed to be such a language (Sz- 

abolcs~. 195 1: HorbSath. 1956: ffiss. 1995. among others). In Hungarian, the meaning of 

the prosod~c focus ~ncludes exhaust~vlty enra~lment. It is claimed (Szabolcsi. 1981) that 

under negatlon i t  is the exhaustiveness tintalment that is be~ng negated, rather than the 

value of the focus iuelf. This IS illustrated in (61). The senrence in (61a) in Hungarian 

does not express a contradlct~on even though the first conjunct negates a pan of the second 

conjuncl A more accurate translacion of the Hungarian sentence is not as in (61b). but 

rather the clefted version gi\cn in ( 6 l c )  That IS. ordinary (positional) focus In Hungarian 

is closer in meaning to the Engl~sh cleft constructlon than to the English prosodic focus. 



(61) a. Nem J ~ s o s  kapott jalesr 

not Janos got A+ 

hanem JAKOS es MARI (kapott jalesr) 

but Janos and Mari (got A+)  

b. #'fanos didn't get and A+. Janos and Man did ' 

c. 'It's not that it was Janos who go an A+. it \\.IS Janos and hlarr tu ho gor an . \ & I  ' 

Summarizing, I have shown that the assumptions about iocus rntcrprerarron drrectl! af- 

fect the set of possible focus domains. If focus is assumed to be ~nterpreted ar LF. [hen 

focus must correspond ro asyntactic constituent. Rrsinctrn_e the choice of focus ro s>ntac- 

tic constituents requires that focus be allowed to contaln given information Thlr crc~tcs  

the need to be able to distinguish rhat part of focus which denotes glven ~nforrnatlon T h e  

distinction made between embedded F-markers and non-embedded F-markers in the SFPX 

is put to use for that purpose. Postulating a level of Interpretation rhat is independent of LF 

would allow focus to be delineated along non-consritucnt llnes Two diffcrsnt rheonss opr 

for exactly that. However. I have pointed out that thsre x e  problems assocrated uirh these 

theories. Of the theories that assume LF interpretallon of focus. I have shown that b?ere are 

two types: the movement theory and rhe in-sltu theor) I cons~der the problein urth rsimd 

constraints for the movement theory as a serious one md thus adopt [he ~n-srtu t h ~ ~  ot 

focus interpretation. 



25.4 Summary 

In this section I have introduced the framework of Information Structure developed in 

Robens (1996) for situating the investigation of focus in this dissertation. In this frame- 

work the questionlanswer congruence is defined in terms of an equivalence between the 

proferred meaning of the question. the Q-alternative set. and a part of the presupposed 

meaning of the assertion. its Focal-alternative set. This equivalence allows interlocutors to 

calculate the focus domain by accommodating implicit questions into the common ground, 

provided they bear on the explicit question under the discussion and function as a strategy 

in answering the accepted question. 

2.6 Deaccenting 

2.6.1 The Phenomenon 

In this section I present a phenomenon known as "deaccenting" since Ladd (1980). Deac- 

centing is related to the concept of "given" information. The basic idea is that the con- 

stituent denoting given information must not bear accent, unless it is the focus of the ut- 

terance (van Deemter. 1994). Thus. even though Max denotes given information in (62a) 

(i.e., it is part of the QUD). it must bear the nuclear accent in the answer since it is the sole 

focus of that assertion. 

( 6 2 )  a. Who did John insult when Max came in? 

b. John insulted MAX. 



If the default prominence within the focus domain falls on a constituent denoting given 

information, that constituent will not bear the accenf it will be "deaccented". The accent 

will fall on the element immediately to the iefi of it. Consider the following example (Ladd, 

1996, p.176): 

(63) a I'll have to buy a CIGARETTE. d e f a u l t  prominence 

b. #If YOU don't give me a CIGARETTE, 1'11 have to buy a CIGARETTE. 

c. If you don't give me a CIGARETTE, I'll have 10 BUY a cigarette. 

In (63a) the nuclear accent is on the direct object NP, cigarerrc. With this prominence. the 

focus can be projected up to the whole sentence, and is confirmed by the fact that the sen- 

tence can serve as an answer to the question "What will happen?" When the same xnance 

is the consequent clause of a conditional, preceded by the antecedent clause also contain- 

ing the word cigarette, the second occurrence of the word cigarcftc must be deaccented. as 

the inappropriateness of (63c) shows. The acceptable pattern involves the placemenr of the 

nuclear accent on the verb. The idea behind deaccenting is that the information denoted by 

the word cigantte by the time it occurs the second time, is given, and hence must nor bear 

prominence. Givenness of the information that the word cigarette denotes comes from the 

immediate linguistic context. However, that is not necessarily always the case. Consider 

the following example from Chapman (1998, p.49): 

(61) a. I wonder whether Shakespeare enjoyed SKATING. 

b. I wonder whether Shakespeare ENIOYEo writing. 



lo (Ma) the nuclear accent falls on the expression skating. This accent placement is able 

to project focus up to the whole embedded sentence (and possibly further). It would be fair 

to say that this is the default prominence for signalling focus of the embedded sentence. 

Apparently, with respect to focus. (64b) is interpreted in the same way as (64a). However. 

in (64b). the nuclear accent is on the verb rather than its complement writing. In (64b). the 

complement of the verb is deaccented and the accent falls immediately to the left of it, onto 

the verb. 

It is assumed that the reason for deaccenting in this example lies in the fact the NP 

bvriring counts as given information and hence cannot bear accent, whereas the NP skating 

counts as new information. The question that needs to be answered is: What counu as 

given information as opposed to new information? For most scholars. information in the 

prior linguistic context counts as given information. as shown in (63). The point of the 

contrast in (64) is that, as Chapman argues, in this case, the givenlnew distinction has 

nothing to do with the linguistic context but'iather with the encyclopedic knowledge about 

the world (knowledge that Shakespeare was a writer. in this case). 

2.62 "GiverdNew" Distinction 

Selkirk (1995. p.556) claims that the F-marking proposed in the SFPA does more than 

calculate focus domains. it also provides the "information structure" of the sentence. This 

is because in this system the presence vs. absence of embedded F-markers plays a role in 

encoding "new" vs. "given" information in discourse. However, S e W k  does not provide 

a definition of these two properties. 



There seem to be several senses of "givenlnew" in the literature that play a role in the 

semantics of natural language. In defining the meaning of definite and indefinite noun 

phrases, Heim (1982) invokes adistinction which she calls familiarity vs. novelty. In her 

system an entity is familiar if it is pan of the domain of discourse referents. Since the 

domain of discourse is pan of the common ground, this xnse of givenness penains ro 

givenness with respect to the common ground. 

Prince (1992) proposes a taxonomy for the informational status of referential expres- 

sions that are relevant to formal encoding of entities referred to in discourse. Piince's tax- 

onomy of informational status of an entity is based on two criteria: an informational status 

with respect to a hearer (hearer-old, hearer-new), and an informational status with respect to 

a discourse (discourse-old. discourse-new). The crossproduct of these two criteria produces 

three types of entitities in the information structure: (i) brand new (dixoursc-newheuer- 

new), (ii) unused (discourse newhewer-old). (iii) evoked (discourse-oldhearer-old). The 

fourth possibility, discourse-oldhear-new. is technically impossible (although surely fa- 

miliar to anyone who has had a non-anentive interlocutor). 

Another sense of "given" has been offered in Culicover and Rochemont (1983) and 

Rochemont (1986). They propose a notion called "c-constmable" (or context construable). 

An expression can be either directly or indirectly c-construable. It is directly c-constntable 

if it has a salient antecedent in discourse; and it is indirectly c-construable if the expression 

belongs to a class of scene setters (either by belonging to this class by definition or through 

pragmatic inferencing). 

Centering Theory of Grosz and Sidner (1986) also provides a notion of givenness that 

pertains to relative salience of discourse referents. This notion of givenness is claimed to 



be relevant for pronominalization and hence is important in computational algorithms for 

the resolution of pronominal reference. 

What all of these sense of givenness have in common is that they relate to the range of 

phenomena relevant for signalling attention in discourse: the use of definite vs. indefinite 

descriptions. the use of definite descriptions vs. pronouns, and the placement of accent vs. 

absence of accent. 

Do any of the already proposed senses of givenness seem to be related to Selkirk's in- 

tended notion? Schwarzschild (1999) proposes the following notion of givennes deigned 

to capture the basic intuition behind this term relevant to focus. 

(65) Givenness (to be revised) 

An utterance is given iff it is entailed by prior discourse. 

However. there is a problem with the definition in (65). Because it is based on entailment. 

it can only account for utterances of a propositional type. This is unsatisfactory. because 

expressions of other types also panicipate in this relation. For this reason, Schwarzschild 

proposes an operation called "Existential type shifting". This operation allows that a men- 

tion of a phrase such as "green apple" entails the proposition that a green apple exists, as 

represented in (66b). This proposition entails the existence of an apple. (66~).  which in 

turn licenses givenness of upple. Givenness of apple precludes the accent placement on 

upple when (66d) follows (66a). 

(66) a. I ate a green APPLE. 

b. 3zigreer1 - applc(z)l  



c. L(apple(z)) 

d. 1 also ate a RED apple. 

Taking into account that givenness is also dependent on factors such as salience. 

Schwarzschild adjusts the definition of givenness to the one in (67). 

(67) Givenness (revised) 

An utterance U counts as given iff it has a salient antecedent A and A entails U. 

modulo 3-type shifting. 

Scwarrschild argues that this notion of givenness is sufficient to account for nccenr 

placement in English. If his notion of givenness is comect, then the notion of givenness 

relevant for focus is closer to the notion of givenness relevant for pronominalization. m 

proposed by Centering theory, i.e.. givenness in terms of salience. rather than to givcnness 

in terms of common ground, the notion relevant for marking definiteness. We turn to his 

theory of givenness and focus projection in the next section. 

2.63 Schwanschild (1999) 

Schwanschild (1999) points out that in certain cases focus projection mles such as those 

proposed in Selkirk (1995) make the wrong prediction with respect to (semantic) focus. 

Consider the following example from Schwarzschiid (1999): 

(68) a. John drove Mary's red convertible. What did he drive before that? 

b. He drove her BLUE convertible. 



According to the focus projection rules, the nuclear accent on blue can only project as far as 

the adjective node itself and no further. Thus the focus structure after all focus projections 

rules have applied is as specified in (69): 

(69) He drove her p[BLUE] convertible 

The focus structure that we are expecting, given the question under discussion is the fol- 

lowing. 

(70) He drove p[her ,=[BLUE] convertible] 

But the structure in (70) is illegitimate, given our projection rules, since there is no provi- 

sion in the SFPA for adjuncts to project F-marking (see (21)). The accent on the modifier 

cannot F-mark the head noun and hence the phrase as a whole cannot be F-marked either. 

Because of examples like these. Schwarzschild argues that we have to abandon the fo- 

cus projection algorithm in favor of syntactically unconstrained distribution of F-markings. 

He argues that F-marking is constrained instead by a set of violable and ranked non- 

syntactic constraints. The constraints he proposes are the following: 

(71) Schwarzschild (1999. p.173) Constraints on F-marking 

a. GIVENness: A constituent that is not F-marked is GIVEN. 

b. AvoidF: Do not F mark. 

c. FOC: A Foc-marked phrase contains an accent. 

d. ' HeadArg: A head is less prominent than its internal argument. 



By the definition of givenness in (67) and the economy principle associated with the AvoidF 

constraint, Schwanschild argues that the correct distribution of accents and F-markers is 

obtained. However. his argument based on h e  economy principle is stipulated and cannot 

be assumed to follow from the AvoidF constraint. 

In uying to argue that AvoidF picks out the correct representation. Schw-hild offers 

the contrast in representation of F-marken shown in (72). 

(72) Context: (Jack said the American President drinks. What did Gilles say?) 

a. He [said the  FRENCH]^ President drinksJp 

b. He said [the [FRENCHIF F'resident d r inks ]~  

For the above example Schwanschild says: "AvoidF presumably chooses (72b) s [he 

representation of the utterance in thiscontext. since in that c a x  the least material is covered 

by an F-marker" (p. 168). It is not clear how AvoidF can bear on the size of the focused 

material, when it only counts F-markers and chooses the representation with the fewest 

F-markers, not the one that covers the fewest nodes in a uce. s the comparison of (7231 

and (72b) would imply. 

The set of constraints designed to guide the distribution of F-markers seem ro m_pe 

from cognitive (such as G l V ~ ~ n e s s )  to syntactic, such as HwdAq,  to the interface con- 

dition, such as FOC, to the economy conditions. such as AvoidF. Why should these con- 

straints be ranked with respect to one another, given their lack of cohesiveness? Secondly. 

this theory makes a prediction that another language may choose to rank the consuaints dif- 

ferently, or even choose not to F-mark at all (this would happen if AvoidF were the highest 

ranked of all). But this does not seem to be the case. We seem to be pretty confident thar 
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every language marks focus in some way, either prosodically, morphologically, or syntacti- 

cally, and perhaps most often. some combination of these three. The assumption is that no 

matter what type of signalling the language has. the F-marking is present in the syntax. In 

thar sense, focus marking is a language universal. So. if the ranking between GIVENness 

and AvoidF is fixed crosslinguistically, then the theory does not make any predictions, and 

is only encoding the facts. 

How persuasive is Schwarzschild's argument that GIVENneSS affects accent placement? 

Terken and Hinchberg (4994) argue that givenness, as defined by contextual mention or 

entailment, is not a good predictor of deaccenting. They show experimentally that there is 

a high correlation of grammatical function and surface position of an element on the one 

hand and deaccenting on the other. That is, syntactic expressions tend to be deaccented if 

across utterances they bear the same grammatical function andlor surface position. Thus, a 

given element tends not to be deaccented if there is a grammatical function change between 

utterances/sentences. This point can be illustinted by the following example from Williams 

(1982). 

(731 a. Did you give the gun to George? 

b. No. I LIKE George. but 1 certainly wouldn't give 

I. GEORGE a gun 

2. #a gun to GEORGE 

The difference in acceptability of the examples bl. and b2. in (73) shows thar accent 

placement does not pertain to the informational status of the word that bears the accent, 



since the NP George is accented in both examples. but rather to the surface position of this 

NP (and possibly grammatical function), as Terken and Hirschberg (1994) argue. Williams 

(1982) proposes the Rhyming Law, shown in (74). in order to account for caxs of phono- 

logical identity like these.Since Schwarzschild's definition is purely uuh-conditional. i t  is 

not clear how it can distinguish these examples. 

(74) The Rhyming Law: 

The final nucleus of an intonation unit (roughly, clause) cannot be identical lo my 

final portion of the preceding intonation unit. Williams (1982. p. 13) 

Furthermore. despite its intuitive appal, Schwarzschild's theory does not account for 

one of the classical examples of deaccenting, noted in Ladd (1980). shown in (75). 

(75) a Has John read Slaughterltouse Five? 

b. No, John dotsn't READ books. 

According to Ladd, boob  is deaccented because the mention of a particular book invokes 

the concept of book and hence renders accenting boob less accentable. According to 

Schwanschild's theory, the mention of the Slaughrerho~rse Five allows for the Existential 

F-closure of Slaughrerhouse Five to entail the existence of a book, and therefore hook 

counts as given in the context. However, Schwarrschild's mechanism predicts that read is 

also given in the context, and thus predicts that read should also be deaccented. Conse- 

quently, Schwanschild's theory predicts that (76) is the optimal accent placement. 

(76) No, John DOESN'T read books. 



The only non-given element in the answer to the question in (75a) is the negation. and 

hence the accent ought to be placed on the auxiliary-negation complex. 

As we have already seen in Williams' "gun" example. accent placement does not seem 

to be constrained by givenness. That is. nor all constituents that can be interpreted as given 

must be deaccented. Even in the context of (75a), the NP book can bear accent. In fact, 

the following three possibilities are all viable. 

(77) a. Has John read Slaughrerhouse Five? 

b. No. John doesn't REAO books 

c. No. John DOESN'T read books 

d. No, John doesn't read BOOKS. 

The three possible answers in (77) have slightly different interpretations. That is, each 

answer in (77), due to the accent placement, invokes a different set of assumptions. For 

example. (77a) seems to invoke the assumption that the speaker who asked the question 

about John having read Slaughterhouse Five had taken for granted that what John does 

with books is read them, and then explicitly denies this presupposition. (77b) seems to 

invoke the assumption that the speaker A had taken for granted the proposition that John 

reads books. and then explicitly denies it. (77c) is an utterance trying to convey disagree- 

ments with the presupposition that books are among John's reading materials. What the 

possibilities in (77) show us is that deaccenting is related to signalling presuppositions and 

is thus not exclusively governed by givenness as defined by Selkirk. 

Moreover, given that Schwarzschild's theory is a semantic theory of prominence-focus 

relation. it makes a prediction that languages will universally avoid prominence placement 



on elements that are given in the context. This prediction, however, is false. Ladd (1996) 

cites languages that strongly resist deaccenting of given material. Spanish. Romanian, and 

Italian, are such languages. For example. Ladd quotes the following example from Italian 

that shows that Italian does not have the rule of deaccenting. 

(78) te inchieste servono a mettere a POST0 

the investigations serve to put to place 

cose andate fuori POST0 

things gone out.of place 

'The investigations serve to put things into place that have gone out of place.' 

As capitalization indicates. the prominence in the relative clause falls on the element that 

is given in the matrix clause. If we compare this sentence to English. we see that English 

strongly prefers the deaccented version. Consider (79). 

(79) a. The investigations serve to put things into PLACE that have zone o c ~  of place. 

b. #The investigations serve to put things into PLACE that have gone out of PLACE. 

If we were to account for the Italian example by ranking GlvENnesS lower than AvoidF. 

we would predict that Italian would strive to avoid accent altogether. contrary to fact. 

Moreover, the notion of givenness relevant to accent placement and deaccenting does 

not always seem to rely on the semantic antecedent, as we have already seen in (64). In 

addition, in some cases a phonological mtecedenr is sufficient. Consider the following 

examples: 

(80) a. Last year John was dating Jane SMITH. This year he is dating TRACY Smith 



b. Last year John was dating Jane SMITH. This year he is dating Jane W Smith. 

[with prominence on "W"] 

In neither of the examples in (80) does semantic entailment between the two referring 

expressions in the object position hold. That is, the existence of Jane Smith does not entail 

the existence of Tracy Smith. or Jane W. Smith. Thus, the notion of givenness as pro- 

posed by Schwarzschild does not seem to be able to predict the deaccenting of the phrase 

Smith in the second sentence. A similar example. pertaining to phonological identity, is 

noted in Williams (1997). Williams notes that uttemng telephone numben obeys a similar 

constraint on deaccenting as well: 

(81) a. nine two FOUR-one two three SEVEN 

b. nine two FOUR-SIX four,~wofour 

c. # nine two FOUR-SlXfour.Tw0 eight 

To sum up: Schwarzschild's theory is de;igned to rely on pragmatic computation of fo- 

cus domain. and for accent placement on the informational status of the accentable words. 

However, as I have shown. the predictions it makes are not empirically justified. In addi- 

tion. the theory itself can be criticized for the lack of cohesiveness of constrain& and a lack 

of crosslinguistic generality despite its potential for accounting for different crosslinguistic 

patterns in term of constraint reordering. 

2.6.4 Deaccenting within a VP 

As we said earlier. questions that elicit VP-focus are of the type "What did X do?" For 

a VP to be focused Selkirk argues that at least one constituent in the core VP (the part of 



the VP that includes the internal arguments but excludes the external q u m c n t )  must b a r  

nuclear accent. She argues that which constituent bears an accent, however, will depend on 

the information present in the relevant context. Consider (82). 

(82) She sent her SKETCHES to the publisher 

What is the focus of (82)? a prior context. we would be inclined to say that the 

focus is either her sketches or sketches. In other words. the question that (82) is answering 

is "What did she send to the publisher'? or "Which of her things did she send to the 

publisher?" However, Selkirk argues that (82) can have a VP focus. Consider the following 

scenario. 

(83) A: What's Mary been doing lately? 

B1: Last month, she sent her manuscript to the PUBLISHER. 

B2: This month, she sent her SKETCHES to the publisher. 

According to Selkirk. 8 2  in (83) in the given context has a VP as the focus domain and IS 

therefore answering the question in A: "What did Mary do?. The SFPA accounts for the 

VP focus by allowing the F-marking of the internal argument, skerclrcs, to F-mark the verb 

and subsequently the verb phrase. The second internal argument does not beat prosodic 

prominence because it is given in the context and is hence not F-marked. This is fine 

according to the SFPA as long as the internal argument is given. Therefore, according to 

Selkirk's analysis, the focus domain in B2 is the VP, but the accent is on the direct object 

internal argument because the other internal argument denotes given information. 

Crucially, B2 cannot be interpreted as a VP focus without the context of B I in (83). In 

defense of such accent patterns Selkirk says: 
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-;9ctually, the need to construct such an elaborate discourse to show VP focus 

has nothing to do with the focus rule, only with the fact that circumstaaces in 

which a noun phrase [...I may be appropriately focused and represented as new 

information are harder to construct." (Selkirk. 1984, p.216) 

I think there is a problem here. The fact that we must have a prior utterance of a certain 

type is a sign that the sentence in question is not felicitous as a direct answer to A's question. 

Instead. the indispensable intervening context is indispensable prtcisely because it sets up 

a different QUD. The foilowing utterance is felicitous because it answers this revised QUD 

and not A. 

In [he framework of Information Suucture, adopted here, we can say that (83) is shift- 

ing the topic of conversation from "What did Mary do?' to "What did Mary send to the 

publisher this month?', the implicit QUD B2 in (83) is answering. In that sense, the focus 

is really not on V P  anymore but only on the direct object. The context has been updated 

by the first utterance which has allowed the shift to an implicit QUD. In fact, what this 

seems to show is that more elaborate contexts assume implicit QUDs and that is why they 

allowlrequire shift in prominence. 

What can we say about "given/newV distinction in this ftamework? The notion of 

"given" pertains to the (implicit) QUD. We have seen that implicit QUDs guide the dis- 

course by setting up the strategies in answering the explicit questions. By choosing an 

implicit question as a sub-question of the explicit question the speaker shows how much of 

the common ground has been taken for granted, i.e. what hdshe assumes to be given. The 

implicit question. of course, will only be adopted by the hearer if it is related to the explicit 

question by a sub-question relation, as in (83). As the discourse progresses we signal the 
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continuous update by reducing the focus domain. This is done by acknowledging the in- 

formation in common. Williams (1997) incorporates this fact of human linguistic behavior 

into an account of deaccenting involving the following principle: 

(84) Don't Overlook Anaphoric Possibilities: 

Opportunities to anaphorize text must be seized, 

2.65 Q p e s  of Deaccenting 

We have said that the deaccenting is a phenomenon involving given information. However. 

we have also shown that the notion of "given" is elusive and that it is hard to find a defini- 

tion that would predict when deaccenting is possible and when it is absolutely necessary. 

The reason for this, I believe, is the fact that examples of deaccenting do not constitute 

a homogeneous class. In some cases deaccenting is obligatory. as in Ladd's cigarrrtc en- 

ample, (63). and in others it seems optional. as in Ladd's Slatcghrrrho~rsc Five example. 

(77). 

For example, deaccenting is obligatory when used to signal corcference. s in (85). or 

type-identity, as in Ladd's cigamne-example. 

(85) Rochemont (1986) 

a. Mary invited John, to the party. 

b. #Oh. really? I thought she had invited the chairman, of the BOARD 

c. Oh, really? I THOUGHT she had invited the chairman, of the board. 



In comparison to Ladd's cigurerre-example, which seems obligatory, deaccenting in the 

similar syntactic consnuction In (861, seems optional. Even though the antecedent of the 

conditional mentions books, the word book in the consequent can be deaccented but it need 

not be. However, this optionality is an illusion. Depending on the accent. each sentence in 

(86) signals a different context of use. For example, (86a) may be more appropriate after 

(87a). and (86b) after (87b). But in each of these contexts, only one of the accenting types 

is possible. Thus, the optionality is really an illusion, present only before we commit to a 

context of use. 

(86) a. If John likes BOOKS so much, why don't you B U Y  him a book. 

b. If John likes BOOKS so much. why don't you buy him a BOOK? 

(87) a. Do you have anything against acquiring a home library? 

b. What am I going to buy John for his birthday? 

Deaccenting also seems to be sensitive to what Bolinger calls "semantic weight", which 

seems to be related to some notion of redundancy. Examples of this kind of deaccenting 

are given in (88). (89). and (90). For example the reasoning behind these examples is that 

the use of the word "plant" is redundant in the presence of "geranium", the use of the word 

"man" or "woman" 1s redundant in reporting a killing or a rape, since otherwise the would 

not be newsworthy. 

(88) a. '?My geranium P L A N T  died 

b. My G E R A N I U M  plant died. 



(89) a. What did he do? 

b. ?He has killed a MAN. 

c. He has KILLED a man. 

(90) a What did he do? 

b. ?He has raped a WOMAN 

C. He has RAPED a woman. 

Another type of deaccenting penains to elements that cannot function 3s focus cxpo- 

nents (projectors of focus) when accented. Indefinite quantificational pronouns belong to 

this category. Consider the following example. 

(91) a. What did he do? 

b. #He bought SOMETHING. 

c. He BOUGHT something. 

It is possible that the phenomenon illustrated in (9 1 )  is related to semantic weight. The 

act of buying is entails the existence of the bought object. In the absence of a more in- 

formative description of the bought object. the indefinite quantificational pronoun does not 

carry sufficient "semantic weight", i.e.. i t  is redundant to the information already provided 

by the verb. 

To sum up: Deaccenting is a pervasive phenomenon in English. Most accounts of En- 

glish deaccenting assume that givenness of the information denoted by the constituent is 

what drives the absence of accentuation. I have shown that this accounts for some cases 



of deaccentins but not all. For example. a definition of givenness such as Schwarzchild's, 

which is based on the entailment relation, is not able to account for cases of deaccenting 

where mere phonological identity causes deaccenting. I have also shown that cenain types 

of deaccenting should not be treated as deaccenting but rather as an instance of a smaller 

focus domain. Selkirk's publisher example. for instance. Schwanschild's converribfe ex- 

ample can also be explained by making reference to an implicit QUD, as a strategy of 

answering an implicit sub-question and obeying William's principle of anaphorizing the 

text. Descriptively, deaccenting seems to be used for several different functions: (i) sig- 

nalling coreference. (ii) phonological identity - (the Rhyming Law of Williams (l982)), 

(i i i)  signalling presupposition (dis)agreement. (iv) semantic weight. There are probably 

more distinctions that can be made, but what is important here is to note that deaccenting 

is a not a unified phenomenon. 

The notion of deaccenting in English is relevant to this study because Serbo-Croatian 

has analogs to English deaccenting. As we'.will see in chapter 5. Serbo-Croatian has a 

similar uansference of default prosodic prominence to the constituent immediately to the 

left. but it also has syntactic means for avoiding prominence: scrambling. 

2.7 Summary 

In this chapter we have looked at how prominence and focus are related. I have presented 

arguments in favor of a one-to-many relation between prominence and focus. Tbis data is 

known as,"focus projection". 1 have discussed Selkirk's (1995) algorithm for focus pro- 

jection and shown its advantages. but also problems that have been noted in the literature. 



I have shown that an adequate theory of focus must be at least panly pragmatic. since 

focus is disambiguated only in a larger context which incorporates discourse and other 

non:linguistic information. For this reason. I have placed the investigation of focus in a 

theory of Information Structure (Roberts. 1996). which allows immediate (on-line) update 

of information including interlocutors accommodation of implicit questions that serve s 

strategies in answering explicit questions. The remainder of this dissertation will assume 

this model when looking at the data in Serbo-Croatian. 



CHAPTER 3 

PHONOLOGY OF SERBO-CROATIAN INTONATION 

The purpose of this chapter is to give an overview of Standard Serbo-Croatian intonation. 

The language that I intend to cover in this dissertation is the Stokavian-~kavski variant ' of 

the Standard Serbo-Croatian. The analysis presented here is a broad outline investigation 

rather than a detailed statistical analysis. such as Lehiste and IviC (1986). 

Understanding focus projection in any language presupposes understanding the prosodic 

properties related to signalling prominence. From a prosodic point of view. Serbo-Croatian 

is different from an English-type language in a number of respects. However, there are 

many important analogues in Serbo-Croatian to the phenomena of focus projection from 

nuclear accents. 11 is important to understand the intonational phonology of the language 

to state the analogies precisely. 

One of my goals in this chapter is to provide an analysis for (and thus place on some 

theoretical level) the intuition expressed in PopoviC (1997) but also in BariC et al. (1990. 

p.392) that "[In Serbo-Croatian] the first and the last position in a sentence are the most 

salient." (my manslation). I t  is not explicit what is meant by "position" in this statement, 

'Setto-Croatian dialects are divided along two parameters: (a) the first parameter is the word for 'what'. 
thus we have iro. ?(I. and P ~ I ;  and the corresponding dialects: Stokavian. Cakavian. and ffijkavian; (b) rhe 
second parameter is rhe reflex of the Common Slavic vowel jut. ?here are rhne reflexes of this vowel: [el, 
[i]. and [ije]. Hence the comzspondins dialects: Ekavski. Ikavski. and Ijtkavski. 



but it seems that it is equated with the morphosyn~actic word. In the analysis Wow. for a 

word to be the first or the last in the syntactic string of an utterance means that it coincides 

with an edge of a phonological unit that we will call an intonational phrase. 

Phrases arc units that are grouped together for some purpose. I will present evidence 

for two levels of prosodic grouping: 

phonological word (domain for clitic attachment) -groups syllables around a single 

culminative point (the pitch accent) and is delineated by a word boundary tone. 

intonational phrase (domain of local pitch range manipulation) -groups phonolog- 

ical words into a single domain by organizing each succeeding H tone of the lexical 

accent into a predictably lower pitch range. and is governed by a set of phrse level 

tones (phrase accents). 

These prosodic groupings in Serbo-Croatian are supported by tonal evidence at their 

respective edges. Phonological words are separated by a L tone, and intonational phrases 

are marked by a phrase accent. The tonal markings of the intonational phrase signal pmmi- 

nence relevant for focus and focus projection. Thus, Serbo-Croatian differs from English 

in the inventory and type of prosodic units, and tonal markings relevant for focus. The 

important result of this chapter is showing that despite these differences between rht two 

languages, we can establish that the analogue of the nuclear pitch accent (prosodic promi- 

nence relevant for semantic focus in English) is a phrase accent in Serbo-Croatian. This 

analogy is relevant for chapter 5 where we will be examining hypotheses proposed for ac- 

counting for focus projection that are based on pitch accents as prosodic markers of focus. 



3.1 Methodological Preliminaries 

The results presented in this chapter is based on an instrumental investigation of Fo contours 

for close to 300 utterance types, ranging from citation form UtteCanCeS of single words to 

three-sentence paragraphs uttered by nine native speakers of Standard Serbo-Croatian. The 

intention is to provide a wide coverage of Serbo-Croatian utterance types in order to get an 

overview of the complete system. as a framework for investigating some specific aspect of 

the system in a thorough quantitative analysis with careful control of interaction with other 

sources of systematic variation. This purpose is a result of the need for the more overall 

picture of the system prior to the later quantitative modelling of specific questions. This 

is in line with the work done by Pierrehumbert (1980) which provided the groundwork of 

a complete description of the English intonational system. which subsequently resulted in 

the detailed study of pitch range in (Libeman and Pierrehumbert, 1984). Consequently, 

claims presented here will be more qualitative than quantitative. 

All the material uttered by the author was digitally recorded directly into a Sun work- 

station (Sun4) or Linux box and analyzed using the Entropics Waves program. Materials 

uttered by the other eight native speakers were recorded in a quiet room on a Marantz tape 

recorder and then digitized with Waves using a Denon fape player and the Sun worksta- 

tion. Four of the speakers. including the author, are from Novi Sad, three of the speakers 

are from Belgrade, one of them is from Krulevac, and one of them is from Valjevo. 

For the purposes of getting an unintermpted pitch track, almost all of the words and 

sentences recorded were chosen for their all-sonorant quality. Some exceptions were made 

when the length or the late position of the accent of the word was crucial in investigating 



a certain hypothesis and no word with all sonorants was found with those characteristics. 

Also, as it was important to look at minimal pairs and words with particular syntactic and 

semantic propenies (notably. wh-words) it was necessary to include some words that do 

not have all-sonorant quality. 

To keep the speaker pitch range constant. I show only utterances performed by myself. 

The decision is a consequence of the fact that it was not possible to get all the relevant 

data from all the speakers. However, none of the pitch tracks used here for the purpose 

of illustration are isolated tokens of the type. Pitch tracks were used as evidence only 

when the same contour occurred constantly across at least five tokens of the same type of 

utterance. 

3.2 Framework: Intonational Phonology 

I provide an analysis of Serbo-Croatian intonation within the framework of Intonational 

Phonology (see Ladd. 1996). One of the main assumptions withln this framework is that 

the tune is independent of the text and that there x e  cenain regularities that govern the 

alignment of the two. Another important assumption in this framework is that higher level 

prosodic domains are defined tonally. Thus, evidence for prosodic constituents above the 

morpheme will be gathered from the inspection of the PO (fundamental frequency). This 

framework differs from a related framework of Prosodic Phonology ( x e  Nespor and Vo- 

gel. 1986) where the main evidence for prosodic constituents comes from juncture effects 

at the segmental level. It has been shown that in Korean (Jun. 1996) and Bengali (Hayes 

and Lahiri. 1991) the two types of domains may coincide. However. I provide no segmental 



evidence for the prosodic domains proposed here. Moreover. 1 do not assume that the two 

types of prosodic domains are isomobhic to one another (see the argument against iso- 

morphic relationship for English in Gussenhoven (1990)). Hence, my proposal regarding 

the prosodic constituency of Serbo-Croatian does' not make any claims about the prosodic 

domains relevant for phonological operations involving segments. 

3.2.1 ' h n e  and Text 

Following analyses of English (Pierrehumben. 1980; Beckman and Pierrehumbert. 1986) 

I assume that a tune is a particular sequence of tones. high (H) and low (L), whereas the 

text is a segmental swing under a particular syntactic analysis. The tune and the text are 

independent of each other, although they are related through constraints on alignment. 

Thus, the same tune can be aligned with many different texts and the same text can be 

aligned with many different tunes. Some examples from English are given in (92). 

(92) a. Your word is your word. 
H H L L  

b. Anna married Lenny. 
H H L L  

c. Anna married Lenny. 
H L L 

We see that in (92a) and (92b) we have the same tune (the same sequence of tones) bur a 

different text. In (92b) and ( 9 2 ~ ) .  we have the same text but a different tune. The corre- 

sponding pitch tracks are shown in Figures 3.1, 3.2, and 3.3. 

The pitch tracks is Figures 3.1 and 3.2 have the same tune and they differ from the tune 

shown by the pitch track in figure 3.3. 



Figure 3.1: A pitch track corresponding to (921): "Your word is your word:' 

Figure 3.2: A pitch track corresponding to (92b): "Anna married Lcnny." 

3 2 2  The Structure o f  the lhne  

The tones in (92) do not all have the same status. The string of tones that we call a rune 

is structured, just as the text is. That is. the tones are grouped into different categories. 

In English. the tones can belong to any of three different categories: pitch accents, phrase 

accents, and boundary tones. 



Figure 3.3: A pitch track corresponding to (92~):  "Anna married Lenny." 

In English, a pitch accents can be simple (a single tone, H* or L*) or complex (a bitonal 

pitch accent, H*+L, L*+H, or L+H*). The basic characteristic of pitch accents is that they 

are aligned with respect to the stressed syllable in a word. A boundary tone aligns to the 

final edge of an intonational phrase. a prosodic constituent that corresponds to asense unit, 

according to Selkirk (1984) (but see Taglicht, 1'998). A phrase accent marks an intermediate 

phrase (a prosodic constituent just below the intonational phrase) and it aligns both to the 

last accented word and the final edge of its phrase. The convention, after Pierrehumbert 

( 1980). is to mark the tone of a pitch accent aligned with the stressed syllable with a " * " 
after the tone. a complex pitch accent indicates with " + " between the two tones, a phrase 

accent with " - " after the tone. and a boundary tone, with a " % ". Thus a more structured 

analysis of the tunes that we represented in (92) would mark them in the following way, 

shown in (93). 

(93) a. Your word is your word. 
H* H*L-LZ 
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b. Anna married Lenny. 
H* H* L-L% 

c. Anna married Lenny . 
H* L* H-HQ 

3.23 'hne and Text Alignment 

The general rules of alignment of the tune with the text for English are the following: 

(94) a pitch accents align with the primary stressed syllable of a word, unless a syllable 

is promoted to this status by focus 

b. phrase accents are canied by the syllables following the nuclear stressed syllable 

in the phrase 

c. boundary tones align with the last syllable of the phrase 

Thereis some inadequacy with the way the alignment rules are stated in (94). The problem 

with (94a) is that a word with a stressed syllable before the primary stress can have pitch 

accents on more than one syllable. Also, there can be a pitch accent only on the firs1 

snessed syllable if the word doesn't bear the nuclear accent. For example: 

(95) Shuttuck-Hufnagel et al. (1994) 

a. Massachhusetts !? 
L*+H L*+H L-H% 

b. Massachusetts miracle . 
L*+H L'+H L-L% 

For the phrasal accents and the boundary tones, the problem consists of the fact that 

these tones are a property of higher order prosodic constituents, rather than syllables. P h e  

netically, they get realized on the syllables themselves but phonologically they are not prop 

erties of syllables but rather of abstract phonological constituents. an intermediate phrase. 



or an intonational phrase. Only pitch accents are aligned to syllables at the phonological 

level. 

With these caveats, we can assume the rules on text-tune alignment in English to be as 

stated in (94). In the following sections we examine Serbo-Croatian intonational system 

assuming the same framework just outlined for English. 

3.3 Sentential Tones in Serbo-Croatian 

Traditional grammars of Serbo-Croatian (Mrazovif and VukadinoviC (1990, inter alia), 

Barif et al. (1990). StevanoviC (1989)) but also scholars of the Slavic languages from the 

Prague School (Sgall et al.. 1986) recognize two types of intonational patterns within the 

Slavic languages. They refer to one as "neutral", and the other as "emotive". In the system 

proposed here. the two patterns are defined in tenns of prosodic phrasing and the alignment 

of the phrasal tones with respect to the text.. But before we can give a theoretical account 

for these intuitions, we need to describe the inventory of the intonational lexicon of Serbo- 

Croatian. 

In this and following sections we will decompose the tune in Serbo-Croatian into its 

component parts, analogous to the way the tune in English was decomposed by Pierre- 

humben and Beckman. The rules for tune-text alignment, in this autosegmental/metrical 

analysis of English intonation, refer to metrically prominent positions, such as stressed 

syllables. In addition to being a pitch accent language. Serbo-Croatian is also a stress lan- 

guage. Therefore, before we analyze the intonational patterns of Serbo-Croatian, we need 

to introduce the basics of Serbo-Croatian stress. 



33.1 Stress 

Word stress in Serbo-Croatian polysyllabic words is variable: it can be found on any sylla- 

ble except the final. The position of the stress is not predictable (but see Inkelar and Zec. 

1988). This means that the stress must be specified in the lexicon. Conxquently, for the 

word stress we have to acknowledge the following: 

(96) Word Stress: lexically specified. 

For the phrasal stress. I adopt the following two-part rule: 

(97) a W~thin aphrase with neutral intonation pattern, the right-most word is the strongest, 

b. Within a phrase, with a marked (the so-called "emotive" (see Sgall et d.. 1986)) 

intonation pattern, the focused word is the strongest. 

33.2 Pitch Accents 

Standard Serbo-Croatian (SC) is a lexical pitch-accent language. That is. words are spec- 

ified not just for the location of stress. but also for the shape of the pitch accent that is 

aligned to the stressed syllable.' All previous analyses (Browne and McCawley (1965). 

'A new division within the standard seems to be emerging: Smiljanif and Hualde (2000) repon that iexrrl 
pitch amnu arc lost in the speech of some speakm of the w a r m  variant spoken amund w, 
bend for m e  speaken m u n d  Z a p b  has already been nored in Magner and Marejka (1971). where 
they note a great geographic variability in preservation of accentual disrinctrons claimed for the Swndud 
varieties. To what extent this is a property of the entire Croatian variant of the language is hard to say at thls 
p o i n ~  but it Kerns c&n that the I d  distinctions among pitch accents are being obliler~ted among r 
certain percarage of this population. If this trend continues and sprcads h u g h  the entire w u t m  vanant 
of Serbo-Croatian. it will be necessary to distinguish the Serbian and Ihe Croatian rrandard variants along 
the lexical pitch accent line. 



lnkelas and Zec ( 1988). KostiC (1983). Lehiste and IviC (1963. 1986), Nikolii. (1970). Ste- 

vanovit (1989). GvozdanoviC (1980). inter alia) recognize four different types of pitch 

accenu: shon and long falling and shon and long rising. The traditional way of marking 

accents is the following diacritics over the stressed vowel: [ - ] for the short falling, [ " ] 

for the long falling, [ ' ] for the shon rising. and [ ' ] for the long rising. 

The melodic pan of the accent can be specified as a sequence of two tones. The falling 

accents can be characterized as a melody consisting of a sequence of a high (H) tone and 

a low (L) tone. The rising accents can be characterized as a melody consisting of a L tone 

followed by a H tone.' Both melodies are anchored to the tone bearing unit, a mora of the 

stressed syllable (Zec. 1994). These accents are lexically contrastive, and hence, they are 

phonemic. 

The distribution of the accents is sensitive to the melody of the accents: the falling 

accents can occur only on the words with the stress on the first syllable, the rising accenu 

can occur on words that have the stress on 'any syllable but the last. This effectively re- 

duces the disuibution of the rising accents to polysyllabic words. That is, only the falling 

accents can occur on monosyllables, since they are not resmcted from the last syllable. 

Because the falling accents almost never occur on any other syllable but the first4, the 

fallinglrising opposition is possible only in domains where the two accents overlap in dis- 

tribution: polysyllabic words with the stress on the first syllable. According to all of the 

"n the analysis presented by lnkelas and Zec (1988), rising accenu are m t c d  as a sequence o f  two H 
tones. 1.c.. HH. 

'Thew ate few exccptlons ~nvolv~ng shon-falling accents on non-initial syllable in compounds. such as 
I~oljopr;vrrda 'agriculture' 



previous analyses, the pitch accents in Serbo-Croatian are a propeny of the tone bearing 

unit a moca of the stressed syllable. Only content words bear pitch accents. Function 

words, such as prepositions, conjunctions. verbal auxiliaries. and pronominal clitics. bear 

no stress or pitch accent. 

A schematic representation of the accent shapes in sentence-medial posirion can be 

found in Figures 3.4 - 3.7. 

Figure 3.4: An abstract representation of Fisure 3.5: An ahstract rcprexnution u i  
a sentence medial word under 3 sentence medial word under 
the shon-falling accent. the long-falling accent. 

Figure 3.6: An abstract representation of Figure 3.7: An abstract representation of 
a sentence medial word under a sentence medial word under 
the short-rising accent. the long-rising accent. 



Extracted Fo shapes of actual utterances of words with falling accents from a sentence 

medial position are shown in Figures 3.8 - 3.1 I .  

Figure 3 .8  An Fo contour of a sentence Figure 3.9: An FO contour of a sentence 
medial token of the word un- medial token of the word un- 
der the short falling accent der the long falling accent jd- 
j i ibv 'fruitless'. van 'public'. 

The Fa contour of the falling accents cleariy shows arise to a certain level and a subsequent 

fall. The target for the level is a H tone and the subsequent fall of the Fo is a fall to the target 

L. The next two figures. Figures 3.10 and 3.1'1, illustrate the two rising accents, again in a 

sentence medial position. 

For the purpose of describing the intonation contour we can reduce the division of the 

accents from four to only two distinct types: the falling accents versus the rising accents. 

The division of accents into shofl versus long refers to the duration of the stressed syllable 



Figure 3.10: An Fo contour of a sentence Figure 3.1 1: An Fo contour of a sentence 
medial token of the word un- medial token of the word un- 
der the short rising accent der the long rising accent 
rndlina 'raspberry'. lbrija 'line'. 

with which the accent is associated. This contrast can be represented at the segmenral level 

by marking the phonemic duration of the vowel or the syllabic [r] and therefor dms not 

have to be encoded as a different type of accent. In this chapter. I will not be so concerned 

with justifying an analysis of lexical pitch accents, but for detailed argumentation see God- 

jevac (2000). We will represent the two accent types as Hm+L (falling) and L*+H (rising) 

as proposed in Godjevac (20001.' The pitch accents associate with the stressed syllable of 

a word, as they do in English. However, this association between the stressed syllable and 

the accent is lexical, rather than post-lexical. 

'Inkelas and Zec (1988) argue for a different analysls of the rislng p~tch accenls. They propox hat the 
rising accents be represented as a Kquence of two H tones. However. a quantitative srudy of H tone 
alignment in fhe four accents types. supporting he analysis of Godjcvac (20W). can bc round in Smiljanit 
and Hualde (2000). 



As a result of the lexical status of pitch accents, alignment of the intonational tune with 

the text does not make reference to the pitch accents, since they are already aligned with the 

text through lexical specification. For our purposes then, it will be sufficient to note that 

every conrenr word is inherently associated with either a rising or a falling pitch accent. 

Consequently, every tune in Serbo-Croatian will be partly composed of the lexical pitch 

accents for the string of words in the text. For the most part. the questions relevant for 

the analysis of Serbo-Croatian intonation are the following: (i) What are the intonational 

means for signalling pragmatic information? and (ii) Do components of sentential tune that 

are pragmatically relevant affect the lexical pitch accents, and if so how? 

We will see that the pragmatic information is conveyed through other means than pitch 

accent assignment, such as prosodic phrasing, and the choice of phrase accents. Intona- 

tional tones, such as phrase accents and word boundary tones interact with the lexical pitch 

accents to produce shapes unique to the combination. 

The standard measure of the shape of the lexical pitch accents is often the medial po- 

sition in a broad focus sentence. This is because we can assume that in this position, the 

lexical pitch accents are unaffected by intonational tones. As a result, studying the effects 

of the intonational tones on pitch accents is done as a comparison to their shapes in broad 

focus medial position. Using this standard of comparison, we find that different phrase 

accents affect the lexical pitch accents of the words that realize them to a different degree. 

The degree to which a lexical pitch accent is affected by a phrase accent depends on the 

alignment propenies of the phrase accent. For example, if a phrase accent alignment is 

specified with respect to the stressed syllable. then since the lexical pitch accent is also 



aligned in this way, the melodic properties of the phrase accent override those of the Iexi- 

cal accent so that the FF, does not show the rising vs. falling specification of the underlying 

lexical pitch accent. 

However, even when the phrase accent obliterates the shape of the pitch accent. in 

many cnses the contrastive lexical specification can be recovered from the distributional 

properties of the lexical pitch accents. That is, we know that words with the suess on a 

non-initial syllable always bear a rising pitch accent and that monosyllabic words always 

bear a falling accent. Consequently. in none of these words does the phrase accent affect 

the information about which lexical pitch accent a word bears. whatever the manipulation 

of the Fo. This is because the information about which pitch accent the word bears is 

deducible from the distributional propenies of the accent and the length of the suesxd 

syllable. 

However, in polysyllabic words with the stress on h e  first syllable, the distributional 

properties of the lexical pitch accent cannot provide any clues about thc lexical pitch accent 

because this is where the distribution of the accents intersect. Thus. this is the x t  of 

environments that are relevant for answering the second question in order to see whether 

intonational tunes neutralize the pitch accent distinction. By looking at thest ~ypes of 

words under different phrase accents, we find that under some phrse accents lexical pitch 

accents are neutralized, and under others, the alignment of phrase accents are different for 

falling vs. rising accents and consequently the lexical pitch accents are still recoverable in 

the acoustic signal. 



In the next sections. we look at the tones that we find at edges of intonational units that 

we will call phrase accents and word boundary tones. We examine their basic Fo shapes 

and the~r effect on the lexical pitch accents. 

3.3.3 Intonational Tones 

There are five basic FO shapes that characterize Serbo-Croatian intonational tunes. We find 

( i )  fall: pitch range compression and floor lowering: ( i i )  rise: pitch range compression and 

raising of the floor: (iii) fall-rise a pitch fall followed by a rise and pitch range compression; 

( i v )  rise-fall: pitch rise followed by a subsequent panial-fall; and (v) fall-rise-fall pitch 

fall followed by a rise, followed by a fall. All of them. except the fall-rise-fall, occur at 

the final edge of a prosodic unit corresponding to a syntactic phrase or a sentence. These 

shapes are schematically represented as realized over a 3-syllable word with a stress on the 

fira syllable in Figures 3.12 through 3.27. 

Figures 3.12-3.13 show schematic drawings of the fall. and Figures 3.15-3.14 show 

actual examples of FO contours. In the representations I include two different realizations 

of the fall. according to the lexical pitch-accent type of the word that realizes the fall. This 

is because the fall differs depending on the lexical pitch-accent. When the fall is realized 

over a trisyllabic word that bears a falling accent, the pitch fall of the lexical accent is 

exaggerated and continues onto the phrase edge where modal voice gives way to laryn- 

gealized. (Laryngealization is a low pitch common to final falling intonation.) Note that 

in Figure 3.14 vocalization seen in the wave form continued past the point where the pitch 

extraction 'algorith~n gives up. The wave form shows the irregular (laryngealized) pulses 

whereas the pitch track is empty. By contrast, when the fall is realized over a trisyllabic 



word that bean a rising accent. the pitch stays level during the stressed syllable and the 

post-suessed syllables. Despite the clear differentiation of the falls between the two accent 

types, this is a realization of the same edge tone effect. 'Ihe effect is a sharp lowering of 

the pitch range, which exaggerates the fall after the falling accent but flattens out the rix 

of the rising accent. 

fall 2 

0 0 0  

rising accent 

Figure 3.12: An abstract representation Figure 3.13: An abstract representation 
of a fall over a word with a of a fall over a word with a 
lexically specified falling ac- lexically specified rising ac- 
cent. cent. 

Figures 3.16-3.19 show an absuact representation of the two different types of' rises: 

the simple rise and the fall-rise; Figures 3.20 and 3.2 1 show actual Fo contours of these 

patterns. 

The two types of rises differ in the way they affect h e  lexical pitch accents. They 

differ in the timing of the rise. In the simple rise, the rise starts within the stressed syllable 



Figure 3.14: An illustration of a fall over Figure 3.15: An illustration of a fall over 
a short-falling accent in a a long-rising accent in a 
declarative sentence Jedem declarative sentence Vidim 
1;mun. 'I am eating afthe bnnrinu. 'I see althe banana' 
lemon.' 

reaching its peak in the stressed syllable of the words with falling accents and in the post- 

stressed syllable of the words with rising accents. In the fall-rise phrase accent, the rise 

does not start until immediately after the stressed syllable regardless of the lexical pitch 

accent the word is inherently specified for. and the peak is reached on the final syllable. 

Words with the falling vs. rising lexical pish accents realize the simple rise differently and 

hence the lexical pitch accent contrasts are preserved under the rise. The fall-rise, on the 

other hand, entirely obliterates the lexical pitch accents. 

The simple rise can occur on sentence non-final constituents as well as sentence final 

consti~uenrs. signalling conrinuation, whereas the fall-rise is found on sentence final con- 

stituents only. The fall-rise signals the meaning of an incredulity question (as discussed 

for English by Ward and Hirschberg. 1988). and is the so-called "prompting intonation" in 

Inkelas and Zec (1988). or the "reverse pattern" of Jxhiste and IviC (1986). 



lalllng accent rising scram 

Figure 3.16: An abstract representation Figure 3.17: An absmct reprexntarion 
of a rise on a word with the of a rise on a word with the 
lexical falling accent. lexical rising accent. 

Figure 3.18: An abstract representation Figure 3.19: An abstract representation 
of a rise on a word with the of a rise on a word with the 
lexical falling accent. lexical rising accent. 



Figure 3.20: On the left is an example of Figure 3.21: On the left is an example of 
the rise over the word with the rise over the word with 
the short falling accent on the short rising accent on the 
the first syllable. MBOVU~,. first syllable Mdrija, and on 
and on the right is an exam- the right is an example of the 
ple of the fall-rise over the fall-rise over the same word. 
same word. 

In addition to the simple rise and the fail-rise. there is a rise-fall shape as well. Figures 

3.22.3.23.3.24 show the rise-fall pattern. The rise-fall is a tune used for a vocative chant. 

md as a result seems highly specialized. However, tbis contour also occurs in playful 

exchanges. For example, it can be found on wh-questions. as in KO je? 'Who is it? after a 

knock on the door; and also in contexts of teasing or as gentle reminders. 

Regardless of the length of the word, the HL sequence always occurs two syllables 

from the utterance's final edge. This is illustrated in Figure 3.25, using a seven-syllable 

word with the stress on the fifth syllable. 



Figure 3.22: An abstract representation of a rise-fall. 

Figure 3.23: An Fo track of a rise-fall, Figure 3.24: An Fo track of a risc-fall. 
used for vocative chants. uscd for vocative chanu. 
The pitch track represenu a The pitch uack represents a 
chant of ~ i l o j e ,  a word with chant of Mdrija, a word with 
a falling accent on the first a rising accent on the firsc 
syllable. syllable. 

Another shape that we find correlating with pragmatic information is the 611-rise-fall. 

Figures 3.26-3.27 show the fall-rise-fall. The fall-rise-fall is a tune tha~ occurs in ycs-no 

questions. This particular contour is always placed on the focused word rather than at the 

edge of the intonational phrase. 



Figure 3.25: An F, track showing a rise-fall on a seven syllable word with the stress on 
the fifth syllable and a rising accent. Gloss: omalova&ivanje 'humiliation' 

In broad-focus yes-no questions (i.e.. questions which are targeting the polarity of the 

whole sentence) this prominence falls on the main verb. In narrow focus yes-no question 

(i.e.. questions which are questioning the truth of the denotation of a particular constituent 

in the sentence) the prominence can fall on any constituent. In figure 3.28, the prominence 

falls on menaieriju, 'menagerie', and the utterance is interpreted as  a narrow focus utter- 

ance on that word. Although, this tonal pattern overrides the lexical tone shape, it aligns 

with the focused word in such a way that allows differentiation of the lexical pitch accents: 

on a word with a rising accent. the peak aligns later than on a word with a falling accent. 

This difference in alignment is represented in Figures 3.26 and 3.27. An Fo track of this 

contour is provided in figure 3.28. 

In this section we have seen thal the shapes of the simple intonational tones, the fall 

and the rise, differ according to the lexical pitch accent of the word that realizes them. 



Figure 3.26: A stylized contour of the Figure 3.27: A stylized contour of the 
(LHL)- phrase accent for (LHL)- phrase accent for 
the falling accent. the rising accent. 

Figure 3.28: An FO track showing a fall-rise-fall. Gloss: Njegoru tmo~c~lcriju ~ J J I ~ I  plolo 
mma? 'IS it his MENAGERIE that has many flaws?' 

However. the shapes of complex intonational tones. the fall-rise. the rise-fall. and the fall- 

rise-fall, is not affected by the lexical pitch accent. Of the three complex intonational [ones. 

the fall-rise and the rise-fall neutralize the lexical pirch accents, whereas the fall-rise-fall 

does not, since its alignment properties differ according to the lexical pitch accent and 

hence it preserves the contrast between the lexical accents. 



3.3.4 Categorization of Intonational Tones 

What kind of an analysis of the intonational tones can we provide? That is, what is category 

of tones do they belong? 

In the previous section, we have seen that there are five basic types of tunes: the fall, 

the rise. the fall-rise. the rise-fall, and the fall-rise-fall. We can tentatively think of their 

pragmatic force as declarative, continuation, incredulity question. vocative, and yes-no 

question. respectively. Prima facie. we can characterize these tunes as follows: the fall 

can be characterized as a simple L edge tone. the rise as a simple H edge tone, the fall- 

rise as a bitonal, LH. edge sequence, the rise-fall as a HL bitonal edge sequence, and the 

fall-rise-fall as a uitonal sequence LHL. 

On the basis of a qualitative examination of the data, my proposal is that all of these Fo 

shapes can be analyzed as phrase accents. There are two types of corroborating evidence 

for this hypothesis. First. in neuual prominence patterns, edge tones always occurs on the 

final content word in the intonational phrase. whereas in "emotive" intonational patterns 

this type of tonal prominence is always associated with an element of the focus. Given 

that. as we will see in Chapter 5 that in neuual intonation pattern, the final content word is 

also pan of the focus, these tones are associated with the focus in both intonational patterns. 

Second, in the case of the LH and the LHL sequences, we find secondary association to the 

stressed syllable, and this property has been found to correlate with a phrase accent (see 

Grice et al.. in press). 

The first type of evidence shows that these tonal sequences are related to sentence 

stress. In neutral intonation patterns. sentence stress is right-most, whereas in non-neutral 



patterns, the sentence stress can occur on any element in the sentence as long as it is a pan 

of focus. We will see in Chapter 5 that in neutral intonation patterns, the final constituent 

is always interpreted as focused or as a pan of the focus of the sentence. Thus. siven that 

these tone sequences are always associated with the sentence stress on the one hand and 

focus on the other, it seems reasonable to treat them as phrase accents. For a language 

that employs pitch-accents for the purpose of lexical differentiation. it seems natural to 

assume that other means in the tonal inventory would take over the function of signalling 

focus. since pitch-accents serve a different function, a function of lexical differentiation. 

and are thus unavailable for signalling pragmatic information. Crosslinguistically. we find 

this type of designation of the functional load to be quite common. We find it in Swedish 

(Bruce, 197). in the Venlo dialect of Dutch (Gussenhoven and van der Vliet. 1999). and 

in Japanese (Venditti, 2000). All three languages employ pitch accents for the purpose 

of lexical differentiation, and the focus-signalling intonational functions ssociated with 

pitch accents in English are taken up by phnse accents (Swedish). boundary tones (Venlo 

Dutch), or phrasing and pitch range (Japanese). 

In Serbo-Croatian sentence-broad focus utterances, the prominence is always associ- 

ated with the right-most element in the phrase. %is suggests hat  Serbo-Croatian intona- 

tional phrase is right-dominant. i.e.. at the higher levels of prosodic structure. the stron_eest 

element is at the end of the phrase. A prosodic correlate of the phrasal stress is the so-called 

final lengthening, for which then is instrumental evidence in Lehiste and lviC ( 1986). Here 

I am proposing that we have another prosodic correlate of phrasal stress: a phrase accent. 

That is, phrasal stress is accompanied by tonal manipulations in addition to lengthening. 



What is the difference between neutral and non-neutral prosodic prominence? I will 

illustrate t h ~ s  property by showing two declarative utterances of the same sentence: one 

uttered as a sentence broad focus (i.e.. as an answer to a question such as "What happened?" 

or "What's new?', etc.), Figure 3.29, and other as a narrow focus on the second word in 

the utterance. Figure 3.30. Declaratives are always associated with a Ledge tone. 

In the broad focus utterance, Figure 3.29, the phrasal stress is right-most and so is the 

phrase accent. In the narrow focus utterance of the same sentence, the phrase stress'and the 

phrase accent are associated with the focus of the sentence. In this case, the phrase tena 

'wife'. In the narrow focus utterance. Figure 3.30, where the focused constituent occurs 

early in the sentence, the prosodic effects of the phrase accent are pitch range compression 

immediately after the phrase accent placement. 

Figure 3.29: An example of a L- phrase accent at the end of the sentence in the declarative 
sentence Njrgovu j r  ienu imulu rume drangulije 'His wife had all sorts of 
junk' with neutral prominence. 



Figure 3.30: An example of a L- phrase accent at the end of a focused constituent in 
declarative sentence Njeguva WA je imala raatc dmtlgulije u s w h m  ugltr 
sobe. 'His wife had all sons of junk in every comer of the room' with a focus 
on tetca 'wife'. 

In Figure 3.30. the L tone is associated with the right edge of the prosodically prominent 

word. fena 'wife', which we will call focally prominent. As a result of this placement of 

the phrasal stress and the choice of the L tone, the pitch range of the following text is 

drastically reduced. That is, the phonetic interpretation of the phrasal L [one is char it  

compresses the pitch range of the following text by lowering the ceiling of the tonal space. 

This pitch range manipulation of the L- phrase accent can be schematically represented as 

shown in Figure 3.3 1. 

The nature of the phrase accents in English is to some extent analogous. The tone of [he 

phrase accent is "a tone that fills the space after the last pitch accent in a phrase"(Piemhumbert 

and Beckman. 1988, pg. 256). The parallel is in the interpolation between the L target and 

the end of the phrase. The difference is that in Serbo-Croatian the phrasal L tone ma- 

nipulates the pitch range through the association with the higher level constituent and is 



1 ceiling 

floor 

Figure 3.31: Schematic representation of the effect of the L- phrase accent on the pitch 
range. 

not really an interpolation between the last pitch accent and the boundary tone. The lex- 

ical pitch-accents are still realized in the post-focal material, except that the pitch range 

reduction directly affects their realization by decreasing their tonal space. 

Analogously to the L- phrase accent. which lowers the ceiling of the pitch range, the 

H tone of the LH- phrase accent raises the floor of the pitch range to the end of the phrase, 

if there is my post-focal material. This can be seen in Figures 3.32 and 3.33. This property 

of the phrasal H tone is most prominent in the LH sequence because the simple rise only 

occurs on intonational phrase final words, whereas the LH- can also occur on a focused 

word of the final syntactic constituent (which itself need not be final in the intonational 

phrase) 

We can represent the pitch range manipulation of the phrasal H tone as a raising of the 

floor of the tonal space. as shown in figure 3.34. 

I have noted that the second type of evidence for these tones being phrase accents 

comes from the fact that we find clear secondary association of some of these tones to the 

stressed syllable uf [lie t'ocused word. This property of phrase accents is documented by 

121 



Figure 3.32: An example of a LH- phrase accent on the focused constituent in o syntacti- 
cally unmarked question Jelena d o h i  tta Milovarror* mdjendon? 'Jelena is 
coming on MILOVAN'S birthday?' with a focus on IV~rn~anov 'Milovan's'. 
a word with a falling accent on the first syllable. 

Figure 3.33: An example of a LH- phrase accent on the focused constituent in a syntac- 
tically unmarked question Jeloto rlolo:i rrtr MARIJIN nuljr~rtlr~tr? 'Jclcna is 
coming on MARIJA'S birthday?' with a focus on Alhr i j i r~  'Marija's'. a word 
with a rising accent on the first syllable. 

Grice et al. (in press) for Standard Greek. Standard Romanian. and Standard Hungarian. 

The tune described by Grice et al. ( in  press) is the same tune as the one we find in the LHL 

shapes of the focus in yes-no questions in Serbo-Croatian. Given the geographic proximity 



ceiling 
7 

I floor 

Figure 3.34: Schematic representation of the effect of the H tone of a phrase accent on the 
pitch range. 

of these languages described in Grice et al. (in press) to Serbo-Croatian, it seems natural to 

attribute this property of the LH phrase accent in Serbo-Croatian to the areal influence. 

To illustrate the secondary association with the stressed syllable of the L tone of the LH 

phrase accent. I provide two types of evidence: (i) the alignment of the L tone of this accent 

is the same for both falling and rising accents. That is, the L tone occurs on the stressed 

syllable of the rising accents overriding the H tone of the H*+L of the falling pitch accent; 

and ( i i )  I show that in polysyllabic words under rising accents where the stress position can 

vary, the L tone is always on the stressed syllable, whereas the H tone is associated with 

the final syllable. This type of evidence is unavailable for words under the falling accents 

because the falling accents are restricted to the initial syllables only. 

The first type of evidence can be seen in Figures 3.32 and 3.33. The word ~?lovanov 

has the shon falling accent on the first syllable. whereas the word Mrtrijin has the shon 

rising accent on the first syllable. These two words have the same Fo shape even though 

they bear different pitch accent. Both portions of the Fo contours corresponding to these 

words in Figures 3.32 and 3.33 show adip around the stressed syllable of the word followed 



by a rise. We interpret the dip as a realization of a L tone and [he rise as a realizarion of a 

H tone. It is not surprising that the word with a rising accent has a L tone on the stressed 

syllable, since under this analysis that is the inherent propeny of the rising accents. But it is 

surprising that a word that bean a falling accent. which means that it  would ordinarily have 

a H tone on the stressed syllable, realizes a L tone on this syllable. This L tone, however. 

is the property of the LH- phrase accent. and the H tone of the lexical pitch accent is not 

realized by the Fo. 

Figures 3.32 and 3.33 show us that this type of intonational marker. associated with a 

LH tonal sequence. affects the lexical prosodic properties of the focused word. The next 

figure, Figure 3.35, shows that this tonal marker always has a secondary association to the 

strased syllable. Figure 3.35 shows pitch tracks of four utterances in which the position of 

the stnssed syllable was varied from the first to the founh syllable in a sequence of 31 least 

five-syllable words. occurring at the end of the phrase. These pitch tracks illustnte that the 

L tone always occurs on the stressed syllable, regardless of the length of the word. and the 

peak is always reached at the end of the word. just as in utterances shown in Figures 3.32 

and 3.33. This evidence also argues in favor of the hypothesis tha the H tone is &ared 

with the last syllable of the focused word. and thus this is clearly an edge tone. 

In Figure 3.35, we can observe that the Fo does nor start to rise until right after the 

stressed syllable. This is our evidence that the L tone of this phrase accent has a secondary 

association to the metrically strong syllable of the focused word. Because of this type of 

alignment, which is the same as for the lexical pitch accents (they also align with rcspecr ro 

the metrically strong position in the word). this bitonal sequence overrides the lexical pitch- 

accent. However. this neutralization of the fallinglrising opposition occurs only on a subscr 
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Figure 3.35: The four panels show a sequence of five or more syllable words at the right 
edge of the phrase. The words were chosen for varying position of the stress. 
In the top panel, the stress is on the first syllable of the prepositional phrase, 
i.e.. the prepositions itself: Murdu d o k i  U Rmuniju? 'Mary is coming 
TO Romania?' In the second panel from the top. the stress is on the second 
syllable of the phrase: Mar+ doluzi u RUMUNIJU? 'Mary is coming to Ro- 
MANIA?' In the third panel, the stress is on the third syllable. Mariju ne 
voli ARTIUERIJU? 'Mary doesn't like ARTILLERY?' In the bottom panel the 
stress is on the fourth syllable. Mariju tte voli OMALOVA&IVANJE? 'Mary 
doesn't like HCMILIATION?'  



of the words that realize these accents. As we noted before, this is the set of words where 

the contrasts are manifested: polysyllabic words with the stress on the fin1 syllable. When 

this phrase accent aligns to the memcally strong syllable of a word under a rising accent 

with non-initial stress, the information that this word bears a rising accent is retrievable 

from the position of the stress, since only rising accents are possible on non-initial stressed 

syllables. 

I suggested that the phonological difference between a rise and a fall-rise intonation 

pattern can be represented as a difference in a tone sequence: a H vs. a LH tone sequence. 

Fo contours of the two types of tunes show a rise. We represent the rise by a H tone. What 

is the evidence for a L tone in the tune with a fall-rise? It is the alignment facts of the two 

that show us that they are different. In the simple rise pattern. [he plateau occun already 

on the post-stressed syllable; whereas in the fall-rise panem there is a more gradual rise 

which does not stan until right after the stressed syllable. This difference in the path of 

the Fo is interpreted in the following way: we hypothesize that the tune is a specification 

for tonal targets and the Fo is a realization of interpolations between tonal mgets. The 

gradual rise as opposed to a sharp rise is accounted for by postulating an additional [anal 

tafget, the L tone, which has a secondary association to Ihe stressed syllable and prevents 

the interpolation to start earlier. The sharp rise. on the other hand is a realization of a single 

tonal target which does not have a secondary association to the suessed syllable. The F, 

thus reflects the interpolation between the lex~cal tones and this post-lexical tonal target. 

To sum up: On the basis of tonal alignment with the phrasal stress and secondary 

association with the lexical stress I have argued that the intonational tones discussed in 

section 3.3.4 are phrase accents. In the nex[ sectton we look at beginning edge tones. 



3.3.5 Beginning Edge Tones 

In addition to the intonational tones discussed in the two previous sections, we also find 

tonal markings at the beginning edges of morpho-syntactic units, such as  words. I call 

these word-boundary tones. There are two types of word-boundary tones: L and H. The L 

word-boundary tone occurs in broad focus utterances. whereas the H word-boundary tone 

marks the prosodic constituent containing the narrowly focused word in a double focus 

construction. In this section 1 discuss only the L word boundary tone, and postpone the 

discussion of the H word boundary tone to section 3.5.1. 

Evidence for the left edge L word-boundary tone comes from instrumental data which 

show a consistent presence of a dip in the Fo contour between two adjacent accented words, 

the first of which is a disyllabic word under a rising accent and the second a word under a 

falling accent (see Figures 3.36 and 3.37, which contrast predictions of an earlier autoseg- 

mental account by lnkelas and Zec (1988)). l f  the tonal sequence of words with these two 

lexical pitch accents consisted exclusively of the tones which are property of the lexical 

pitch accents then it would be hard to account for the F, dip found in these sequences. 1 

propose that the dip corresponds to a post-lexical tonal target at the word boundary. The 

possibility that we have a sagging interpolation between the two H tones, as suggested for 

English in  Pierrehumbert (1980) seems unlikely because the two tone targets are adjacent, 

unlike in English where the two tone targets can be separated by intervening syllables. 

For the purpose of testing the prediction of the theory of sentential tones presented in 

lnkelas and Zec (1988). 1 have constructed three types of examples: (a) a sequence of a 

noun subject and a verb (since SC is an SVO language, this sequence does not involve any 
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Figure 3.36: An abstract representation Figure 3.37: An abstract representation 
of the FO contour predicted of the FO contour found in 
by the theory of Inkelas and the configuration: a word 
Zec (1988). under a rising accent fol- 

lowed by a word under a 
falling accent. 

type of pragmatic highlighting via word order); (b) a sequence of a noun subject and an 

adverb, another canonical Structure; and (c) a sequence of an adjective and a noun. i.c. a 

modified NP in a subject positior). These three constructions arc used in order to show 

that the dip is not due to differences in phrasing correlating with a particular syntactic 

construction such as topicalization or scrambling. All of the three types of constituenls 

occur at the beginning of a sentence since the pitch range in this position is the widest and 

hence tonal properties are more salient on the pitch tracks. 

Figures 3.38. 3.39, and 3.40 show the pitch uacks of two consecutive words of this 

type. They all reveal that an additional L lone is present between the two disyllabic words. 

first with a rising and the second with a falling accent. This is unexpected in the theory of 

Inkelas and Zec (1988) which assumes that a sentenrial tune (up to the final edge) consists 

only of a sequence of tones corresponding to lexical pitch accents. 

In all three pitch tracks (Figures 3.38 - 3.40). the first word is disyllabic and h a  a 

long rising accent on the f is t  syllable and the second word has a long falling accent on the 



Figure 3.38: Noun-verb sequence. The sentence is Ddra rddi u lvanovojnovojfinni. !Dara 
works in Ivanov's new company.' 

Figure 3.39: Noun-adverb sequence. The sentence is Jbva j ivno izjavljuje da ne voli Miru. 
'Jova publically claims that he doesn't like Mira.' 

first syllable. Since the first word is disyllabic, we know that the H tone will be realized 

on the second (i.e. final) syllable, since this is the intrinsic property of the rising accents 

(see Lehiste and IviC, 1986: Inkelas and Zec, 1988; Godjevac. 2000; SmiljaniC and Hualde. 

2000). The second word, having lhe falling accent on the first syllable must exhibit a H 

[one on the first syllable. a_gain due to the inherent properties of the falling accent. If there 

were no word boundary tones, simple concatenation of these two words should produce a 



Figure 3.40: Adjective-noun sequence. The sentence is T h a n  r6m rlijc odgovaraor~jcnom 
licu. 'A dark frame didn't suit her face.' 

steady pitch line representing the two H tones. one from the final syllable of the first word 

and one from the initial syllable of the second word. as in shown in Figure 3.36. However. 

as we see in Figures 3.38 - 3.40. the two H tones are separated by a dip in pitch. 3s shown 

in Figure 3.37. This dip consistently shows up around the beginning of the first syllable of 

the second word. Consequently. I t3ke this intervening valley to be the evidence for the L 

word boundary tone (to be represented as 8L). 

We find the presence of the L word boundary tone fairly consistently. However. there 

are contexts in which they seem to be missing. These contexts involve function words 

with rising accents, such as the demonstrative pronoun b~ra 'that.fem.sg' followed by a 

word under a falling accent, and in phrases which have become a common sequence. such 

as hvah lepo 'thank you'. It is conceivable that these realizations are due to merging 

of the two words into a single prosodic unit. In addition, the presence of the L word 

boundary tone is dubious in compressed pitch range, such as those followed by an early 

phrase accent. It seems reasonable to assume that the absence of a word boundary tone 



is evidence of .'dephrasingV. (The concept of "dephrasing" is familiar from literature on 

Korean (see Jun, 1996) and Japanese (see Pierrehumben and Beckrnan, 1988) and is used 

to denote the loss of prosodic boundaries due to focus.) However, it is very hard to make 

firm conclusions regarding the L word boundary tone in compressed pitch range without a 

thorough experimental study and quantitat~ve analysis of the data. 

In the next section I discuss prosodic structure of Serbo-Croatian, based on intonational 

tones discussed in previous sections. 

3.4 Prosodic Constituents 

Serbo-Croatian edge tones provides tonal evidence for two types of prosodic constituents: 

the intonarional phrase, and the phonological word (also known as the accentual unit in 

traditional grammars (see MrazoviC and VukadinoviC, 1990; BariC et al.. 1990)). In this 

section we look in more detail at the properties of these two constituents. 

3.4.1 Intonational Phrase 

Two major properties evident of this prosodic constituent are the final edge tones, discussed 

in 3.3.3, and pitch range manipulation. to be discussed here. The final edge tones are often 

used as a probe for this level of prosodic structure. We have already seen that Serbo- 

Croatian has two simple tones. L and H. and three complex tones, LH. HL, and LHL. 

that mark this prosodic unit. In addition to the final edge tones, this constituent functions 



as a domain of pitch range manipulation. To look at pitch range manipulation in Serbo- 

Croatian, we can measure the staned tone of the falling accent. H*. or wailing H of the 

rising accent on words in different positions within the phrase. 

We confine our study to broad focus declarative utterances only, and consequently to 

intonational phrases marked by a L- phrase accent. This is because pitch range manipula- 

tion is the most perspicuous in this condition due to the phonetic realization of L- phrase 

accent, which affects the pitch range (by compressing it) at the final syllables of the intona- 

tional phrase in the neutral intonation pattern. The discussion of pitch range manipulation 

within an intonational phrase is divided into three parts. We first discuss edge positions: 

initial and final, and then the medial position. 

3.4.1.1 Initial Position 

Both the sentence initial position and the discourse initial position in an utterance have the 

highest H target of all the phonological words in a sentence. However. the two differ by 

the level of the H tone. The utterance initial H is higher than the sentence initial H. This 

position is set off from the rest of the words in the utterance by the relatively higher pitch 

target regardless of its syntactic status. That is. the H tone of the word is higher than the H 

in the second word regardless of whether the word is a syntactic unit by itself or a p a  of a 

larger phrase. 



To illustrate this point. consider a more elaborate utterance consisting of three sen- 

tences. instead of just one. in figure 3.41 .. We can notice that the H in each subsequent sen- 

tence initial position is slightly lower than the preceding one. Thus, the absolute utterance- 

initial position is always set off from all the others by its highest H target. The pitch track 

in Figure 3.41 represents the following text: 

(98) a. Milovanova mama je iurila na voz. 

Milovan's mother aux hurried on train 

Milovan's mother was rushing to catch a wain. 

b. Nije imala vremena da gleda ljude u prolazu, 

not.aux had time that look.at people in transit 

She didn't have the time to observe people around her, 

c. ali je njenu painju Marija ipak privukla. 

but aux her attention Mary %till attracted 

but Mary still managed to attract her attention. 

Each pair of adjacent sentences in the above sequence is separated by a short pause, yet 

their initial H targets create an internal slope thereby bringing cohesiveness to the whole 

utterance. The internal structure of the three sentence utterance is reminiscent of English 

utterances as documented by Lehiste (1975). Lehiste showed that, in English. paragraph 

utterances are characterized by a cenain intonation structure, the so-called 'paragraph in- 

tonation'. The relationship between pitch range and discourse topic structure has also been 

suggested by Brown et al. (1980) and Hirschberg and Pierrehumbert (1986) for English. 

and by Gronnum (1985) for Danish. 



Figure 3.41: Three consecutive sentences from example (98). showing the set off peak, of 
the initial constituents and scaling of the three peaks across dixoune. 

This property of the FO of Serbo-Croatian utterances confirms the claim quoted from a 

traditional grammar at the beginning of this chapter, that "the first md final positions u s  

the most salient" BariC et al. (1990. pg. 392). 

3.4.12 Final Position 

We have already noted that the sentence final position in declarative utterances is also 

characterized by its distinctive intonational shape. Any type of a syntacric constituent with 

any type of a lexical pitch accent in a declarative sentence final position shows a highly 

reduced pitch range with the pitch very close to the speaker's bare line. This effect is 

treated as final lowering in Inkelas and Zec (1988. pg.240) or larynpealization by Lehiste 

and IviC (1986. pg. 186). Lehiste and lviC point out that the effects of lvyngealization very 

often seem to lead to neutralization of the accents in a sentence final position. This lead 

Inkelas and Zec to posit the rule of final lowering, which stipulates the insertion of a L tone 

on the last syllable of the last word over-riding the H of the lexical accent (which in their 



model is always an associated tone). This tule makes a prediction that accents in bisyllabic 

words are neutralized in sentence final position. The data that I have collected show that the 

distinctions among the word accents are still preserved (see Godjevac, 1999). Even though 

the distinctions between the lexical accents are reduced relative to the initial or medial 

positions in a sentence of this type, I argue that a phonological representation should not 

include a rule like Inkelas and Zec's final lowering. The phenomenon appears to be an 

effect of the L- phrase accent and of some aspect of backdrop pitch range, which Rgure 

3.41 shows can be varied in continuous but systematic way to gradiently signal position 

within the larger discourse. 

The following two figures show the difference induced by the sentence position on the 

same words. In the first figure. Figure 3.42, we can see the word m(ctda 'young' in the 

initial position. and the final position occupied by the other member of this minimal pair. 

the word mltclu 'bride'. In the second figure. Figure 3.43. the two words are in the reversed 

positions. This illusvation allows us to see the difference between a falling accent and a 

rising accent in the sentence initial vs. final position. 

From the two figures we can see chat the rising accent stays level in the final position, 

whereas the falling accent is falling. and it actually becomes laryngealized, as already 

shown in section 3.3.3. Therefore. there is a clear differentiation between the two accents 

even in the sentence final position. The reduction of the pitch range did not erase the lexical 

tonal dist~ncrions? 

'lbere 1s some additional evidence for the preservation of the fallinglrising dishtion.  In h a  aquisi- 
tion study of Serbo-Croatian accents. Kariya (1983. pg.60) notes that 'the distinction between rising and 



Figure 3.42: MUda jc dcvojkn mldda ' m e  young girl is Jrhe bride.' 

Figure 3.43: Mlcida je dcvojka ml&da 'A l lhe  bride is 3 young girl.' 

falling accents was widen1 from panems of post-suesxd syllable deletion: fhc vowel in a syllable imme. 
diately after a falling accent was much more likely to be whispcrcd or deleted than the mwel in a syllable 
immediately after a rising accent. 



The rule of final lowering of Inkelas and Zec is an insertion of a L tone on the final mora 

of an utterance to replace the lexlcal tone there. This rule predicts that the final syllable of 

mlada should be lower than the last mora of the first syllable. which would be assigned the 

lexical H. As we can see from the Figure 3.43, that prediction is not borne out. 

Instead of positing a final L insertion rule, which effectively erases the lexical H. I posit 

a L- phrase accent. That is. declarative utterances are marked by a L- phrase accent. The 

phrase accent tone is a property of a higher level phonological constituent the intonational 

phrase. The realization of this tone is manifested as louiering the ceiling of the pitch range 

a[ the edge of the constituent that carries the phrasal marking: the right-most constituent 

in neutral prosodic conditions. or whatever constituent is chosen in the case in "emotive" 

intonation patterns. as we will see in section 3.5. 

The influence of the higher level tones on the peak in the final position (in neutral 

prosodic contexts) is even more perspicuous in longer utterances. Consider the following 

utterance consisting of five phonological wbrds, i.e. 5 peaks. 

Figure 3.44: An utterance of five phonological words: Njegova fena je imala dve violine 
'His wife had two violins.' 
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The height of the Fa of the peak in the final position is lower than the proponional reduction 

based on the preceding peaks would have predicted. Schematically. we could represent this 

relationship in Figure 3.45. 

Figure 3.45: Schematic representation of the peak-proportions for an utterance o i  length 5 
(phonological words) 

The influence of the final position on the peak is to make the peak lower than it would have 

been if it were not in the final posirion. I claim that this is a direct consequence of the final 

L phrasal tone, i.e.. L- phrase accent, associated with the intonational phrase. 

Thus, what seemed like a conspiracy against lexical accenls in final position is jus~ a 

consequence of tonal marking of a higher level prosodic constituent. Lexical accents are 

still present in the final position. only their Fo shapes are affected by the higher level [ones 

This analysis also predicts $at the shorter the accented word in the final position. the more 

crowded the tones will be, and consequently the more difficult it would be to see them by 



observing (measuring) the FB. In the previous accounts, such as the one of Inkelas and Zec 

( 1988). whlch operated under the assumption that tones are only properties of syllables. 

the conclusion that the accents are neutralized in this position seemed inevitable.' 

I conclude by observing that under the analysis presented here pitch range manipula- 

tion in the final position in declarative utterances is a direct consequence of a L- phrase 

accent. Therefore, no special account is needed for capturing the effect of final position on 

fundamental frequency. 

3.4.1.3 Medial Posit ion 

The intonational phrase is also the domain of pitch range manipulation that is indepen- 

dent of effects associated with either the initial position or the final position. There are 

two related phenomena of this type: (i) a continuous downtrend and (ii) an intempted 

downtrend. 

A decline in the pitch level as a declaratiqe utterance evolves seems to be a fairly com- 

mon phenomenon crosslinguistically (Ladd. 1996. pg. 73). ln prosodic broad focus (right- 

most phrasal stress), declarative utterances in Serbo-Croatian exhibit a clear steady decline 

of the H tones associated with the lexical pitch accents. This downtrend is very obvious 

because each subsequent word (delineated by a L word boundary tone) has a H tone from 

its lexical pitch accent, and each of these peaks is lower than the preceding one. A typical 

effect we find in connection with downtrend in SC can be seen clearly in Figures 3.44 and 

3.46. This trend has also been quantitatively documented by Lehiste and IviC (1986). 

'Then is 'another piece of evidence that accents arc not neuualized in the final position: hey show up 
clearly when prorodically prominent. I will present this evidence in section 3.5. as a pan of the discussion 
of "emo~ive" intonational patterns. 



Figure 3.46: An Fo aack of the sentence Njegova je 2e?ra imala rarrlc drat~gulije 'His wife 
had all sorts of junk.' 

In order to observe downtrend independent of the edge effects we need to look at ut- 

terance medial positions. This means that we need to Look at utterances such u the ones 

shown in Figures 3.44 and 3.46. which are long enough to examine downuend over words 

other than the first and the find, because these are arguably affected by their special posi- 

tion in the utterance. 

In Figure 3.46 we can notice that the peak (i.e. the lexical H tone, which is part of ev- 

ery phonological word whether it is a rising or a falling accent) of each of the words in the 

medial positions (the third, fourth, and fifth content word) is slightly lower than the peak 

of the preceding one. This downward "movement" of the Fo measured at the same relevant 

points across words in media! positions shows that there is a clear effect of a continuous 

downtrend in this declarative utterance. I call this downtrend continuous because the down- 

ward movement of the Fo, measured at the relevant points, is uninterrupted. However. the 

continuity of the downuend is a function of the length of the utterance. 



When an utterance is longer than five or six words, neutral intonation patterns always 

exhibit a non-continuous. i.e., interrupted. downuend. I call this property of the Serbo- 

Croatian prosodic system a 'pleating effect'. To my knowledge. this was first discussed 

in Kostif (1983. pg. 61). who noticed that a sequence longer than five words must break 

up into "leveled sequences of either two or three words, and this break is signaled by 

an upstep of the H in the following sequence. He calls it nivclisanjc 'leveling' and uses 

representations shown in Figures 3.47 and 3.48. 

Figure3.47: KostiC (1983) schematic Figure3.48: KostiC (1983) schematic 
representation of a possible representation of a possible 
break up of downstepping '. break up of downstepping 
in an intonational phrase in an intonational phrase 
which contains more than which contains more than 
live words into two units. five words into three units. 

Basically, what we find is that the pitch range gets partially reset to a higher target at 

constituent boundaries as the utterance gets longer than five content words? This effect 

'The panial rest of the declinaton was discussed in Ladd (1984. 1988); however the partial reset was a 
function of scope d~samb~guat~on between two conjunctions. 'and' and 'but'. The partial reset may have 
the smie lu~ ic t~o~ i  In SC as well. but. 11 !need not. as in the case I am presenting. It can simply be afunction 
of the length. 



has also been noted for Japanese by Kubozono (1992), which he called 'metrical boost'. 

As he explains, the phenomenon: 

'... can be understood [in such a way] that the downstepped ph r se  has been 

raised by the phonetic realization rule of metrical boost to such an extent 

that it is now realized higher than the [previous] phrase. This case is typical 

... at major syntactic boundaries ...' 

I will illustrate this phenomenon in SC by a series of three pitch vacks that represent a 

successive lengthening of a simple sentence. The three sentences arc as follows: 

(99) a. Njegova Zena je imala dve violine. 

h i s . ~ o M  w i f e . ~ O ~  AUX had two v i o i i n s . ~ ~ ~  

'His wife had two violins.' 

b. Njegova Zena je imala dvt vioiine iz isrog perioda. 

hisNoh4  wife.^^^ AUX had two violins.~CC from samc period 

'His wife had two violins from the samc period.' 

c. Njegova Zena iz prvog braka 

his.NOh4 wife.~OM from first marriage 

je imala dve violine iz istog perioda. 

AUX had two viol ins .~cc from same period 

'His wife from his first marriage had two violins from the same period.' 

An actual utterance of the sentence from example (99a). represented in Figure 3.49. has 

no pleating effect, as the pitch track shows. 
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Figure 3.49: Njegovu ietlu je imalu dve violine 'His wife had two violins.' 

We can see that the H targets get lower and lower in the utterance as we proceed from the 

beginning to the end. This downtrend can be ueated as a downstepping sequence of the 

each subsequent H. modulo the initial peak. whose H target has to be accounted separately. 

The next two pitch uacks. Figures 3.50 and 3.51. are actual utterances of the lengthened 

versions of the sentence in (99a), i.e.. (99b) and (99~) .  These utterances illustrate the 

'pleating effect'. As the utterance gets longer, the downtrend cannot be continuous, but 

must be broken into several sequences. How many sequences we get depends on the length 

and the rate of speech. The 'pleating' breaks the sequence of the downtrend and introduces 

a new pitch range for the downtrend by locally upstepping certain peaks within the phrase. 

An obvious question to consider is whether these upsteps mark a boundary of a certain 

prosodic constituent below the intonational phrase and above the phonological word. If so, 

we might expeci this prosodic constituent to be sensitive to a type of a syntactic boundary 

(see Nespor and Vogel. 1986; Selkirk. 1986) and thus have a prediction where it might 

occur. However, the upstepping of the local pitch range in Figures 3.50, 3.51, and 3.52 



Figure 3.50: Njegova tena je imala dve violirte iz isfog pcriodo 'His wife had two violins 
fmm the same period.' Local pitch range resettings are marked with an arrow. 

Figure 3.51: Njcgova fern iz prvog braka jc imala dvc violit~e i: isrog periuda 'His wife 
from his first marriage had two violins from the same period.' Local pitch 
range resettings are marked with an arrow. 

is done at syntactic boundaries that do not make a natural class. In Figure 3.50, the reset 

is done at a boundary between a noun phrase and its PP modifier (adjunct). In Figure 

3.51. there are four reset points: (i) at the same point as in Figure 3.50. (ii) at the point 

of a syntactic head.complement boundary (V and NP). (iii) at the point between the last 

constituent in the subject NP and the first constituent of the VP (LC., the main verb), and 



Figure 3.52: An Fo contour of Zelena marama moje babe od mame je na onnanu u njegovoj 
vili. 'The green scarf of my mother's mother is on the cupboard in his villa.' 
Local pitch range resettings are marked with an arrow. 

(iv) at the boundary between an NP and its PP modifier (the same boundary as in (i)). Thus 

the reset seems to occur at two basic types of syntactic boundaries: head,complernent and 

headlmodifier. Because syntactic boundary type does not affect reset points. I take it to be 

evidence that 'plea~ing' is not a function of:the syntactic boundary type. As a result. I do 

not take pleating to be evidence for a different prosodic constituent. 

The pitch range reset at each phrase is done in such a way that the level of the H tone 

is reset to the same level, or a slightly higher level than the preceding H tone. thereby 

breaking up the downstepping sequence. This is what creates the effect of 'pleating' of the 

Fo. There is no global focal prominence on any of these constituents on which the H was 

reset. This type of effect on the downtrend is a function of the length, the rhythm and the 

speech rate of the utterance. In most of the cases of pleating I have seen, the reset occurs 

In utterances w~th six or rnors words. This is in accordance with the observation made by 

Kostif ( 1953). I t  is possible to find utterances longer than six phonological words with no 



reset points in the downuend; however. they are pragmatically marked. They can k found 

in reading styles of children's stories and fables. but in spoken language they otien convey 

the speaker's attitude such as boredom or as a signal of repetition. 

To sum up: Intonational phrase is a prosodic constituent defined by a phrase accent. 

In declarative utterances with a L- phrase accent it funcdons as a domain of pitch range 

manipulation involving downtrend and a partial reset of the downuend. We now turn to the 

prosodic constituent below the intonational phrase. the phonological word. 

3.42 Phonological Word 

This unit is defined by the presence of a lexical pitch-accent and either an initial 9cL or an 

initial %H word boundary tone. 

A phonological word is nor in one-ro-one correspondence with a morpho-syntactic 

word. For example, a single morpho-syntactic hnit may consist of more than one phonolog- 

ical word. and a single phonological word may contain more than one morpho-syntactic 

unit. The two utterances represented in Figures 3.53 contain the morpho-syntactic unit 

belo-zeleni, Literally. 'white-green'. Syntactica!ly this is a single unit. an adjectival modi- 

fier of the noun tanjir 'plate'. Morphologically. however. it is a compound. This complex 

morphological unit can be realized either as a single phonological word, as in the unerance 

on the left portion of the panel, or as two phonological words. as in the utterance on the 

right. The two prosodic realizations have a slight difference in meaning. as uanslarions 

show. The single prosodic realization of this unit has the meaning 'whitish green'. whereas 



the two prosodic units have the meaning 'white and green'. The pitch accent in the sin- 

gle prosodic unit realization of this compound is on the second part of the compound, i.e. 

:eleno. 

How do we know that these two types of prosodic realizations of the belo-zcleni are re- 

alizations of the same morpho-syntactic unit and not two different morpho-syntactic units? 

That is, how do we know that in both types of prosodic realizations we are dealing with 

a compound? We know that in both cases it is a compound because the inflection occurs 

only at the end of the morpho-syntactic unit. If in the two prosodic unit realization, the 

first member of the compound actually functioned as a separate morpho-syntactic unit we 

would expect belo to agree with the nominal in number, gender, and case, which in this 

case would have to be beli. 

The difference between the two prosodic realizations of belo-zeleno, in Figure 3.53, lies 

in the presence vs. absence of a pitch accent on helo and a %L boundary tone delineating 

the two pitch accents between belo and zeleni. In the left panel in Figure 3.53, belo-zeleni 

is uttered as a single phonological word: there is only one accent, on the first syllable of 

[he second member of the compound. i.e.. -re-. Hence. the phonological word is defined 

by the tonal propenies rather than morphosyntactically. 

'We cannot conclude from this example that in compounds in general the pitch accent falls on rhe xcond 
member of the compound. because there are compounds in which the accent is on the 6 n t  member, such 
as Srdri-grfid (name of a place from the words srGri 'old' and g r W  'city', or vcidovod 'water supply. 
plumbing' (from vMa. 'water' and viuli 'leads'). ctc. The accent placement in compounds seems fairly 
complex and 1 do not intend to provide an account for them. 



Figure 3.53: An Fo track of the sentences Umi ortaj m o j  belozeletti ranjir. 'Take my 
whitish green plate.' and Uzmi ortaj nroj belo-zeleni rortjir. "Take my white 
and green plate.' 

3.42.1 Clitics 

The phonological word is also a uni! which re_gularly includes morpho-syntactic elements 

such as prepositions, shon forms of auxiliary verbs. shon i o m s  of personal pronouns. and 

most conjunctions. What these forms have in common is the lack of svess and hcncc of 

pitch Because these elemenrs are prosodically dependent on orher elements in 

a sentence they are categorized as clitics. Prepositions and conjunctions arc dependent on 

I01n some dialects prepositions ga che pitch accent from its complement (the accent 'moves' from thc 
noun onto the preposition). For example. the prepositional p h r w  u ~ I I .  where the accent is on the 
first syllable of the noun, is in these dialects pmnoumd as li b t u  with thc xccnt on thc preposition u. 
The preposition with its complement is still a single prosodic unit. since the complement no longa bun 
the accent. However. in the standard variant of Serbo-Cmatian the pitch accent never 'mova' onto thc 
preposition. 

"This "rule" is of course violated in contexts of mentioning. That is. if any of thew elements arc ment~oncd 
and mt used, then they surface with an accent, a shon falling accent. So. it would be possible 10 elicit 
thwc elements with accents in sentences such as Formo "-" darn je tno primer" 'nK form "-" war 
givm ac an example', which were used in the investigation by Lehisre and lviC ( 1986). 



the element to their right. and hence are called proclitics. Auxiliaries and short pronominal 

forms are dependent on the element to their left and are called enclitics. The behavior of 

enclitics in Serbo-Croatian is more complex than that of proclitics. In addition to their 

prosodidphonological requirement, enclitics also gravitate toward the so-called second 

position, a (presumably) syntactic requirement." Moreover, if more than one enclitic is 

present in a sentence, they cluster together (and in a particular order)., 

The clustering propeny of clitics is sometimes used as evidence for prosodic recursion, 

because i t  is only then, when each clitic creates the same prosodic/phonologicaI constituent 

as the one it attaches to, that the prosodic/phonologica1 requirement of the subsequent clitic 

can be satisfied. This view is presented in Zec and Inkelas (1990). However, tonally, then 

doesn't seem to be any evidence for this view. Tonal evidence suggests that enclitics, 

whether a single enclitic or a enclitic cluster. extend the right edge of a phonological word. 

That is, when more than one enclitic is attached to a content word, there are no tonal 

markings that would suggest that there is a phonological word recursion, because the clitics 

only extend the material over which there is a transition between the second tonal target of 

the pitch accent on the host and the initial word boundary tone of the following word. As 

such, they serve as evidence that they are not specified for tone at the surface. This in turn, 

provides an argument in favor of sparse specification of tones in Serbo-Croatian despite the 

inherent tonal specification in the lexicon. We look more closely at the tonal properties of 

clitics in the remainder of this section 

"AS d~scussed in Chapter 1. rhts IS a polnt of contention among researchers. For example, to name just 
a few researchers in this area. Inkelas and Zcc (1990) acgue that it is a phonological nquircrnent rather 
than syntactic: Progovac (1996) provldes a syntactic account, whereas Halpern (1995) argues hat clitic 
distribution IS  governed by both syntacuc and prosodic requirements. 



Inkelas and Zec (1988) propose an analysis of Serbo-Croatian tonal phonology and they 

assume that the surface phonological representations are fully specified." If 1 understand 

their proposal correctly, clitics are assigned L tones by the rule of default L insenion. at the 

post-lexical level. This analysis makes a prediction that when a clitic (or a clitic cluster) 

attaches to a disyllabic word under the rising accent. the tonal sequence would bc a H tone 

followed by a sequence of L tone(s), i.e. one L target for every clitic that is attached. This 

tonal specification predicts a steep fall in Fo from the last syllable of the accented word onto 

the (first) syllable of the clitic (sequence). This fall from the lexical H tone would occur 

around the onset of the fint clitic and be as steep regardless of the number of following 

clitics. This prediction is schematically represented in Figure 3.54 

host ~lltlc 1 CllHt 2 clltic 3 

Figure 3.54: A predicted slope for a clitic cluster. 

However. when we look at the actual realizations of the Fo slopes in utterances with 

one clitic, two clitics. and three clitics. we find that their slopes differ proponionally to 

lY?heir underlying phonological representations. however. arc undmpcc~ficd. In thc~r mdysts only H IOWS 

an prcscnt underlyingly. 
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[he number of clitics present. The regression slope values of the three different clitic clus- 

ters are presented in Table 3.1, and the regression slope values of the three different clitic 

clusters are shown in Table 3.1. 

Figure 3.55: A regression slope for a one- Figure 3.56: A regression slope for a two- 
clitic cluster. clitic cluster. 

Figure 3.57: A regression slope for a three-clitic cluster, 



Table 3.1: The slope of the three clitic clusters measured in Hdsec. It shows that the slope 
of the utterance with only one clitic is greater than any other. the slope with two 
clitics is greater than the slope of the utterance with three clitics, but smaller 
than the utterance with one clitic. 

clitic cluster 

slope in Hdsec 

Table 3.1 shows us that the slope of the Fo towards the %L word bounday tone targer 

differs with respect to how much material there is availabl~. SO. with one clittc, i . ~ .  OM 

syllable, the slope is much steeper. whereas with two clitics i t  is less steep and so on. 

This difference in slope suppow the hypothesis that clitics are not specified for tone and 

are only interpolating between two tonal targets: that of the last pitch-accent and that of 

the succeeding word boundary tone. Note that the bigger difference between one-clitic 

vs. two-clitics than between two-clitics vs. three-clitics is also predicted (if there is no 

undershoot). This is because 2 will be a logarithmic decline. as shown in Figure 3.58. 

In this section I have shown that a phonological word includes enclitics and that there is 

no prosodic evidence for phonological word recursion. Examination of the Fo of different 

size clitic clusters shows that enclitics extend the right edge of the phonological word 

one clitic 

-861.74 

two clitics 

-495.24 

three clitics 
7 

- 3  18.48 



Figure 3.58: A schematic representation of the differences in slopes in one-, two-, and 
three-clitic. slusters. 

without any tonal specification of their own. Based on this evidence I argued that Serbo- 

Croatian intonation system is best accounted for by the assumption that there is sparse 

specification of tones. 

1 conclude that the phonological word in Serbo-Croatian is not isomorphic to a morpho- 

syntactic word: the phonological word can be both smaller and bigger than a morpho- 

syntactic word. Having examined the defining properties of intonational constituents, we 

now turn to our goal at the beginning of the chapter defining the difference between a 

neutral and emotive intonation patterns. 

3.5 Neutral vs. Emotive Intonation Pattern 

In this section we look at propenies of prosodic prominence relevant for focus in more 

detail. This will allow us to describe the intuitions shared by many scholars of Slavic 

languages and native speakers that Serbo-Croatian has a tune that can be described as 



being prosodically neutral focus as opposed to tunes which have prosodically prominent 

focus marking. 

By prosodically prominent focus marking. 1 mean prosodically marked emphasis on 

some smaller constituent in a sentence. Just like English and many other languages. Serbo- 

Croatian also has means of marking constituents as prosodically prominent. Prosodic 

prominence can be placed on words. but also on smaller parts of words, such as prefixes: nc 

DOlazio, nego ODlazio 'not coming but leaving' (c.f. Bolinger's example: ' I h i s  whiskey 

was not Exported from Ireland. it was DEponed."). 

Prosodic prominence on a word signals that the word is a pan of the semantic focus 

of a sentence, which is always narrower than the whole sentence. 1 will call this t y p  of 

prominence 'focal prominence'. Thus we can say that focal prominence always signals 

narrow(er) focus. 

In neutral intonation patterns. those that lack focal prominence, semantic focus in 

Serbo-Croatian is signaled via word order. as we have briefly introduced it in Chapter 2 and 

will look in detail in chapters 5. For word order to signal semantic focus marking. prosodic 

prominence must be absent. That is, the sentence intonation must have the so-called neutral 

prominence tune. The neutral prominence tune is the one in which the phnse accent is on 

the final content word (right-most) in the sentence. 

Almost any word (except an enclitic) and some bound morphemes can be prosodically 

prominent regardless of the position in the sentence and the syntactic function. The pho- 

netic effects of focal prominence are pitch range manipulation of the focal constituent and 

its immediate environment. A prosodically prominent constituent may be realized in a 



slightly expanded pitch range. whereas constituents occuning after it are realized in a sig- 

nificanrly reduced pitch range, as we saw earlier in Figure 3.30. In addition, constituents 

precedins the prosodically prominent word may also be affected by a slight compression of 

the pitch range. The following five figures show the same sentence with different prosodic 

prominence patterns. The first figure shows the sentence Jelena daje Mariji limun 'Jelena 

is giving Mary a lemon' as a broad focus utterance and therefore exemplifies a sentence 

neutral tune. The next four figures show the same sentence with a prosodic prominence on 

one of the constituents in the sentence, a different one in each case. 

Figure 3.59: Jelmu duje Mari j i  limun 'Jelena is giving Mary a lemon.' 

As I have argued earlier. prosodic prominence correlates with sentence stress and a 

phrase accent, a L- phrase accent in this case. Sentence stress can be placed anywhere 

in the sentence. When i t  is placed right-most, we get what we perceive as a neutral into- 

nation tune. A neuual intonation tune of the sentence Jelena daje Mari j i  limun "Jelena is 

giving Mary a lemon" is shown in figure 3.59. Figures 3.60, 3.61 and 3.62, show prosodic 



Figure 3.60: JELENA daje Mariji limur~ 'JELENA is giving Mary a lemon.' 

Figure 3.61: Jelet~a D U E  Mariji limu~t 'Jelena is GIVING Mary a lemon.' 

prominence on the subject. the verb, and the indirect object respectively. The pitch uacks 

in these figures clearly reflect the variable placement of the L- phrase accent in these 

different conditions of prominence. 

It is also possible to put extra prosodic prominence on the final constituent. which 

receives the phrasal stress in neutral intonation patterns. This is shown in Figure 3.63. 



Figure 3.62: Jelet~u duje MARlJI limun 'Jelena is giving MARY a lemon.' 

I 

Figure 3.63: Jeletla duje Muriji L I M U N  'Jelena is giving Mary a LEMON: 

Thus there seem to be three types of prosodic realization of the word in the final po- 

sition: ( i )  in a broad focus utterance, figure 3.59. (ii) after prosodic prominence . Figures 

3.60. 3.61. and 3.62, and ( i i i )  being prosodically prominent itself, Figure 3.63. Broad focus 

utterance gives the final constituent a slightly reduced pitch range. Early focal prominence 

also provides a compressed pitch range for the final constituent. Focal prominence on the 

final constituent. however. expands the pitch range for this constituent, which is the reverse 



of what is observed for this position when it is not prosodically fwused. This expansion 

of the pitch range for the final constituent allows the manifestation of the lexical accent 

without any reduction and thus shows that pitch accents are not neutralized in the final 

position. 

From the pitch tracks we can set that the neutral intonation pattern in declaratives and 

the non-neutral intonation pattems clearly differ in their realization of the F,. What is the 

phonological difference between these two pattems since they both contain a L- phrase 

accent? They differ in the position of the phrase accent. This may seem problematic st 

first glance because there seems to be a clear difference between the example of focal 

prominence in the final position and neutral intonation panern. since the neutral pattern 

also has prominence on the final word. The two realizations m shown in Figures 3.59 and 

3.63. In the neutral pattern the pitch range of the final constituent is narrower than in the 

focal prominence pattern on this constituent where we see expansion of the pirch range. 

Yet. we claim that they are phonologically identical. Actually, this is not a problem. What 

we are dealing with here is the issue of gradience vs. categorical distinctions. fh i s  issue is 

one of the standard problems in phonetic-phonology mapping. Pitch range is obviously a 

gradient phenomenon, whereas categories that it instantiates are discrete entities. We find 

the same situation in English as well. In English, the nuclear pitch accent which functions 

as the focus exponent for a larger phrase is realized in a smaller pitch range than the pitch 

accent which marks narrow(er) focus of the same constituent. Thus, the generalization that 

emerges is that narrow focus marking seems to correlate with an expanded pitch range even 

though our phonological representation in either language does not capture this distinction. 

Consequently, the absence of reference to this distinction in pitch range in the phonological 



representation is a more general problem that needs to be addressed on a more global scale 

in the phonetics-phonology mapping. 

So far, we have only looked at utterances that have prosodic prominence on a single 

word. In the next section. we look at utterances that involve multiple foci and discuss 

the type of prosodic prominence used to mark a sentence with more than one focused 

constituent. 

35.1 Multiple Foci 

An utterance with multiple foci is an answer to a multiple wh-question, such as 'Who ate 

what?'. These types of utterances in English were first discussed by Jackendoff (1972) 

and later by Liberman and Pierrehumben (1984). Jackendoff's example. 'FRED ate the 

BEANS'. was described in terms of his A and B accents. The B accent in this example 

is associated with the subject, which functions as an independent variable (the value for 

the wh-word that is established first). The A accent is associated with the direct object 

in this case, functioning as a dependent variable, since its value depends on the value of 

the independent variable. This utterance construction is also found in Serbo-Croatian, and 

as we'll see creates contours that motivate the the H- phrase accent and the %H word 

boundary tone. Consider the pitch track in figure 3.64. 

My analysis of the above contour is that the utterance consists of two intonarional 

phrases: [Jeler~u je l lp ,  [Mariji dala1,pz. The first intonational phrase (IPl) contains a 

phrase which funct~ons a s  the independent variable and is marked by the H- phrase ac- 

cent. This tonal string then is %L L*+H H- (a L word boundary tone, a rising accent 

and a H- phrase accent). The 1P2 stans with %H because the phonological word whose 



Figure 3.64: JELENA je MARIJI dala. 'Jelena gave to Mary.' This unennce was an 
answer to the question KO je kome dao lirnu~? 'Who gave a lemon to whom?' 

edge coincides with the left edge of the intonational phrase functions as the dependent vari- 

able and hence is marked by the %H word boundary tone. So, the tonal string in IP2 is: 

%H L*+H L- La+H .The L- phrase accent is associated with [he right edge of the iwus 

causing the pitch range compression immediately after it. Evidence for this analysis comes 

from utterances where the two types of focus are not linearly adjacent LS they are in Figure 

3.64. 

When the independent focus is not immediately followed by rhe d e ~ n d e n r  focus i n  

the string, there may also be a pause between the two phrases. The possibility of a pause 

supports the intonational phrase boundary, i.e.. the H- phrase accent. 

For example. in the utterances in figures 3.65 and 3.66. the dependent focus was placed 

at the end of the utterance. There are two pieces of evidence for WH boundary tone marking 

the constituent that functions as a dependent variable: (i) there is no dip in the pitch contour 

signalling the L word boundary tones that we find in single focus utterances under neutral 

intonation pattern and, (ii) signaling the finality of the phrase requires a much steeper fall. 



The steeper fall is evidence of a raised pitch range. Positing the %H word boundary tone 

allows us to explain how we end up with the raised pitch range for the final constituent, 

because this tonal target requires raising of the floor of the tonal space. 

We have seen that in the final position in neutral intonation patterns the final position 

is realized in a very low pitch range when it is not narrowly focused. In double focus con- 

structions. figures 3.65, 3.66. 3.67, and 3.68, the %H boundary tone is associated with the 

beginning of the prosodic constituenr that contains the dependent focus. The absence of an 

obvious %L word boundary tones between the words preceding the focus may show that 

the words preceding the focus are phrased together with the focus into a single prosodic 

word. However, this conclusion would require carefully controlled experimental data s u p  

ported by a quantitative analysis. In the absence of such data. I only state this hypothesis 

as a possibility. 

Figure 3.65: An Fo of JELENA je dola limut~ M ~ I J I . .  'Jelena gave a lemon to Mary' with 
the dependent narrow focus on the word with the rising accent Mariji. This 
utterance was an answer to the question KO je kome aho limun? 'Who gave a 
lemon to whom?' 



Figure 3.66: An Fo of JELENA je  &la limun MILOVANU. 'Jelena gave a lemon to 
Mary' with the dependent narrow focus on the word with the falling accent. 
~ a o v a n u .  This utterance was an answer to h e  question KO je b m e  dao 
limun?, 'Who gave a lemon to whom?' 

As Figures 3.64 3.65 and 3.66 show. the %H word boundary tone raises and com- 

presses the pitch range of the prosodic unit it is affiliated with. However. the compressed 

pitch range does not cause neutralization of the lexical pitch accents. The fallinplrising 

opposition of lexical pitch accents is still realized. as shown by the pitch uasks in Rgures 

3.67 and 3.68 in comparison with Figures 3.65 and 3.66. These four figures represent Fa 

contours of fallingtrising opposition in words in final and medial positions in the phrase 

marked by the %H boundary tone. 

The medial position of the phrase marked by the B H  tone in figures 3.65 and 3.66 

contains the word l h u n  'lemon', which bears a shon falling accent on rhe first syllabic. 

Figures 3.67 and 3.68 contain the word rbvan. which bears a shon rising accent on the first 

syllable. The two sets of figures show that there is a difference in Fo in medial positions 

within the phrase where the words containing the falling vs. rising accents occur. The 



words under a falling accent do not show a dip in the Fo around the first syllable, whereas 

the words under a rising accent do. This can be explained by the difference between the 

two lexical pttch accents. The words with the falling accent are inherently specified for 

the H tone on the first (accented) syllable, whereas the words with the rising accent are 

specified for the L tone on the accented syllable. Thus the dip in the Fo in Figures 3.67 and 

3.68 is the realization of the starred L tone of the rising accent. The absence of the dip in 

the Fo in Figures 3.65 and 3.66 is the realization of the starred H tone of the falling accent. 

Figure 3.67: JELENA je dula ruvm MARIJI. 'Jelena gave althe Rat one to Marija' This 
utterance was an answer to the question KO je  kome dao ravm? 'Who gave 
althe flat one to whom? 

To appreciate the influence of the %H word boundary tone on the realization of the 

lexical accents and phrasing compare the portion of the pitch track corresponding to the 

phrase containing the %H word boundary tone in Figures 3.65, 3.66, 3.67, and 3.68 to its 

analogues with neutral focal prominence utterances. shown in Figures 3.69.3.70, 3.71, and 

3.72. 



Figure 3.68: JELENA je dala mvan MIWVANU. 'Jelena gave $the Rat one to Milovan: 
This utterance was an answer to the question KO je b ~ m c  clao rayon? 'Who 
gave atthe flat one to whom? 

Figure 3.69: Jelena je dala limun Mariji. 'Jelena gave a lemon to Marija.' 

The analysis proposed here correctly accounts for rhe difference between these pairs 

of pitch tracks showing double focus vs. single focus in neural intonation pattern. The 

difference consists in phrasing and the tonal marking a[ the beginning and the end of the 

prosodic phrases. Double focus constructions are realized in the following way: there 

are two intonational phrases, one for the independent focus and one for the dependent 
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Figure 3 70 Jelettu je dulu ruvan Murljl 'Jelena gave d the  flat one to Manja' 

Figure 3.7 1 : Jelr~ru j e  tbku ruvatr Milovut~u. 'Jelena gave dthe  flat one to Milovan.' 

focus. The independent focus is marked by a H- phrase accent whereas the dependent 

focus is marked by a %H word boundary tone and the L- phrase accent. The %H word 

boundary tone marks the beginning of the prosodic unit containing the dependent focus. 

Syntacrically, the dependent focus can occur in any position within the prosodic phrase 

marked by the %H word boundary tone as long as it bears the L- phrase accent. Broad 

focus utterances. on the other hand, me realized in a single intonational phrase containing 



Figure 3.72: Jelerla je dala limutl Milovanic. 'Jelena gave a lemon to Milovan.' 

separate phonological words for each content word and a L- phrase accent on h e  final 

phonological word in the intonational phrase. 

This discussion concludes our exploration of the bbasic issues in h e  Serbo-Croatian 

intonational system. Undoubtedly, this represents an incomplete set of intonational possi- 

bilities in the language. but it offers a broad base for further explorations md  quantitative 

studies. 

3.6 The Grammar of Serbo-Croatian Intonation 

We can summarize the proposal for the intonational system of Serbo-Croatian presented in 

this chapter in the following way. The intonational lexicon consists of the tonal inventory 

in table 3.2. 

We can represent the intonational morphemes and their mode of combination as a finite 

state grammar. The finite state grammar of Serbo-Croatian tones is shown in Figure 3.73. 



word boundary tone 

word boundary tone 

simple phrase accent 

simple phrase accent 

bitonal phrase accent 

bitonal phrase accent 

hitonal phrase accent 

Table 3.2: Intonational Lexicon 

assertion, wh-questions, imperatives 

continuation. question 

incredulity question 

molphologically marked yes-no question 

vocative chant 

Table 3.3: Intonational Meanings 

This grammar generates all of the mentioned intonational meanings in Table 3.3. How- 

ever. it also generates certrun tunes that we don't seem to find, such as %H T8+T H-. 

This raises the following question: Where do we want to encode the restrictions on tone 

combination'? I believe that the restriction on tone combination should not be stated in 

[he grammar itself. Rather, if we assume that the meaning of tunes is compositional, as 



u 
HL- 

Figure 3.73: A finite state grammx for Serbo-Croatian intonation 

proposed for English by Pierrehumbert and Hinchberg (1990). [hen the meaning of the 

tune is the result of the meaning of its constituents. If we view intonational meanings in 

Serbo-Croatian this way, then the absence of certain tone combinations can be accounted 

for by the incompatibility of their meanings. 

For example. the combination of a %H boundary tone and [he vocative chant phrax 

accent, HL-; is to my knowledge, not found in the language. We may hypothesize that 

the meaning of %H boundary tone has to do with marking a dependent focus. This intona- 

tional meaning is incompatible with a vocative chant because the chant is a calling contour 

and is semantically unrelated to a dependent focus construction. The combination of the 



two would represent a case of semantic anomaly, analogous to the combination of lexical 

meanings as in Chomsky's famous example "colorless green ideas sleep furiously". 

I aljo want to point out one more non-attested prediction made by this grammar. It 

also involves the %H word boundary tone. Its disuibution in this grammar is stated as 

identical to the %L word boundary tone: i t  occurs at the beginning of the phonological 

word. However. the C H  word boundary tone is used to signal the dependent focus of the 

constituent that bears it. There can be only one dependent focus per intonational phrase. 

hence only one %H boundary tone in this phrase. In addition, the constituent that is marked 

by this tone is also marked by the L- phrase accent at its right edge. means that the 

sequence ... %H (T*+T) ... L- behaves as a unit, and there can be only one such unit per 

intonational phrase. Ideally, we would like to be able to derive this distributional effect 

from the pragmatics of the dependent focus and the meaning of tones, but it is not clear 

exactly how to do this. 

To sum up: in the system proposed here, the prosodic structure of Serbo-Croatian is 

relatively flat. It consists of two types of prosodic constituents: the phonological word. 

PhW. and the intonational phrase, IP. We can represent it as a tree. A tree representation 

of an intonational phrase consisting of four phonological words is shown in (100). The 

phonological word is delirnited by a word boundary tone at its left edge and it contains a 

lexical pitch accent. There are two types of boundary tones: a %L and a %H boundary tone. 

The intonational phrase contains one of the five phrase accents: L-, H-. LH-, HL-, or 

LHL-. The intonational phrase is also a domain of pitch range manipulation. There are at 

least two iypes of pitch ran_ge 1nanipul3tions: a continuous downtrend and an interrupted 

down~rend with local upsteps. 



(100) IP 

PhW PhW PhW &W 

3.7 Conclusion 

In this chapter I have presented an overview of Serbo-Croatian intonational system. 1 have 

proposed a prosodic analysis of two types of intonation patterns often referred to in the 

Slavic literature: neutral and emotive (non-neutral). I have shown that from a prosodic 

point of view these two patterns do not defer, despite their difference from a functional 

point of view. In both patterns, the correlate of semantic focus is a phrase accent. The only 

differentiating feature of the neutral pattern is that the phrase accent placemenr is always 

right-most. From a cross-linguistic perspective. I have argued that the prosodic correlate of 

the English nuclear pitch accent is a phrse accent in Serbo-Croatian. 



CHAPTER 4 

SERBO-CROATIAN SYNTAX 

4.1 A Brief Overview of Serbo-Croatian Syntax 

4.1.1 Word order 

Serbo-Croatian is a head-initial. specifier-initial language. That means that a verb, a prepo- 

sition. a determiner, or a complementizer precedes its complement; and the subject or a 

specifie.r precedes the predicate. The ordering of elements imposed by these two parame- 

ters is fairly strict for all types of heads. except for the verb. That is, a D (determiner), a 

N (noun), a P (preposition), or-a C (complementizer) must come first, without exception. 

Verbal heads. by contrast. allow their complements to precede them. Given that the verb is 

the lexical head of a clause. the freedom in ordering of verbal complements results in great 

freedom of constituent ordering at the clausal level. 

Despite the fact that any logically possible ordering of verbal complements is found 

in the language, there is a consensus among researchers that Serbo-Croatian is an SVO 

language. That is, the canonical or basic ordering in Serbo-Croatian is SVO, and all other 

orderings are marked (Greenberg. 1966: Bibovif. 197 1 ; Nakit, 1978b.a; Popovif. 1997; 



MrazoviC and VukadinoviC, 1990; BariC et al.. 1990: Progovac. 1994. among many oth- 

ers).' One of the main results of this thesis is show~ng a relationship between the canonical 

word order and focus projection. We will see that canonical word order in Serbo-Croatian 

correlates with the full focus projection (i.e.. up to the sentence level). The crucial p m  

of the canonical word order, at least in Serbo-Croaf an, is the ordering among the nominal 

arguments. 

Then seem to be two basic types of approaches to the notion of basic word order: 

(i) typological and (ii) syntactic. In the language typology literature (Greenberg. 1966: 

Payne. 1992, among others), basic word order is determined on the basis of statistical fre- 

quency (and its consistency with the head parameter). In derivational frameworks within 

the syntactic literature, basic word order has often been identified with the underlying or 

D(eep)-structure ordering. For example, on the basis of the syntactic criterion. English ran 

be thought of as a VSO language (McCawley. 1970). This criterion is bsed  on syntactic 

elegance. The basic word order, or the underlying word order is based on the structure 

which if taken as the input to syntactic operations provides the most elegant grammar (i.e. 

the smallest number of operations and constraints needed to derive all surface structures). 

Thus, the basic word order of a language. determined on the basis of the syntactic elegance 

criterion, need not necessarily coincide with the surface word order or any derived surface 

order. Therefore the basic word order determined on the buis  of the statistical frequency 

criterion and the basic word order determined on the basis of the syntactic elegance crite- 

rion do not always agree on what the basic word order of a language is. This is because the 

'Dezso (1982) claims that even old Serbo-Croatian was an SVO language. whereas Popovif t 1997. p. 151 
cites claims that an older word order might have b a n  SOV. 



term basic word order in these two approaches refers to both "underlying word order" and 

"surface word order". 

A clear example of the syntactization of word order is exemplified in Kayne's (1994) 

Antisymmetry framework, where the underlying (base-generated) order is assumed univer- 

sally to be SVO. In this framework, the typological notion of an SOV or VSO language 

is derived through the interplay of several theory-internal mechanisms which conspire to 

trigger leftward movement and produce the surface SOV, VSO. or any other order. Conse- 

quently, the surface canonical order in these languages is also aderived order in this theory 

and hence does not have a privileged status. 

In chapter 5. we will see that focus projection in an all-new focus condition in Serbo- 

Croatian is only found in canonical orders of verbal complements. Thus, at least as far as 

focus projection criterion is concerned. the canonical word order is special in some respect. 

A natural question to ask then is in what sense does canonical word order differ from all the 

others: for instance, the canonical word order may be base-generated while all others are 

derived from the canonical order. I will argue that. if we assume a derivational framework, 

Serbo-Croatian canonical SVO structures are structures where no movement of the verbal 

arguments out of the VP has applied. All other ordering involve either movement of 

nominal complements, the verb, or a subpart of the VP. 

However, even though in a derivational framework the distinction between the canoni- 

cal structure and a non-canonical structure can be captured by the presence vs. absence of 

movement, the correlation between the canonical ordering and movement is coincidental 

and it is a theory internal fact. The essence of canonical ordering. I believe, is the compat- 

ibility with more focus structures than any other ordering of constituents. The intuition of 



canonicalness, then. derives in part from and is reinforced by a capacity to sene a wtder 

range of discourse functions. 

In derivational frameworks, such as Government and Binding (see Haegeman. 1994). 

Principles and Parameten (see Culicover, 1997). and their incarnations. different surface 

word orders are accounted for by optional movement operations (such as scrambling and 

topicalization). By contrast, in the current Minimalist Framework (Chomsky. 1995). there 

are no optional movements. All movements must be motivated by some morphosyntactic 

feature. In this chapter I will assume that optional movements are possible. That is. I will 

not assume that all movemenu arc uiggered by morphosynta. Rather. I will assume that 

languages, such as Serbo-Croatian. allow optional movements. as long as the intonational 

structure is aligned with the syntactic structure according to the requirements of discourse 

cohesiveness and information structure. 

In this chapter I will assume a framework in which base generated structures must 

be legitimate S-structure objects. That is, no Case-driven movement is necessary and 

non-canonical structures are derived by leftward movement. The chapter is organized as 

follows: in the remainder of this section 1 briefly present the five most salient syntactic 

properties of Serbo-Croatian: clitics and pro-drop, object-shift. negative concord, multiple 

wh-movement and clitic second phenomena: section two deals with the question of con- 

figurationality; and section three addresses constituent permutation md the propenies of 

displaced constituents. 



4.1.2 Clitics andprv-drop 

Serbo-Croatian has four types of pronouns: full non-prominent pronouns, full prominent 

pronouns, clitic pronouns, and the so-called zero pronoun or pro. Clitics and pro are in 

complementary distribution. Clitics can occur in non-subject positions, whereaspro occurs 

only in the subject position.' Thus, pro is in some sense a subject clitic. The distribution 

of pro and clitics is governed by discourse constraints which are a subset of consmints 

regulating pronominalization in general. 

In the syntactic literature Serbo-Croatian is called a subject pro-drop language. That is, 

the oven indexical (first and second person) pronominal subjects are regularly omitted, as 

in (101). Under proper discourse contexts, in which a particular entity is the most salient 

(i.e. it is the backward looking center in terms of Centering Theory (Grosz and Sidner, 

1986)). the full third person pronouns must also be replaced by clitics, as shown in (102). 

(101 a. What are you doing? 

b. t i tam knjigu. 

reading. 1 P b o o k . ~ c c  

'I am reading a book.' 

c. #Ja Eitam knjigu. 

I reading. l P b o o k . ~ c c  

' I  am reading a book.' 

'1 am d~sreprding implicit argonlcnts In non-subject positions, which may or may not be interpreted as a 
syntactic argument pro. 
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(102) a Where is Milan? 

b. Jufe sarn ga videla u Skoli. 

yesterday AUX. 1 P him.C~ saw in school 

'I saw him at school yesterday.' 

c. #Jute sarn njega videla u Pkoli. 

yesterday AUX. 1P him saw in school 

'1 saw him at school yesterday.' 

(101) and (102) show that the use of an overt full pronoun is unacceptable in contexts 

in which the referent of the pronoun is highly salient (i.e. such as, when it is pan of the 

question under discussion). When the referent referred to is in the subject position. the 

pronoun must be dropped, (101); and when the referent referred to is in the object position. 

the pronoun must be in its clitic form, (102). 

StojanoviC (1997) argues that Serbo-Croatian pronominal objects. such as quantiticational 

pronouns and full personal pronouns. cannot occur in the canonical object position (afier 

the verb) as do other types of objects. That is. StojanoviC argues that Serbo-Croatian h3s 

an obligatory object shift, analogous to pronominal object raising argued for Scandinavian 

languages (Holmberg, 1986). She argues that the (b) sentences in5 103) and (104) are more 

easily accepted by the native speakers than the (a) sentences. 



(103) a. '?Jelena me stalno zapitkuje neSto. 

Jelena.NOM me.CL constantly asks something.~CC 

'Jelena is constantly asking me something.' 

b. Jelena me stalno neSto zapitkuje 

Jelena.sOM me.CL conslantly something.~cC asks 

'Jelena is consranrly asking me something.' 

(104) 1. ?Marija stalno sreCe njega 

Marija.NOM constantly meets him 

'Marija sees him constantly.' 

b. Marija njega stalno sreCe. 

Marija.NOM him constantly meets 

'Marija sees him constantly.' 

We will see in Chapter 5 that in neutral jntonation the (a) type sentences are interpreted 

as having narrow focus on the pronominal object. This fact will explained in terms of 

focus projection in Chapter 5. Thus. unless the discourse requires narrow focus on the 

pronominal, the (a) sentences are inappropriate. Given that narrow focus structures require 

more specific contexts, the unacceptability judgments that native speakers provided for the 

(a) sentences that StojanoviC discusses seems perfectly natural. 

4.1.4 Negative Concord 

One of the salient properties of Serbo-Croatian syntax is negative concord. Roughly, that 

means that if an NP (all arguments and some adjuncts) is marked with a negative prefix (a 
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negative quantifier), the verb must be negated as well. In other words, despite the presence 

of multiple negations in the clause. the clausal semantics is identical to that of a sinzle neza- 

tion. There are two types of negative-concord languages: full concord and partial concord 

languages (see Haegeman, 1995; Zanuttini. 1997; Brown. 1999). In full concord languages 

(Russian. Serbo-Croatian) all negated arguments trigger negation on the verb, whereas in 

partial concord languages (Spanish. Italian) only VP internal arguments do. However. the 

negation on the verb does not trigger any agreement on its argumenu or adjuncts. The fol- 

lowing examples. (105a). (106a), and (107a). where the negative quantifier is not matched 

with the negation on the (tensed pan of the) verb are ungrammatical 

(105) a *Niko je dolao. 

no 0ne.NOM aux came 

'No one came.' 

b. Niko nije doiao. 

no one.NoM neg.aux came 

'No one came.' 

(106) a. *Pew je dao nikome sladoled. 

Petar.NOM AUX gave no one ice crearn.ACC 

'Petar gave no one ice cream.' 

b. Petar nije dao nikome sladoled. 

Petar.NOM NOT.AUX gave no one ice cream.Acc 

'Petar gave no one ice cream.' 



i 107) 3 *Pet= je nikad iiveo u Beogradu 

P e t a r . ~ ~ ~  AUX never lived in Belgrade 

'Perar never lived in Belgrade.' 

b. Petar nije nikad iiveo u Beogradu. 

Petar.NOM NOT.AUX never lived in Belgrade 

'Pew never lived in Belgrade.' 

These examples show that in Serbo-Croatian both internal and external argument of the 

verb and verbal adjuncts trigger negative concord. Thus, Serbo-Croatian is a full negative 

concord language. 

Serbo-Croatian has obligatory wh-movement for all wh-words. Consequently. Serbo- 

Croar~an IS a multiple wh-movement l ang~age .~  This is illustrated by the following ex- 

amples 

0 0 8 )  a. *KO je jute udario koga? 

W ~ O . N O M  aux yesterday hi1 W ~ O . A C C  

'Who hit who yesterday?' 

b KO je koga jute udario? 

W ~ O . N O M  aux who.ACC yesterday hit 

'Who hit who yesterday?' 

' ~ n  extinswe comparative analysis of multiple wh-movement for the Slavic languages is given in Rudin 
(1988). 
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C. *Ne znam ko je jute udario koga 

not know.lp .s~ W~O.NOM aux yesterday hit w h o . ~ c c  

'1 don't know who hit who yesterday.' 

d. Ne znam ko je koga jute udario. 

not know.lP.SG who.NOM aux who.ACC yesterday hit 

'I don't know who hit who yesterday.' 

When a wh-word is left in situ. as in (108a) and ( 1 0 8 ~ ) .  the sentence is ungramm3tical. 

However, when all the wh-words are fronted to a clause initial position. as in (108b) and 

(108d), the sentence is grammatical. 

Despite the fact that all wh-words must be fronted at S(urface)-structure. [here is evi- 

dence that they are not all in the same position. Rudin (1988) has pointed out that clitics 

must and adverbs can intervene between the first $\.A-word and the second wh-word. 3s 

in (109). showing that only the first dl-word is in the [spec CP] position at the surface 

structure. 

(109) Koga je nedavno ko iskritikovao? 

who.~CC AUX recently W ~ O . N O M  criticized 

'Who criticized who recently?' 

Unlike in English, in Serbo-Croatian wlr-words can bind a pronoun in the subject pos- 

tion. That is. wh-movement ameliorates Weak Crossover effects. as shown in ( I  LO). How- 

ever, in multiple wh-questions, only the first wh-word can bind the pronoun in the subject 

position. This is shown in (1 11). This is an additional piece of evidence that in multiple 

wh-questions the wh-words are not all in the same position. Only the first wh-word seems 

to have scope over the subject. 



(110) Koga, njegova, sesua mrzi? 

who.~CC his.NOM sister.NOM hates? 

'Who does his sister hate? 

(1 1 1 )  a. Koga, je .kame, njegova,,., sesua predstavila? 

wh0.ACC AUX who.DAT h i s . ~ O ~  S ~ S ~ ~ ~ . N O M  introduced 

'Who di'd his sister introduce to whom?' 

b. Kornei je koga, n j e g o ~ a ~ ~ . ~  sesua predstavila? 

W~O.DAT AUX who.ACC his.NOM ~ister.NOM introduced 

'Who did his sister introduce to whom?' 

Serbo-Croatian has a number of syntactic chtics: short forms of personal pronouns, and 

the short form of the reflexive pronoun sebe 'self', auxiliary verbs, which are short forms 

of the present tense and the aorist of the verb biti 'to be' and hreri 'want'; and the question 

particle li. The reason these forms are considered syntactic clitics is because they must 

occur in the so-called second position in their clause. This is in contrast to other (prosodic) 

clitics, such as prepositions. conjunctions, and the sentential negation morpheme, which 

procliticize onto their complements. with no restriction on their clausal position. 

The syntactic clitics cluster together in a particular order: l i  first; followed by auxiliaries 

other than je 3p.sg. present of hiri 'to be'; followed by pronouns in the order: dative. 

genitivelaccusative, reflexive. and finally je. This ordering is strict and cannot be violated. 



Often, the second position can be identified as "after the first word in a clause". This 

is shown in example (1 12a), where li follows the only word in the matrix sentence and 

the other three clitics (which belong to the subordinate clause) immediately follow the 

complementizer da. Any other ordering of the clitics produces an ungrammatical sentence. 

(1 12) a MisliZ =li da =tern0 =ga =se 

think2P.SG Q.particle that willl.PL.CL him.CEN.CL REFLX.CL 

otarasiti do sutra? 

get.rid.off by tomorrow. 

'Do you think that we'll be able to get rid of him by tomorrow?' 

b. *Li misliS da otarasiti 

Q.particle think.2p.s~ that get.rid.off 

Cemo ga se do sum? 

willl.PL.CL him.GEN.CL REFLX.CL by tomorrow 

However, the second position does not always follow the first word. For instance. the 

clitic cluster cannot occur after the first word when the first word is the head noun of a 

relative clause. The clitic cluster. in that case. must follow the entire NP. Despite this 

evidence that clitics are sensitive to constituents, in chapter 5 I will have to appeal to the 

prosodic or "the first word" analysis of clitic placement. 



( 1 13) a. Devojka koja je radila jute poslepodne 

girl.NOM W ~ O . N O M  AUX.CL worked yesterday afternoon 

mu ga je prodala 

him.D~T it.ACC AUX.CL sold 

'AIThe girl who worked yesterday afternoon sold it to him.' 

b. *Devojka mu ga je koja je radila 

girl.NOM him.D~T i t . ~ c C  AUX.CL wh0.NOM AUX.CL worked 

jute poslepodne prodala 

yesterday afternoon sold 

The ungrammatical sentence, (1 13b). shows that clitics also obey the so-called "first con- 

stituent" constraint. That is, clitics can occur only after the first syntactic constituent. In 

this case, an NP containing a relative clause. 

Clitic cluster placement is one of the most recalcitrant problems in the Serbo-Croatian 

syntax and syntax-phonology interface. Despite being a widely researched topic by gen- 

erative linguists of all persuasions (see inter dia Browne. 1974; Zec and Inkelas, 1990; 

Schutze, 1994; Halpern, 1995; Progovac, 1996; Penn, 1999). it has resisted a unified anal- 

ysis. 

4.2 Sentence Structure: Flat or Configurational? 

The notion of configurationality plays a role at a number of different levels: CP, IP, VP. NP, 

PP. That syntactic constituents have hierarchical organization is beyond a doubt. However, 

the question is: Which constituent types have a hierarchical suucture? (see Horvath. 1986; 
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Maricz and Muysken, 1989). 1 will not pursue this question regarding hierarchical organi- 

zation for the CP, NP or PP. because their internal structures have little bearing on the issue 

of focus projection.' For our purposes the two relevant constituents are IP and VP. that is. 

the levels associated with the clause. 

Free constituent ordering among verbal arguments has often been used as evidence in 

favor of a non-configurational (flat) structure at the level of the clause. In h e  early 80's. 

languages that allow syntactically free ordering of verbal arguments within a clause, such 

as Hungarian, Japanese. Korean, have been treated as non-configurational (Hale, 1982; 

Farmer, 1984). However, for all of these "scrambling" languages. a configurational anal- 

ysis has been subsequently supported with arguments from both syntax and pragmatics 

involving notions such as topic and focus. Since Serbo-Croatian is also a scrambling lan- 

guage with pragmatically constrained constituent order. in this chapter we will look at the 

type of syntactic evidence for configurational structure at the level of a clause. 

Thus, to begin with. we will look at the evidence for hierarchical organization within 

the IP. That is, we will try to motivate a syntactic reflex corresponding to the semantic 

distinction between a subject and a predicate. After we have motivated the existence of a 

syntactic unit denoting a predicate, we will briefly address the next question which pertains 

to whether there is any evidence for hierarchical organization within VP. The standard tests 

show that Serbo-Croatian is configurational. However, 1 will also point out that some of 

the tests can be shown to not be very strong. 

'For evidence of the hiuarchical organization w i t h i  
(1997). 

the Serbo-Croatian NP we Leko 



4.2.1 Evidence for VP 

Evidence for hierarchical organization within a clause can be categorized into two types: (i) 

evidence for a syntactic constituent such as a VP, and (i) evidence showing subjectlobject 

asymmetries. Both of these properties are syntactically encoded in a structure which sep 

arates the subject from a predicate. Thus, the suucture that we want to argue for in this 

section is exemplified in (1 14). and the one that we want argue against is shown in (1 15). 

F & I  V N P  

4.2.1.1 VP Constituency Tests 

We will proceed by considering several standard tests for constituency: (i) sentence frag- 

ments, (ii) movement, (iii) coordination, and (iv) ellipsis. 

Consider first the sentence fragment test. According to this test, if a string is a con- 

stituent it can occur as an answer (a sentence fragment) to a question. As we can see in 

( 116), a (main) verb and its complement can function as a sentence fragment. 



(1 16) a. bta je Marija uradila danas? 

what did Mary.NOM do today 

'What did Mary do today.' 

b. Napisala pismo. 

wrote.3SG.PE~F letter.~cc 

'(She) Wrote a letter'. 

c. Pismo napisala. 

1etter.ACC wrote.3SG.PERF 

'(She) Wrote a letter'. 

The following examples (from Radford. 1988) show that the movement test yields the 

same results as the sentence fragment test. That is. there is a constituent that we could call 

a VP in Serbo-Croatian, because it is possible to front a suing corresponding to a VP. as 

identified by the sentence fragment test. 

(1 17) Ako bi vozaf rekao pijanirna da moraju da sidju 

if would driver tell drunks that must that ga.off 

s autobusa, siSli s autobusa oni (ne) bi. 

€rom bus get.off from bus they (not) would 

'If the driver told the drunks that they must get off the bus. 

then get off the bus they would (not).' 

(118) a. bta bi pijani uradili? 

what would drunks do 

'What would the drunks do?' 



b. SiSli s autobusa 

get.off from bus 

'Get off the bus.' 

We get the same result with other examples as well. Consider (1 19) and (120) 

(1 19) Sef restorana misli da bi pijani razjurili muSterije 

manager restaurant thinks that would drunks chase.off customers 

i razjurili muSterije oni sigumo bi. 

and chase.off customers they certainly would 

'The restaurant manager thinks that the drunks would put off the customers, 

and put off the customers they would.' 

(120) a. Sta bi pijani uradili? 

what would drunks do 

'What would the drunks do?' 

b. Razjurili rnuSterije, eto Sta. 

chase.off customers that what 

'Chase off the customers. that's what they would do.' 

Coordination tests are often used to show that a suing is a constituent. The reasoning 

behind this test is based on the idea that two constituents can be coordinated if they are 

alike. Although we do find examples of coordiiation of non-lie constituents such as NP 

and PP or AP ("He is a president and proud of it."; "She is gay and in the closet."), these 

are counterexamples to the second condition only. That is, the counterexamples show that 
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two coordinated constituents need not be of the same category. They do not invalidate the 

reasoning that for a string to function as a conjunct it must be a constituent. It is simple to 

show that strings that denote a predicate can be coordinated. as (I2 1) shows. 

(121) a Marija je pojela svu pdutu i popila svo vino. 

Marija.NOM AUX ate all prosciutto and drank all wine 

'Marija ate all of the prosciutto and drank all of the wine.' 

b. Oni su prodali kuCu i kupili stan. 

they AUX sold house and bought apartment 

'They sold the house and bought an aparunent.' 

c. Niko nije niti prditao knjigu niti gledao film. 

no 0ne.NOM not.AUX neither read book.~CC nor watch movie.~CC 

'No one read the book nor saw the movie.' 

However, there are a number of robust constructions involving non-constituent coordi- 

nation in English. which do invalidate the second condition of the coordination test. it . .  

the condition that says that a conjunct must be a syntactic constituent. For example. it is 

possible to coordinate two internal arguments of the verb, as in I gave [Joh~r a magazirrc] 

and [Mary a hook]. Intuitively, it seems clear that neither [John a magazine] nor [Mary a 

book] is a syntactic constituent, and yet, they can be coordinated. A fairly common syntac- 

tic analysis of this construction, as well as those known as "gapping", assumes that these 

types of examples involve coordination of constituents. VP and IP. respectively. where the 

main verb is missing in the second conjunct. The missing verb from the second conjunct 



is analyzed as deleted under the condition of semantic identity with the verb from the first 

conjunct. 

A number of authors have shown that (Dowty, 1996, e.g.) this type of coordination is 

possible with a number of different constituent types: two NPs, an NP and a PP, an Adv 

and a PP, etc. Moreover. the elements within a conjunct can be arguments. or an argument 

and an adjunct. which shows convincingly that they are not a syntactic constituent. Con- 

sequently, these types of examples are damaging for the validity of the coordination test 

as a test of syntactic constituency as being independent of the stipulation that only con- 

stituents can be coordinated. However, I have included it here as a pan of the standard set 

of assumptions often used for the purpose of testing for VP. 

Ellipsis (deletion) has also been used as a test for syntactic constituency. There are 

two kinds of ellipsis that need to be distinguished before this test can be applied to the VP 

constituency question. These two types are illustrated in (122). using English examples. 

(122) a. Mary drank the beer, and John did too. 

b. Mary drank the beer, and John as well. 

The sentence in (122a) is an example of VP ellipsis. The sentence in (122b) is an 

example of stripping, or bare argument ellipsis. The two constructions differ in the presence 

vs. absence of the auxiliary: the VP ellipsis construction has the auxiliary whereas the 

stripping construction does not. Semantic analyses of stripping in English assume that the 

missing constituent is a clause with a gap. rather than a VP (Reinhan. 1991; Rooth. 1992; 

Heim and Kratzer. 1998). On the Heim and Kratzer analysis. the subject in the second 

conjunct is assumed to have been topicalized prior to deletion of the IP node. 



If the presence of the auxiliary is the test for VP ellipsis then, Serbo-Croatian allows 

VP ellipsis only in periphrastic tenses.' This is because SerbCroatian neither has a VP 

pro-form nor can it use an auxiliary as a pro-form for a VP, as English can. We can see 

this difference most clearly by comparing the different ways by which Serbo-Croatian and 

English affirm a VP. 

(123) a A: Do you love her? 

b. B: I do. 

(124) a A: Da li je voliS? 

A: yu Q.part. AUX ~ov~.~P.SG.PRES 

'Do you love her? 

b. B: Volirn. 

B: ~ov~.~P.SG.PRES. 

'I do.' (literally 'I love.') 

c. B: *Sam. 

B: BE.AUX. 1P.SG.pRES.CL 

(125) a A: Eat your diner. 

b. B: I did. 

JPeriphrastic constructions arc conmuctions that arc formed by combining content words with function 
words or auxiliaries instead of by inflecting Ihe content word irulf. In Serbo-Croatian (periphrastic) p a t  
tense, the auxiliary signals the pmon  and the main verb signals the tense and the genda. In Ihe future 
tense, the auxiliary signals the p m n  and the tense, and the main verb is expressed either by Ihe infinitive 
form or through a subordinate clause containing the main verb inflected for p e m  and the present tense. 



A: eat dinner 

'Eat the dinner.' 

b. B: *Sam 

B: BE.AUX. 1P.SG.PRES.CL 

d. B: Pojeo sam 

B: eal.PAST.PART.MASC BE.AUX. 1P.SG.PRES.CL 

'I did.' (literally 'I ate.') 

This difference in the use of auxiliaries in Serbo-Croatian has the effect of precluding 

the possibility of VP ellipsis in anything but the three periphrastic tenses: the past tense, 

the future tense, and the past perfect. 

(127) a. Jelena je zaspala u vozu, a i Marija je (isto tako). 

J e l e n a . ~ ~ ~  AUX fell.asleep in train, and Marija.NOM A U X  same thus 

'Jelena fell asleep on the train, and Mary did too.' 

b. Jelena je zaspala u vozu, a i  Marija isto tako. 

Jelena.NOM AUX fell.asleep in wain, and Marija.NOM same thus 

'Jelena fell asleep on the train, and Mary as well.' 



The two examples in (127) illustrate the difference between VP ellipsis. (127a). and 

stripping. (12%). Both are acceptable since the past tense provides the auxiliary. but cru- 

cially, only (127a) is evidence for a VP. If we look at examples that involve the present 

tense, we only have evidence for stripping. rather than VP ellipsis. Consider (128). 

(128) a. Marija voli Milana. a i Jelena takodje 

M a r i j a . ~ ~ ~  loves Milan.~CC and also Jelena.NoM too. 

'Marija loves Milan, and Jelena too.' 

b. *Marija voli Milana, a i Jelena je takodje. 

Marija.NOM loves Milan.~CC and also Jelena.NOM AUX too. 

'Marija loves Milan. and Jelena does too.' 

The grammatical sentence in (128a) does not have an auxiliary. Adding the auxiliary makes 

the example ungrammatical, (128b). 

Besides the presence of an auxiliary. there are other conditions on VP ellipsis in Serbo- 

Croatian. One of the necessary conditions for VP ellipsis is the presence of a governing 

head at the site of the deletion (Fiengo and May. 1994). In English, the governing head can 

be an auxiliary, a modal, or a sentential negation (see Potsdam. 1997). These types of heads 

are also possible governors in Serbo-Croatian as well. Another propeny is that. unlike 

gapping, which can only occur in coordinations (see McCawley. 1988). VP ellipsis can 

occur both in coordinations and subordinations. A propeny distinguishing subordinating 

conjunctions from most coordinating conjunctions in Serbo-Croatian is that they x e  all 

prosodically full words (bear an accent) and hence obligatorily attract synmctic clitics (i.e.. 

auxiliaries). This combination creates a condi~ion in which the governing head for a V P  



ellipsis, an auxiliary, is not present at S-structure at the deletion site. The result is that VP 

ellipsis is ungrammatical in that situation. Consider the following examples. 

(129) a. *Milan Ce da popije Stogod je i Petar. 

Milan.NOM w i l 1 . A ~ ~  that drink.3P.SG whatever AUX also Petar.NOM 

'Milan will drink whatever Petar has.' 

b. *Niko neCe podriavati MiloSeviCa, 

no 0ne.NOM won't suppon MiloSeviC.ACC 

iako su ga Rusi. 

although AUX hirn.~cC.CL Russians.NOM 

'No one will support MiloSeviC, although Russians have.' 

Our hypothesis is that the deleted VP occurs after the subject, given the assumption 

that the structure of the clause reflects the subjectlpredicate split. However, since the aux- 

iliaries are syntactic clitics. they must occu; in the second position. In the case of (129a). 

the second position is the position immediately after the relative pronoun. In the case of 

(129b). the second position is the position immediately after the subordinating conjunction 

'although'. Obeying the second position constraint for clitics places the clitics before the 

subject. The deleted VP then is no longer governed by an oven head. Hence, VP ellipsis 

is impossible. If this explanation of the ungramrnaticality of examples in (129) is correct. 

then we also have evidence that clitic placement is syntactic and not just prosodic. contra 

RadanoviC-Kocif (1988), since i t  plays a crucial role in a syntactic phenomenon such as VP 

deletion. lfclitic placement was a PF phenomenon as sometimes argued (RadanoviC-KociC, 



1988; Zec and Inkelas. 1990; Halpern, 1995). then VP deletion should not be sensitive to 

the S-smcture placement of clitics. 

In summary, despite the ungrarnmaticality of some examples of VP ellipsis, 1 have 

shown that VP ellipsis is possible when the already argued for conditions for VP ellipsis 

are satisfied. Thus, evidence for a syntactic VP constituent comes from VP-ellipsis tests in 

examples involving periphrastic tenses and coordination. 

In the above examples. VP ellipsis has been used as evidence for a syntactic VP con- 

stituent. However, it is arguable whether this test tests for surface syntactic constituency. 

Consider the following examples where the discontinous VP material is underlined: 

(130) a Marija je pozdravila Petra jer je i Milan 

Marija.NOM AUX greeted Petar.ACC because AUx also Milan.Noh4 

'Mary greeted Peter because Milan did too.' 

b. je Marija pozdravila jer je i Milan 

Petar.ACC AUX Marija.NOM greeted becaw A U X  also Milan.soh4 

'Mary greeted Peter because Milan did too.' 

c. Pozdtavila je Marija jer je i Milan 

greeted AUX Marija.NOM Petar.ACC because AUX also Milan.h'O~ 

'Mary greeted Peter because Milan did too.' 

If the condition on VP ellipsis was a syntactic identity. we would expect only (130a) 

to allow VP ellipsis. This is because the first conjunct in (130a) is a sentence with a 

canonical order and hence there is a contiguous suing in the surface that constitutes a VP 

that can serve as the antecedent of the deleted VP in the second conjunct. However, even 



in scrambled variants of (l30a) where there is no contiguous string that constitutes a VP at 

the surface, VP ellipsis is possible. The interpretation of (130~) is the one found in (131). 

where the missing VP is crossed out. But, as  we can see, there is no antecedent for the 

underlined constituent in the first conjunct. 

(131) Pozdravila je Marija 

greeted AUX Marija.ija.NoM Petar.~CC 

jer je i Milan p&me PeiFtt 

because AUX also Milan.NOM greeted Peter.AcC 

'Mary greeted Peter because Milan did too.' 

Examples in (130) then show that conditions on VP ellipsis do not involve a surface 

syntactic constituent but rather a semantic constituent denoting a predicate. This con- 

stituent can be obtained either at LF, assuming a reconstruction of the VP (Williams, 1977; 

Fiengo and May, 1994) at this level (i.e. undoing the scrambling), or at the post-LF se- 

mantic level (Dalrymple et al., 1991). As a result of accepiability of VP ellipsis even in 

scrambling structures, our original application of the ellipsis test is not a strong evidence 

for a syntactic VP in Serbo-Croatian. 

4.2.1.2 Subject/Object Asymmetries 

Another type of argument for a VP involves demonstrating that subjects are different from 

objects. The rationale is that if subjects and objects differ with respect to critical syntactic 

properties, then this distinction will have a syntactic reflex. A hierarchical structure in 

which subjects are hierarchically superior to objects is a possible way or representing the 

differences between them. 



Serbo-Croatian subjects differ from objects in a number of respects: (i) oven case 

marking (modulo case syncretism in the inanimate declination classes). (ii) prv-drop. (iii) 

reflexivization. (iv) verbal agreement, (v) adjunct conuol, (vi) adverb orientation. These 

descriptions are a shorthand for the following propenies. (i) Oven case marking differ- 

entiates subjects from objects: subjects carry the nominative case morphology. where= 

objects carry the accusative or genitive case morphology. (ii) Only subjects can be elided 

in pro-drop. That is, only subjects can be be missing in oven srructure in the discourse 

conditions conducive to reduction from full refemng expressions. (iii) Reflexives can be 

objects but they cannot be subjects, and only subjects can be antecedents to reflexives. (iv) 

Verbal elements show agreement morphology with their subjects and never with their ob- 

jects. (v) Missing subjects in adjunct non-finite clauses must be conuolled by the man 

clause subjects rather than by objects. (vi) There is a class of adverbs that specifically 

modifies subjects, whereas there is no class of adverbs that modifies objects. The follow- 

ing examples illustrate these propenies. 

The example in (132a) illustrates morphological case differentiation. and subject verb 

agreement. Since the subject is the third penon feminine. the auxiliary is marked for the 

third person, whereas the past participle carries the feminine gender agreement. The par- 

ticiple marked for the masculine agreement produces ungrammaticaiity. Examples (I 32b) 

and (132c) show that the subject can be omitted. whereas the object cannot. 

(132) a M+ja je prodala 1 *prodao stan. 

Marija.NOM ~ u x . 3 p . S ~   sold.^^^ s o l d . ~ ~ s c  apanment.MAsc.Acc 

'Marija sold an apartment.' 



( 141 1 Mary hun John. didn't she / "didn't him? 

Serbo-Croatian also has tag questions; however, the tag can include clitics referring 

back to different participants via case agreement. That is. a dative clitic in a tag refers back 

to the dative argument in the main clause, as in (142~) .  This property of Serbo-Croatian 

tag questions clearly shows that subjects are not special in this regard. 

(142) a. Marija je uvredila Milana zar ne? 

M a r i j a . ~ ~ ~  AUX offended Milan.~CC Q.PART not 

'Marija offended Milan, isn't it the case?' 

b. Marija je uvredila Milana zar ga nije? 

Marija.~OM AUX offended Milan.~CC Q.PART ~ ~ ~ . A C C . C L  not.AUx 

'Marija offended Milan. didn't she him?' 

c. Marija je Milanu pokazala auto 

Marija.NOM AUX Milan.DAT showed car.~CC 

zar mu ga nije? 

Q.PART him.DAT.CL him.ACC.CL IIOt.AUX 

'Marija offended Milan. didn't she it to him?' 

Summary: Only some of the subjectlobject asymmetry tests argue for the subjectfpredicate 

split. Many of the differentiating properties can be attributed to the semantic properties of 

subjects or delegated to the morphology. To the extent that these properties have structural 

correlates. they suppon the suuctural differentiation between subject and objects. 



43.2 Flat or  Hierarchical VP? 

On the assumption that we have provided sufficient. although by no means incontroveniblc. 

evidence to suppon the reflection of the subjecUpredicate split in the syntax in terms of a 

syntactic VP constituent, we are now in a position to consider the question of whether 

there is further structure within the VP itself. Two possibilities present themselves: either 

the structure of the VP is flat and consquenrly all of iu arguments are sisters. or i t  is 

configurational and some arguments are attached hisher than the orhen. Anaphor binding 

is often used as a test for height, on the assumption that binding requires c-command.' 

Of the two types of anaphors. reflexives and reciprocals. only reciprocals can be used to 

test the structure within VP. This is because reflexives. as shown in the previous section. 

are always subject oriented and hence no non-subject can function as an antecedent to a 

reflexive. 

In order to look at examples involving binding within a VP. my stming assumption is 

that the canonical ordering of arguments within a VP is < indirect object. direct object >.Y 

With this in mind, we can consider examples (143) and (144). Thex examples seem to 

show that the dative argument is higher than the accusative argumenr within the VP. since 

the dative can b i d  the reciprocal, whereas the accusative cannot. 

'I assume the following definition of c-command: "X c-commands Y tff neither X nor Y dommaie e x h  
o k  and the IowestZ dominating X also dominates Y." 

'This argument onking is also m e  of German. and of orher Slavic langua$cs. 



( 133) Milan je predstavio studentima, jedan drugogq. 

Milan.NO~ AUX introduced st~dentS.DAT each other .~cC 

'Milan infroduced each other to the students.' 

(144) *Milan je predstavio jedne drugimq studente,. 

Milan.NOM AUX introduced each other.DAT students.~CC 

'Milan introduced the students to each other.' 

However. the conclusion reached on the basis of (143) and (144) may seem hasty when 

the examples in (145) and ( 146) are considered. 

(145) Milan je predstavio studente, jedne drugirna,. 

Milan.h 'o~ AUX introduced students.ACC each other.DAT 

'Milan introduced the students to each other.' 

( 146) 'Milan je predstavio jedan drugoga, studentima,. 

Milan.NO~ AUX introduced each o t h e r . ~ c c  studenls.DAT 

'Milan introduced the students to each other.' 

Given that argument ordering is free, the two arguments, the dative and the accusative. 

can switch places within the VP, and in that case the dative no longer is able to bind the 

accusative, shown in (146): and moreover the accusative can bind the dative. shown in 

(145). 

These binding facts within a VP suggest at least two possibilities: either (i) the VP 

internal argbnents can be base generated in any order and hence there is no canonical or- 

dering of arguments and the argument generated higher in the suucture can function as a 



binder; or (ii) the structure of VP is flat and binding conditions do not involve c-command 

(the notion involving domination relation) at all but rather only linear precedence. Accord- 

ing to Culicover (1997. p.167) and Radford (1997, p.368). the choice between lbese two 

hypotheses is driven by a methodological or theory internal premise. One would choose op- 

tion (i) in order to maintain a consistently local view of phrase formation by which phrases 

are formed through the operation "merge", which can only mke two nodes at a time. In 

most of generative syntax, this methodological premise (which impufs  complere primacy 

to configuration) precludes the alternative (ii) 

In addition to binding, there are other tests that have been used as a probe for smcture 

within the verb phrase. One of the tests used in English is the do so test. This test pro- 

vides evidence for some hierarchical organization of constituents within [he verb phrase in 

English.lo In particular, adjuncts can be separated from the cote VP that 1s the antecedent 

of the "do SO", as shown in (1471. Contrast (148). where the indirect object cannot k 

separated in the ditransitive VP. 

(147) Mary bought a new pair of shoes in New Yotk and Susan did so in Chicago 

(148) *Mary gave a book to Susan and Bill did so to Lidia. 

The Serbo-Croatian VP pro-form analogous to English do so is ro lrrodiri 'do that' 

Example (149) illustrates this point. 

'O~or adecailed discussion of this and rhe VP-fopicalizaoon rest for English (xc Culicourr. 1997. pg.1634) 



( 149) Marija je napisala domafi u autobusu 

Marija.NOM AUX wrote homework.~CC in bus 

a Jelena je to uradila kod kuCe. 

bur Jelena.NOM A L ~ X  that did at home 

'Martja wrote her homework on the bus but Jelena did so at home. 

(150) a. *Pet= je poklonio Milanu knjigu 

Petar.NOM A U X  gave Milan.DAT book.~Cc 

a Marija je to uradila sat. 

and Marija.NOM AUX that did watch.ACC 

'Petar gave Milan a book and Marija did so watch.' 

b. 'Petar je poklonio knjigu Milanu 

P ~ I ~ ~ . N o M  AUX gave book.~ 'cc  Milan.DAT 

a Marija je to uradila Jovanu. 

and Marija.~OM AUX that did J o v a n . ~ ~ ~  

'Petar gave Milan a book and Marija did so to Jovan.' 

However. as ( 148) and ( 150) the clo so test does not provide any evidence for differenti- 

ating elements within the core verb phrase in either language. This result can be interpreted 

in two ways. either the structure is flat, or the test is not sensitive enough to illuminate the 

structure within the core VP. We will look at one more test, the test of adverb placement. 

before we move on to the issue of word order within a VP and a clause. 



Another probe into structure of verb phrases has been the placemcnr of adverbs (see 

Bowers, 1993; Iatridou, 1990: Radford. 1997: Vikner. 1995: Potsdam. 1997. among oth- 

ers). There are two major hypotheses about integration of adverbs mto the syntactic struc- 

ture. On one hypothesis, adverbs are adjuncts (Pollock. 1989: Johnson. 1991: Bowers. 

1993, among others). On another hypothesis, adverbs are licensed by a head and occupy 

a specifier position (Kayne. 1994; Alexiadou. 1997: Cinque. 1997: Laenzlinger. 1998). 1 

will adopt the assumption that adverbs are adjuncts. 

English allows certain adverbs to occur between the direct object and a directional 

argument. as gently does in (151a) and carrfully in (151b). Under the assumption that 

adverbs are adjuncts, Radford argues that adverb placement can be easily explained under 

the more articulated structure of a verb phrase, such as the one proposed by Lxson (1988) 

involving a VP shell. This analysis provides the appropriate place in the swing for adverb 

adjunction: the V', as shown in (152). Thus, under these assuinptions adverb placemen[ 

can test for V' positions within the verb p h n s .  

(151) a. John deliberately rolled the ball gently down the hill. 

b. John loaded the truck carefully with hay. 
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In English, adverbs cannot be inserted between a verb and a direct object and the same 

is true of Serbo-Croatian. Its most natural placement in Serbo-Croatian is before the verb 

as in (153). This adverb placement is compatible with neutral intonation and consequently 

does not require prosodic prominence on the adverb 

(153) a Jovan je opreznohrzo dao Mariji vino. 

J o v a n . ~ ~ ~  AUX carefullylquickly gave Marija.D~T wine.~CC 

'Jovan gave Mary carefully the wine.' 



b. Jovan potpuno/skoro zapostavljalpomaie Petra. 

Jovan.NO~ completelylalmost ignoreshelps P ~ ~ . A C C / D A T  

'Jovan completely/almost ignores/helps Petar.' 

The analysis proposed by Radford for English works for Serbo-Croatian only when 

the second argument is a PP. Serbo-Croatian differs from English in that certain adverbial 

modifiers are not PPs but dative or instrumental NPs. That is, they differ categorially 

from h e  ones in English. Serbo-Croatian data show that when the directional argument is 

not a PP, the adverb placement between the two arguments is not possible. Consider the 

Serbo-Croatian analogs of (151) in (154). When the second argument is expressed as an 

instrumental NP rather than a PP, as in (154b). the adverb cannot intervene between the two 

arguments. To show that this pattern is general for VP adverbs, 1 provide some additional 

examples in (155) and (156). 

(154) a. Petar je namemo kotrljao loptu pailjivo niz brdo. 

Petar.NOM AUX deliberately rolled bali.ACc gently down hill 

'Petar deliberately rolled the ball gently down the hill.' 

b. 'Petar je natovario kamion oprezno senom. 

Petar.NOM AUX loaded w c k . ~ C c  carefully hay.rnsT. 

'Petar loaded the uuck carefully with hay.' 

( 155) a. 'Jovan je dao Mariji opreznohrzo vino. 

Jovan.NO~ AUX gave Marija.DAT carefully/quickly wine.~Cc 

'Jovan gave Mary carefully the wine.' 



b. *lovan je dao vino opreznohrzo Mariji. 

J o v a n . ~ ~ ~  AUX gave wine.~CC carefully/quickly M a r i j a . ~ ~ ~  

'Jovan gave the wine canfully to Mary.' 

(156) a *lovan je govorio Francuski intimno Mariji. 

J o v a n . ~ ~ ~  AUX spoke French intimately M a r i j a . ~ ~ l  

'Jovan spoke French intimately to Mary.' 

b. *Jovan je govorio Miriji inrimno Francuski. 

Jovan.NoM AUX spoke MarijaDAT intimately French 

'Jovan spoke French intimately to Mary.' 

So far. we have evidence that when the arguments arc NPs there is no position available 

for adverbs between the two arguments. The next thing to consider is to see whcthct an 

adverb can occur in between a verb and the two arguments. 

(157) a. Jovan je dao oprezndbrzo Mariji vino. 

J o v a n . ~ ~ ~  AUX gave carefully/quickly Marija.DAT wine.ACc 

'Jovan gave Mary carefully the wine.' 

b. Jovan je dao opreznobrro vino Mariji. 

J o v a n . ~ ~ ~  AUX gave carefully/quickly wine.~CC h4arija.D~~ 

'Jovan gave the wine carefully to Mary.' 

(158) a. Jovan je govorio intimno Francuski Mariji. 

Jovan.NoM AUX spoke intimately French h4a r i j a .D~~  

'Jovan intimately spoke French to Mary.' 



b. Jovan je govorio intimno Mariji Francuski. 

J o v a n . ~ ~ ~  A U X  spoke intimately Marija.DAT French 

'Jovan intimately spoke French to Mary.' 

The suuctures in (157) and (158) are markedly better than the ones in (155) (156). The 

Serbo-Croatian facts are just the opposite of what we find in English as shown in (159) 

(from Bowers. 1993. p.609). 

(159) a. John spoke French intimately to Mary. 

b. *John spoke intimately Frech to Mary. 

Both Bowers and Radford assume that adverbs in English are adjoined to X'. Given that 

English and Serbo-Croatian differ in adverb placement, the same solution cannot work for 

both. The pattern of adverb placement in Serbo-Croatian ditransitive structures could be 

explained if we assume that adverbs can only be adjoined to a maximal projection, rather 

than a V'. If the adverb could be adjoined to a V' then we would expect the adverb to be 

able to occur between the two objects, just as in English. 

Tha ability to position adverbs within a verb phrase in Serbo-Croatian seems to sug- 

gest that the two internal arguments, as in the case of diuansitive verbs. behave as if they 

constitute a constituent of some kind. Under the VP-shell hypothesis, shown in (160). the 

two internal arguments are grouped as a constituent after the verb raises to a higher head 

position. The "v" is the higher head position for the light verb or the shell over the core VP 

to which the main verb. "V", moves to. 



spec V' 
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VP, can function as the adjunction target for adverbs. The VP shell proposal was Larson's 

solution to the binding facts of double object constructions in English, which allow us to 

encode that fact that the indirect object c-commands the direct object. We have seen that 

the ordering of the two arguments in a diuansitive structure is free and that the binding 

is possible in both structures from the argument on the left into the argument to its riphr. 

Adopting a VP shell for Serbo-Croatian would then require that the arguments k freely 

generated in either position and the verb can either move to "v" or stay in situ. 

If adverb placement in ditransitive structures allows the verb to be separated from its 

argument, due to verb raising. what happens in monouansitive suucrures w~th respect to 

adverb placement? The examples in (161) show that an adverb cmnot intervene kcween 

the verb and its argument. 

(161) a 'Jovan je zapostavljao potpunoldugo Peua. 

Jovan.NO~ AUX ignored complerely/long Petar .~cc  

'Jovan ignored completelyAong Petar.' 



b. *lovan je pokvario potpunohno igratku . 

J o v a n . ~ ~ ~  A U X  ruined completelybrzo t o y . ~ c c  

'Jovan ruined completelylfast althe toy.' 

We cannot explain the failure of adverbs to occur between the verb and its complement 

by an adjacency requirement for the verb and its complement for the purpose of Case 

assignmenVchecking because, we are claiming that the arguments in general need not be 

adjacent to the verb and consequently that Case checkinglassignment does not play a role 

in determining the word order in Serbo-Croatian. Serbo-Croatian is a scrambling language 

and any ordering of major constituents is possible, including those in which the verb and 

the argument are not adjacent. 

It  is interesting however, that examples like (161) improve if the direct object NP is 

branching, as (162) shows. This suggests. that the ungrammaticality of (161) is due to lack 

of phonological weight of the direct object and not to syntactic constraints on adjacency 

between the verb and its complement. The presence of two objects in ditransitive structures 

then is consistent with this phonological requirement. 

( 162) a. Jovan je zapostavljao potpunoldugo svakog pacijenta. 

J o v a n . ~ ~ ~  AUX ignored completelyflong every.Acc patient 

'Jovan ignored completelyllong every patient.' 

b. Jovan je pokvario potpunobno svaku novu igraEku . 
J o v a n . ~ ~ ~  A U X  mined completelybrzo everyAcc newAcc t o y . ~ c c  

'Jovan ruined completelylfast every new toy.' 



A similar phonological constraint on topicalired phrases has been argued for by Z t c  

and Inkelas (1990). They argue that there is phonological requirement on topic phraws 

in Serbo-Croatian topic construction which allows only constituents which instantiate a 

branching phonological phrase" to occur in the topic position. They point out the c o n w t  

in (163). The syntactic structure is the same in both sentences and ye[ only (163a) is 

acceptable. 

(163) a Taj fovek voleo je Mariju. 

that.NOM man.NOM loved AUX Mafija.~cc 

'That man loved Mary.' 

b. *Petar voleo je Mariju. 

Petar.NOM loved AUX Marija.~CC 

'Petar loved Mary.' 

Thus, given that an independent phonological constraint accounts for the inability of 

adverbs to intervene between the verb and its argument in monotransitive suuctures. h e  

hypothesis that adverbs in Serbo-Croatian adjoin to an XP, rather than a X' can be main- 

tained across both types of transitive structures. In addition the adverb placement facts 

argue that then is internal structure to verb phrase in Serbo-Croatian. 

Summary: In this section I have shown that under standard syntactic assumptions. 

Serbo-Croatian has configurational structure both at the IP level and the VP level. Evidence 

for the configurational structure at the IP level comes from evidence for a syntactic VP 

"The constituent they call a phonological phrax does not have a dim1 correspondence to any of the 
prosodic constituen~~ posited in Chapler 3. Their possible ~lat~onshlp 1s yer to be cstabliskd. 



constituent and on the basis of subjectlobject asymmeuies. Evidence for a configurational 

VP comes from adverb placement facts. 

4.3 Constituent Permutation: A- or A'-Movement 

4.3.1 Canonical Constituent Order 

In this section we consider sentences that can be characterized as deviating from the canon- 

ical word order. Traditional grammars claim that Serbo-Croatian is an SVO language or to 

be more precise an S.V.IO.DO. language. However, the constituent order is not rigid and we 

regularly find sentences with constituents that have been permuted. Despite the widespread 

use of sentences with non-canonical constituent ordering. sentences that deviate from the 

canonical word order are felt by native speakers to be marked. 

In Chapter 5 we will see that canonical word order is compatible with many focus struc- 

tures. including broad sentence focus (i.e. all0.w focus projection under neutral intonation). 

Focus projection possibilities entail compatibility with a variety of contexts and most cru- 

cially with the so-called out-of-the-blue context. a context with a minimal set of relevant 

shared assumptions among the interlocutors. Consequently. we can argue that canonical 

orderings are considered canonical because of their compatibility with a wider range of 

contexts. 

As we mentioned at the beginning of this chapter, syntactically, the canonical ordering 

could be and often is identified with the underlying order (i.e. D-structure order) which 

is driven by theory internal consideration and the principle of syntactic elegance. For ex- 

ample. in the theoretical framework of Kayne (1994) ail languages are underlyingly SVO 



and their surface order is a product of different feature sfrength of functional heads which 

trigger movement. We will see in Chapter 5 that the claim that Serbo-Croatian is an SVO 

language is a claim that rests on a different types of evidence. It is based on evidence from 

pragmatics, that is. generalizations about the constituent ordering and their compatibility 

with different contexts. When we consider this type of evidence. Serbo-Croatian may also 

be argued to be a VSO language, since this ordering also allows focus projection (i.e. focus 

ambiguity). Using a similar reasoning Holloway-King (1995) argues that Russian. which 

is thought of as an SVO language from a typological perspective. is actually a VSO lan- 

guage. The SVO orders resulting from demands of most types of discourse for a topic. In 

Chapter 5, I will argue that it is the ordering of nominal arguments within the VP that is rel- 

evant for focus projection. In the meantime we will discuss the possibiiitics and syntactic 

consequences of non-canonical constituent orders. 

43.2 Non-canonical Constituent Orders 

In order to investigate the properties of non-canonical structures we will look ar embedded 

clauses. The reason for this is to also be able to show possibilities of non-local displace- 

ment. 

To begin with. consider the examples in (164). The sentence in (1643) is [he canonical 

structure, whereas all the others exemplify a non-canonical placement of one constiruent. 

the direct object of the subordinate clause. Each subsequent sentence has the direct object 

displaced from its canonical position (after its governing verb in the subordinate clause) 

higher up in a sentence. In (164b) it immediately precedes the verb: in (164~)  it precedes 

the lower subject; in (164) it precedes the complementizer; in (164)  it precedes the main 



verb (thrs placement is ungrammatical); and in (1640 it occurs at the front of the matrix 

clause. Thus. the set of sentences in (164) illustrates all the logical possibilities for the 

placement of the direct object of a subordinate clause. The generalization that emerges 

from this example is that the argument of a lower clause cannot mix with the acguments of 

the higher clause. 

(164) a. Njegova., mama sumnja da je 

his.NOM mother.NOM doubts that AUX 

Marija prevarila svakog, umetnika. 

Mar i j a .No~  cheated every.Acc artist.ACC 

'His mother doubts that Mary cheated every artist.' 

b. Njegova., mama sumnja da je 

h i s .NO~ mother.NOM doubts that AUX 

Marija svakog, umemika : prevarila. 

Mari ja .NO~ every.ACC artist.~CC cheated 

'His Mother doubts that Mary cheated every artist.' 

c. Njegova., mama sumnja da je 

his.NOM mother.NOM doubts that AUX 

svakog, umetnika Marija prevarila. 

rvery.ACC anis t .~CC M a r i j a . ~ O ~  cheated 

'His mother doubts thar Mary cheated every artist.' 



d. N jeg~va .~  mama sumnja svakog, umrtnikn 

his.NOM mother.~OM doubts every.ACC aniSt.~Cc 

da je Marija prevarila. 

that AUX Mar i j a .No~  cheated 

'His mother doubts that Mary cheated every ania.' 

e. *Njegova mama svakog umetnika sumnja 

his.NOM mother.NOM every.ACC artist.ACC doubts 

da je Ma i j a  prevarila. 

that AUX Marija.NOt.4 cheated 

'His mother doubts that Mary cheated every artist.' 

f. Svakogi umetnika njegovq mama sumnja 

every.Acc a r t i s t .~cc  his.NOM mother.NOM doubts 

da je Marija prevails. 

that AUX MarijaNOM cheated 

'His mother doubts that Mary cheated every artist.' 

What is of interest to us here is the following: What are the structures of these non- 

canonical word orders? We can begin to answer this question by first trying to discern the 

properties of each of the positions that the direct object of the lower clause can occupy. 

First we want to identify all the positions that the direct object of the lower clause can 

occur in, other than its canonical position (after the verb). For this purpose we will assume 



that when the object doesn't occur in its canonical position it has moved and adjoined to 

some other (non-argument) category.'? 

(164)(b) adjunction to lower VP 

( 164)(c) adjunction to lower IP 

(164)(d) adjunction to lower CP 

(164)(e) adjunction to matrix VP 

( 164)(0 adjunction to matrix IP 

Table 4.1: Assumed positions for the displaced direct object in sentences in (164) 

A standard division of syntactic positions in Government and Binding and hiniciples 

and Parameters frameworks (Chomsky. 198 1,1985.1986) has been into A and A' positions. 

A-positions are argument positions to which structural Case is assigned, i.e. subject and 

object positions - depending on the type of the predicate. A'-positions are non-argument 

positions to which neither Case nor 0-role are assigned. One of distinguishing properties of 

these positions relevant for our purposes is their binding potential for phrases that occupy 

them. Phrases t ha~  occupy A-positions can bind anaphors (reflexives and reciprocals) (A- 

binding). whereas phrases that occupy A' positions cannot. Adjoined positions are by 

definition A' positions. 

"~djunciion is a process in which the adjoined category creates a new mother node with the same label of 
the category to wh~ch it 1s adjoin4 



in the Minimalist framework these notions have been redefined given that Cax assign- 

ment is reanalyzed as feature checking in the spec-head configuration of the functional 

layer above the lexical projections. The positions of functional categories related to the 

morphological properties of the lexical category are called L-related positions. Thus. the 

notion of an A-position can now be construed as the L-related position. 1 will retain the 

nomenclature of A vs. A' distinction. assuming that the translation into h e  Minimalist 

version is trivial. 

In order to interpret the resulu from this test as applied to the sentences in (165) one 

needs to assume that an anaphor (a reciprocal in this case) must be c-commanded by its 

antecedent in an A-position. Thisis clearly the case in (165a) and (165b). However. that is 

not the case in (165~) .  where the anaphor precedes the subject and we have assumed that it 

is adjoined to IP. The interesting fact is that interpretation of the anaphor fails in (16Sc) but 

it is possible in (165d) and (1650 where the anaphor precedes its antecedent. This cannor 

be explained by linear precedence alone, but must refer to the typc of the position of the 

binder. What this seems to show is that reconstruction (undoing the movement at LF) is 

not possible from IF adjoined position. but ir is possible from [he embedded CP adjoined 

position and from the matrix 1P adjoined position. 

(165) a. Marija sumnja da su Pe t s  

Marija.NOM doubts that AUX Petar.NOM 

i Jelena videli jedno drugo. 

and lelena.NOM saw each other 

'Mary doubts that Petar and Jelena saw each other.' 



b. Marija sumnja da su Petar 

Marija.NOM doubts that AUX P e t a r . ~ O ~  

i Jelena jedno drugo videli. 

and Jelena.NOM each other saw 

'Mary doubts that Petar and Jelena saw each other.' 

c. *Marija sumnja da su jedno 

M a r i j a . ~ ~ ~  doubts that AUX each 

drugo P e w  i Jelena videli. 

other Petat.NOM and Jelena.NOM saw 

'Mary doubts that Petar and Jelena saw each other.' 

d. Marija sumnja jedno dmgo da 

Marija.NOM doubts each other that 

su Petar i Jelena videli. 

AUX Petat.NO~ and J e l e n a . ~ O ~  saw 

'Mary doubts that Petar and Jelena saw each other.' 

e. "Marija jedno dmgo sumnja da 

Marija.NOM each other doubts that 

su Petat i Jelena videli. 

AUX Petat.NOM and Jelena.NoM saw 

'Mary doubts that Petar and Jelena saw each other.' 



f. Jedno drugo Marija sumnja da 

each other MarijaNOM doubu that 

su Petar i Jelena videli. 

AUX Petar.NOM and Jelena.NOM saw 

'Mary doubts that Petar and Jelena saw each other.' 

Now, we have to test in reverse. We need to look at how the position of thc antecedent 

affects the binding of an anaphor. We will therefore look at an example in which both the 

antecedent and the anaphor are inside the VP (since anaphon cannot be subjecu). 

The anaphor binding facts exemplified in the paradigm shown in (166) illusuatc that 

the scrambled direct object can bind the dative anaphor. as long a s  ic precedes it at thc 

surface.'' This seems to argue that all adjunct positions can function as A-positions with 

respect to anaphor binding. 

(166) a. *Marija sumnja da je direktor 

Marija.NoM doubts that AUX b o s s . ~ o ~  

ptedstavio jedne drugirna studenre. 

introduced each other.DAT students.~cC 

'Mary doubts that the boss hasn't introduced the students to each other.' 

"We can exclude the example in (1660 as being ungrarnmntical not due to the binding fxu but due to 
moment consmino. As in German. longdirtaxe s c m b l i n ~  in ScrbCroatian is pcnerally not vcv 
good. 



b. Marija sumnja da je direktor 

Marija.NOM doubts that A U X   boss.^^^ 

predstavio studente jedne drugima. 

introduced students.AcC each other.~AT 

'Mary doubts that the boss has introduced the students to each other.' 

c. Marija sumnja da je direktor 

Marija.NOM doubts that AUX boss.NOM 

studente predstavio jedne drugirna. 

students.ACC introduced each other.DAT 

'Mary doubts that the boss has introduced the students to each other.' 

d. Marija surnnja da je studente 

Marija.NO~ doubts that A U X  s tudents .~cc 

direktor predstavio jedne drugi'ma. 

 boss.^^^ introduced each other.DAT 

'Mary doubts that the boss has introduced the students to each other.' 

e. Marija surnnja studente da je 

Marija.NoM doubts students.~CC that A U X  

direktor predstavio jedne drugirna. 

~OSS.NOM introduced each other.DAT 

',Mary doubts that the boss has introduced the students to each other.' 



f. *Marija studente sumnja da je 

Marija.NOM students.ACC doubts that AUX 

direktor predstavio jedne drugima. 

b0SS.NOM introduced each 0ther.D~T 

'Mary doubts that the boss has introduced the students to each orher.' 

g. Studente Marija sumnja da je 

students.~CC Marija.~oM doubts that AUX 

direktor predstavio jedne drugima. 

 boss.^^^ introduced each  other.^^^ 

'Mary doubts that the boss has introduced the students to each other.' 

A'-movement has also been characterized with having a property of reconstruction. 

That is. the element whose surface position is an A'-position does nor get interpreted in that 

position, but it is rather reconstructed to the position of its trace at LF. One possible test 

for reconstruction is quantifier scope. If a quantifier h3s the same scope in scrambled and 

canonical position then its scope is not read off of the surface posttion. In other words. no 

change in quantifier scope with surface displacement implies reconsrruction. Our example 

(164f) provides us with evidence that the quantified NP svtrkog irri~rariklr 'every mist '  in the 

matrix clause fronted position can bind the pronoun njegova 'his' within [he subject NP of 

the matrix clause. This is a well-known example of Weak Crossover (WCO)" ameliorarion 

I4Wcak Crossover is a configuration in which the pronoun 1s to Ihe icft of the uace of its potential bindn. 
That is. [Q, ... pronoun ... 41. In this configuration the quantifier cannot bind Ihc pronoun in Enplrsh. as In: 
'Who, does hisi mother love I,?. The binding of the pronoun In the subjst position by who IS trnposs~ble 
in English. However, most wambling languager, do not prohibit this configuratton. 



prevalent In languages that allow scrambling, such as German. Hindi. Japanese, and others. 

For a quantifier to bind the pronoun it must be in an A-position. This leads us to conclude 

that fronting of the quantifier must be an A-movement. 

Under the assumption that the bound-variable reading of a pronoun is subject to the 

binding condition, i.e., c-command, and that a quantifier can bind a variable in its scope. 

then quantifier scope is identical to its c-command domain. This makes a prediction that the 

scope of the quantifier is read off of its surface position. Given that the sentence in (164.e) 

has only one quantified expression, we are not in a position to ascertain this prediction. We 

must look at an example which has at least two quantified NPs. Consider (167).15 

(167) Svakog umetnika neka Zena sumnja 

every.Acc a r t i s t .~cc  SOme.NOM W0man.NOM doubts 

da je Marija prevarila. 

that AUX Marija.NOM cheated 

'Some woman doubts that Mary cheated every anist.' 

some woman > every artist *every artist > some woman 

(167) has a quantified NP in the position of the matrix subject which has the potential 

to interact with the fronted quantified NP from the object position of the lower clause. 

However, the fronted quantifier has obligatorily narrow scope with respect to the subject of 

the matrix clause. The only possible reading is the one in which there is a single woman 

that doubts that Mary cheated every artist. The reading in which for every artist there is 

'" repnsenl h e  scope relauons between two quantified exprrssions by '>' sign. The QP on (he left has 
w~der scope than the QP on the right. 



some woman who doubts that Mary cheated him is not available. This means that the 

reconstruction of the movement is necessary. If so. that means that we are dealing with an 

A'-movement, since only A' movements undergo reconstruction. 

But, this conclusion is puzzling given that we have just seen that fronting of the quan- 

tifier to the left of the mamx subject ameliorates Weak Crossover effect. which led us 

to conclude that the quantifier was in an A-position. So. to summarize. on the basis o i  

the example in (164~). we have conflicting results. With nspecf to pronoun binding. the 

fronted position counts as an A-position: with respect to the quantifier scope interaction. 

the fronted position counts as the A' position. 

Another test for A-movement is the idiom chunk test: a pan of an idiom can move to 

an A-position and still preserve the meaning of the idiom. In English. subject-to-subject 

raisingis A-movement. whereas topicalization is A' movement. They differ in the way they 

allow the idiomatic meaning to be preserved: the raising construction has the idiomatic 

meaning, whereas the topicalized version does not. This is shown in (168). Only in (168a) 

is the idiomatic reading preserved. 

(168) a m e  shiti seems [t, to have hit the fan.]] - r a i s i n g  

b. The shit Mary denies has hit the fan. - topicalizat i o n  

We can apply the idiom chunk test to the same set of positions we were concerned 

about in example (164). The idiom we will consider is pobrkari lor~fiie with the literal 

meaning of 'mix the pots', and the idiomatic meaning 'get confused'. The prediction is 

that the A-positions will preserve the idiomatic meaning. whereas the A' positions will nor. 

In (169) I list the iesults. 



(169) a. Petar sumnja da je Marija pobrkala lonfiCe. 

Petar.NOM doubts thal AUX M a r i j a . ~ O ~  mixed po t s .~Cc  

'Petar doubts that Mary got confused.' 

'Petar doubts that Mary mixed the pots.' 

b. Petar sumnja da je Marija lonEiCe pobrkala. 

P~I%.NOM doubts that AVX Marija.NOM pOts.ACC mixed 

? 'Petar doubts that Mary got confused.' 

'Petar doubts that Mary mixed the pots.' 

c. Petar surnnja da je IonfiCe Marija pobrkala. 

Pet%.NOM doubts that AUx pots.ACC Marija.NOM mixed 

"Petar doubts that Mary got confused.' 

'Petar doubts that Mary mixed the pots.' 

d. Petar sumnja IonfiCe da ~e Marija pobrkala. 

Pe1ar . i io~ doubts pots.~CC that A U X  M a r i j a . ~ ~ ~  mixed 

* 'Petar doubts that Mary got confused.' 

'Petar doubts that Mary mixed the pots.' 

e. 'Petar IonfiCe sumnja da ' j e  Marija pobrkala. 

Petar.NOM pots.~CC doubts that AUX Marija.NOM mixed 

*'Petar doubts that Mary got confused.' 

*'Petar doubts that Mary mixed the pots.' 



f. LonEiCe Petar sumnja da je Marija pobrkala. 

pots.~CC Petar.NOM doubts that AUX Marija.~OM mixed 

* 'Pew doubts that Mary got confused.' 

'Petar doubts that Mary mixed the pots.' 

The sentence in (169a) has the direct object in its canonical position, following the 

verb. With the direct object in this position. the sentence has two readings: the literal 

reading and an idiomatic reading. (169b) has h e  direct object immediately preceding the 

verb, and the judgment about the idiomatic reading is very insecure. it fades in and out for 

me and my informants, and hence the question mark. The judgments for a11 the test of the 

sentences are very clear. they only have the literal meaning. (169e) is ungrammatical on 

both readings because long-distance scrambling is just not very good in Serbo-Croatian. 

although judgments may vary. What this test shows us then is that except for the lower 

VP adjunction position. for which the judgments can go either way. all the positions are A' 

positions. 

Another well-known test for A' positions IS the parasitic gap test. A parasitic gap 

(pg) is a consuuction which involves a gap bound by a filler of another gap. as in (170). 

Parasitic gaps are only licensed when the filler is in an A' position. Serbo-Croatian also 

has the parasitic gap con~ t ruc t ion ,~~  and thus we can use i t  to test the positions that 3llow 

adjunction. 

(170) Whati did you file t, without reading pg, 

t6Parasiric gaps an marginal in Sabo-Croatian in a similar way to English. Some informanu invariably 
inxna mumptivepronoun in the position of the parasll1c gap. whereas others accept parasltic gap con. 
srmctions without a problem. 
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(171) a. *Marija surnnja da je Petar pojeo jabuku, 

Marija.NOM doubts that AUX P ~ ~ Z . N O M  ate.PERF a p p \ e . ~ ~ C  

a da nije oprao. 

but that not.AuX washed.PE~F. 

'Mary doubts that Petaf ate the apple without having washed it.' 

b. Marija surnnja da je Petar jabuku pojeo. 

Marija.~OM doubts that AUX PetX.NOM apple.~CC ate.PERF 

a da nije oprao. 

but that llOt.AUX washed.PERF. 

'Mary doubts that Petar ate the apple without having washed it.' 

c. Marija sumnja da je jabuku Petar pojeo. 

Marija.NOM doubts that A U X  app\e.ACC PetX.NOM ate.PERF 

a da nije oprao. 

but that not.Aux washed.PE~F. 

'Mary doubts that Petar ate the apple without having washed it. 

d. Marija surnnja jabuku da je Petar pojeo. 

Marija.NOM doubts apple.ACC that AUX P e t a r . ~ ~ ~  ate.PERF 

a da nije oprao. 

but that not.AuX washed.PERF. 

'Mary doubts that Petar ate the apple without having washed it.' 



e. ?Marija jabuku sumnja da je Petar pojeo. 

Marija.NOM apple.~CC doubts that Aux Petar.h'ohi ate.PERF 

a da nije oprao. 

but that not.AUX washed.PE~~ 

'Mary doubts that P e w  ate the apple without having washed it.' 

f. Jabuku Marija sumnja da je Pem pojeo. 

apple.~CC Marija~OM doubts that AUX P e t a r . ~ ~ ~  ate.PERF 

a da nije oprao. 

but that not.AUX washed.~ERF. 

'Mary doubts that Petar ate the apple without having washed it.' 

Sentences in (171) show that it is possible to have a parasitic gap in the adjunct clause 

only when the direct object is not in its canonical position. So. (171a) is ungrmmatical 

because the parasitic gap in the adjunct clause cannot be licensed by the direct object in 

the A-position. The sentence in (171b-0 are markedly better since the direct object is 

not in its canonical position. Under the assumption that parasitic gaps arc only licensed 

from A' positions (see inter alia Engdahl. 1983: Cinque. 1990). this mrms that the relevmr 

adjoined positions must be A' positions. The parasitic gap tea and the idiom chunk test 

provide consistent results with respect to all positions. There is a minor discrepancy for the 

adjunction to the lower VP position. Whereas the judgments about the idiomatic meaning 

are not very clear, the judgments about the parasitic gap are much sharper." 

"Although rhtw judgments reflect only discrete distinctions between grammaucal and ungmmattcal. I[ 

would be more accurate to say that thue is a gradation of judgments. Wh~le the intermediate positions arc 



The results of our tests are summarized in Table 4.2. The tests converge on the follow- 

tng fact: positions outside the minimal IP behave as A' positions; whereas positions within 

the minimal IP behave as  A-positions. This is similar to Japanese as argued by Miyagawa 

( 1997). There seems to be a difficulty assessing the properties of positions at the bound- 

aries. The judgments are not secure. For example, idiomatic meanings are sensitive to the 

VP boundary. whereas anaphoric binding is sensitive to CP boundary. This situation seems 

to point out that non-canonical positions do not have absolute properties but are relative to 

a purpose for which they are evaluated, such as binding, scope, or idiomatic collocations. 

The fact that is relevant for the purpose of focus projection, to be discussed in Chapter 5, 

is the fact that (lower) VP-adjoined position has properties of an A-position, or argument 

position. We will use this fact. as supporting evidence to argue that VP internal arguments 

can be base-generated in either order. 

Together with the canonical ordering and the summary in Table 4.2, we have only 

investigated three types of word order: SVO.'SOV, OSV. In order to examine the full range 

of possibilities of constituent ordering in ~e rbo -~ roa t i an  monotransitive clauses, we still 

need lo discern the patterns and structures for VSO, VOS, and OVS orderings.lS For this 

purpose we will only look at the idiom chunk test. and the parasitic gap test. We first look 

at the idiom test. 

acceptable in comparison to the canonical argument position. which is clearly not. the left-most position 
(fronting to the matrix IP) is also clearly better than the intermediate positions. The cumnt theory has no 
way of dealing with this type of differences in judgments. 

"The number of poss~ble patterns of constituent ordering grows exponentially by increasing the number of 
constilucnts. We will look at divansitive clauses in chapter 5. 



Table 4.2: Summary of the test results. The positions indicate the movement landing site. 
n e  A vs. A' distinction shows the propenies a panicular posidon has with 
respect to the applied test. 

(172) a. Marija surnnja da j r  pobrkao Prtar lonfii.e. 

Marija.~oM doubts that AUX mix Petar.soM pots.;\cc 

'Marija doubts that Petar mixed the pors.' 

*'Marija doubts that Petar got confused.' 

b. Marija sumnja da je pobrkao lonfiie Pctar. 

Marija.NOM doubts that AUX mix p o t s . ~ c c  PC(~K.NOM 

'Marija doubts that Petar mixed the pors.' 

?'Marija doubts that Petar got confused.' 



c. Marija sumnja da je IonfiCe pobrkao Petar. 

Marija.NOM doubts that A U X  p o t s . ~ c c  mix P e t a r . ~ ~ ~  

'Marija doubts that Petar mixed the pots.' 

?'Marija doubts that Petar got confused.' 

d. Marija sumnja IonfiCe da je pobrkao Petar. 

Marija.NOM doubts pow.ACC that AUX mix Petar.NO~ 

'Marija doubts that Petar mixed the pots.' 

"Marija doubts that Petar got confused.' 

e. 'Marija Ionfife sumnja da je pobrkao Petar. 

M a r i j a . N ~ ~   pots.^^^ doubts that AUX mix ktar.NOM 

''Marija doubts that Petar mixed the pots.' 

"Marija doubts chat Petar got confused.' 

f. Lonfife Marija sumnja da: je pobrkao Petar. 

Marija.NOM pots.~CC doubts that AUX mix Pe ta r .No~  

'Marija doubts that Petar mixed the pots.' 

''Marija doubts that Petar got confused.' 

The word orders in (172) complete the inventory of possible permutations of major 

clausal constituents in a monotransitive clause. In (172). we have the remaining patterns: 

VSO. VOS, and OVS. The crucial point to notice is that in all of them, the verb precedes 

the ~ u b j e c t . ' ~  As the coding of the translations show, the idiomatic readings are impossible 

'"These word orders are very marked. They require special conlextualizauon if lhey were to occur either 
as a subordinate or a main clause. Verb-initial main clauses an often found at the beginnings of a story 
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to get in most of the examples. 'There are only two in which it is possible to consuue the 

idiomatic meaning; in both cases. the idiomatic reading is possible only if the utterance 

counts as a repetition of a previous utterance which established the idiomatic meaning. 

Thus, adjacency between the verb and its complement is essential for idiom preservation. 

We now move to the parasitic gap test. 

(173) a *Marija sumnja da je pojeo Petar jabuku. 

Marija.NOM doubts that AUX ate Petar.NOM apple.~CC 

a da nije oprao. 

and that not.Aux washed 

'Mary doubts that Petar ate an apple wilhout washing it.' 

b. ?*Marija sumnja da je pojeo jabuku Petu. 

Marija.~OM doubts that A U X  ate apple .~Cc Petac.so>~ 

a da nije oprao. 

and that n0t.AUX washed 

'Mary doubts that Pctar ate an apple without washinn it.' 

felling or a joke. Verb-initial subordinate clauses we morc likely to occur as rcpritions of a prcv~ous 
utterance. 



c. ?*Marija sumnja da je jabuku pojeo Petar, 

Marija.NOM doubts that AUX apple.AcC ate Petar.NOM 

a da nije oprao. 

and that not.Aux washed 

'Mary doubts that Petar ate an apple without washing it.' 

d. '?*Marija sumnja jabuku da je pojeo Pew. 

Marija.NOM doubts a p p l e . ~ c c  that A U X  ate P e t a r . ~ ~ ~  

da nijr oprao. 

and that nOt.AUX washed 

'Mary doubts that Petar ate an apple without washing it.' 

r .  ?*Marija jabuku surnnja da je pojeo Petar. 

Marija.NO~ appir .~CC doubts that A U X  are P e t a r . ~ o ~  

a da nijr oprao. 

and that n0t.AUX washed 

'Mary doubts that Petar ate an apple without washing it.' 

f .  ?*Jabuku Marija surnnja da je pojeo Petar, 

apple.Acc M w i j a . ~ ~ ~  doubts that AUX ate Petar.NOM 

a da nije oprao. 

and that n o t . ~ v x  washed 

:Mary doubts that Petar ate an apple without washing it.' 



A note on the above sentences in (173) is in order. They seem to work only if the 

prominence is on the verb in the embedded clause. If the prominence falls on the subject. 

as it does in the neutral intonation pattern. the subject is in focus. and the senrsnces are 

pragmatically odd. %is makes it difficult to judge whether the parasitic gap construction 

is good. since the two clauses seem to have incongruent information structures. Putting 

prominence on the verb improves the pragmatic condition on the relevance of the adjunct 

clause, since the focus in the adjunct clause is on the verb as well. That is. the pragmatic 

condition on the adjunct clause containing the parasitic gap seems to be focus parallelism 

with the main clause. Once we control for this variable, the '?" sentences. (173b-0, im- 

prove showing that the parasitic gap is licensed in the adjunct clause. This suggesls that 

the landing site of the direct object must be an A' position. 

The two tests we have considered for VS orders above strongly suggest tha! the direct 

object occun in an A-position only when it is positioned after the subject. All the other 

positions seem to be A' positions. We will see in Chapter 5 that OV structures. where 

0 and V are suing adjacent. allow focus projection: for the purpose of accounting for 

focus projection facts it is preferable to allow these srructures ro function as de facto base 

generated. 

Verb initial structures can be generated by adopting the VP-subject-internal hyporhesis. 

allowing the subject to stay in situ. while the verb moves to the left. This analysis assumes 

the following structure of a main clause: 



I 
nominative 

V NP 
I I 
I, accusative 

In order to provide a unified structural analysis for all the possible word orders, move- 

ment has to be optional, or driven by some, yet undiscovered. principle(s). Scrambling has 

been linked to focus in a number of languages: Japanese (Miyagawa, 1997). Spanish (Zu- 

bizarreta. 1998). Hungarian (Kiss. 1995). Catalan (Vallduvi, 1992). Hindi (Kidwai, 2000). 

ctc. Focus cannot be analyzed to motivate d l  movement in Serbo-Croatian, because, as I 

have shown in Chapter 3, prosodic prominence can be placed on any constituent in a sen- 

tence, even for sentences with a scrambled word order. making the prominent constituent 

be interpreted as focused. Focus could be considered to motivate movement only in neutral 

prosodic conditions, where the prominence is at the edge of the phrase. In this condition 

there are two possible ways to look at scrambling: (i) either the focused syntactic unit 

moves to align with the right edge and thus receive prosodic prominence. or (ii) the non- 

focused constituents move away from the right edge to avoid being prominent and thus 

in focus. -2ubizarreta (1998) and Vallduvi (1992) argue that Spanish and Catalan word 

order favors the second alternadve, i.e.. moving out of focus. German scrambling is also 



assumed to operate in terms of avoiding focus. However. Kiss ( 1995) and Kidwai (2000) 

argue that in Hungarian and Hindi, scrambling is in the function of the first alternative, i.e. 

focusing. In Chapter 5, 1 will argue that scrambling under the neutral intonation pattern 

can be viewed as moving out of focus. However, under non-neutral prosodic condirions. 

scrambling must be thought of in service of other types of discourse functions. such as 

cohesiveness between unerances and centering (see Grosz and Sidner. 1986). 

4.33 Scrambling or Topicalization? 

Permutation of clausal constituents in languages that allow this operation. Japanese. Hindi. 

Korean, Hungarian, Russian, German, etc., has been analyzed as scrambling. A number 

of languages. such as English, that do not allow scrambling, do allow sentence preposing 

of clausal constituents. This operation, known as topicalization. is thought of as k i n g  dif- 

ferent from scrambling. In the previous section we have looked at constituent permutation 

in somewhat pretheoretical terms in the sense that we were not tryins to discern whether 

different orderings of clausal constituenls are the result of scrambling or topicalization. In- 

stead, we have treated the structures with non-canonical constituent order as simply derived 

from the canonical structures by a movement operation. In this section we will address the 

question of whether there is a single movement operation. or whether there may be different 

types of movement operations. 

Following Ross (1967). scrambling is often thought of as being clause bounded. ?hat 

is, constituent permutation is allowed only within the constituent's clause. Thus, only 

adjunctions to the VP and IP within the clause count as scrambling. German is a language 

that can be used to illustrate this point, shown in (175). 



( 17 5 )  examples from Grewendorf and Stemefeld (1990) 

a. daO den Max jeder kennt. 

that ART.ACC Max everyone knows 

'that everyone knows Max.' 

b. *weil den Max ich glaube daO jeder kennt. 

because ART.ACC Max 1 believe that everyone knows 

'because I believe that everyone knows Max.' 

(175b) is ungrammatical because the direct object of the embedded clause, den Mar, has 

been moved outside its clause. The direct object, however, can be moved from its canonical 

position within the same clause, as the grammaticality of (175a) proves. 

In the previous section, we have seen that in Serbo-Croatian, this is not the case: con- 

stituents from a lower clause can occur in a higher clause. If scrambling is clause bound, 

then adjunctions to CP, and other nodes in a higher clause must be of adifferent nature. Are 

there any propenies that could distinguish these two types of positions. and thus justify a 

distinction between movements of different boundedness? In what follows I discuss some 

tests that have been used to distinguish the two, and conclude that Serbo-Croatian does not 

provide compelling evidence for the distinction. 

We have seen that all positions, except the canonical one, license parasitic gaps. There- 

fore this test does not discriminate between scrambling and topicalization. The same is 

true of weak crossover amelioration. The idiom chunk test seems to show some sensitivity 

to internal to the clause vs. external to the clause, although the judgments are not sharp 

enough to be reliable. The only test that seems to favor clause boundedness distinction is 

anaphor binding. 



Some other generalizations about scrambling discussed by Grewendorf and Sterne- 

feld (1990) include the claim that scrambling cannot apply to wh-phrases nor to focused 

phrases. However, neither of these claims are uue of Serbo-Croatian. We have already seen 

that a focused verb can be in its non-canonical postion, and chis is also true of any other 

constituent, as we will see in Chapter 5. As far as wh-phrases are concerned. I believe 

that the fact that fronted wh-phrases can occur in any order (as we have shown earlier. i.e.. 

there is no superiority effect) serves as evidence that they can be scrambled. This point 

can be further amplified by the examples in (176) which show that any ordering of the 

wh-elements is acceptable. 

(176) a. KO kome Sta gde daje? 

W ~ O . N O M  w h o . 0 ~ ~  who.~Cc where gives 

'Who is giving what to whom where? 

b. Kome Sta ko gde daje? 

W~O.DAT who.~Cc w h o . ~ o ~  where gives 

c. Gde kome Sta ko daje? 

when W~O.DAT W~O.ACC W ~ O . N O M  gives 

d. Sta kome ko gde daje? 

e. Sta ko kome gde daje? 

f. Kome ko gde Sta daje? 



Many more permutations of the wh-phrases are possible in (176). Their ordering affects 

[he realization of the multiple foci in the answer, and hence has a pragmatic function. but 

syntactically their position is nor constrained. 

4.3.4 Serbo-Croatian Clause Structure 

On the basis of the discussion of the previous sections we can arrive at the structural repre- 

sentation of a Serbo-Croatian clause. We have some evidence that there is a VP and'if we 

adopt some of the standard syntactic assumptions about the relationship between structure 

and binding facts then we can also assume a configurational structure within the VP. We 

have seen that in order to derive VS word orders, the simplest assumption is to adopt the 

subject-internal VP hypothesis. Hence, I propose that some of the constituent orderings can 

be represented as the foltowing S-structures. Only SVO is base-generated. Other orderings 

are derived by movement. We will see in chapter 5 that based on the focus projection facts 

these same orderings may need to have different structures. 



svo sov OSV 

.' \ 

NP V' 

' A  nom i , 
v NP 

I 
acc 

OVS 

I 
norn , 

v ljp 
I I 

VSO 

(181) IP 

NP V' 
I 

nom 
V NP 
I I 

t k  acc 

I 
BCC) 

NP V' 
I 

nom 
V NP 
I I 

I k  I] 



The representations in ( 177H 182) involve a minimal set of assumptions: VP subject- 

internal hypothesis, adjunction to a maximal projection, specifier substitution, and V- 

movemen[ to I .  Crucially. rhese representations do not assume Case-driven movement. 

rather the movement is discourse driven, as we will see in chapter 5. 

4.4 Summary 

In this chapter I have argued for a configurational structure of Serbo-Croatian at the level 

of the clause, based on ( i )  syntactic evidence for VP and (ii) subjectlobject asymmetries. 

Based on adverb placement, there was some evidence for a configurational structure of the 

VP. However, the data are compatible with a hierarchical structure if adverb placement is 

restricted to a maximal projection. rather tban a V'. 

The relative freedom of constituent ordering has been presented as a difference be- 

tween a canonical structure and non-canonical structures derived by movement opera- 

tions."' There seems to be little evidence for differentiation of the movement operations 

involved in deriving non-canonical structures, although their result may have different con- 

sequences relative to different properties relevant for interpretation. For example, inter- 

pretation of idioms may be sensitive to the proximity of the predicate and i u  argument. 

hence long-distance movement of the argument will break the idiomatic connection. This 

1s also true for anaphor binding. However, parasitic gaps do not seem to be sensitive to 

[he distance of the filler. Hence. sensitivity ro distance seems to be the property of the 

"The nlovcmcnt metaphor IS ~ntended as a reswch tool and not as a claim about the psychological reality 
of syntacuc represenwtlon. The general~zalions gathered under this conceptualization of tk grammar 
should be useful for any modeling of syntactic structure. 



testing consuuction. rather than a property of the constituent permutation operation. These 

interpretative properties of different types of movement are often tied to the A vs A' dis- 

tinction between the syntactic positions. Using the A vs. A' cnrerion. we have seen thar 

one and the same position can have both propenies, depending on the test applied. This 

result is familiar from other scrambling languages. such as German. Hindi. Japanese. etc. 

(see Webelhuth. 1989; Mahajan, 1990: Miyagawa 1997, respectively). 

Traditional labels, such as scrambling and topicalization. may be convenient as a shon- 

cut description of the distance accrued between the expression and its thematic relation 

site; scrambling being involved in shon distance (clause ~nternal) and topicalization as 

long distance (clause external) relations. However. as far as Serb-Croatain is concerned. 

these tenns do not seem to describe different syntactic operations. There are different con- 

sequences, both syntactic. semantic and pragmatic. correlaling with differenr "len_erh" of 

displacement. but they do not seem to provide evidence for different types of syntactic 

operations involved in constituent permutation. 

This investigation of the syntactic propenies of Serbo-Croatian serves the purpox of 

providing some background for the investigation of the positional focus and its conse- 

quences for focus projection. The two main results of this chapter [hat will be relevant 

for the investigation of focus projection is the evidence that rhere I S  3 syntactic reflex of 

the subjectlpredicate distinction. and that VP adjoined position functions as an A position 

according to all of the tests. The evidence for VP will allow us to assume that ~n addition to 

NP scrambling, a VP can be scrambled as well. The indication thar V P  ad~o~ned pos~~ion 

counts as an A position will be used as a supporting argument for suggesting thar 



V-internal arguments can be be treated as base-generated in either order. This treat- 

ment ofobject scrambling is similar to the analysis of object scrambling in Dutch given in 

Neeleman and Reinhan ( 1  998). 



CHAPTER 5 

FOCUS AND FOCUS PROJECTION IN SERBO-CROATIAN 

5.1 Introduction 

In this chapter I present the focus projection facts in Serbo-Croatian under two types of 

prosodic patterns: neutral and non-neutral (or emotive). Given that there are two types of 

constituent orderings. as we saw in Chapter 4. canonical and scrambled. there are four types 

of conditions to be examined. shown in Table 5.1. The main empirical issue addressed in 

mis chapter is the presence versus absence of focus projection in different word orders 

under different intonation patterns. I show that the ability of focus to project depends both 

on word order and on the type of intonation used. 

Table 5.1: Possible combinations of word order type and intonation type 

Intonation 

neutral intonation 

emotive intonation 

1 
Word Order  

canonical 

A: full projection 

C: limited projection 

scrambled 

B: limited projection 

D: limited projection 



I will show that full focus projection, focus projection up to the sentence (propositional) 

level (i.e. the extended focus projection in the sense of Gussenhoven (1999)) is possible 

only in condition A. In all other conditions, i.e. B, C. and D, only a limited (i.e. the 

restricted focus projection in the sense of Gussenhoven (1999)) focus projection is possible. 

That is, in all other conditions. the broadest constituent that can be focused is a constituent 

denoting a predicate. 

The main theoretical question addressed in this chapter is: What kind of theory of focus 

projection and what kind of theory of syntactic structure (involving scrambling) predicts 

these facrs about focus projection? As far as the theory of focus projection is concerned. 

1 will argue that a theory of focus projection sensitive to argument structure. such as that 

of Selkirk (1984. 1995) and Rochemont (1986. 1998). is needed. since generally neither 

adjuncts nor transitive or unergative subjects are able to project focus onto the verb. 

As far as the theory of focus projection is concerned, in my proposal I assume that the 

focus domain is a syntactic constituent and: I take the SelkirklRochemont Focus Projection 

Algorithm (SFPA), presented in Chapter 2, a s  a starting point. 1 show that unmodified, the 

SFPA has shortcomings in accounting for the data in Serbo-Croatian. I will argue for the 

following modifications: (i) limiting focus projection up to the VP node, (ii) removing the 

sensitivity to traces for the purpose of focus projection, (iii) allowing subjects and indi- 

rect objects to be F-marked if the verb is. (iv) postulating a distinction between inherited 

F-markers and F-markers directly acquired through prosodic prominence, (v) allowing the 

verb lo project F-marking only if i t  has inherited the F-marking, and (vi) allowing sensitiv- 

ity to semantic type of the verbs and their complements. 



As far as the syntactic structures of different word orders are concerned. the structures 

of scrambled sentences need to encode two propenies: (i) the right constituenrs for focus 

interpretation and (ii) the right constituent arrangement for encoding adjacency between 

the constituent containing the focus exponent and the verb. I will show that. under the 

standard set of syntactic assumptions where scrambling is leftward adjunction to XP. the 

structures needed for the interpretation of focus and the adjacency requirement in scram- 

bled sentences under emotive intonation patterns are unavailable. If we relax the syntactic 

assumptions regarding scrambling and obtain the correct structures for the purpose of in- 

terpreting focus, the structures needed for the interpretation of focus are incompatible with 

the structures needed for the interpretation of quantifier scope and quantificational binding. 

I show that even though the adjacency constraint on focus projection from a scrambled 

internal argument onto the verb can be encoded as a specifier-head agreement within a 

functional projection FocusP analysis. on such an account there are srill interpretive prob- 

lems for the focus domain. The price of adopting [he functional projection FocusP is that 

the focus domain under this analysis is not a syntactic constituent. This consequence of 

the spec-head agreement analysis significantly complicates the semantic intcrpretarion of 

focus and in the end makes it undesirable. 

Although some important issues will remain undecided. the picrure that emerges is that 

of a theory of focus in which word order and intonation have significant but complemmtxy 

roles to play. If our guiding assumption in the semantic interpretation of focus is that 

focus is a syntactic constituent, as many theories of focus interpretation suppose (Rooth. 

1992; Roberts. 1996; Kadmon. 2000) then our assumptions about syntactic srnrcrurcs in 



scrambling languages must take focus domains into account when arguing for a syntactic 

representation of non-canonical word orders 

The chapter is organized as follows. Section 2 defines the prosodic patterns to be con- 

sidered. Section 3 discusses constraints on focus projection in Serbo-Croatian: (i) word 

order and predicate valency, (ii) argumenthood. and (iii) the semantic type of the con- 

stituent containing the focus exponent. These constraints are byed on the potential focus 

domains in different prosodic conditions of six types of syntactic environments: hono- 

transitive, ditransitive, and four types of intransitive sentences involving: unergative, unac- 

cusative. stage-level, and individual-level predicates. Section 4 discusses the ramifications 

of the constraints on focus projection in Serbo-Croatian for the English-based SFPA and 

proposes necessary modifications in accordance with the syntax of scrambling. 

5.2 Preliminaries: Neutral vs. Emotive Prosodic Patterns 

52.1 Neutral Prosody 

By a neutral prosodic pattern in a declarative utterance I mean the default late phrase accent 

placement, that is. an utterance in which the phrase accent occurs on the rightmost (final) 

content word in the sentence, as discussed in Chapter 3. We will only consider the L- 

phrase accent in this study. The pragmatic functions and the focus projection properties 

of other phrase accents discussed in Chapter 3 are beyond the scope of this dissertation. 

There are several reasons why we will only deal with the L- phrase accent. First, the L- 

accenr occurs in assertions. such as declarative statements, for which we have a semantic 

and pragmatic analysis of analogous counterpans in English and other languages; second, 



other phrase accent types are used in contexts such as questions. continuations. vocative 

chants, uncertainty, etc. which require additional pragmatic analysis; third. it is not entirely 

clear that other phrase accents allow focus ambiguity beyond the minimal XP containing 

the focus exponent. Thus the L- phrase accent is an ideal candidate as a s w i n g  point in 

exploring focus projection in Serbo-Croatian. 

In keeping with the discussion in Chapter 3 1 will assume that from the phonological 

point of view, the focus exponent could be identified nor with the word containing the pitch 

accent, as in English, but rather with the word realizing the L- phrase accent,' since pitch 

accents in Serbo-Croatian are lexical rather than posr-lexical as in English. The L- phrase 

accent occurs on the right-most phonological word in the intonational phrase. which is the 

right-most constituent within the sentence. 

5.22 Non-neutral (Emotive) Prosodic Patterns 

By a non-neutral prosodic pattern I mean non-final phrase-accent placement. Thar is. a 

L- phrase accent placement that does not coincide with the righunost (final) constituent. 

To show the difference between the neutral and the emotive intonation patterns. I here re- 

peat two figures from Chapter 3. The neuml intonation pattern. where the phrase accent 

placement is rightmost, is illustrated in Figure 5.1. The same sentence under the emotive 

intonation pattern with the phrase accent on the penultimate phonological word is illus- 

rrated in Figure 5.2. 

'Even though the focus exponent is identified with h e  word containing a pitch accent In English. lt IS 

possible m vim the focus exponent in even English as tied lo the phrase accent because !he nuclear piuh 
accent is the pitch accent that immediately precedes the phrase acccnt. In other words. In both lanpuagca. 
the focus exponent is related to the phrase accent 



Figure 5.1: Jefenu daje Mari j i  limun 'Jeiena is giving Mary a lemon.' 

Figure 5.2: Jrlerru rluje MARIII limwi 'Jelena is giving MARY a lemon.' 

I will adopt a convention of marking these prosodic patterns in the following way: the 

neuual intonation pattern will be unmarked, whereas the non-neuual intonation pattern 

will be indicated by capitalization of the prominent word in the text, and by underlining the 

constituent in the symbolic linear representation of the ordering. That is, SVO will stand 

for a neuual intonation rendering of a monouansitive sentence. where as SVO will stand 



for a non-neuual rendering of the same type of a sentence, where the prominence IS on the 

subject. 

53 Constraints on Focus Projection in Serbo-Croatian 

53.1 Word Order and Internal vs. External Argument Distinction 

This section will establish the following descriptive generalizations concerning focus pr* 

jection: (i) focus projection up to the sentence level is possible only in canonical orderings 

of nominal arguments under neutral intonation. (ii) subjects and verbs do no[ project f e  

cus. (iii) a scrambled internal argument can project focus onto its selecting head only if rhe 

argument and its head are adjacent. 

'The Focus domain"is that portion of an unerance which corresponds to 3 direct ans\vzr 

to a wh-question. As we have seen in chapter 2. the size of [he focus domain can \.ary irotn 

a subpart of a sentence (narrow focus) to the whole srnrence (broadest focus). 

53.1.1 Monotransitive Predicates 

We start with a monotransitive sentence. That is, a S(ubject)V(erb)O(bjcct) structure. In 

order to examine possible focus domains of a monouansitive sentence. we will consider all 

of the logically possible constituent orderings of this sentence type. Given that this type of 

sentence has three major constituents (auxiliaries are excluded because they are ciitics and 

can occur only in the "second position"), the number of possible orderings is six. We will 

see that canonical ordering of the NP arguments in a rnonouansitive sentence is a necessary 

condition for a sentence-broad focus and focus ambiguity. The verb can occupy either the 



initial or the medial position, but it cannot occur in the final position. We first consider 

different constituent orderings under neutral prosody. 

In Serbo-Croatian, when conveying an all-new Sentence-focus, neutral prosody re- 

quires a canonical ordering of NP arguments with the verb either preceding or immediately 

following the subject. Any other order does not produce an all-new broad focus utterance. 

This is shown in (183). 

(183) a. What's new? 

b. Jelena je kupila kompjuter. 

Jelena.NOM AUX bought computer.ACC 

'Jelena bought a computer.' 

svo 

c. #Jelena je kompjuter kupila. SOV 

Jelena.NOM AUX computer.ACC bought 

'Jelena bought a computer.' .. 

d. #Kornpjuter je kupila Jelena. 

cornputer.AcC AUX bought J e l e n a . ~ O ~  

'Jelena bought a computer.' 

'A computer was bought by Jelena.' 

OVS 

e. #Kompjuter je Jelena kupila. OSV 

computer.ACC A U X  Jelena.NoM bought 

'Jelena bought a computer.' 



f. #Kupila je kompjuter Jelena. VOS 

bought A u x  computer.ACC Jelena.~OM 

'Jelena bought a computer.' 

g. Kupila je Jelena kompjuter. VSO 

bought AUX JelenaNOM computer.ncc 

'Jelena bought a computer.' 

As we see from the acceplability of different word orders in (183). only two of the six 

possible constituent orderings under neutral intonation can be accepted in the so-called out- 

of-the-blue contexts. often assumed to be elicited by the question such as "What's new?" 

The unacceptable versions of (183), marked "R', are inappropriate in the given context 

because they all are interpreted as having foci narrower than the sentence. All of them allow 

the possibility of narrow focus on the final constituen~, which bzm the sentence accent (the 

L- phrase accent). We will consider contexts in which these orders x e  acceptable below. 

In addition to effectively communicating sentence broad focus interpretation. (183b) 

is also ambiguous. It can be an answer to two other (implicit) questions shown in (184). 

Explicit questions ordinarily would involve additional means of anention signaling in dis- 

course such as pronominalization. The content word used in an explicit question would not 

be repeated in the answer but would be most commonly pronominalized either as a clitic 

pronoun or a full non-prominent pronoun. That is. a speaker would tend to use an inher- 

ently non prominence-bearing element - a fairly common strategy of withdraw~ng attention 

and signalling coreference. However, for the purpose of illustrating quesdon/answer con- 

gruence in this dissenation, I will use non-pronominalized versions of sentences that serve 

as answers. 
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( 184) a. What did Jelena do? 

b. What did Jelena buy? 

c. Jelena je kupila kompjuter. SVO=(183b) 

Jelena.lr '0~ aux bought computer.ACC 

'Jelena bought a computer.' 

d. Kupila je kompjuter. VO 

bought AUX compurer.Acc 

'(She) bought a computer.' 

So, the additional questions in (184) show that ( 1 8 4 ~ )  is congruent with a question 

eliciting Sentence-focus. VP-focus, or 0-focus (direct object focus); (184). a pm-drop 

version of (183b). is compatible a question eliciting VP-focus or 0-focus. This shows that 

SVO ordering under neutral intonation is three-way ambiguous with respect to focus, just 

like its English counterpart wirh the nuclear accent on the direct object. 

We now proceed to consider the sentences that were marked as inappropriate in the 

context that required Sentence-focus. We'll look at each sentence in turn, determining their 

focus structure by considering implicit questions which they are congruent with. Consider 

the verb-final orderings. i.e.. the SOV and the OSV counterpans of (183b). Note that both 

questions (a) and (b) in ( 1  85) elicit narrow focus on the verb. 

( 185) a. What did Jelena do with the computer? 

b. Did Jelena RENT a computer? 



c. (Ne.) Jelena je kompjuter kupila. SOV=( 183c) 

(no,) Jelena.NOM AUX cornputer.ACC bought 

'(No.) Jelena bought the computer.' 

d. Kompjuter je Jelena kupila. 

computer.Acc AUX Je lena.No~ bought 

'Jelena bought a computer.' 

Both of these sentences are congruent with the question eliciting narrow focus on the 

verb. Neither of them allows a VP focus interpretation. as shown in (186). What the 

sentences have in common is that they are both verb-final. 

( 186) a What did Jelena do? 

b. #Jelena je kompjuter kupila. SOV=( 1 8 3 ~ )  

J e l e n a . ~ ~ ~  AUX computer.ACC bought 

'Jelena bought the computer.' 

c. #Kompjuter je Jelena kupila. 

COtIIpUter.ACC AUX Jelena.NO~ bought 

'Jelena bought a computer.' 

The inappropriateness of (186b) and ( 1 8 6 ~ )  in answering a question which 1s eliciting 3 VP 

focus shows that with neutral intonation V-final structures do not allow VP focus. Thus. 

under neutral intonation, verb-final monouansitive structures are comparible only wirh m 

interpretation of narrow focus bn the verb. In orher words, the F-marking on the V due to 

prosodic prominence of final position cannot project focus above the V. 



The next two structures to examine are OVS, and VOS, presented in (187). Both of 

these are able to function as answers to the (implicit) question eliciting narrow focus on 

the subject. as shown in (1 87); and neither of them can function as an answer to aquestion 

eliciting VP focus or Sentence focus, as indicated by "W' in (188). 

(187) a. Who bought the computer? 

b. Kompjuter je kupila Jelena. OVS=( 183bd) 

computer.ACC AUX bought J e l e n a . ~ O ~  

'Jelena (L-) bought the computer.' 

.c. Kupila je kompjuter Jelena. VOS=(183bf) 

bought AUX CDmpUter.ACC Jelena.NOM 

'Jelena (L-) bought a computer.' 

(188) a. What did Jelena do? 

b. What did Jelena do with the computer? 

c. #Kompjuter je kupila Jelena. OVS=(183bd) 

computer.ACC AUX bought Jelena.NOM 

'Jelena (L-) bought the computer.' 

d. #Kupila je kompjuter Jelena. VOS=( 183bf) 

bought A U X  computer.ACC J e l e n a . ~ O ~  

'Jelena (L-) bought a computer.' 

The sentences in (188) show that S-final structures cannot be used as answers expecting 

V P  or V focus. This means that prominent subjects are not able to project focus onto the 

verb. 



There are two more examples left to consider, shown in (189). Both involve puttine rhe 

d i a  object in final position. One of them is the canonical constituent ordering, i.e. SVO. 

which we have already considered, and the other is the VSO structure. 

(189) a What happened? 

b. What did Jelena buy? 

c. What did Jelena do? 

d. Jelena je kupila kompjuter. SVO=( 183b) 

JelenaNOM AUX bought computer.~CC 

'Jelena bought the computer.' 

e. What happened? 

f. What did Jelena buy? 

g. What did Jelena do? 

h. Who bought what? 

i. Kupila jt: Jelena kompjuter. VSO=(183g) 

bought AUX Jelena.NOM cornputer.Acc 

'Jelena bought a computer.' 

The fact that VSO structures are also ambiguous with respect to focus is interesting be- 

cause it shows two things about focus and word order. First. i r  shows that ir  is the orderinn 



of nom~nal arguments w i ~ h  respect to each other that is relevant for focus projection. Sec- 

ond. I t  shows that as long as the verb is not in a prominent position, i.e., the final position, 

its placement is irrelevant for focus projection.' 

In addition to allowing the same set of focus domains as SVO order, V S O  ordering 

also allows the so-called double-focus interpretation, that is. the interpretation in which the 

subject and the direct object (but nothing else) are focused. These types of focus structures 

are elicited with multiple wh-questions, as in English example (190). 

(I 90) a. Who kissed who? 

b. p[SUE] kissed F[LESLIE] 

1 note this possibility here because we will see that a similar option also exists in diuan- 

sitive structures for subjects and indirect objects. However, 1 will not attempt to account for 

with these case in this thesis. These double-focus possibilities occur only in neutral into- 

nation patterns but never in the emotive intowtion patterns we are considering here. They 

also differ from those cases in which double focus is marked with H- phrase accent and 

DcH boundary tone, as discussed in Chapter 3. Under our view of focus projection, multiple 

foci with a single focus exponent are not permitted (see the discussion on page 32). The 

possibility that such configurations exist needs to be checked for prosodic ambiguity in a 

controlled experiment. but 1 will ignore them for the purpose of this study 

'It seems wonh mentioning rhar according to Holloway-King (1995). Russian also allows broad foeus in 
VSO structures. She also claims that in terms of the syntactic criteria, VSO is also the default smcturc 
for Russian. According to Holloway-King. SVO orders involve topicalized subjects. which arc the most 
common utterances due to properties of most d'iourse typa aad not due to grammar. In ber 
VSO is tP default order generated by the grammar. She assumes the VP-internal subject hypothesis for 
Russian. and obligatory V-movement to Infl, which produces VSO. Unless discourse requirements force 
the presence of a topic, the grammar docs not induce SVO ordering. 



A summary of the discussed facts about possible focus domains of different constituent 

orderings in monotransitive sentences under neutral intonation is given in Table 5 . 2  below. 

S-F ia l  

ovs 
S 

Table 5.2: Constituent ordering possibilities of monotransitive predicates and their focus 
properties under neutral intonation pattern. The bold face indicates focus possi- 
bilities, whereas the regular caps represent constituent ordering. Angle brackers 
stand for multiple focus. (S=subject. O=direct object. V=verb.) Only SVO and 
VSO orders (central column) allow focus projection. 
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We will now look at the possibilities that arise for different constituent orderings in 

non-neutral intonation patterns for inlransitive sentences. We will see that the size of the 

possible focus domains in these condiuon is always narrower than [he sentence. That is. 

just as scrambling affects the size of the possible focus domain in neutral intonation. non- 

neutral intonation also affecu the size of the focus domain. In both cases, the focus domain 

is narrower than in neutral conditions for both constituent ordering and intonation. 

Considering non-neuual intonational patterns involves looking at all the possible coq- 

stituent orderings and varying the prosodic prominence from constituent ro consriruent in 
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each. Since monouansitive predicates have 6 possibilities of constituent orderings, that 

means considering 12 funher cases besides the six already discussed. 

( 19 1 ) a. Who bought a computer? 

b. Did MARIJA buy a computer? 

c. Was it Marija who bought a computer? 

d. JELENA je kupila kornpjuter. SVO 

Jelena.NOM AUX bought computer.ACC 

- 'Jelena bought a computer.' 

e. Was Jelena given a computer? 

f. What did Jelena do with a computer? 

g. Jelena je KUPILA kornpjuter. Sxo 
Jelena.NO~ A U X  bought c ~ m ~ u i e r . ~ ~ ~  

'Jelena bought a computer.' 

( 192) a. Who bought a computer? 

b. Did Marija buy a computer? 

c. JELENA je kompjuter kupila. SOV 

Jelena.NOM AUX computer.AcC bought 

'Jelena bought a computer.' 

d. Did Jelena buy a new car'? 



e. What did Jelena buy? 

f. What did Jelena do? 

g. Jelena je KOMPJUTER kupila. SQV 

JelenaNOM AUX computer.ACC bought 

'Jelena bought a computer.' 

(193) a Did Jelena buy a new car? 

b. What did Jelena buy? 

c. What did Jelena do? 

d. KOMPJUTER je kupika Jelena. QVS 

COInpUter.ACC AUX bought J e l e n a . ~ O ~  

'Jelena bought a computer.' 

'A computer was bought by Jelena.' 

e. Was a computer GIVEN to Jelena? 

f. What did Jelena do with the computer? 

g. Kompjuter je KUPILA Jrlena. OVS 

COmpUter.ACC AUX bought Jelena.NOM 

'Jelena bought a computer.' 

'A computer was bought by Jelena.' 

(194) a. What did Jelena buy? 

b. Did Jelena buy a new car? 



C. KOMPJUTER je Jelena kupila. QSV 

computer.ACc A U X  J e i e n a . ~ ~ ~  bought 

'Jelena bought a computer.' 

d. Who bought a new computer? 

e. Did Marija buy a new computer? 

f. Kompjuter je JELENA kupila. OSV 

computer.ACc AUX Jelena.NoM bought 

'Jelena bought a computer.' 

(195) a. Was computer finally BOUGHT by Jelena? 

b. What was done with a computer by Jelena? 

c. KUPILA je kompjuter Jelena. YOS 

bought AUX computer.Acc ~ e l e n a . ~ ~ ~  

'Jelena bought a computer.' 

d .  What did Jelena buy? 

e. Did lelena buy a new car? 

f. What did Jelena do? 

g. Kupila je KOMPJUTER Jelena. VQS 

bought AUX computer.ACC J e l e n a . ~ ~ ~  

'Jrlena bought a co~nputrr.' 



(196) a Did Jelena BUY a computer? 

b. What did Jelena do with a computer? 

c. KUPILA je Jelena kompjuter XSO 

bought AUX Jelena.NOM computer.Acc 

'Jelena bought a computer.' 

d. Who bought a computer? 

e. Did MARIIA buy a computer? 

F. Was it Marija who bought a computer? 

g. Kupila je JELENA kompjuter. VSO 

bought AUX JeienaNOM computer.ACC 

'Jelena bought a computer: 

These examples provide too much information to be grasped at once. In order to facil- 

itate a discussion of the relevance of these examples I present the information provided by 

these examples in table 5.3. 

Table 5.3 shows two things: (i) under neutral intonafion different word orders produce 

different focus domains (row 1). and (ii) the same word order under different intonation 

patterns gives different focus structures (different columns). The second property is what 

we would expect, given what we know about languages like English. The table thus shows 

that Serbo-Croatian is a language in which focus can be conveyed either prosodically. as 

in English, or by position. as in Catalan, Hungarian. Turkish, Hindi. among others. In 

other words. Serbo-Croatian is a language with both in-situ focus and ex-situ focus (in [he 



Table 5.3: Summary of possible focus domains in different word order conditions under 
neutral prosody (row I )  and non-neutral prosody (rows 2 and 3). Non-neutral 
prosody is indicated by an underlining of the element that bean prominence. 
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terminology of Howath ( 1995)). It is also important to notice that neither verb-prominence 

nor subject-prominence allows focus projection. 

5.3.1.2 Ditransitive Predicates 

In this section I show that for ditransitive predicates, scrambling of the direct object from 
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as shown by Zubizaneta (1998). In a neutral intonation pattern. for VP as a whole ro be 

focused the canonical ordering of the two internal arguments is necessary: for sentencc- 

broad focus, the canonical ordering of all of the nominal arguments is necessary. The 

position of the verb, however, is unconstrained, as long as it does not occur in final position. 

These facts an thus very similar to the facts we have seen regarding the monou;msitive 

predicates. 

As an illustration of word order effects in di~ansitive sentences, consider the following 

example involving a typical ditransitive predicate dari 'give a.s a present'. 

(197) a What's new? 

canonical 

b. Marija je poklonila Jeleni novi kompjuter. SVlO 

M a r y . N o ~  aux gave Jelena.D~T new.ACC computer.ACC 

'Mary gave a new computer to Jelena.' 

(198) scrambling within t h e  VP 

a. #Marija je poklonila novi kompjuter Jeleni. SVOl 

M ~ . N O M  aux gave neW.ACC computer.AcC Jelena.D~T 

'Mary gave a new computer to Jelena.' 

b. #Marija je novi kompjuter poklonila Jeleni. SOVl 

MW.NOM aux new.AcC computer.Acc gave JelenLDAT 

'Mary gave a new computer to Jelena.' 



c. Marija je Jeleni poklonila novi kompjuter. SIVO 

M a r y . ~ o ~  aux Je1ena .D~~  gave new.AcC computer.ACC 

'Mary gave a new computer to Jelena.' 

d. #Marija je novi kompjuter Jeleni pokionila. SOIV 

Mary.NOM aux new.Acc computer.Acc Je1ena .D~~  gave 

'Mary gave a new computer to Jelena.' 

e. #Marija je Jeleni novi kompjuter poklonila. SIOV 

M a r y . ~ o ~  aux Jelena.D~T new.ACC computer.ACC gave 

'Mary gave a new computer to Jelena.' 

By scrambling within VP, I mean any of the possible permutations of the two objects 

around the verb: both ordering of arguments after the verb and before the verb. and either 

combination of pre-verbal position for one and post-verbal for the other. The result seems 

to be that any deviation from the canonical final position for the direct object within the 

core VP (i.e., the structure below the subject) blocks sentence-broad focus. However, the 

indirect object seems free to move to the left of the verb.' The same is true of "sentence 

scrambling" a s  the inappropriateness of the following sets of examples attests. (By sen- 

tence scrambling 1 mean orders that put something other than the subjea in initial position. 

i.e. movement over the subject.) 

'This characrerizalion of the word order is taking the verb as the pivot. The same word order can also 
be described from the nominal arguments' point of view. and ueated as veh movement over the indirect 
object. 



(199) scrambling within the IP 

a. #Jeleni je Marija poklonila novi kompjuter. 

b. #Jeleni je Marija novi kompjuter poklonila. 

c. #Jeleni je novi kompjuter poklonila Marija. 

d. #Jeleni je novi kompjuter Marija poklonila. 

e. #Jeleni je poklonila novi kompjuter Marija. 

f. #Jeleni je poklonila Marija novi kompjuter. 

g. #Nevi kompjuter je Marija poklonila Jeleni. 

h. #Novi kompjuter je Marija Jeleni poklonila. 

i. #Novi kompjuter je Jeleni Marija poklonila. 

j. #Novi kompjuter je Jeleni poklonila Marija. 

k. #Nevi kompjuter je poklonila Jeleni Marija. 

1. #Nevi kompjuter je poklonila Marija Jeleni. 

m. Poklonila je Marija Jeleni novi kompjuter. 

n. #Poklonila je Marija novi kompjuter Jeleni. 

o. #Poklonila je Jeleni novi kompjuter Marija. 

p. #Poklonila je Jeleni Marija novi kompjurer. 

OSVI 

OSlV 

OlSV 

OlVS 

OVIS 

OVSl 

VSIO 

VSOl 

VIOS 

VlSO 



q. #Poklonila je novi kompjuter Jeleni Marija. VOIS 

r. #Poklonila je novi kompjuter Marija Jeleni. VOSI 

Just to remind the reader, all the considered cases in (199) assume neutral prosody. Cases 

in which sentence stress falls on some of the non-final constituents in the sentence will be 

considered in section 5.4.2.2. 

A brief summary of the data: In the case of sentences with aditransitivepredicate,under 

neutral intonation pattern, sentence focus is possible only with the canonical positioning of 

the subject. first and of the direct object last under neutral intonation. The indirect object 

may occur immediately to the right or to the left of the verb. This suggests that a necessary 

condition for broad focus is canonical ordering of nominal arguments with respect to each 

other. 

Since there are 24 possible constituent orderings in a ditransitive sentence. 1 will not 

go over all the possibilities of orderings and their focus domains. The remaining data can 

be found in Appendix I. Instead I present a table that summarizes the correlation betwan 

constituent orderings and focus domains under neuual intonation. Given that under neutral 

intonation, the prominence falls on the final element, the constituent containing the focus 

exponent in these structures can be identified with the last element. Therefore, the summary 

of the focus possibilities under all the different constituent orderings is sorted according to 

the final element in the clause and presented in Table 5.4. 

Table 5.4 provides us with several obvious generalizations: (i) in neutral intonation the 

final element can always function as (narrow) focus; (ii) focus projection is possible only 
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It follows from (ii) that neither subject4 nor verb can project beyond the minimal con- 

stituent containing them. That is, they cannot facilitate the projection onto the verb phrase. 

We have found the same pattern in monotransitive sentences a s  well, as table 5.2 anwts. 

The minimal number of constituents (ignoring thepro-drop option) in a sentence with 

a ditransitive predicate is 4. The number of possible different word orders is 24. When 

we considered neutral prosody, we looked at all 24 possible orderings. If we want to con- 

sider non-neutral prosody then we are dealing with 96 possibilities. In other words. as 

the number of constiruents in a sentence increases, the number of possible combinations 

of constituent ordering and intonation patterns increases exponentially? However. for the 

purpose of exploring focus projection we can eliminate some of the possibilities right away. 

If our generalization about the focus exponence of the subject and the verb based on the 

neutral intonation pattem in scrambled ditransitive sentences and the prosody-position cor- 

relation established for monotransitive sentences is correct, and as far as I can see that 

seems to be empirically correct. then we can eliminate cases in which the subject or the 

verb bears prominence. This reduces the number of cases to be considered to 48. We 

can funher reduces the number of relevant cases to 36 by eliminating orderings in which 

prosodic prominence in non-neutral patterns falls on the final comtihlent. This is because 

'The table shows two exceptions to this claim. The possibility of focus pmjoction in OVIS and VOlS 
ordenngs. shown in Table 5.4 must be funher c o n s i d d  for possible prosodic ambiguity. If thcre is a 
prosodic ambiguity then the geMalization can be maintaimd; if thae is none, then we have m wnsider 
other alternatives in accounting for these cases. As I said before, for the purpose of ~s thesis I will ignore 
these examples. 

!Actually. as the number of constituents in a sentence increases the number of possibilities i n c r r a ~ l  hyper- 
cxponentlally. The formula for deriving the number of constiwent orderings is n!: (he fonnula fcr dennng 
the nunibzrof possib~lilies that include non-canonical word orders under non-neutral prosody is: n(n!)-1. 



in these cases, only narrow focus on the prominence bearing element is possible. Focus 

projection does not occur in these cases possibly because of its paradigmatic conuast with 

neutral intonation patterns where the extra prominence In the final position is interpreted 

as emphatic. This is also m e  of English. For example if a sentence Johtl bought a COM- 

PUTER is uttered with stronger stress (L+H* accent. expanded pitch range. etc.) on the 

word "computer", the sentence is more likely to be interpreted as narrow focus on the direct 

object than as either VP-focus or Sentence-focus. 

The generalizations about the focus domain possibilities of ditransitive predicates in 

non-neutral intonation patterns an presented in two tables. Table 5.5 presents the focus 

domain possibilities in cases where the direct object is prosodically prominent, and Table 

5.6 presents the same type of facts for the indirect object. 

One of the generalizations that emerges from the two tables above is that an internal 

argument can project focus onto the verb if the verb is adjacent to the qument .  I will call 

this the Adjacency Consuaint on Focus Projection. 

(200) Adjacency Constraint on Focus Projection 

In emotive intonation patterns. an internal argument of the verb can project focus 

onto the verb only if the verb is adjacent to the argument. 

One of the questions that we need to answer is whether the syntactic structures of scrambled 

sentences can effectively encode the adjacency effect of the focus projection facu. We will 

consider the necessary syntactic assumptions and heir consequences for achieving this 

result in section 5.4. We now move to intransitive predicates. 



Table 5.5: Constituent ordering possibilities of ditransiuve predicates and their focus prop 
erties under emotive intonation pattern with prominence on 0. The bold face 
indicates focus possibilities, whereas the regular caps represent constituent or- 
dering. (S=subject. O=direct object. Izindirect object, V=verb.) 

Focus Domains of a Ditransitive Clause with 0-prominence 

5.3.13 Intransitive Predicates 

Onaccusatives vs. Unergatives The discussion of focus projection in sentences with 

intransitive predicates in English has a long history. Variable placement of prominence 

S-Initial 

SVQl 

YO, 0 

SlQV 

ov, 0 

SQlV 

0 .  

SQVI 

ov, 0 

I-Initial 

lSQV 

ov, 0 

IQSV 

0 

IQVS 

ov, 0 

IVQS 

0-Initial 

QSVI 

0 

QSlV 

0 

QISV 

0 .  

QIVS 

V-Initial 

VSQI 

0 

VIQS 

VIO, vo, 0 

VQSI 

vo, 0 

VQIS 



Table 5.6: Constituent ordering possibilities of ditransitive predicates and their focus prop- 
erties under emotive intonation pattern with prominence on 1. The bold face 
indicates focus possibilities, whereas the regulv caps represent constituen~ or- 
dering. (S=subject. O=direct object, I=indirect object. V=verb.) 

I 

SOD' 

w, I 

(the subject vs. the predicate) in these types of sentences under broad focus interpretation 

has served as an argument that prominence and broad focus are not related through the 

I 

IOVS 

I 

IVSO 

Iv, I 

PIOS 

N, I 

N. I 

ovy 
VI, I 

VI, I 

VOlS 

I 



grammar. but are rather governed by the (human) need to highlight pragmatically relevant 

elements, which are obviously contextually determined (Bolinger. 1972. 1982). 

(201 a. What happened'? 

b. JOHNSON died. unaccusative predicate 

c. #JOHNSON laughed. unergative predicate 

As discussed in Chapter 2. Selkirk (1995) argues that differing properties of accent 

placement in intransitive sentences follows from the syntactic encoding of argument struc- 

ture. Thus:a broad focus interpretation of a sentence containing an unaccusative predicate 

is predicted to be possible with nuclear accent placement on the subject. because the subject 

is the internal argument of the verb. Sentences containing a predicate from the unergative 

class of intransitive predicates. those whose subjects are not internal arguments of the verb. 

are predicted not to have broad focus, interpretation with nuclear accent on the subject. 

To test these claims for Serbo-Croatian, we look at a number of intransitive predicates 

and vary the order of the subject and the predicate. Since in neutral intonation patterns 

the prominence is on the final constituent, in intransitive sentences, the canonical order. 

SV, will have the prominence on the verb, whereas the non-canonical ordering, VS will 

make the subject prominent. If the unaccusativdunergative distinction among intransitive 

predicates plays the same role as it  is claimed for English by Selkirk (1995) and others, we 

predict that unaccusative predicates will favor the non-canonical order, whereas the unerga- 

rive predicates would allow broad focus only under the canonical ordering: <subject. 



predicate>. This is in general what we find (see also BiboviC. 197 I ) ?  n u s .  placement of 

pitch accent in English corresponds to word order in Serbo-Croarlan. 

Note: the following examples assume a neutral intonation pattern. 

(202) a. What's new? 

unaccusatives 

b. #Suba urnro. 

Suba.NOM died. 

'Suba died.' 

c. Umro Suba. 

died S u b a . ~ o ~  

'Suba died.' 

d. #Sunce sija. 

SUn.NOt.4 shining 

'The sun is shining.' 

e. Sija sunce. 

shining SUn.NOM 

'The sun is shining.' 

6Here is a naturally ocfumng example found at hnp~/www.RAD100? I .co.yu~ucrti.hun on March 8. ?CCC) 

(i) Za protekla 24 =la na laitoriji gradskc 
for past 24 hours on territory city.poss 
zajodnice dogodiio se pet nezgoda. 
community happed REFLX five accidents 
'Witbin our municipalily, in Ihe past 24 hours there were five accidents.' 



(203) more unaccusatives 

a. #Kiia pada. 

rain falling 

'It's raining.' 

b. Pada kiia. 

falling rain 

'It's raining.' 

c. #Neb0 se razlilo 

sky.140~ RELFX poured 

'The sky has opened.' 

d. Razlilo se nebo 

poured RELFX Sky.NOM 

'The sky has opened.' 

r. #Saobratajna nesreta se desila. 

t r a f f i c . ~ O ~  accident.NOM REFLX happened 

'There was a uaffic accident.' 

f. Desila se saobratajna nesreta. 

happened REFLX ~affic.NOM accident.NOM 

'There was a traffic accidenr.' 

In the set of unaccusativr predicates, the non-canonical ordering is the preferred order- 

ing for broad focus interpretation. ln all of the SV sentences in examples (203) the default 

prominence falls on the verb. This facilitates the interpretation of the so-called venun focus 



i.e.. focus on the (afftrmative) polarity of the sentence. Thus, one would utter sentences of 

this type if one wanted to confirm or emphasize the truth of the proposition. In English. 

this type of focus is expressed through prominence on the copula or the auxiliary: There 

WASa traffic accident, The su~t IS shbtittg. Ir IS raining. 

We can contrast this with the permissible order for broad focus in unergatives under a 

neutral intonation pattern. 

(204) a What's new? 

unergatives 

b. Suba place. 

Suba.NOM cries. 

'Suba is crying.' 

c. #PlaEe Suba. 

cries Suba.NOM 

'Suba is crying.' 

d. Jovan hoda. 

J O V ~ ~ . N O M  walks 

'Jovan is walking.' 

e. #Hods Jovan. 

walks Jovan.NO~ 

'Jovan is walking.' 



The set of unergatives predicates in (204) behaves in just the opposite way from the 

unaccusauves. Broad focus readings are only present in canonical orderings. The non- 

canonical ordering. VS. is interpreted as narrow focus on the subject. 

We have seen that under neutral intonation, unaccusative predicates allow broad focus 

in VS orderings, but not in SV orderings. The following examples show that when the 

phrase accent falls on the subject in canonical word order. unaccusative predicates also 

allow broad focus. These facts are directly comparable to what we find in English. 

(205) 'a. What's new? 

b. SL'BA umro. 

Suba.NOM died. 

'Suba died.' 

c. Saobratajna NESRECA se desila. 

t r a f f i ~ . N O ~  accident.NOM SE happened 

'There was a uaffic accident.' 

sun shining 

'The Sun is shining.' 

e. KISA pada. 

rain falling 

'It's raining.' 



So, (205) shows that unaccusative predicates allow canonical word orders to project 

broad focus as long as the focus exponent is contained within the subject. Contrast this ro 

the unergative predicates. 

(206) a What's new? 

b. Suba plate. 

Suba.NoM cries. 

'Suba is crying.' 

c. #PLACE Suba. 

cries Suba.Not4 

'Suba is crying.' 

d. Jovan hoda. 

J o v a n . ~ ~ ~  walks 

'Jovan is walking.' 

e. #HODA Jovan. 

walks J o v a n . ~ o ~  

'Jovan is walking.' 

Unlike the sentences with the prominence on the subject of thc unaccusatives. the sen- 

tences with prominence on the predicate in unerpatives do nor result in broad focus in- 

terpretation in any word order condition. This shows either that prosodic prominence on 

arguments and predicates does nor "count" the same in some sense, or that prominence by 



position (i.e. through word order) and "direct" prosodic prominence are not equivalent.' 

We have already seen that prominence on a transitive verb does not project focus. and that 

only internal arguments may have this function. Here we see that prominence by position 

and prominence by prosodic distinction do not behave the same. 

Stage-level vs. Individual-level Another distinction that has been argued to play a role 

in the focus interpretation of prominence placement is the stage-level vs. individuJlevel 

distinction. This distinction is most useful in categorizing nominal-type predicates, such 

as be itttelliget~t, be blue. be ill, be a guest, be a mother, etc. Carbon (1977) provides 

arguments for this distinction on the basis of differing interpretation of bare plurals when 

occurring as arguments of these predicates. This predicate classification will be shown to 

be irrelevant for the purpose of focus projection in Serbo-Croatian. 

It's been noted by numerous scholars that in English, a stage-level intransitive predicate 

allows nuclear pitch accent on the subject. This propeny of stage-level predicates is also 

argued to follow from their syntactic representation (Diesing. 1992; Kratzer. 1995): sub- 

jects of stage-level predicates are generated within the VP. The focus projection algorithm. 

it is argued, then makes the correct prediction regarding pitch accent placement: a nuclear 

p~tch accent on the subject, being within the VP, can project onto the VP and consequently 

to the sentence as a whole. This reasoning, however, blurs the distinction Selkirk (1995) 

makes about the internal arguments of the verb vs. the external arguments, as discussed 

in Chapter 2. Since the VP subject-internal hypothesis seems to be.universally accepted 

'Therr 8s a fairly long histoq to this ldca that arguments and predicates do not "carry" the prominence in 
the same way. that arguments prefer to be prominent over predicates (see Ladd. 19%). 
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within the syntactic framework Selkirk is assuming. the nage-level vs. individunl-level 

distinction makes the unaccusative/unergative distinction fade completely. This is because 

the subject of an unergative predicate is treated the same as the subject of the stage-level 

predicate. i.e. specifier of the VP.' Under the logic that stage-kvrl predicates allow nuclear 

accent on the subject. the unergative predicates ought to as well. However, we have seen 

that unergative predicates arc different from unaccusatives and that their subjecrs do not 

allow nuclear accent to project to the sentence as a whole. 

There is no difference between these two classes of predicates in Serbo-Croatian with 

respect to focus. Neither of them allows broad focus in the non-canonical ordering. Broad 

focus is only possible when the subject precedes the predicate. This is shown in (207) and 

(208). 

(207) stage-level predicates 

a Milan je pijanlumoranlgo. 

Milan.No~ nux dmnkhired/naked 

'Milan is dmnk/tired/naked.' 

b. #Pijadumoranlgo je Milan. 

drunkltiredlnaked AUX M i l a n . ~ O ~  

'Milan is d~nkltiredlnaked.' 

'If the VP-internal subject hypothesis is adopted. the synracuc encoding of I ~ I S  difference In tcrms of 
subjsu k ing  internal vs. exlcrnal to VP cannot be marntalned. Instcad. thc dirtrnction must bc exprcsrnf 
e i fha semantically or in a different syntactic terms. 



t208) individual-level predicates 

(I. Milan je pametan/duhovit/Madjar. 

Milan.Sobi ACX intelligent/funny/Hungarian 

'Milan is intelligent/funnylHungariananan 

b. #Pametan/duhovit/Madjar je Milan. 

intelligent/funnytHungarian AUX Milan.NO~ 

'Milan is intelligent/funny/Hungarian.' 

Summary: We don't have any evidence from word order that the grammar relating to 

focus differentiates stage-level predicates from individual-level predicates (at least of the 

nominal type). If this is the case, then either the stage-1eveYindividuaI-level distinction does 

not have a syntactic correlate. or there is a syntactic correlate but it does not play a role in 

focus projection. Recall. however, that we do have evidence that other aspects of argument 

structure interact with focus. since unaccusatives and unergatives behave differently with 

respect to focus structures under neutral intonation: unaccusatives resort to VS ordering for 

broad focus interpretations. In the next section, where we compare arguments to adjuncts, 

we will see that argument structure does play a role in focus projection in Serbo-Croatian. 

The data presented in this section show that internal arguments have a privileged status 

with respect to focus projecrion, because they can project focus, whereas subjects and verbs 

(except for the unergative class) cannot. Under the selectional theory of focus projection 

such as [he one developed by Selkirk and Rochemont, this is to be expected, since in 

this theory the focus projection algorithm is sensitive to the argument smcture of the verb. 

Having looked at the distinction between arguments, we now rum to the distinction between 

arguments and adjuncts. . 



5 3 3  Arguments vs. Adjuncts 

There seems to be a consensus among researchers that. in English. accented arguments can 

project focus whereas accented adjuncts cannot (Seikirk. 1984. 1995: Gussenhoven. 1953: 

Rochemont. 1986. 1998; Winkler. 1997).Y This distinction is also found in Serbo-Croatian. 

I consider three types of verbal adjuncts: temporal adjuncu, manner adjuncts. and loca- 

tives. respect to focus projection, temporal and manner adjuncts behave alike: neirher 

of them licenses focus projection from the clause final position. When they occur in clause 

final position. they must be interpreted as narrow focus. For a sentence to be able to be 

interpreted as broad focus or VP focus. thew adjuncts must occur prcverbally. On the 

other hand, with respect to focus projection. locatives, seem to be sensitive to the aspectual 

property of the predicate they occur with." When prominent by position. locatives can 

license focus projection if they are modifying an imperfective predicate. We stan with the 

temporal and manner adjuncts. 

(209) a When did Mary buy a computer? 

b. Marija je kupila kompjuter proSlog mewca. 

Marija.NOM AUX bought computer.ACc last month 

'Marija bought a computer 1st month.' 

(210) a What did Mary do? 

'For a d i f f m t  opinion s& Kadmon (2000). 

'OSerboEroatim like other Slavic languages. mark, vedxl aspen luically. This means that most prcdi- 
, cat- come in pain <impafective, pertecrive>. The arpectual distinction 1s encoded h u g h  more or less 

regular aspectue.1 morphology. 



b. #Marija je kupila kompjuter proSlog meseca. 

Marija.NOM AUX bought computer.ACC last month 

'Marija bought a computer last month.' 

c. Marija je proSlog meseca kupila kompjuter. 

Marija.NOM AUX last month bought computer.ACc 

'Marija bought a computer last month.' 

If the temporal adverb.pmflog meseca 'last month'. occurs in sentence final position in 

an utterance under neutral intonation. as in (2091, the focus domain consise of the adverb 

only. That is. the prominence on the adjunct cannot project focus onto the VP. The VP- 

focus is possible only when the adverb precedes the verb phrase, as in (210~) .  This is also 

true of manner adverbs as well, as the examples in (21 I )  and (212) show. 

(21 1 )  a. How did Mary eat the ice cream? 

b. Marija je pojela sladoled. polako. 

Marija.NOM A U X  ate Ice cream slowly 

'Marija ate the ice cream slowly.' 

(212) a. What did Mary do? 

b. #Marija je pojela sladoled polako. 

Marija.~OM AUX ate ice cream slowly 

'Marija ate the ice cream slowly.' 

c. Marija je polako pojela sladoled. 

M a r i j a . ~ ~ ~  AUX slowly ate ice cream 

'Marija slowly ate the ice cream.' 



These examples illustrate the fact that the canonical position for both temporal and man- 

ner adjuncts is immediately pre-verbal. In this position, these adjuncrs can be interpreted 

as new and thus included in the focus domain. just as Rochemont (1986. 1998) argues for 

English as well. In non-neutral intonation. prominence on these types of adverbs in any 

position can only signal narrow focus on the adverb, as (213) shows. 

(213) a What did Marija do? 

b. #Marija je proSlog MESECA kupila kompjutcr. 

M a r i j a . ~ O ~  AUX last month bought computcr.hCC 

'Marija bought acomputer last month.' 

c. #Marija je PoLAKO pojela sladoled. 

Marija.NOM AUX slowly ate ice cream 

'Marija slowly ate the ice crcatn.' 

With respect to prominence and focus projcct~on. the locative adverbs with perfective 

non-motion verbs behave the same way as the manner and temporal adverbs do with any 

predicate type. However. with (i) intransitive imperfective verbs. (ii) uansitive imperfective 

verbs in their intransitive use, and (iii) motion verbs, locatives behave as arguments. 

Consider first thedifference between transitive perfective and imperfective verbs shown 

in (214) and (215). One of the relevant distinctions between perfective and imperfective 

counterpans of the same verb is the fact that uansit~ve imperfectives regularly allow omit- 

ted objects, whereas perfectives don't." 

"In cenain discourse conditions it is possible to omit the dlrcct object wilh pedcct~ves. For example. In 
some such cases. the use of a perfective verb xrves the functlon of affirming rhe completion of a ulicnl 
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(214) imperf ecc ive  

a. Marija je Pitala knjigu. 

Marija.SOM A U X  read.lMPERF book.ACC 

'Marija was reading antthe book.' 

b. Marija je Eitala. 

Marija.NOM AUX r e a d . l ~ P E ~ F  

'Marija was reading.' 

(215) perfective 

a. Marija je proPitala knjigu. 

Marija.NOM AUX read.PERF book.ACC 

'Marija read althe book.' 

b. #Marija je protitala. 

M a r i j a . ~ ~ ~  AUX read.PERF 

'Marija read.' 

Now, we are ready to consider the behavior of locatives in neutral intonation patterns. 

When they occur with intransitive verbs, (216a) and imperfective transitive in its inuansi- 

tive use. (216b). they allow focus projection when positionally prominent. However, when 

they occur with transitive verbs, (216~) .  they do not allow focus projection. In the first 

event. rather than reponing on a new event. If Lhru. people are waiting to leave the house, and one of them 
says Comc on! Lrr f go!. the other one replies Wait till Mary na&.pat rhe book One can u w  (215b) to 
point out that Mary has finished with h a  book and thus implicate that it is now possible to leave. But m 
this scenano shows. rhe use of the perfective form in the unerance serve the function of signalling the 
completion of the highly salient event and nor the function of nponing the event. 



two cases locatives behave as arguments. whereas in the iast case they show behavior of 

adjuncts. With motion verbs. locatives also behave as arguments. 

(216) a What happened while 1 was gone? 

b. Marija je iivela u gatom. 

Marija.NOM AUX 1 i v e d . l ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  in tent 

'Marija lived in a tent.' 

c. Marija je pulila u Hatoru. 

Marija.NoM AUX srnoked.lMPER~ in tent 

'Marija smoked in a tent.' 

d. #Marija je popuSila cigarecu u fatoru. 

Marija.NOM AUX smoked.PERF  cigarette.^^^ in tent 

'Marija smoked a cigarene in a tent.' 

(217) a. What happened? 

b. What did Marija do? 

c. Marija je uSla u kuCu 

M a r i j a . ~ ~ ~  AUX came into house 

'Marija came into the house.' 

d. #Marija je u kuCu uSla 

Marija.NO~ AUX into house came 

'Marija came into the house.' 



So far. we have seen that with certain types of predicates, locatives can occur in final 

position and license focus projection. Does that mean that they can license focus projection 

if they are prosodically prominent as well? The answer again depends on the predicate. For 

example, if they precede a motion verb and are prosodically prominent. as shown in (218b). 

they can license broad focus. The same is true of the verb fiveti 'live'. but it doesn't work 

for the intransitive use of the verbpuiiri 'smoke.l~PERF'. 

(218) a. What's new? 

b. Marija je u KUCU uSla 

M t k i j a . ~ ~ ~  AUX into house came 

'Marija came into the house.' 

c. Marija je u SATORU iivela. 

Marija.NOM AUX In tent l i vad . lM~E~F 

'Marija lived in a tent.' 

d. #Marija je u SATORU puiila. 

Marija.NOM AUX in tent smoked.lMPERF 

'Marija smoked in a tent.' 

To sum up: just as in English. the distinction between arguments and adjuncts plays 

a role in focus projection in Serbo-Croatian. However. the traditional distinction between 

arguments and adjuncts (based on the semantics and optionality) is not fine-grained enough 

to make predictions with respect to focus projection. This is evident from the behavior of 



locatives, which can project focus from the sentence final position with intransitive pred- 

icates, but when they occur with transitive predicates. From the perspective of focus pro- 

jection, locatives also show sensitivity to prominence type. When prosodicdly prominent. 

they can project focus only when occurring wit6 motion verbs and verbs of existence. 

5.33 Semantic Types of Arguments: Pronorninals vs. Full NPs 

We have seen in section 5.3.1 on word order constraints that both types of internal argu- 

ments, direct and indirect object. can project focus onto the verb. In this xction I show that 

the ability of an internal argument to project focus also depends on its semantic type. There 

are two types of nominal arguments that do not project focus when prosodically prominent 

(either by position in neutral intonation patterns, or by prosodic disrinction in emotive in- 

tonation patterns): full personal pronouns and indefinite qunntificarional pronouns. 

The failure of quantificational pronouns to project focus is illusuated in (219). The 

qunntificationd pronoun ricbto 'something' must be either preposzd. if' [he neutral into- 

nation pattern is to be used, or the verb must bear prominence. English qumtificarional 

pronouns behave similarly. Notice that in English the verb must bear the nuclear accent if 

the direct object is a quantificational pronoun: What did you do? #l h11tcg11r SOMETHING 

vs. I BOUGHTsornething. Consider Serbo-Croatian equivalents. 

(21 9) a. What did Mary do? 

b. #Marija je kupila neSto. 

Marija.~OM AUX bought something.~CC 

'Mary bought something.' 



c. Marija je K U P I L A  neSto. 

Marija.SOM A U X  bought something.ACc 

'Mary bought something.' 

d. Marija je neito kupila. 

Marija.NOM A U X  S0methIng.ACC bought 

'Mary bought something.' 

These examples also show that verbs are able to project focus only under two types of 

conditions. The verb must be unergative, or if transitive. the internal argument must be an 

indefinite quantificational pronoun. tn all other conditions, the verb never projects focus. 

as we saw in section 5.3.1. 

The situation with pronouns is more complex. There are four types of personal pro- 

nouns in Serbo-Croatian: clitics, full pronouns without prosodic prominence, full pronouns 

with prosodic prominence, zero pronouns (such as missing subjects. i.e, pm, and implicit 

objects (common with imperfective verbs, but not perfective verbs)). Of these, only full 

pronouns can be used deictically. I can't go into the subtle details of differences in use 

between clitics and full non-prominent pronouns. but the basic generalization is that clitic 

pronouns must be used when the antecedent is the most salient one in the discourse. 

If a full pronoun occurs inside the VP and it bears prominence by position, it cannot 

project focus onto the verb. The only available interpretation in this case is narrow focus 

on the pronominal object. This situation is also reported for Spanish (Zubizarreta, 1998) 

and seems to be true of English as well. 

(220) a. Who did Mary kiss? 



b. Marija je poljubila njepa 

Marija.NOM AUX kissed him 

'Marija kissed him.' 

(221) a. What did Mary do? 

b. #Marija je poljubila njega. 

Marija.NOhi AUX kiss him 

'Marija kissed him.' 

Unlike indefinite quantificational pronouns. personal pronouns cannot stay inside the 

VP (see also Stojanovif. 1997) if they are not narrowly focused. This means that ( 2 2 2 ~ )  

can only be used if one wishes to convey narrow focus on the pronoun, i.e.. if answering 

a question such as "Who did Marija greet?" Examples (222d) and (222e) can only be 

interpreted as having narrow focus on the verb. In other words, the verb cannot project 

focus, as we saw in other examples in section 5.3.1. The only way to convey VP focus is 

to use a clitic form of the pronoun. as shown in (2220. 

(222) a A: Did you know that Mary saw her former boyfriend the other day? 

b. B: Oh yeah, what did she do? 

c. #Marija je pozdravila njega. 

Marija.NOM AUX greeted him.~CC 

'Mary greeted him.' 

d. #Marija je POZDRAVILA njega. 

Marija.NOM AUX bought something.~CC 

'Mary greeted him.' 



e. '?#Marija je njega pozdravila. 

Marija.noM ~ t i X  him.~CC greeted 

'Mary greeted him.' 

f. Marija ga je pozdravila. 

Marija.NO~ him.~cC.CL AUX greeted 

'Mary greeted him.' 

These examples show that full pronouns in Serbo-Croatian cannot be used if the an- 

tecedent is highly salient. only clitic pronouns can assume the anaphoric function. Since 

the question is eliciting VP focus. the examples also show that full pronouns cannot be part 

of focus domain either. 

53.4 Summary of Constraints on Focus Projection 

As we have seen in the preceding sections. 0 1 1  NP (i.e., non-pronominal) arguments differ 

from adjuncts. The behavior of verbal adjuncts,~uch as time, manner, or place adverbials, 
-9' 

is analogous to their English counterparts in many respects. The distinction between ver- 

bal full NP arguments and adjuncts strongly supports a focus projection algorithm which 

is based on argument suucture and selectional restrictions of predicates. However, the 

semantic type of internal arguments affects their focus projection ability. Indefinite quan- 

tificational pronominals cannot project focus. As a result. in neutral intonation patterns 

they are scrambled to the left, out of the final position; in emotive patterns the verb bears 



the prosodic prominence." However, personal pronouns do not allow either of these ad- 

justments. Instead, the full pronoun form must be replaced by a clitic form in order for the 

verb (prominent by position) to be able to project focus onto the VP. 

So far, there are several descriptive generalizations regarding focus projection that 

emerge from the considered Serbo-Croatian data. They are listed in (223). 

(223) a Only subjects of unaccusative verbs project. 

b. Transitive and unaccusative verbs do not project (unless the internal argument is 

a clitic or an indefinite quantificational pronoun). 

c. Full personal pronouns do not project. 

d. Indefinite quantificational pronouns do not project 

e. Verbal temporal and manner adjuncts do not project 

f. In emotive intonation panerns an internal argument of the verb can project focus 

onto the verb only if the verb is adjacent to it. 

The Selkirk-Rochemont style algorithm captures the facts related to the argument/adjunct 

distinction in (223e), and the intemaYextema1 argument distinction in (2233). It does not 

capture the facts related to the semantic type of the internal argument. and it  does not c a p  

lure the difference in the verb's ability to project focus. which seems to depend not only 

on the semantic type of the verb but also on the semantic type of the argument (223b). I 

repeat here Sehkmochemont's focus projection algorithm for convenience. For e a x  of 

"This shows that Snbo-Croatian has wo options for resolving the need to wittxjraw promime from an 
element eitha it can u x  the syntactic option. i.e.. rrambling: or I[ can u x  the p d i c  option. i.c.. u x  
nondefault phrase accent placement 



reference I use the phrase "syntactic focus projection algorithm" (SFPA) to refer to these 

sets of rules. 

(224) Basic Focus Rule (Selkirk. 1995. p. 555) 

An accented word is F-marked. 

(225) Focus Projection (Selkirk. 1995. p. 555) 

a. F-marking of the head of a phrase licenses the F-marking of the phrase. 

b. F-marking of an internal argument of a head licenses the F-marking of the head. 

c. F-marking of the antecedent of a tracpleft by NP- or wh-movement licenses the 

F-marking of the trace. 

d. If a head is [+q, then an adjunct to the head may be [+F]. (Rochemont, 1998, 

p. 341) 

Sellcirk (1995) also notes constraints on the interpretation of the F-marked constituents: 

(226) Interpretation of F-markers 

a. The focus of the sentence (FOC) is defined as an F-marked constituent not dom- 

inated by any other F-marked constituent. (Selkirk. 1995. p. 555) 

b. F-marked constituents which are not a Focus are interpreted as new in the dis- 

course. (Selkirk. 1995. p. 556) 

c. A constituenr without F-marking is interpreted as given. (Selkirk. 1995. p. 556) 

Obviously. given the generalizations presented in (223), the focus projection algorithm 

1s not without its problems when applied to Serbo-Croatian. I think that we can easily 



incorporate the change necessary to account for the behavior of both types of pronouns. 

by simply appealing to their semantic type. We can also incorporate the differences in 

behavior of adjuncts by appealing to their argument status with motion verbs. and verbs of 

existence. The status of locative adjuncts with intransitive uses of transitive imperfechves 

is more complex and would require funher semantic and syntactic analysis. 

I regard the issue pertaining to the projection path of focus from an argument to the 

head and from the head to the phrase as the biggest problem with respect to the algorithm. 

We see that verbs (heads) can sometime. project focus and sometimes cannot. Whether a 

verb that bears prominence (either prosodically or by position) can project focus depends 

not only on the verb's semantic type (i.e. transitive, unaccusative vs. unergative) but at least 

in Serbo-Croatian, also on the semantic type of its complement: clitic vs. full pronoun. for 

example. The sensitivity to the semantic type of arguments does not seem to be cxclusivc to 

Serbo-Croatian. English also does not seem to allow broad focus interpretation of nuclear 

pitch accent placement on pronouns and indefinite quantificational pronouns. a shown in 

(227) and (228). 

(227) a I hear that John saw his ex-girlfriend yesterday. What did he do? 

b. #John greeted HER. 

c. John GREETED her. 

(228) a What did Mary do yesterday? 

b. #She bought SOMETHING. 

C. She BOUGHT something. 



For the purpose of this thesis 1 will argue that the SFPA can be adequately modified to 

incorporate the generalizations listed in (223) and that therefore it can be applied to Serbc- 

Croatian. The most crucial pan of the algorithm that we will focus on in the next section 

is the rule that allows the internal argument to transfer focus onto the verb. As the reader 

may recall, in section 5.3 we have shown that in emotive intonation panems an intemal 

argument can function as the focus exponent if adjacent to the verb, which we formulated 

as the Adjacency Constraint. In the next section, we look at how the syntactic structures 

of scrambled sentences can encode the Adjacency Constraint in such a way that the SFPA 

can be applied. 

5.4 A Focus Projection Algorithm in Serbo-Croatian 

5.4.1 Problems for the English-Based SFPA 

We will first look at how scrambling affects focus projection in neutral intonation patterns. 

As we noted in section 5.3, in neutral intonation panems structures with canonical ordering 

of nominal arguments are ambiguous with respect to focus domain. In monotransitive 

structures. the SFPA can account for the focus ambiguity of canonical structures. For 

example. an SVO structure and the F-marking can be represented in the following way: 

As the F-marking of the structures shown in (229). (230) and (231) indicates, all three 

possible focus domains follow from the SFPA. The object NP is F-marked by the Basic 

Focus Rule, and the VP and the sentence F-marking follow from the recursive ~ l e s  of 

Focus Projection: the verb inherits the F-marking from its argument and the phrase inherits 

the F-marking from the head. 





The only problem with the SFPA in these examples is that in sentence focus, the subject 

can neither acquire F-marking through prosodic prominence nor inherit it via focus projec- 

tion. Since these sentences are acceptable when the subject interpretation is new to the 

discourse. this creates a problem for accounting for the interpretation of subjects through 

F-marking. Recall that English does not have this problem because prominence is signalled 

by pitch accents and not phrase accents. We can propose to mat  subjects in the same way 

Rochernont proposed for adjuncts, which is to allow subjects toinherit the F-markingfrom 

the head. This rule is shown in (232). 

(232) - Subject F-marking 

If a head is [+F]. then the subject of the head may be [+m if it is within the head's 

projection at Surface Structure. 

How can we account for the focus structures of the scrambled versions of monotran- 

sitive structures? We have seen that SOV akd OSV structures allow only V-focus. Two 

possibilities come to mind for accounting for these focus structures. Either we can assume 

tho( prominent vcrhs do not project focus: or wc can a s u ~ n c  that in rhcse structures, the 

subject and the object are scrambled outside of the VP and propose that focus projection 

can only go as far as the VP in contrast to Selkirk's algorithm. Since the verb is the only 

element inside the VP, the focus is only the verb. These focus structures are represented 

in (233) and (234). Limiting focus projection up to the VP node can be done by stipu- 

lating that only lexical projections can be marked by the [F] feature, and that functional 

projections cannot be focused. At this point we do not have evidence for choosing between 

these two hypothesis. However. we will see later, when we discuss focus structures of 



monotransitive orderings under the emotive intonation pattern that both of these rules are 

needed. 

SOV OSV 

I 
nomj \ 

NF' I' 

The assumption in these structutes is that either the suhject or thc objec~ is in the [spec 

IP], depending on the ordering, and the other element is adjoined to IP. We have seen in 

Chapter 4 that the preverbal position of the object behaves as an A-position. We hart also 

seen in section 5.3.3 that when quantified pronouns occur preverbally. they can count s 

being inside the VP, since the quantified pronoun can be included into VP-focus. This 

suggests that there may be more than one preverbal position: one within VP. and ;he other 

outside of it. Since the direct object is not pan of focus in these cases (SOV and OSV). 

we can assume that it is outside of VP. an3 that means either in the [spec IP], as in (233). 



or adjoined to IP, as in (234). When the preverbal object is pan of focus then we can treat 

i t  either as base-generated within VP to the left of the verb, shown in (235), or assume 

rhat thls ordering is derived through A-movement with the landing site within VP. The 

consequences should be the same in both alternatives. For the sake of simplicity. I will 

assume base-generation 

(235) SOV 
IP 

NP, I' 
I 

nom 
I VP 

So far we have covered focus projection in SVO. SOV, and OSV. We are left with verb 

initial structures and the OVS structure. In OVS structures, the subject is the only focus. 

We can account for this ordering and the focus structure by assuming that the verb and the 

object have moved outside the VP and the subject is the only element left within the VP. 

I t  acquires F-marking through the Basic Focus Rule, and there is no projection. This is 

illustrared in (236) 



(236) OVS 
IP 

I '~ 
'\ acc . , 

i VP 
I , ' \  

V I .  ' .  

NPr V' 
I ~ 

nom ,' ' 
v NP 

In VSO structures the possible focus domains are either the whole sentence (VSO). the 

VP (VO), the direct object (0). or the subject and the object (<S.O>). It rums out [hat 

V-initial structures are more ways ambiguous than what is considered 3.cmonicsl structurt. 

the SVO ordering. Adopting the amendment proposed earlier where subject can acquire 

focus from the verb, we can account for all of these focus domains. except for the double 

focus case. 1 assume that the structure for this ordering is the one that involves movement 

of the verb to a higher head. either of some functional projection within the inflectional 

layer, or the head of the light verb. For simplicity. I will assume that the verb moves to 1. 

as shown in (237). 



(237) VSO 
IP 

V k ~  

NPF V1 
I 

nom 
V NPp 

I I 
tk acc 

As the F-marking in (237) shows. we can account for the direct object narrow focus. 

for the VP focus, and for the sentence focus. However, we cannot account for the (<S,O>) 

focus. This is because, according to our amendment to the SFPA, the subject F-marking is 

contingent on the verb being F-marked. Thus. this interpretation is clearly outside of the 

predictions of the SFPA. We do not want 10 modify the SFPA in such a way as to allow 

internal arguments to be able to F-mark other arguments. Even though the same is true of 

ditransitive predicates, this is highly suspect because it is not general enough. It occurs only 

in neutral intonation patterns and never in emotive intonation patterns, and as 1 speculated 

earlier. these structures may be prosodically ambiguous. 

This reasoning about generality is of course dependent upon the assumption that we are 

trying to use the SFPA for both intonation pattems. Keeping the SFPA as general as pos- 

sible seems preferable because i t  would make the grammar more parsimonious. However, 

if we assume that the two intonation pattems are not governed by the same principles then 

it seems that we could account for the double-focus constructions by a rule that licenses 



the F-marking of the phrase directly from an argument of the head of the phrase, shown in 

(238). 

(238) Phrasal Focus 

A constituent may be a focus if a constituent contained within it that is an argu- 

ment of the head is prominent. 

This rule is analogous to the The Phrasal Focus rule proposed by Selkirk (1984). shown 

in (239, but it is different from it in that it refers to a prominent argument rather than F- 

marked argument. I have made this change in order to avoid embedded F-muken. for 

reasons that will become obvious shonly. 

(239) Phrasal Focus Rule (Selkirk. 1984. p.207) 

A constituent may be a focus if a constituent contained within i t  that is m xgu- 

ment of the head is a focus. 

By (239), a phrasal node can inherit the F-marking directly from an argument within 

that phrase. This rule differs from the one Selkirk proposed in 1995 in that in  the 1995 

rule the phrasal node gets to be F-marked via the head of the phrase. and not directly from 

its argument. The shift from the 1984 rule to the head-mediated one found in the 1995 

article was due to the proposal made in Rochemonr (1986). Rochemont (1986. p.8 1: 101) 

argues that if the phrase marking does not go via the head the verb will be interpreted 3s 

given when it is supposed to be interpreted as new. This reasoning can be illustrated by the 

following example. 

(240) a What did John do for Mary? 

304 



b. He sent Mary a BOOK. 

c. He &ent Mary a [BOOK]] by ( 2 3 8 )  

d. He ~[senr Mary a F[BOOK]] by ( 239 ) 

e. He ,=[ p[Sent] Mary ,=[a [BOOK]]] by (22533) 

Rochemont argues that if we allow the phrase to be F-marked directly by the argument 

then the VP [sent Man u book] is interpreted as the focus, by rule in (239). but only the 

direct object a book is interpreted as new. since that is the only constituent that has an 

embedded F-marker. The verb and the dative M), Mary, must be interpreted as given since 

they are not F-marked. The denotation of the dative NP can be assumed to be given in 

the context since it is part of the QUD (or c-construable in Rochemont's terms). but the 

verb is not. This is inadequate. since the verb is clearly interpreted a s  new. Thus, for 

empirical reasons. Rochemont proposes that the phrase inherit F-marking from the head 

rather thai~ directly from the argument. ~ h e r k  is a theoretical advantage to this proposal as 

well. Since categorial and other features of phrasal projections are projections of the head, 

the assumption that this is also true OF the focus feature unifies the focus feature with other 

syntactic features. 

As we have just seen the issue pertaining to phrasal F-marking is tied to the role of 

embedded F-maikers. So. Why do we need embedded F-marking at all? (in other words: 

Why can't the prominence on one lower element be interpreted directly as an F-marking 

for the constituent as a whole?) The answer to this question. as discussed in Chapter 2 

l ~ r s  In the assumptions pertaining to focus interpretation, and the possibility that focused 



material is not always analyzed as corresponding to a syntactic constituent (Vallduvi md 

Engdahl, 1996b; Zubizarreta, 1998: Gussenhoven. 1999). 

If we assume that focus is interpreted at LF, then we are assuming that the interpretation 

is done off of syntactic constituents. If a VP is F-marked as in (240c), and there are no 

embedded F-markers, then the claim would be that the whole VP is focused, when in fact 

only a pan of the VP is focused. According to most syntactic analyses of the double object 

consauction, the focus domain (240b) is not a syntactic constituent. In this case focus is 

discontinuous (see Gussenhoven, 1999, for a discussion of and references to this issue). I t  

consists of [sent ... a book]. Since this string is not a syntactic constituent ar LF. under 

the assumption that focus is interpreted at LF, the focus is assumed to be the VP. which 

is the minimal phrasal node that contains both the verb and the direct object in the double 

object construction. So, in order to provide the correct inrerpretation. i.e.. include h t h  the 

verb and the direct object a book into the focus domain. embedded F-mAers are put to 

use. Thus we see that the chain of reasoning about embedded F-markers and the phrasal 

projection rule leads back to the assumption about where focus is interpreted. 

In Vallduvi's system there are no embedded F-markers. The F-marking is only used for 

conveying the focus domain. We have seen in Chapter 2 that in his system focus in English 

does not always correspond to a syntactic constituent. In Catalan. according to Vallduui. 

focus always corresponds to a contiguous string, and according to his syntactic analysis 

does correspond to a syntactic constituent. the core IP. This analysis owes its simplicity to 

the syntax of Catalan. which, according to Vallduvi moves elements that are not focused 

out of the focus domain, the core 1P. Movement can be either to the left or to the right of 

focus domain, leaving focused elements in situ. 



Since syntax of Serbo-Croatian is different from English. and is to some extent similar 

to Catalan. would it be possible to assume the modified phrasal focus rule of Selkirk (1984) 

and account for the data? 

If we assume (238) we would make the claim that an argument of the head can directly 

mark the phrasal projection of the head if the argument is contained within the phrase. The 

assumption then is that there are no embedded F-markers and anything contained within 

the F-marked phrase would be part of focus. In the case of VSO ordering, the double focus 

of the subject and the object would be possible because the prominence on 0 would license 

F-marking on the VP. Since the subject is assumed to be within VP, the subject would also 

be focused. The verb would not be focused because it is outside the VP. T h e n  are several 

problems with this solution. 

First. if we assume that multiple foci are truly multiple foci, rather than a single com- 

plex focus consisting of a list of variables as proposed by Zubizarreta (1998) and Krifita 

(1991 ), then we have a problem since there is only one F-marked constituent. i.e., the VP. 

Second. we would have to assume that VSO structures sometimes include the verb. when 

the whole sentence is focused. and that sometimes they don't. when we have double-focus. 

So far we did not make a provision for the verb to be included within the VP and also 

precede the subject. In addition, we would have no way of explaining VSlO structures in 

which the focus can be only VIO. In this case the subject is included in the F-marked VP 

but it is not focused. Without recourse to embedded F-marking this structure would be 

predicted to only have sentence focus, or "multiple foci", but never VP focus, contrary to 

fact. Other problematic cases with the same issues include VOSI. SVOI. OVIS, and VOIS. 

The last two orderings point to yet another problem for this hypothesis. Since these are 



subject final structures, we would also have to allow subjects to tx: able to project focus. 

But this would be only in those cases when double-focus is possible. If we were to allow 

subjects to F-mark a phrasal node. we would not be able to preclude i s  licensing p h r u 1  

F-marking in other orderings? And yet. in all other orderings, the subject docs not project 

focus. 

To sum up. I have shown that the phrasal projection ~ l e  would not provide an adequate 

solution to the double-focus issue. In fact. I believe, ir would create more problems than 

it would fix. As a result, I leave the double-focus problem unresolved. and by adopting 

the phrasal F-marking via the head also accept the distinction between embedded and non- 

embedded F-markers. 

5.42 Refining the  Algorithm: Syntactic Assumptions 

5.42.1 Monotransitive Structures 

We have seen that we can account for the correlation between word order and the fwus 

domains in monotransitive suuctures under neutral intonation by moving to the left con- 

stituents out of the focus domain and by slightly modifying rhe SFPA. The modification 

included allowing the subject to be optionally F-marked when inside the VP. if the verb 

is. In this section, we are going to look at the cornlation between word order and focus 

domains of monoaansitive strurtuns under emotive intonation patterns. We will see that 

we need to add two more assumptions to our theory. We need to adjust our conception of 

scrambling by assuming that a VP can be moved as well, and we also have ro assume that 

prominent transitive verbs do not project focus. When we discussed the V-final suuctures 

in neutral intonation pattern, this solution was presented as a possibility, but there was no 



strong motivation for it because limiting focus projection to VP. and moving constituents 

out of the focus domain was also able to account for the correlation between the word order 

and the available focus domains. Here, we will see that because we need to preserve the 

direction of the movement to be to the left for scope reasons, the option of constraining 

focus projection for V-prominent structures is thus necessary. 

We start with the subject prominent structures, i.e.. SVO, D V .  OSV, and V m .  The fo- 

cus doman in all these suuctures consists of the subject only. Then is no focus projection. 

This is as expected, since the subject being prominent acquires the F-marking by the Basic 

Focus Rule. The F-marking on the subject is not expected to be able to project focus any 

funher. 

Next, we consider the verb prominent structures. i.e., SYO, OYS, 50 .  and YOS. The 

focus domain in all of these structures is only the verb. This is as expected, given the Basic 

Focus Rule. However, the F-marking of the verb also licenses F-marking of the verb phrase 

by the Focus Projection Rule. This is clearly not what we want. 

In order to account for the same word orders in the neuual intonation panems we have 

assumed that in VSO structure. for example, the verb has moved to Infl and that the subject 

and the object are in situ within VP. We have also assumed that the verb can inherit the 

F-marking in this position and consequently mark the VP as focused. That allowed us to 

account for the focus projection facts for this word order under neutral intonation. But 

the possible focus domains of V-prominent suuctures under the emotive intonation pattern 

dlffer from the ones found in the neutral intonation pattern. We have two options for 

deriving the correlation. Either the syntactic structures of the word ordering in the two 



intonation patterns differ. or we have to manipulate the SFPA in order to gel the correct 

focus patterns. 

If we assume that the syntactic structure is the same in both neutral and emotive into- 

nation patterns, then one way to account for the correlation between the word order and the 

focus domain in the YSO ordering would be to assume that verbs cannot project focus when 

prominent. This assumption would have to be resuicted to transitive and unaccusative verbs 

coocurring with full lexical NPs. This is because, as we have seen. unergadve verbs and 

transitiveverbs coocurring with indefinite quantificational pronouns and personal pronouns 

as internal arguments can project focus when prominent. 

The other possibility for accounting for focudword order correlation in neuual into- 

nation patterns that was suggested for V-final orderings was to assume movement of con- 

stituents outside the VP and restricting focus projection up to the VP node. If wc were 

to assume that the same solution is to apply in non-neutral intonation structures. then wt 

would have to assume that the subject and the object have moved out of the VP (this is the 

mirror image of the OSV ordering). This option is available if we allow rightward move- 

ment with the landing site outside the VP. That is. the suucrure that we need in order to 

account for the lack of focus projection in V-initial V-prominent ordcrings is the following. 



1P NP, 

I' NP, 

The problem with (241) is that it creates the incorrect c-command reiations between 

the subject and the object. Since the object c-commands the subject in this structure, we 

make a prediction that a pronoun within the subject could be bound by a quantifier within 

the object. contrary to fact. as shown in (242a). If we assume that rightward movement 

is subject to reconstruction. as  proposed by Biiring and Hanmann (1997) then we fail to 

predict that when the object precedes the subject as in YOS, the bound variable reading is 

available. as shown in (242b). 

(242) a. *UDARILA je njegovq mama svakogi ddaka.  

hit AUX his.NOM mOther.NOM every.~CC boy.~CC 

'His mother hit every boy.' 



b. UDARILA je svakog, defaka njegova, mama. 

hit AUX every.ACC boy.ACc his.SOM  mother.^^^ 

'His mother hit every boy.' 

Although Serbo-Croatian has two other equivalents of rightward movement in English. 

PP extraposition and Heavy NP shift, it does not have h e  most typical rightward movement 

operation: relative clause extraposition. Exuaposing a relative clause is not grammatical. 

as indicated in (243b). 

(243) a. Jedan fovek koji je nosio piJtolj 

One man.NOM who AUX carried gUn.ACC 

je doSao na izloZbu koju sam jute otvorio. 

AUX came to exhibition which AUX yesterday 0pened.l.MASC 

'A man who carried a gun came to h e  exhibition 1 opened yesterday.' 

b. *Jedan Eovek je d o h 0  na izloibu koju sam 

one man.NOM AUX came to exhibition which A U X  

jute otvorio koji je nosio piStolj. 

yesterday opened. 1 .MAsC who carried gUn.ACC 

'A man came to the exhibition 1 opened yesterday who carried a gun.' 

The possibility of rightward movement in accounting for non-canonical word orden has 

been argued for Turkish by Kural(1997). Turkish is an SOV language but allows structures 

with postverbal elements, such as SVO and OVS. The difference between Serbo-Croatian 

and Turkish is precisely in the way quantifier binding works. Kural shows that in Turkish 



postverbal arguments can bind preverbal arguments, which indicates that postverbal argu- 

ments are higher than the preverbal ones. Mahajan (1997),  on the other hand shows that in 

Hindi, another SOV languages. postverbal arguments cannot bind preverbal arguments, and 

hence should not be analyzed as rightward moved. Serbo-Croatian is thus more like Hindi 

than like Turkish. This difference in binding possibilities in different word orders across 

languages with the same basic order shows that the possibility of rightward movement 

vs. leftward movement is independent of the head parameter, contrary to the hypothesis 

presented in Fukui (1993). 

If we do not allow rightward movement out of the VP of nominal elements in mono- 

transitive srructures. we cannot account for the lack of focus projection in V-prominent 

suuctures only by the SFPA. One way to account for the lack of focus projection in V- 

prominent structures is to modify the SFPA by assuming that F-marking on the verb can 

project onto the phrase only if it has been inherited by the focus projection rule rather 

than acquired through prosodic prominence: by the Basic Focus Rule. By adopting this 

modificadon. we can account for both neutral and non-neutral intonation patterns of mono- 

transitive structures with full NPs. This solution, however. poses a problem for suuctures 

involving quantified pronouns and clitics, which require that the verb be prominent in the 

case of broad focus. This means that we have to add another stipulation into the SFPA 

which 1s sensitive to the semantic type of the predicate and its complement. I will present 

and motivate this constraint in section 5.4.3. 

We still need to account for 0-prominent suuctures. SQV, QVS, QSV, and VQS. In 

all of these srructures the direct object constitutes a potential focus domain. This can be 

striughtforwardly accounted for by the Basic Focus Rule. In addition to the narrow focus 



of the object. VP-focus is also possible in all structures but QSV. If we assume that QSV 

structure involves the direct object adjoined to 1P above the subject, we can account for the 

narrow focus of the object in the same way we need to account for the topicalized f o c w d  

objects in English and German, which also do not project (Jacobs. 1991: Guuenhoven. 

1992; Rochemont. 1998). Rochemon1 (1998) accounts for thew types of examples by 

disallowing A' traces to be F-marked. Since topicalization is considered an A'-movement. 

the fact that focused topicalized elements in English do not project is accounted for. This 

means that the SFPA rule in (225c) must not make reference to ~ v l ~ - ~ a c e s .  

We are left with the other 0-prominent structures in which the object projects focus 

onto the verb. As we noted in section 5.3, for the object to be able to project focus onto 

the verb the object must be adjacent to the verb. The SFPA makes a prediction that i i  

the object is able to project focus onto the verb. the two must be a syntactic constituent 

that excludes the subject. In the case of SQV structure. all we need to assume is that the 

object is still within the VP. We need this assumption for the indefinite quantified pronouns 

as well. Thus the assumption that OV structures are either base generated or derived by 

A-movement within VP is strongly motivated. 

The problematic structures under the emotive intonation pattern are those in which the 

subject is sentence final. i.e.. QVS and VQS. If we assume that these structures are derived 

by leftward movement of the verb to Infl and the direct object our of h e  VP while the 

subject stays in situ, as we did for the neutral intonation structures. then the object and the 

V do not form a constituent that is independent of the subject. The objec~ and [he verb 

can form a constituent only under the analysis which allows rightward movement of rhe 

subject. An argument that rightward movement is not the right solution comes from WeA 



Crossover effects. If we apply the Weak Crossover test on these structures, the rightward 

movement of the subject does not seem justified in either order, as shown in (244). 

(244) a. Poljubila je svakog, MLADICA njegov~ devojka. 

kissed AUX every.ACC boy.~cC ~ ~ S . N O M  girlfr iend.~O~ 

'His girlfriend kissed every boy.' 

b. Svakog, MLAD~CA je poljubila njegova, devojka. 

every.ACC boy.~CC AUX kissed his.NOM  girlfriend.^^^ 

'HIS girlfriend kissed every boy.' 

Both orders in (244) allow Weak Crossover amelioration. On the assumption that c- 

command is necessary for quantificational binding, we have to assume that in Subject-final 

structures.' the object c-commands the subject. This can be achieved only if the object 

has moved out of the VP to the left and is higher in the tree than the subject. This is the 

structure that we have assumed for neutral intonation pattern and WCO data show that it is 

correct. However, under such analysis of the syntactic structure of these word orders, we 

are still left with the problem of how to account for the VP focus in such orderings. 

The structure that the standard assumption of scrambling and V-movement give us is 

the one shown in (245). 



The structure that we need in order to explain focus projection in these ordcrings is shown 

in (246). 

/'\ /"\, 

v o s  

These two structures differ in the way they treat the VO sequence. Only in the swcrurc 

in (246) is the VO sequence a constituent. Assuming a structure like that would allow us 

to explain the focus projection facts. This essentially means allowing a VP a a whole to 

be preposed rather than either preposing the object and the verb separately, or extraposing 

the subject. The problem with (246) is that in this structure the object again does not 

c-command the subject. just as in the rightward movement of rhe subjecr analysis. We 

have resoned to the leftward movemenr analysis In order ro avoid the c-command problem. 

Since this issue comes up again with ditransitive structures we will get back to ir in thr: next 

section. 

To sum up, we have seen that focus projection in neutral intonation patterns of mono- 

transitive structures can be accounted for by the SFPA combined wirh leftward movement 

of the elements not in focus. since under the neutral intonation pattern thc focus exponenr 

is always contained within the rightmost constituent. We also had ro amend the SFPA in 

two ways: (i) to limit focus projection up to the VP node (which can also include the s u b  

ject under the VP-internal subject hypothesis and thus allow senrencc focus), and (ii) to 

allow subjects to be F-marked if the verb is F-marked, analogous to the rule for adjuncts 

proposed by Rochemont. 



To account for the focus projection facts under emotive intonation patterns, we had 

to (iii) eliminate the rule that allows traces to be F-marked. and (iv) limit the transfer of 

F-marking from the verb up to the verb phrase to inherited F-markers only. This means 

that the algorithm must be able to distinguish F-markers acquired by inheritance from F- 

markers acquired through prosodic prominence. We noted that there is a problem with 

the scrambled VQ sequences, which according to the syntactic structures generated under 

the standard syntactic assumptions about scrambling are not a syntactic constituent. This 

presents a problem because with respect to focus projection they behave as constituents 

do. We now turn to ditransitive structures, where we see that this problem is actually more 

general and applies to the sequence of a verb and an indirect object as well. That is, an 

internal argument can project focus onto the verb only if the two are adjacent. 

5.4.2.2 Ditransitive Structures 

There are a lot of similarities between rnonottansitive and ditransitive structures in neutral 

intonation patterns with respect to the correlations between word order and focus domains. 

First of all, the verb cannot project focus when placed in a prominent position, i.e. final 

position in a clause, in either of the structures. unless the complements are indefinite quan- 

tificationai pronouns or clitics. Second. any element in final position can be interpreted as 

narrowly focused. Third. the subject does not project focus either, although if it is preceded 

by an indirect object. both can be interpreted as focused. This situation is similar to VSO 

and VOS swctures of monotransitive clauses, where the subject and the object. indepen- 

dently of the verb. can be interpreted as focused as well. However, as I already mentioned, 

the double focus cases will remain unresolved. 



So, given that we have established that neither the verb nor the subject projects focus in 

transitive structures with full NPs, we can safely eliminate the V-final and S-final srructurcs 

out of our discussion of ditransitive structures. We are left to deal with 0-final and I-final 

structures and their focus projection potential. We stan with 0-final structures. 

The generalization that emerges from the 0-final structures is that as long a the canoni- 

cal order of nominal elements is preserved. i.e.. SIO (S=subject. I=indirect object. O=direct 

object), the 0 can project focus up to the whole sentence. As far as the distribution of F- 

markers is concerned we have the same problem with the indirect object a we did with 

the subject in monotransitive suuctures. Neither can inherit the F-marking from the direct 

object according to the SFPA. If we look at the focus domain possibilities, we see chat the 

subject and the indirect object are interpreted as new as long as the verb is roo. So. we can 

then make the same amendment to the SFPA for the indirect object as we proposed for the 

subject. That is, the indirect object can be F-marked if the verb is, as In (247). This likens 

subjects and indirect objects to adjuncts. as this proposal was originally mads only for ad. 

juncu in English by Rochemont (l986).I3 The assumption needed for the focus projection 

up to the sentence level. i.e.. sentence focus. is that all elements are inside the VP. 

(247) Indirect object F-marking 

If a head is [+Fj, then the subject of the head may be [+F] if it is within the head's 

projection at the Surface Structure. 

"AS Pera C u l i w w  (p.c.) poinu OUL subjects. adjunclr and indirect objecu are a narural class m GB 
&tory. They arc rhow elements of a sentence lhar are rot governed by h e  verb lor not L-marked in h 
Banier's f m w o r k ) .  



The problematic cases in neutral intonation patterns are IVSO. ISVO, and VISO order- 

ings. The focus domain in these ordkrings is the 0. If we assume that the direct object is 

the only element left inside the VP, then we have to account for the structure which requires 

that the verb and the indirect object and the subject be outside the VP and also insure that 

the verb cannot inherit F-marking from the direct object. In V-initial struchlres with the 

canonical ordering of the nominal arguments. we have assumed that the verb has moved to 

I and we have also allowed the verb to inherit the F-marking from the direct object. So, 

how can we prevent the same thing from happening in IVSO. ISVO. and VISO orderings? 

Rochemont (1998. p.344) argues that F-marking has properties of head-movement. 

This claim is based on the resemblance of the argumenvadjunct asymmetry in focus pro- 

jection to movement because the same asymmetry is found in the theory of movement: it is 

possible to move an element out of an argument but not out of an adjunct. On the assump- 

tion that the resemblance is not coincidental. focus projection can be reduced to movement. 

Given that the movement is from an argument to the head. it seems reasonable to assume 

that it is head-movement. If we adopt this claim, and if we assume that movement of 

nominal elements out of the VP into the specifier positions of the functional layer of the 

clause activates the head positions within the functional layer, then we can reason that by 

the Head Movement Constraint, given in (2481, F-marking cannot be inherited by the verb 

because of the presence of the intermediate functional heads that preclude movement. This 

stipulation then accounts for all the cases of 0-final orderings. 



(248) Head Movement Constraint 

a A head category can only move to the head position immediately preceding ir 

(Ouhalla 199 1) 

Let me illustrate how this works. The O-final orderings thar are covered by the Head 

Movement Constraint an IVSO. ISVO. and VISO. In all of them the focus domain is 

resuicted only to 0. If projection of F-marking is an instance of head rnovemenr. [hen in 

ISVO ordering. the F-marking cannot "move" to the head V because the indirect objccr 

and the subject have moved out of the VP and hence activated the heads of the functional 

projections within the inflectional layer. Tle V then is nor the clowr head and thus by 

the Head Movement Constraint the F-marking cannot reach the verb. The same is uue of 

ISVO and VISO. 

We move to I-final orderings. The peculiarity of 1-final orderings is rhar in addition ro I 

as the focus domain. I can project focus only to the verb phrase thar does not contain the di- 

rect object. If the subject is also within the VP then the subject can also be in focus. as ions 



as the verb also is.'' This is. by now, a familiar situation and we have already accounted 

for it by our amendment to the SFPA which says that subject F-mahng is licensed if the 

verb is also F-marked and the subject is still within the VP. 

The situation that we find here seems to show that in transitive suuctures the direct 

object is the firs! choice for the role of the focus exponent for a VP, the indirect object is 

the second choice, and the verb is the last choice. The verb can assume that function only 

when there is no argument that can assume that function. That is. a verb with an overt 

projectable argument cannot itself project f o c ~ s . ' ~  

To sum up: We have seen that in ditransitive st~uctures both types of internal arguments 

can transfer focus onto the verb, although under different conditions. For an indirect object 

to be able to transfer focus onto the verb. the direct object must not be within the focus 

domain. Furthermore. we have seen that the verb can license focus on the subject and the 

indirect object, as long as these are within the VP. Movement of the nominal arguments 

outside of the VP blocks the inheritance of  markin in^ to the verb. We have stipulated that 

under the assumption that F-marking shares properties of head-movement, we can account 

for this by the Head Movement Constraint if we assume that movement of the nominal 

elements outside the lexical VP projection activates the heads within the functional layer 

"I am ignoring the <S,I> focus domaim, for the same nason as discussed for other multiple f a i  possibil- 
(' 

ities. That is. for reasons of potential prosodic ambiguiry. 

')As I noted before there is a functional difference between English and Serbo-Croatian with respect to verb 
prominence (except in unergatives). In ScrbCroatian vat, prominence can always i n d i t e  vaum focus. 
i.e.. affirmation of the md, of the proposition. In English, this function is served by thc auxiliary vwbs. 
rather than the main verbs. Serbo-Croatian cannot use the auxiliaries for this purpose because they 
phonologically clitics and so can never be prominent. Thus, it Kcms that avoidance of verb prominence 
for signalling focus is in pan tied to the difference in  the phonological status of the auxiliaries versus main 
verbs. 



of the clausal projection. We now move to the issues relating toditransitive suucturcs under 

the emotive intonation patterns. 

At the outset, we have eliminated the patterns involving verb prominence and subject 

prominence. This is because we have found that neither of these elements are able to project 

focus. Thus, we arc left to examine two types of orderings: those in which the direct object 

is prosodically prominent and those in which the indirect object is prosodically prominent. 

In section 5.3 we have tabulated the correlation between the word order and the focus 

domain. We will only discuss the 0-prominent orderings since the I-prominent orderings 

an d i y  comparable to these. 

In addition to the narrow focus of the direct object, these orderings show that direct 

objects can project focus onto the verb as long as the verb is adjacent to the direct object. 

One exception to the adjacency constraint is the V I P  ordering. We first discuss the VIQS 

ordering and then we will discuss the adjacency condition. 

The VIQS ordering has a potential for three (nested) focus domains: VIO, VO, 0. In 

other words it behaves as the standard focus projection within a VP. We have seen that in 

the neutral intonation panem this ordering allows only the subject to be the focus. We have 

assumed that the syntactic smcture of this ordering involved the subject in situ and a11 

other elements moved outside the VP. However, this was not necessary in order to account 

for the focus projection in neutral intonation pattern. Subjects do not project mywq.  

because they are in the specifier position of the VP, and not h e  complement position. 

like internal arguments. The condition that guided our assumption about the position of 

the subject in subject-final sentences was c-command. Since the subject in the scntence- 

final position does not c-command anything that precedes it, and is c-commanded by the 



preceding material. it seems inevitable to assume that they are low in the tree. Thus the 

only option seems to be that they are'in situ within the VP. If so, then there ate two options 

for deriving the VIOS ordering. Either the whole inner VP is moved, or the elements axe 

moved individually. Moving the entire lower VP seems a more attractive solution since the 

focus projection facts can follow directly without any stipulation. So. then the question is 

whether we can argue for VP preposing or not. 

Based on clitic placement in Serbo-Croatian. many scholars have argued against VP 

preposing (topicalization in their terminology) (Browne. 1974; Rivero, 1991, among oth- 

en). as shown in (250). 

(250) a. * h a 0  knjigu sam 

read book .~cc  AUX.CL 

' I  read the book.' 

b. citao sam knjigu 

read AUX.CL  book.^^^ 

' I  read the book.' 

(250a) is ungrammatical because the clitic must occur after the first accented word, the 

verb in this case. Since the clitic is an auxiliary and according to Rivero (1991) heads its 

own projection. i r  is nor a part of the VP. The clitic intrusion within the VP is interpreted as 

evidence for V-movement instead. However, if we assume that clitic placement is partially 

driven by phonological requiremenu as argued by many (RadanoviC-Kocif. 1988; Halpem, 

1995; BoSkoviC. 2000a. inter alia) then it seems reasonable to assume thar VP preposing 

is possible and thar clitic placement is not evidence against it. Consequently, under the 

VP-preposing analysis, the focus projection within VIQS structure is accounted for. 



We can assume a similar solution to the projection facts in  VQlS. and VQSl orderings. 

where. only the VO domain can be interpreted as focused. That is. the VO constitusnt is 

preposed and focus projection operates within that constituent. 

There is one problem with this analysis. though. As I already noted in the previous 

section, the elements within the fronted VP do not c-command the subject at S-structure. 

We have seen, however. that all these structures allow either the direct object or the indirect 

object to bind the pronoun within the subject, which seems to indicate that c-command 

condition on binding is satisfied. If we can stipulate chat h e  conditions on quantification 

binding require precedence at S-swcture and c-command at LF. then by quantifier mising 

at LF we would satisfy both conditions. There seems to be some evidence for this possibil- 

ity. LF-movement of quantifien is independently needed in Serbo-Croatian because their 

surface structure position is not sufficient for their interpretation. For examplc. in multi- 

ply quantified sentences. the quantifier scope is ambiguous and hence the surface suucturz 

cannot serve as the input to quantifier scope interpretation. This is illustrated in (251) md 

(252). where it is shown that both interaction of two quantified NPs and a quantified NP 

with a whsperator is possible. 

(251) NeSto je svakog djaka ujelo na izletu. 

~0mething.NO~ aux every.ACC pupil.~cC bit at picnic 

'Something bit every student at the picnic.' 

For every student there was something that bit him. 



(252) Sta je svako kupio za Petra? 

what.ACC aux everyone.NOM bought for Pet= 

'What did everyone buy for Petar?' 

'For every person, what did they buy for Petar?' 

In addition to quantifier scope ambiguity, illustrated in (251) and (252), there are ex- 

amples in which the quantifier scope is fixed. although it is inverse of the scope given by 

surface posttion of the quantifiers. An example of the so-called inverse scope reading is 

given in (253). For a more in depth discussion and additional arguments for LF movement 

of quantified expressions in Serbo-Croatian see Godjevac (to appear). 

(253) 1988 svaki penzioner , u jednom vojvodjanskom 

1988 every.NOM pensioner.NOM in one v o j v o d i n a . ~ ~ ~ ~  

selu je glasao za MiloSeviCa. 

village aux voted for MiloSeviC 

'In 1988, every pensioner in one village in Vojvodina voted for MiloJeviC.' 

*every pensioner > one village, one village > every pensioner 

Thus. I will assume that some version of the above stipulation is correct and that after 

QR. the c-command condition would be satisfied. which then accounts for the data. 

We are now left with other 0-prominent structures that allow focus projection (QVSI. 

OVIS. ISQV, 12V.S. 1VQ.S. SVGI, SIQY and SQVI). In all of these, the descriptive gener- - 
alization IS that the direct object can project focus to the verb if the verb is adjacent to the 

direct object. How can we account for this fact? 

1 the discussion of tnonotransitive structures I have made an assumption that OV struc- 

tures can be thought of as base generated, or derived by A-movement within the VP. In 



either case the OV sequence can be treated as a constituent. If so. then we can further 

assume that this constituent has been fronted. The consequences of this assumption are the 

same as for the previously discussed orderings. If we don't assume constituency of OV 

structures, however it is derived, then we have to account for the adjacency condition. 

There arc two well-known ways of encoding adjacency within generative grammu. 

One of them is the solution we have already been exploiting. which is the head-complement 

relation, or constituency. The other possibility is the head-specifier agreement. which 

has been used in much recent work in the generative grammar for encoding a number 

of properties that wen  previously handled through the notion of government. For exam- 

ple, Case assignment, Wh-Criterion, and Neg-Criterion have been encoded as checking of 

C a s M e g  features in a spec-head configuration (Chomsky. 199 1: Riui. 199 1: Haege- 

man. 1995). In addition to these grammatical propenies, adjacency requirement in relation 

to focus has also b u n  encoded through spec-head agreement within the functional projec- 

don FocusP (see Brody. 1990: Choe. 1995: Tsimpli. 1995: Riui. 1997). 

Postulating a functional projection FocusP for Serbo-Croatian xems like a plausible 

alternative to encoding the adjacency requirement between the direct object and the verb 

that would also not require base generation of OV structures. This analysis would assume 

a saucture such as the one shown in (254) 



FocP 

NP. F' 

The direct object would move to [spec FocP] to check off its focus feature and the verb 

would adjoin to the functional head F. Thus. the adjacency requirement between the direct 

object and the verb would be encoded as the spec-head agreement within the FocP. This 

type of analysis has been used to explain the narrow focus on the NP occupying the specifier 

position of the FocP in Hungarian. Korean, Greek. Italian, among others. However, this 

type of an analysis has not k e n  used to explain focus projection from the NP to the verb, 

in which the two constitute a focus domain, i.e.. a constituent denoting a predicate which is 

interpreted as focused. Because of this interpretational requirement, it seems preferable to 

encode the adjacency constraint through constituency rather than (spec-head) agreement. 

The analysis in which the OV sequence is a constituent is based on the assumption that 

i t  can be base-generated (or the object is A-moved, if we allow argument shift within the 

VP as was needed for quantificational pronouns), that VP preposing is allowed, and that 

the lack of the c-command is circumvented by additional stipulation about quantificational 

binding and a necessary rule of quantifier raising. 



5.43 Refining the Algorithm: Sensitivity to Semantic Type 

We have seen in section 5.3.3 that if the focus exponent is a personal pronoun or an indzfi- 

nite quantificational pronoun. F-marking does not project beyond that NP In other words. 

when a prominent internal argument is a personal pronoun or an indefinite quantific3rional 

pronoun, the utterance is interpreted as narrow focus on that argument. Thus it w s  sug- 

gested that the SFFA must incorporare this sensitivity to a semantic type of the constituent 

containing the focus exponent. We have also seen in previous sections that a prominent 

verb does not project focus. unless it belongs to the unergative class. I have argued chat 

we also need to incorporate a restriction on focus projection from prominent verbs in order 

to account for the correlation between word order and focus domains in transitive suuc- 

tuns under neutral intonation pattern. The question that I want to address in this section is 

whether we need both of these constraints. 

The reason this question is pertinent is because the projectability of verbs depends on 

the semantic type of its internal argument. Consider the following examples. I have shown 

that when a full NP subject of an unaccusative verb is prominent. either prosodically or 

by position, it can signal sentence broad focus. whereas when a non-unergative verb'" is 

prominent, either prosodically or by position. the focus is narrow. This is illustrated in 

(255). Thus, the conclusion this data suppons is that unaccusative verbs do nor project 

broad focus. However, if the form of the subjecr is an indefinite quantificational pronoun. 

the fa$ about prominence-focus relation are reversed. Only prominence on the verb can 

"Unagative v d s  are able to project focus 



signal broad focus. This is illustrated in (256). The same distinction is present with mono- 

transitive and ditransitive verbs as weil. shown in (257) and (258). 

(255) a. What happened? 

b. #Milan je stigao. 

Milan.NOM AUX arrived 

'Milan arrived.' 

c. Stigao je Milan. 

arrived AUX mil an.^^^ 

'Milan arrived.' 

d. MILAN je stigao. 

Milan.NOM AUX arrived 

'Milan arrived.' 

e. #STIGAO je Milan. 

arrived AUX M i l a n . ~ O ~  

'Milan arrived.' 

(256) a. Neko je stigao. 

someone.NOM AUX arrived 

'Someone arrived.' 

b. #Stigao je neko. 

amved A U X  SOmCOne.Pr'OM 

'Someone arrived.' 



c. #NEKO je stigao. 

someone.NOM AUX arrived 

'Someone arrived.' 

d. ?STIGAO je neko. 

arrived AUX someone.NoM 

'Someone arrived.' 

(257) a What's new? 

b. #Milan je kupio ncfto. 

mil an.^^^ AUX bought some thing.^^^ 

'Milan bought something.' 

c. Milan je nebo kupio. 

Milan.~OM AUX something.~cC bought 

'Milan bought something.' 

d. Milan je KUPIO nesto. 

M ~ I ~ . N O M  AUX bought something.~cc 

'Milan bought something.' 

(258) a What happened here? 

b. #Dinktor je poklonio nekome negto. 

the boss.NOM AUX gave someone.DAT some thing.^^^ 

'The boss gave something to someone.' 



c. Direkror je nekome neito poklonio. 

the  boss.^^^ A U X  gave SOmeOne.DAT something.ACC 

'The boss gave something to someone.' 

d. #Nekome je neito direktor poklonio. 

the boss.NOM AUX gave someone.DAT something.ACC 

'The boss gave something to someone.' 

e. ?Direktor je POKLONIO nekome neSto. 

the ~ S S . N O M  AUX gave someone.DAT something.~CC 

'The boss gave something to someone.' 

The difference in the way broad focus is signalled in (255) and (256) supports the hy- 

pothesis that the constraint that prohibits verbs from projecting focus when prominent is not 

absolute. These data show that a verb's inability to project focus is relative to other proper- 

ties of the constituents within the focus domain. It correlates with at least another property: 

the prominence-bearing potential of iu internal argument(s). This property relates to the 

fact that indefinite quantificauonal pronouns cannot function as the focus exponent. We 

have also noted that this is true of full personal pronouns a s  well. Do these two types of 

expressions belong to a natural class? 

Personal pronouns and indefinite quantificational pronouns differ in one crucial re- 

spect. Personal pronouns are inherently anaphoric. This means that they inherently denote 

"given" information. In that sense, i t  seems reasonable that they cannot be the focus ex- 

ponent. unless they constitute the sole focus. This is also true of other elements denoting 

given information. Consider the following example. 



(259) a. Who did you hit when the woman walked in? 

b. I hit THE WOMAN 

(260) a. What did you do when the woman walked in? 

b. #I hit THE WOMAN. 

The reason the utterance I hi! the WOMAN is infelicitous in (260) but not in (2.59) is 

because in the context of (260a) the NP rhe w o m n  is expected to function as the focus 

exponent. l n j e  context of (259a) it is not required to project and the result is perfectly 

acceptable. This shows that if an accented constituent denotes given information it cannor 

project focus, but it can be the sole focus. Thus. the behavior of personal pronouns is iden- 

tical to behavior of other types of NPs that denote given information. Personal pronouns 

an distinguished because they inherently denote given information. 

lndefinite quantificational pronouns, on the other hand. inherently denote '.new" in- 

formation." l h i s  difference shows that personal pronouns and indefinite quantificotionsl 

pronouns may not constitute a natural class with respect to prominencz-ksrinp potenrial 

relevant for focus.'%us it is conceivable that the behavior of the rwo may nor represent 

a single phenomenon. 

I will argue that when the only internal argument is a full personal pronoun. the promi- 

nent verb does not projed focus, rather the focus is narrow because the full pronouns cannot 

"If we assume that indefiniteness is a property related to '.novelry.. as defined In Helm (1982). that IS. 
novelty with mpst lo common ground, ratho than with respect to QUD. then this x n x  of '.new.' I S  

different from the one relevant for focus. 

"I am not claiming that these elements cannot bear prominence. They ccmnly can. Thc issue IS whether 
hey  can bear prominence relevan1 for projecting focus beyond their own rnaxlmal propnon. 



be pan of focus in Serbo-Croatian. as discussed in section 5.3.3. The case in which the in- 

ternal argument is an indefinite quantificational pronoun, the prominent verb does project 

focus. Thus the difference is in the size of the focus domain. 

In Chapter 2 we have seen that expressions that denote given information an deac- 

cented in English. If we assume that pronouns inherently denote given information, then 

we can assume that unless they are the focus, they must be "deaccented". I have already 

pointed out in Chapter 2 that deaccenting in English seems to be a heterogeneous class of 

phenomena. The case of these two types of pronouns discussed here also provides evidence 

for that hypothesis. 

As we can deduce from our examples above, Serbo-Croatian has two analogues of 

English deaccenting. In utterances under neutral intonation. movement to the left of a con- 

stituent denoting given information is one type of an analogue of English style deaccenting. 

The other form of "deaccenting" in Serbo-Croatian is directly analogous to English. it in- 

volves keeping the word order constant but kifting to the left the placement of the phrase 

accent. 

The cases in which the verb can project focus in Serbo-Croatian are those in which 

no internal argument can bear prominence, for example sentences with indefinite quan- 

tificational pronouns as internal arguments. In these cases. it is not the case that the verb 

has been promoted to bearing prominence, rather it is the internal argument that must be 

demoted from bearing prominence. One of the crucial questions to ask is: Why do these in- 

definites avoid prominence? However. at this point I don't have an explanation for this fact 

and i t  simply must be stipulated. One of the functional explanadons offered by Bolinger 

that seems applicable here is kernantic weight. Expressions with low semantic weight do 



not bear prominence. According to Bolinger. semantic weight is a function of redundancy. 

Certain words in certain contexts are redundant and hence carry low semantic weight, i.e.. 

they add very little information. Indefinite quantificational pronouns seem ro qualify for 

that description because, they add very little information beyond the syntactic satisfaction 

of the thematic requirements of the verb. 

I will assume that when the verb bears prominence due to the low semantic weight of 

its complement that these are examples par excellence of "deaccenung". There arc two 

reasons for this. First. in these cases the focus is always broad and cannot be reanalyzed 

as narrower focus. Second, the quantificational pronouns are interpreted as new. i.e.. F- 

marked, even though there is no provision for their acquiring the F-marking via rhc SFPA: 

the verb acquires the F-marking by the Basic Focus Rule. but this F-marking on the verb 

does not license the F-marking of its complements. it can only liccnss thc F-markins of 

the phrase. In other words. the disuibution of the F-marking within this kind of dtac- 

cented verb phrase behaves as if the prosodic prominence was associated with the internal 

argument. 

I have argued in Chapter 2 that some cases of deaccenting in English, discussed in the 

literature, involve mistaken delineation of the focus domain. Sekirk's "sketches" example 

is one such example. In Chapter 2. I have also discussed Vallduvi and Engdahl's "choco- 

late" example, repeated here in (261). in which the verb bears focal prominence. According 

to Vallduvf and Engdahl, the focus domain in this example contains the subject NP and the 

verb. I have argued instead that the focus domain in this example is just the verb. If we 

assume that the subject is a pan of the focus domain. as Vallduvf and Engdahl claim then 

according to the SFPA, the focus domain must be the sentence. The reason the object NP 



1s not within the focus domain in Vallduvi and Engdahl's analysis is because it is given in 

the immediately preceding context. Under the SFPA analysis the direct object NP is within 

the focus domain, but it is not accented because it denotes given information. According 

to deaccenting theories, the absence of an accent on this NP. is a case of deaccenting. But 

this is precisely where the difference lies between this case and the case of deaccenting 

of indefinite quantificational pronouns. The indefinite quantificational pronouns must be 

interpreted as F-marked. whereas the denotation of the NP chocolare must be interpreted 

as not F-marked. Thus, if we want to subsume both of these cases under deaccenting, they 

must be treated as two different types of deaccenting. 

(261) Context: You shouldn't have brought chocolate to the White House. 

a. The president HATES chocolate. 

b. F[The president HATES] chocolate. 

c. c m e  president F[r;[H~TES] chocolate]] 
e 

However, there are reasons to believe that the "chocolate" example is not actually the 

case of deaccenting at all. I questioned the just sketched analysis of both theories for two 

reasons. First of all, if we adopt the assumption that information can be given by virtue 

of entailment then the denotation of the subject NP is also given by virtue of the mention 

of the White House. If so, then by the same reasoning applied to the NP chocolate in 

Vallduvi and Engdahl's analysis, the subject NP need not be included in the focus domain. 

This leaves the verb as the sole focus domain in this example. In other words. the implicit 

question that (261a) is answerin$ is "How does the president feel about chocolate?" 



The second reason for questioning both analyses involves Serbo-Croatian correlate of 

this example. The most natural continuation within the above context involves those word 

orders and those prominence placement strategies in which the verb is the sole focus d o  

main, as the analysis of the previous examples would predict. This is shown in (262). 

(262) a. You shouldn't have brought chocolate to the Whire Houx 

b. #hedsednik mrzi Eokoladu. SVO 

presidentNOM hates chocolate.~cC 

'The president hates chocolate.' 

c. Pndsednik Eokoladu mrzi. 

pnsidentN0M chocolate.~CC hates 

'The president hates chocolate.' 

d. Cokoladu predsednik mrzi. 

chocolate.~CC president.NOM hates 

'The president hates chocolate.' 

e. Pndsednik MRZI Eokoladu. 

president .~O~ hates chocolate.~CC 

'The president hates chocolate.' 

f. MRZI predsednik Eokoladu. 

hates president.NO~ chocolate.~CC 

'The president hates chocolate.' 
. . . 

sov 

OSV 

VSO - 



We have independently established that verb prominence signals only narrow focus on 

the verb if the internal argument is not an indefinite quantificational pronoun. Given the 

above specified context the examples in (262) are able to occur. this suggest that prominent 

verbs do not project focus onto the verb phrase when the internal argument denotes given 

information. This leaves us with the indefinite quantificational pronouns as the only case 

when the internal argument NP is included within the focus domain, it does not bear promi- 

nence, but is interpreted as F-marked. In other words, a non-F-marked internal argument in 

monouansitive structures cannot be included into the focus domain. In contrast, it seems 

that external arguments (subjects) and adjuncts can be included in the focus domain even 

when they are not F-marked. The generalization that these facts embody is the following: 

A potential focus exponent cannot be included in the focus domain unless it is prominent. 

In unaccusative and monotransitive suuctures. the internal argument is the only possible 

focus exponent. In ditransitive structures. either of the two internal arguments can func- 

tion as focus exponents, although there is a.'hierarchy of projectability: the direct object 

is ranked higher as a potential focus exponent than the indirect object. The verb can be a 

focus exponent in unergative structure, since there are no internal arguments. 

In order to account for the behavior of quantificational pronouns, personal pronouns and 

prominent verbs the SFPA needs to be modified. The following set constraints represents 

the modified version of the SFPA. 



(263) Indefinite Quantificational Pronouns 

a An NP is an indefinite quantificational pronoun iff i t  belongs to the following 

set: neko 'someone', ne3ro 'something'. tlegde 'somewhere'. n c k b  'somehow'. 

nekad 'sometime'. 

(264) Basic Foeus Rule (Selkirk. 1995. p. 555) 

An accented word is F-marked. 

(265) F-marking 

a F-marking is acquired iff it is acquired by the Basic Focus Rule. 

b. F-marking is inherited iff it is not acquired by the Basic Focus Rule 

(266) Focus Projection 

a Inherited F-marking of the head of a phrase licenses the F-marking of the phrax. 

b. Acquired F-marking of the head of a phrase licenses the F-marking of [he phrm 

iff all internal arguments of the head belong to the class of indefini~s quantihca- 

tional pronouns. 

c. F-marking of an internal argument of a head Licenses the F-&ng of the head. 

d. If a head is F, then an adjunct to the head may be F. (Rochernont. 1998. p. 34 1)  

Indirect object F-marking 

e. If a head is m, then the indirect object of h e  head may be IF) if  it is within the 

head's projection at the Surface Structure. 



Subject F-marking 

f. If a head is [ f l .  then the subject of the head may be m if it is within the head's 

projection at the Surface Structure. 

The above set of constraints incorporates the noted sensitivity to the semantic type of 

internal arguments into the SFPA. In order to account for non-projectability of personal 

pronouns and other constituents denoting given information we need the following con- 

straint. 

(267) Sole Focus 

If a constituent denoting given information is accented it is the sole focus of the 

sentence. 

5.5 Conclusions 

In this section 1 have shown that focus projection in sentences with scrambled orders in both 

main types of intonation patterns can be accounted for by the SFPA provided that certain 

amendments are incorporated. These include (i) the assumption that focus projection stops 

ar the VP node. (ii) optional transfer of F-marking from the verb to the subject and the indi- 

rect object; (iii) the assumption that traces are invisible for the purpose of F-marking, (iv) 

the distinction between two types of F-marking: those that are acquired through prosodic 

prominence and those that are inherited, (vf semantic sensitivity to indefinite quantifica- 

tional pronouns. and (vi) the sole focus constraint. 

In addition to the modification of the SFPA. we also had to make additional assumptions 

about scrambling. We assumed that internal arguments of the verb can be base-generated 



(or A-moved) in any order and can freely combine with the verb as a constituent. This 

constituent is hrtha free to p r e p .  There are two arguments against the prcposing of the 

inner VP: one pertains to clitic placement, and the other to scope of the quantificational 

NPs within the prepostd constituent. I have argued that there are independent grounds for 

positing quantifier raising at LF in Serbo-Croatian and thus the second objection can be 

solved by this independently needed mechanism. As far as clitic placement is concerned. 

its surface position seems to provide evidence for both syntactically sensitive placement 

and for prosodically sensitive placement. At this point there are no clear-cut arguments 

for either solution. On the assumption that the clitic-placement objection can be dealt with 

adequately. I have shown that a focus projection algorithm based on the argument structure 

of the predicate can be implemented in a scrambling language such as Serbo-Croatian. 

Certain modifications of the SFPA. such as the Subject Focus Myking. and the Indirect 

Object Focus Marking are clearly specific to Serbo-Croatian. This modifica[ion seems to 

be related to the difference in the type of prosodic prominence between English and S e r b  

Croatian. The prosodic marking of prominence in Serbo-Croatian is (the L-) phrase accent 

rather than a pitch accent. English, and other Germanic languages that use a post-lexical 

pitch accent, mark the subject and the indirect object directly by prosodic prominence 

rather than through inheritance of F-marking from the predicate. 

Other modifications of the SFPA, such as the sensitivity to the semantic type of h e  

argument seems to have a more general character. We have xen that even English shows 

the same type of sensitivity. Consequently this property of the modified SFPA is of a more 

interest for the crosslinguistic comparisons in the search for the linguistic universal. 



1 have also shown that there is some notion of relative projectability of different ele- 

ments in a Serbo-Croatian sentence..This relative projectability is manifested as a hierarchy 

of possible focus exponents. The direct object is the highest on this hierarchy, the indina 

object lower, and the verb and the subject are the lowest. This superiority of the internal 

arguments is precisely what the SFPA is all about: sensitivity to argument structure. Con- 

sequently, this is another element of the algorithm that proves to be quite general. To what 

extent this characteristic is dependent on the type of prosodic prominence is still to6 early 

to tell. Before we can answer this question we need to look moreclosely at focus projection 

properties of languages that do not mark prosodic prominence by either a pitch accent or 

a phrase accent. It is conceivable that this type of focus projection is sensitive to the more 

general notion of accentuation, and that the sensitivity to argument structure is contingent 

on it.  



CHAPTER 6 

CONCLUSIONS 

6.1 Summary 

This thesis is one of the first in-depth analyses of a focus system which makes extensive 

use of both intonation and word order for marking focus. 

On the empirical side, this dissertation has investigated the nature of focus and focus 

projection in Serbo-Croatian. The primary concerns were the prosodic and syntactic prop 

erties of focus marking and the relationship between focus marking and focus domain. i . ~ . .  

focus projection. As a result this investigation presents a study interfacing three fields of 

linguistics: pragmatics. intonation. and synts. 

The so-called free word order of Slavic languages has  always k e n  related to the prag- 

matic notions such as topic and focus [see inter alia Sgall et al.. 1986: Holloway-King. 

1995. for Czech and Russian, respectively). 1 have shown that Serbo-Croatian h a  two 

means of marking focus: position (i.e., word order) but prosodic prominence (i.e.. prosodic 

distinction). 

On the theoretical side. the two main claims in this dissertation are: ( I )  hat these ~ w o  

types of focus marking are subject to the same set of constraints on focus projection and (2) 

that the relationship between focus marking and focus domain is syntactically constrained. 



in addition. 1 have shown that the assumption that focus is a syntactic constituent has a con- 

sequence for the syntactic analysis of scrambling. It motivates the treatment of scrambling 

as an operation which not only includes NP arguments but also a VP. 

These findings are imponant for several reasons. First, it shows that syntactic means of 

siznaling focus are not independent of prosodic cues, as has been previously claimed for 

positional focus languages (Kiss. 1995; Vallduvi, 1992; Kidwai, 2000). Second, it shows 

that differences in focus marking do not necessarily establish differences in the focus- 

prominence relation. English uses a pitch accent for marking focal prominence, whereas 

Serbo-Croatian employs a phrase accent. Nevertheless. the focus-prominence relation in 

both languages obeys a syntactic focus projection algorithm. Third, it shows that syntactic 

analysis of free word order languages is dependent on both intonation and focus domain 

assignment and thereby initiates a new methodological approach into study of the syntax 

of scrambling languages. 

6.2 Outlook 

This thesis is also an initial step towards a more comprehensive analysis of the prosody 

and the various functions of word order in Serbo-Croatian, as well as of the interaction 

between the two. However. there are a number of issues that this research program needs 

ro explore in more detail before a more complete picture emerges. For instance, for a 

full understanding of the focus system, the notion of topic and topic signalling must be 

integrated with the focus system. Furthermore, since topic signalling is also dependent on 

prosody and word order. any complete account will have to deal with both simultaneously. 



Another domain that has been noted in the literature (see Tancredi. 1992; Merchant. 

1999) as tightly related to both topic and focus is the domain of various types of ellipsis. 

Thus a more tightly interwoven grammatical system would also have to connect the topic 

and focus system to a more general system of deletion. 

Somewhat more remotely. understanding focus is a crucial first step towards a deeper 

understanding of definiteness. What makes definiteness in the Slavic languages mysterious 

is that it is not grarnmaticalized in the determiner system (as in languages Like English). 

and its effects span both information structure and the verbal aspectual system. Therefore 

a comprehensive treatment of focus and topic as they relate to prominence provides an 

approach to definiteness. 



Appendix A 

DATA 

A.1 Ditransitive Predicates in Neutral Intonation Pattern 

(268)  a. What happened? 

b. What did Marija do? 

c. What did Marija do for Jelena? 

d. What did Marija give Jelena? 

e. Marija je Ieleni poklonila novi kompjuter. SIVO 

M a r y . ~ o ~  aux Jelena.D~T gave ,. neW.ACC computer.Acc 

'Mary gave a new computer to Jelena.' 

(269) a. Who did Marija give a new computer? 

b. Marija je poklonila novi kompjuter Jeleni. SVOI 

M ~ . N O M  aux gave new.ACC computer.Acc 1 e l e n a . D ~ ~  

'Mary gave a new computer to Jelena: 

(270) a. What did Marija do with the new computer? 

b. Who did Marija give a new computer to? 

c. Marija je novi kompjuter poklonila Jeleni. SOVI 

Mary.NOM aux new.ACC CompUter.ACC gave Jelena.D~T 

'Mary gave 3 new computer to Jelena.' 



(27 1) a. Did Marija charge Jelena for the new computer' 

b. (Ne.) Marija je now kompjuter leleni poklonila. SOIV 

(no.) Mnry.NOM aux new.ACC computer.ACC Jekna.D~T gave 

'(No.) Mary gave a new computer to Jelena.' 

(212) a. Did Marija charge Jelena for the new computer? 

b. (Ne.) Marija je Jeleni novi kompjuter poklonila. SlOV 

(no.) M ~ . N O M  aux Jeiena.D~T new compurcr gave 

'(No.) Mary gave a new computer to Jelena.' 

(273) a. What did Marija give to Jelena? 

b. Jeleni je Marija poklonila novl kompjutcr. ISVO 

J e l e n a . ~ ~ T  AUX Marija.~OM gave nrx.ACC computer.ACC 

'Marija gave a new computer to Jelena.' 

(274) a. Did Marija charge Jelena for h e  new computer? 

b. (Ne.) Jeleni je Marija novi kompjuter poklonila. lSOV 

(no.)Jelena.~~T AUX Marija.NOM new.ACC computer.hCC gave 

'(NO.) Marija gave a new computer to Jelena.' 

(275) a. Who gave Jelena he new computer? 

b. Jeleni je novi kompjuter pkloniln Marija. IOVS 

j e l e n a . ~ ~ ~  AUX new.ACC COmpUter.ACC gave Marija.NO~ 

'Marija gave a new computer to Jekna.' 

(276) a. Is it true that Marija charged Jelena for the new computer? 

b. (Ne.) Jeleni je novi kornpjuter Marija poklonila. IOSV 

(no.) Jelena.D~T AUX new.ACC cornputer.ACC M a r i j a . ~ O ~  gave 

'(No,) Marija gave a new computer to Jelena.' 



(277) a. Who gave Jelena a new computer? 

b. Jeleni je poklonila novi kompjuter Marija. IVOS 

Jelena.D~T AUX gave new.AcC computer.Acc MarijaNOM 

'Marija gave a new computer to Jelena.' 

(278) a. What did Marija give to Jelena? 

b. Jeleni je poklonila Marija novi kompjuter. IVSO 

Jelena.DAT AUX gave M a r i j a . ~ ~ ~  new.ACC computer.Acc 

'Marija gave a new computer to Jelena.' 

(279) a. What happened to the new computer? 

b. What did Marija do with the new computer? 

c. Who did Marija give the new computer to? 

d.  Novi kompjuter je Marija poklonila Jeleni. OSVI 

new.Acc cornputer.AcC A U X  M a r i j n . ~ ~ ~  gave Je1enn.D~~ 

'Marija gave a new computer to Jelena.' 

(280) a. Did Marija sell Jelena the new computer? 

b. tNe.) novi kompjuter je Marija Jeleni poklonila. OSIV 

no. new.AcC COmpUter.ACC AUX Marija.NOM J e l e n a . ~ ~ ~  gave 

'(No.) Marija gave a new computer to Jelena.' 

(28 1 ) a. Did Marija sell Jelena the new computer? 

b. (Ne.) Novi kompjuter je Jeleni Manja poklonila. OISV 

no. new.ACC computer.ACC AUX Jelena.D~T Marija.NO~ gave 

'(No.) Marija gave a new computer to Jelena.' 

(2821 a. Who gave Jelena 3, new computer? 



b. Novi kompjuter je Jeleni poklonila Marija. OIVS 

new.ACc compuler.ACC AUX Jelena.D~T gave Marija.r;oM 

'Marija gave a new computer to Jelena.' 

(283) a. Who gave a new computer to whom? 

b. Who gave a new computer to Jelena' 

c. Novi kompjuter je poklonila Jeleni Mari~a. OVlS 

nnv.ACc ComputecACC AUX gave Jelcna.DAT Manja.sow 

'Marija gave a new computer to Jelena: 

(284) a. What happened to the new computer' 

b. Who gave a new computer to whom? 

c. Who did Marija give a new computer? 

d. Novi kompjuter je poklonila Manja Jelen~. OVSl 

nnv.acc computer.AcC A U X  gave M a r i j a x o ~  Jelem.DAT 

'Marija gave a new computer to Jclena.' 

(285) a. What happened? 

b. What did Marija give Jelena? 

c. Poklonila je Marija Jeleni novi komp~utcr VSlO 

gave AUX Marija.NOM J e l e n a . ~ ~ ~  ~ W . A C C  computerAcc 

'Marija gave a new computer to Jelena: 

(286) a. Who did Marija give a new computer? 

b. Poklonila je Marija novi kompjuter Jeleni. VSOI 

gave AUX Marija.NOM nru.ACC computer.ACC Je1ena.D~~ 

'Marija gave a new computer to Jelena.' 



(287) a. Who gave Jelena the new computer? 

b. Poklonila je Jeleni novi kompjuter Marija. VIOS 

save A U X  Je1ena .D~~ neW.ACC computer.Acc M a r i j a . ~ ~ ~  

'Marija gave a new computer to Jelena.' 

(288) a. What did Marija give to Jelena? 

b. Poklonila je Jeleni Marija novi kompjuter. VISO 

gave A U X  Jelena.DAT Marija.NOM new.ACC computeCACC 

'Marija gave a new computer to Jelena.' 

(289) a. Who gave a new computer to whom? 

b. Who gave a new computer to Jelena? 

c. Poklonila je novi kompjuter Jeleni Marija. VOIS 

gave AUX neW.ACC computer.ACc J e l e n a . ~ ~ ~  MarijaNOM 

'Marija gave a new computer to Jelena.' 

(290) a. Who gave a new computer to whom? 

b. Poklonila je novi kompjuter Marija Jeleni. VOSI 

gave AUX new.AcC computer.ACC Marija.NOM Jelena.D~T 

'Marija gave a new computer to Jelena.' 

A.2 Ditransitive Predicates in Emotive Inotnation Pattern 

(291) a. , m a t  did Marija do for Jelena? 

b. What did Marija give Jelena? 



c. Marija je poklonila novi KOMPJUTER Jeleni. SVQI 

M a r y . ~ o ~  aux gave new.ACC computer.ACC Jelena.D~T 

'Mary gave a new computm to Jelena.' 

(292) a. What did Marija do for Jelena? 

b. What did Marija give Jelena? 

c. Marija je novi KOMPIUTER poklonila Jeleni. SQVl 

M a r y . ~ o ~  aux nCW.ACC computerAcc gave J ~ ~ M . D A T  

'Mary gave a new computer to Jelena.' 

(293) a. What did Marija give lelena? 

b. Marija je novi KOMPJUTER Jeleni poklonila. SQfV 

Mary.NOM aux nCW.ACC COmpUter.ACC Jelena.D~T gave 

'Mary gave a new computer to Jelena.' 

(294) a. What did Marija do for ldena? 

b. What did Marija give Jelcna? 

c. Marija je Jeleni novi KOMPJUTER poklonila. SlQV 

Mary.NOM aux Jelena.DAT new computer pave 

'Mary gave a new computer to Jelena.' 

(295) a. What did Marija do? 

b. What did Marija give to Jelena? 

c. Jeleni je Marija novi KOMPJUTER poklonila. lS@' 

J e l e i l a ~ A ~  AUX Marija.NO~ nCW.ACC COmpUtCI.ACC gave 

'Marija gave a new computer to Jelena.' 



t 296) a. Whar did Marija do? 

b. Whar did Marija give Jelena? 

c. Jeleni je novi KOMPJUTER poklonila Marija. I D S  

Jeiena.DAT AUX new.ACC cornpurer.Acc gave Marija.NoM 

'Marija gave a new computer to Jelena.' 

(297) a. What did Marija grve to Jekna? 

b. Jeleni je novi KOMPJUTER Marija poklonila. IQSV 

Jelena.D~T AUX new.Acc computer.ACc M&J~.NOM gave 

'Marija gave a new computer to Jelena.' 

(298) a. What did Marija do? 

b. What did Marija give Jelena? 

c. Jeleni je poklonila novi KOMPJUTER Marija. I V S  

l e l e n a . ~ ~ ~  AUX gave new.ACC cornputer.Acc M a r i j a . ~ ~ ~  

'Marija gave a new cornpurer to Jelena.' 

(299) a. Whar drd Marija give Jelena? 

b. Novi KOMPJUTER je Marija poklonila Jeleni. OSVI 

new.ACC computer.ACC AUX Marija.~OM gave J e l e m D ~ T  

'Marija gave a new computer ro Jelena.' 

(300) a. What did Marija give Jelena? 

b. Novi kompjuter je Marija Jeleni poklonila. S N  

new.Acc computer.Acc A U X  Marija.~OM J e l e n . 3 . ~ ~ ~  gave 

'Marija gave a new computer to Jelena.' 

(301) a. What did Marija give Jelena? 



b. Novi KOMPlUTER je Jeleni Marija poklonila. QlSV 

new.ACC COmpUter.ACC AUX Jelena.oAT Marija.HOM gave 

'Marija gave a new computer to Jelena.' 

(302) a. What did Marija give Jelena? 

b. Novi KOMPJUTER je Jeleni poklonila Marija. QlVS 

nW.ACC COmpUter.ACC AUX Je1cna.D~~ gave Marda.NOM 

'Marija gave a new computer to Jelena.' 

(303) a. What did Marija give lelena? 

b. Novi KOMPJUTER je poklonila Jcleni Marija. OVlS 

ncw.ACC computer.Acc AUX gave Jelena.D~T Marija.sOb1 

'Marija gave a new computer to Jelena.' 

(304) a. What did Marija give Jelena? 

b. Novi KOMPIUTER je poklonila Marija Jcleni. P S I  

new.ACC cOmputer.ACC AUX gave Mxijrija.sosc Jelena.D~T 

'Marija gave a new computer to Jelcna.' 

(305) a. What did Marija give Jelena? 

b. Poklonila je Marija novi KOMPJUTER lelcn~. VSel 

gave A U X  M a r i j a . ~ O ~  neW.ACC cornpuler.Acc Jilen3.DAT 

'Marija gave a new computer to Jelena.' 

(306) a. What did Marija do? 

b. What did Marija do for Jelena? 

C. What did Marija give Jelena? 



d. Poklonila je Jeleni novi KOMPJUTER Marija. VIOS 

gave A U X  Jelena.D~T new.ACC computecAcc M a r i j a . ~ ~ ~  

'Marija gave a new computer to Jelena.' 

(307) a. What did Marija do? 

b. What did Marija give Jelena? 

c. Poklonila je novi KOMPJUTER Jeleni Marija. VQIS 

gave AUX new.ACc computer.Acc J e l e n a . 0 ~ ~  MarijaNOM 

'Marija gave a new computer to Jelena.' 

(308) a. What did Marija do? 

b. What did Marija give Jelena? 

c. Poklonila je novi KOMPJUTER Marija Jeleni. VQ.91 

gave AUX new.ACC cOmputer.ACC M a r i j a . ~ ~ ~  J c l e n a . ~ ~ ~  

'Marija gave a new computer to Jelena.' 

(309) a. What did Marija do with the new computer? 

b. Who did Marija give a new computer? 

c. Marija je poklonila JELENI novi kompjuter. S V p  

Maty.NoM aux gave Jelena.D~T new.ACC cOmpuler.ACC 

'Mary gave a new computer to Jelena.' 

(3 10) a. What did Marija do with the new computer? 

b. Who did Marija eive a new computer? 



c. Marija je JELENI poklonila novi kompjuter. S1V0 

M a r y . ~ o ~  aux I e l e n a . ~ ~ ~  gave new.Acc computer.Acc 

'Mary gave a new computer to Jelcna.' 

(31 1) a. What did Marija do with the new computer? 

b. Who did Marija give a new computer? 

c. Marija je novi kompjuter J E L E N I  poklonila. SOLV 

M ~ . N O M  aux I'ICW.ACC computer.Acc lekna.D~T gave 

'Mary gave a new computer to Jelena.' 

(312) a. Who did Marija give a new computer? 

b. Marija je JELENI novi kompjuter poklonila. SLOV 

M ~ . N O M  aux J e l ena .~~T  new computer gave 

'Mary gave a new computer to Jelena: 

(313) a. Who did Marija give a new computer? 

b. JELENI je Marija poWonila novi kompjuter. LSVO 

Je1ena.D~~ AUX h4a r i j a .N~~  gave new.ACC computerACC 

'Marija gave a new computer to Jelena.' 

(3 14) a. Who did Marija give a new computer" 

b. JELENI je Marija novi kompjuter poklonila. !SOV 

Je1ena.D~~ AUX M a r i j a . ~ ~ ~  new.ACC computer.ACC gave 

'Marija gave a new computer to Jelena: 

(315) a. Who did Marija give a new computer? 

b. JELENI je novi kompjuter poklonila Marja. 10VS 

Jelena.D~T AUX new.ACC computer.ACC gave Marija.h'oM 

'Marija gave a new computer to Jelena.' 



(3 16) a. Who did Marija give a new computer? 

b. JELEHI je novi kompjuter Marija poklonila. LOSV 

Je1ena .D~~ AAUX new.ACC computer.ACC Marija.No~ gave 

'Marija gave a new computer to Jelena.' 

(3 17) a. Whar did Marija do with the new computer? 

b. Who did Marija give a new computer? 

c. JELENI je poklonila novi kompjuter Marija. WS 

Jelena.D~T AUX gave nW.ACC computer.Acc Marija.NoM 

'Marija gave a new computer to Jelena.' 

(318) a. What did Marija do with the new computer? 

b. Who did Marija give a new computer? 

c. JELENI je poklonila Marija novi kompjuter. YSO 

Jelena.~AT A U X  gave Marija.NoM nW.ACC Computer.ACC 

'Marija gave a new computer ro Jelena.' 

(319) a. What did Marija do with the new computer? 

b. Who did Marija give a new computer? 

c. Nov~ kompjurer je Marija JELENl poklonila. O S F  

new.Acc computer.ACC AUX Marija.NOM Jelena.D~f gave 

'Marija gave a new computer to Jelena.' 

(320) a. Who did Marija give a new computer? 

b. Novi kompjuter je JELENI Marija poklonila. OpV 

new.ACc compurrr.Acc A U X  Jelena.D~T Marija.NO~ gave 

'Marija gave a new computer to Jelena.' 



(321) a. What did Marija do with the new computer' 

b. Who did Marija give a new computer? 

c. Novi kompjuter je JELENI poklonila Marija. OLVS 

neW.ACC computer.ACc AUX J e l e n a . ~ ~ ~  pave Mari~a.sOw 

'Marija gave a new computer to Jelena.' 

(322) a. What did Marija do with the new computer? 

b. Who did Marija give a nnv computer? 

c. Novi kompjuter je poklonila JELESI Marija. OVlS 

nW.ACC computer.ACC AUX gave Jelena.DAT Manja.SOM 

'Marija gave a new computer to Jelena.' 

(323) a. Who did Marija give a new computer9 

b. Poklonila je Marija JELENI novi kompjutcr. VSLO 

gave AUX Marija.NOM Jelena.D~T nrw.ACC computer.ACc 

'Marija gave a new computer to Jelena.' 

(324) a. What did Marijn do with the new computer? 

b. Who did Marija give a new computer? 

c. Poklonila je JELENI novi kompjurtr Marija. VLOS 

gave AUX Jelena.DAT new.ACC computer.ACC Marija.%ost 

'Marija gave a new computer to Jelena.' 

(325) a. What did Marija do with the new compurer? 

b. Who did Marija give a new computer? 

c. Poklonila je JELEN! Marija novi kompjuter. VLSO 

gave AUX Jelena.D~T Marija.NO~ nov.ACC compurer.AcC 

'Marija gave a new computer to Jelena.' 



(326) a. Who did Marija give a new computer? 

b. Poklonila je novi kompjuter JELENI Marija. VOU 

gave A U X  new.Acc computer.Acc j e l e n a . ~ ~ ~  M a r i j a . ~ ~ ~  

'Marija gave a new cornpurer ro Jelena.' 
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